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PREFACE

OR three and a half centuries the Almanack has

been the most popular book in the English lan-

guage ; and together with the Bible has been

the basis of practically every household library

in this country ; in fact in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries these two books were pro-

bably the entire library of many families.

The idea of this monograph is to give, by means of biblio-

graphy, the history of English printed Almanacks and Prognosti-

cations from their commencement to the time when they had

become recognized as necessary annual books of reference. The

final date (1600) is fixed for two reasons: firstly, in 1599, with

Watkins' death,1 the partnership in the printing ofannual Almanacks

and Prognostications, between Richard Watkins and James Roberts,

came to an end: and secondly, to continue a full bibliography of

these books for another century would entail a volume fully twice

as large again as this, and would add very little more historical

1 As editions for the year 1600 are known with the imprint of both Watkins and

Roberts and assigned by Roberts alone, we may presume Watkins' death took place

about the middle of 1599.
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information, which cannot be obtained, easily, by anyone who

takes an interest in the subject.

The bibliographical descriptions have been confined to the

copies or fragments, which I know exist or have existed in this

country within the last few years; but there is also added a list of

those editions, which are known to have been issued during the

period under review, mentioned by reliable sources. No attempt

has been made to run to earth copies or fragments, which may be

in American or the large Continental Libraries.

A table is added at the end of the book containing the

Dominical Letters and the dates of Easter and Advent, which may

be of assistance in dating future fragments.

I am fully cognizant that anyone else could have written this

book infinitely better than the writer, and I apologize for all

mistakes, both of omission and commission, which may be found

;

but I would ask the reader before condemning it too severely to

remember that the information, with regard to the books them-

selves, has had to be obtained, in most cases, from unique and

tattered copies or from veritable fragments, some of which are not

more than two inches square.

I am indebted to many who have assisted me, by information

and in other ways, in the compilation of this book; especially my
thanks are due to Mr. A. W. Pollard, who has most kindly edited

the whole book and thereby greatly improved it; had he not

used the " editorial blue pencil " with considerable vigour, the

reader would have been treated to a much longer and more prosy

production.

Mr. E. Gordon Duff has also kindly read the whole of the

introduction and given me much useful information with regard

to copies, etc. The part connected with the ' Compotus Manualis

'

has been corrected by the Revd. Canon Christopher Wordsworth,

Sub-dean and Librarian of Salisbury Cathedral, for whose assistance

in this and other ways I am extremely obliged.
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I am most grateful for the kindness of the Right Honble. the

Earl of Crawford and Balcarres ; the Revd. Canon C. Deedes;

the Revd. A. E. G. Peters, of St. Mary's, Marlbrough, and

Mr. G. Milner-Gibson-Cullum, F.S.A., in sending me their

copies to examine, thereby saving me expensive journeys. Also to

Miss Maud E. Bull, Sub-Librarian of Hereford Cathedral ; Dr.

Arthur Buchanan, Sub-Librarian of Lincoln Cathedral ; Mr. J. G.

Galbraith, Librarian of Glasgow University; Mr. J. B. Oldham,

Librarian of Shrewsbury School; the Revd. G..S. Smith, vicar of

Cartmell, and the Revd. Canon J. M. Wilson, D.D., Librarian of

Worcester Cathedral, for sending me the particulars of the copies

under their care.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury and Mr. H. Christie-

Miller have most kindly allowed me to reproduce copies in their

libraries ; and I am extremely grateful to the Revd. Claude

Jenkins, Librarian at Lambeth Palace, and Mr. H. Collmann,

Librarian of Britwell Court, for the trouble they have taken and

the assistance they have given me.

To the authorities at the British Museum, the Bodleian, the

University Library, Cambridge, and the Masters and Fellows of

Trinity College, Cambridge, I am deeply indebted for permission

to reproduce some of the copies under their care ; and in this

connection I have to thank Mr. Falconer Madan, F.S.A., Bodley's

Librarian, and Mr. G. D. Amery, who spent much time helping

me whilst I was at Oxford; and Mr. F. Jenkinson, University

Librarian, and Mr. Charles Sayle, who have helped me in every

way they could at Cambridge.

The illustrations have been reproduced by the Artist's Illus-

trators, Ltd., 17, Fleet Street, London, E.C., from photographs

taken by the University Press at Oxford, Mr. Donald Macbeth in

London, and Mr. W. F. Dunn at Cambridge.

Amongst others whom I have to thank in London are

Dr. R. B. McKerrow; Mr. D. T. Baird Wood, and Mr. A. J. K.
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Esdaile of the British Museum; the Revd. L. H. Nixon, Precentor

and Librarian of Westminster Abbey, who spent a great deal of

time hunting up fragments for me; and the Revd. N. T. Westlake,

Curator of the Abbey. The late Revd. H. D. Macnamara, F.S.A.

of St. James, Garlick Hill, most kindly had a photograph taken of

the sheet Almanack in the vestry of that church, but unfortunately

it is too faint to be reproduced satisfactorily. I have also to thank

Mr. G. Clinch, Librarian of the Society of Antiquaries; Mr. H. R.

Plomer; Mr. R. Steele; Messrs. Maggs Brothers; and Messrs.

Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge, who kindly allowed me to take

particulars from their catalogues.

In Oxford, Sir William Osier, Bart., President of the Society,

received me most kindly and discussed the idea of the book with

me; and the late Revd. P. Henderson Aitken, Litt.D., gave

me most useful information; and I have to thank the Librarians

of Brazenose, Corpus Christi, Merton, and New Colleges, for

allowing me to take notes of the copies in their charge. In Cam-

bridge, Mr. A. G. W. Murray, Librarian of Trinity College, has

assisted me in many ways ; and Mr. S. Gaselee, Pepysian Librarian,

also gave me most useful help. I also have to thank the Librarians

of Corpus Christi, Emmanuel, and St. John's Colleges; and

Mr. G. J. Gray who kindly allowed me to take notes of the

fragment in his possession.

I also have to thank Mr. S. L. Anderson, Librarian of Aber-

deen University; Mr. H. Guppy, Librarian of the John Rylands

Library; the late Revd. Canon E. Moore, D.D., Librarian of

Canterbury Cathedral; and the many Librarians and others who
have most courteously replied to my letters.

And finally my special thanks are due to Mr. P. M. Barnard,

who placed his bibliographical and reference library at my disposal

thereby saving me much time and expense; Mr. T. Perry, who
has made many suggestions ; and Miss Margaret Butt, who copied

and re-copied my innumerable notes.

E. F. B.
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INTRODUCTION
HE obscurity which attaches to the early history

of the Almanack extends even to the derivation

of the word. It is supposed to have come from

the Arabic, and according to the Oxford English

Dictionary an Arabic-Castilian vocabulary of

1505 gives manakh a Kalendar, and manah a

sundial. The word Almanack is first found in England in the

Opus Majus of Roger Bacon (1267), where it is used for tables of

the apparent motions of the heavenly bodies. In medieval and

early Tudor times Almanacks give merely the conjunctions and

oppositions of the sun and moon, the dates of eclipses and the mov-

able feasts. They thus differ from the Kalendars where we find

the days of the weeks and the months, with the names of the

Saints commemorated on them. A Kalendar might have an Al-

manack attached to it, but this was not necessary; and few, if any,

of the Kalendars in service books had one. These prayer-books

were intended for use during a long period of years, whereas the

Almanack was a yearly document, or a series of yearly tables. We
may be content, therefore, following Roger Bacon's interpretation,

to regard the true Almanack as a table which gives the chief
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astronomical events of the year and the terrestrial events dependent

on them. The user of the Almanack, whether astronomer, astro-

loger, physician, or student, took no account of the Saints' days and

when they fell; but he had to know the months and the number

of days in each. He had also to remember that the day of the

Almanack began at noon on the day before that of the ordinary

Kalendar, and consisted of twenty-four hours ending at noon the

next day; thus June 28 began at noon June 27 and ended at noon

June 28. He had also to realize that, no matter when the common

or ecclesiastical year began, the Almanack's year began with the

vernal Equinox on March 11.

It must be remembered that during the whole period dealt

with in this monograph the Old Style was in use in England ; for

though the Gregorian or New Style came into use in most foreign

countries between 1582 and 1587, it was not adopted by Great

Britain and Ireland until 1752; and the Old Style is still used in

Russia.

Apparently no very early Almanacks exist in manuscript, the

earliest written in England date from the end of the thirteenth

century 1 and are in Latin. The earliest in English 2 in the

British Museum (Harl. 937), was written for the author's Sove-

reign Mistress, but who that lady was is not known ; it contains the

Kalendar, various rules, such as for finding the Golden number,

etc., and the eclipses for a period of years beginning at 143 1. It

was made to fold into a narrow shape and hang from the girdle

1 In the appendix to Henry Bradshaw's Colleflea Papers reference is made to

certain manuscript Celtic Cicli, but the writer cannot make out that they have any-

thing to do with the Almanack; although the word Ciclus appears in the manuscript

account book of John Dome, bookseller of Oxford (1520), where he notes the sale of

a "Ciclus vel Almanack" for id. The Clog Almanacks were also probably de-

scendants of early Almanacks engraved on wood, but none of those now known have

been attributed to an earlier date than the end of the sixteenth century.
2 A reprint was issued in 18 12 of an English Almanack for the year 1386,

but it contains no Kalendar or Tables, and has only the rules for the Almanack.

The writer does not know if the original manuscript exists.
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by a knot of string, very much as the Japanese carry their medicine

boxes, though they use a " netsuke " to keep them from slipping out

of the sash. In the fifteenth century and well on into the sixteenth

we find English manuscript Almanacks, or books of rules for the

Almanack with other information attached, evidently written for

individuals of position. The writer possesses a manuscript of this

character written in 1550, its contents including a tide table and a

multiplication table. There are also several Almanacks printed

from wood blocks, coloured by hand, which were produced abroad

ill the sixteenth century (probably in Brittany); one, of great

interest, which is believed to have belonged to Sir Francis Drake,

is in the Pepysian Library at Cambridge; this has in it a map of

England showing the different ports and headlands, for use with

the tide tables. Another copy is in the John Rylands Library.

Several manuscript Almanacks survive which contain an illus-

trated Kalendar of the Saints' days, etc., written on long strips of

vellum much like the xylographic Kalendars, which will be re-

ferred to later on ; but these generally have an illustrated Pro-

gnostication added to them. The earliest of this class known

to the writer is dated 1433, and is in his collection ; the pictorial

prognostication is by the day of the week on which New
Year's day fell,

1 and there is also a written prognostication, in

English, by Thunder,2 for the months. A very fine example of a

piftorial Almanack in book form, written in England, is dated

141 2 (B.M., Egerton MS. 2724), but the text of this is in Latin.

As a class these books were evidently intended for unlearned people

to whom reading was difficult and pictorial representation, how-

ever crude, more comprehensible.

The Almanack proper, both in manuscript and the earlier

printed editions, was intended mainly, if not entirely, for Students

1 Or Christmas day.
2

E.g.: "In aprilis: //mndir: if it lowrie: it shewiM: myrtb zeeryng and fruc-

tuous: but it bitokcne/// dtth of wickid men:"
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and Physicians; and except for a few sheet Almanacks it is not

until 1540 that we find the Almanack and Kalendar issued to-

gether for popular use.

The Prognostication was a separate work to the Almanack,

although, as it depended entirely on the movement and position

of the celestial bodies, it contained a certain amount of the in-

formation proper to the Almanack.

Prognostication has existed from the earliest times, Prophets,

Seers, Prognosticators, Astrologers, Conjurors, Wizards, and

Crystal-Gazers making a living by foretelling the future ; for the

human race has always craved for information, even if only an

inkling, as to what the future holds in store for it.

Prognostications have generally been gloomy: famine, plague,

war, death to some great man, all seeming fairly safe to foretell;

and the Prognosticator did not hesitate to discover and proclaim

the evil influences that lay in the stars, which were supposed to

move round the earth and control the destinies of its inhabitants.

Very few manuscript Prognostications remain, and probably

not many save pictorial ones were written ; as the Prognostication

was pre-eminently a book for the people, what was the use of

writing a popular book when the people could neither read it nor

afford to buy it? It is not until printing had cheapened pro-

duction and made reading a comparatively common accomplish-

ment that prognostications multiplied.

Various Prognostications, such as Lichtenberger's, were issued

on the Continent towards the close of the fifteenth century, but

none appear to have been printed in England except a few of

Jasper Laet's or Parron's, of which more will be said later.

As far as is known, at the commencement of the Tudor period

there was no English Prognosticator of repute, if we except the

somewhat mythical Mother Shipton, who is said to have been

born early in the reign of Henry VII and died in 1561. Her
prophecies, however, were not published until the seventeenth
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century. The belief they inspired survived long enough for

the present writer to remember the stir made by the prophecy

attributed to her, but afterwards admitted to be a forgery:

The world unto an end shall come

In eighteen hundred and eighty-one.

For the first half of the sixteenth century this country de-

pended on translations of foreign Prognostications. This may have

been due to the fewness of English readers, possibly also to the

power of the Church, which regarded Prognosticators with sus-

picion. How far the Bull against Witches, issued by Innocent VIII

in 1484, was put into force in this country the writer does not

know. But the Acl: passed in 1 541 , declaring various kinds of

sorcery felony without benefit of Clergy, undoubtedly included

the too-advanced Prognosticator; and Andrew Boorde, the first

Englishman to issue a printed Almanack and Prognostication, re-

cognizes in his preface that prognosticating was against the laws

of both God and the Realm.

This Aft was repealed in the reign of Edward VI, and

thenceforward, beginning with Anthony Askham, we get an in-

creasing flow of English-written Prognostications. Another A6t

was passed in Elizabeth's reign, but it was of a milder character,

as it distinguished between the kinds of sorcery and did not check

prognostication; but there is this noticeable difference between

the foreign and English Prognosticator, that whereas the former

prophesied every kind of disaster, and often for years ahead, the

latter contented himself in most cases with a yearly Prognostica-

tion of the weather and the diseases consequent thereon, though

of course he " let himself go " over a comet or eclipse.

As has already been said, the. printed Almanack was first

issued for students and physicians, while the Prognostication,

which depended on the Almanack, was issued as a separate book

for more popular use. But about 1540 the two books, with the
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Kalendar added, were joined together and began to be issued as an

annual publication. A few Sheet Almanacks and Prognostications

had been issued abroad in English before this date, and may per-

haps have become annual by this time. They contained the full

Kalendar, the changes of the moon, with a Prognostication of

the weather to be expected at each change, the usual rules of

phlebotomy, etc., the eclipses and the anatomical man (i.e., a

human figure with indications as to the part of the body ruled by

each sign of the Zodiac).

These Sheet Almanacks were intended to be fastened on the

walls of the house or merchant's office; but the new pocket

form now adopted supplied the want of a portable work of

reference.

Up to now the Kalendar in the Horae had served all ordin-

ary purposes of reference. But the ecclesiastical changes which

Henry VIII and his advisers were making extended even to these;

St. Thomas of Canterbury had been cut out of the Kalendar alto-

gether, and Bishop Hilsey's Primer had been issued omitting all

except the major Saints' days. It must be remembered that many,

especially the older, leases, deeds, and documents had been dated

by the Saints' days rather than by the day of the month. Fairs

also were mostly held either on the eve, on the morrow, or on a

Saint's day itself. More people, again, could read, while fewer

probably possessed Horae or said the Hours.

Thus a cheap and handy book was wanted which, while con-

taining the ecclesiastical Kalendar, would yet not be banned by

the King and the Reform party.

The Prognostication was already a popular work and, being

closely allied to the Almanack, what could be better than the

enlargement of it by the addition of the Almanack and Kalendar?

Both books were written by the same authors, dodtors of physic

and astronomy, and could be issued bound together, or separately,

as the buyer wished, in a cheap form for carrying in the pocket.
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Thus what has become the most popular of books came into

being.

From this time onward the pocket Almanack always con-

tained the full Kalendar, and for the next twenty years the Pro-

gnostication was always printed with a separate title-page and

signatures, as if some people looked askance at them and only

took the first part ; while right up to the end of the century the

Prognostication always began with a separate title-page, although

the signatures ran on consecutively.

These pocket Almanacks and Prognostications were issued in

small oclavo or sextodecimo, but a few quartos were issued, pre-

sumably for keeping on the bookshelf.

The Broadside or Sheet Almanack and Prognostication also

continued to appear annually; the English printers beginning to

produce these, as far as can be ascertained, somewhere about 1540,

though foreign printed ones in English are known from as early

as 1530. The word Prognostication is omitted from this class

during the latter part of the century.

From the opening of the reign of Elizabeth we find a large

increase in the authors and output of these books; and they in-

creased also in size, various useful tables of information being

added, such as the list of the principal fairs, the highways, and

the dates of the law terms. We also sometimes find blank pages

left opposite the Kalendar, for use as diaries or note books. This

enlargement encroached on the space available for the Prognostica-

tions, and some of the later books reduced the aclual Prognostica-

tion to a mere short description of the weather to be expected

during the four seasons.

The Kalendar during Elizabeth's reign is nearly always a full

one, but only the Feast days admitted by the Book of Common
Prayer are printed in red, with the addition of the days of the

birth and accession of the Queen.

Of the popularity attained by the Almanack it is unnecessary
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to write here, as every encyclopaedia and dictionary quotes the

allusions to the Almanack made by Shakespeare and other writers

of the period. But it is evident, from some of the extant series of

Almanacks containing notes in the same handwriting, that a man
of the later Tudor period would purchase his annual Buckminster,

Dade, or Frende in exactly the same way as it is now the custom

to buy a yearly Whitaker's Almanack, or Letts' or Watkins' pocket

diaries.

In addition to these annual books various Almanacks and

Prognostications were issued for periods ranging from two or

three to forty years. The Prognostications in some cases were

translations of foreign writers. Besides these we find some of a

more learned character, such as Digges' Prognostication Everlasting,

of which many editions were issued, and a few Latin works. On
the other hand, Grafton's Little Treatise and Adams' Writing

Tables with a Kalendar, first issued in 1571 and 1581 respect-

ively, although not annual books, are closely akin to the pocket

Almanack.

All editions of these books, issued in England, were printed

in London, except the single sheet printed by John Scholar of

Oxford for 1518, and the Almanack issued at Worcester by

John Oswen for 1 55 1 . But many Almanacks were drawn up for

the meridian of provincial cities, such as Bristol, Canterbury,

Chester, Dorchester, Oxford, Salisbury, York, etc. Only one,

however, is known to have been issued specially for Ireland. This

was drawn up by William Farmer for the year 1587 for the

meridian of Dublin.

It must be understood that the meridians referred to in these

Almanacks are not the geographical meridians of longitude, but

the astronomical meridians.

For the last twenty-eight years of the century all annual

Almanacks and Prognostications were printed by Richard Watkins
and James Roberts. These two men printed together from the
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year 1 57 1 , in which year the first of their three patents 1 was

granted by Queen Elizabeth. Christopher Barker in his report on

patents, c. 1583,
2 speaking of Watkins, says: "This patent con-

teyneth all Almanackes and Prognostications, which by reason of

a few persons and a small stock will suffice to the execution

thereof, is a pretty commodietie toward an honest man's lyuing."

In writing of Watkins, Herbert (p. 1023) says: " He had a patent

with James Roberts for printing Almanacks, and in the year

1583, gave up his interest in Sheet Almanacks to the company

[of Stationers] for the use of their poor," i.e., for the poorer

members of the company to print if they pleased. The third

patent, which is printed in full in Arber (ii, pp. 817, 818), and

dated 3 December 1588, commends Watkins and Roberts for their

diligence in suppressing the printing of "fantastical and fond

prophesyings," and grants them license to print Almanacks and

Prognostications for twenty-one years from 12 May 1588. If any-

one else printed, bought, uttered, or sold such documents, they

were liable to a penalty of twelve pence for every one. The

patent thus granted should not have lapsed until 1609, but Richard

Watkins died about 1599, and in 1603, Roberts, presumably, being

willing, a new patent was granted by James I to the Company of

Stationers,3 and, a few years later, was extended to the universities

of Oxford and Cambridge.

Very few references are known to the price of these books,

but in the account book of John Dome, bookseller of Oxford, 4 we

1 The date of the first patent was 12 May, 13 Elizabeth (1 571), and was for ten

years. This had only run seven years when the second was granted, which is dated

28 May, 20 Elizabeth (1578), and was also for ten years. This had lapsed seven

months when the third was granted, the date of which is 3 December, 31 Elizabeth

(1588), but it was made retrospective. This last was for twenty-one years.

* Arber, i, p. 144.
1 The date of the patent is 26 Oftober, 1 James I (1603).
4 Oxford Historical Society: Colleftanea, 1st Series, 1885. The Account Book

of John Dome, by Falconer Madan.
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find that he sold Prognostications etc., viz., an Almanack for one

year, at id.; Pronosticon of Jasper [Laet] id. (probably these were

in Latin) ; Pronosticata in English at i\d. and 2d.; two Pronostica-

tions in English and two Ciclus 6d. ; and Almanacks for thirty

years 4.C 8d. He appears to have sold a large number of these

books. Mr. E. G. Duff, 1 in writing of Peter Kaetz, mentions a

letter, found in a binding in Westminster Abbey, addressed by

him to Siberch, the Cambridge bookseller and binder, in which

he says: "I send you 25 Prognostications and three New Testa-

ments, small size. The Prognostications cost is. sterling the 25."

From these prices it seems as if the single-sheet documents must

have been sold in the early part of the century at about id. or i\d.

retail, and the oftavos and quartos in book form in proportionate

rates according to size, and the Latin ones were cheaper than those

in English ; but, probably later on in the century, they were sold

largely at the fairs, and became cheaper, or at any rate the buyer

got a larger book far his money.2

After this brief general sketch we may turn to the biblio-

graphical aspecT: of the subject, which is our main concern.

The earliest attempt at a list of English Almanacks, that the

writer knows of, is that made by John Bagford, and is at the com-

mencement of the volume, in his collection, devoted to fragments

of Almanacks and Prognostications (B.M., Harl. 5937). This list

is not a very long one, and Bagford does not appear to have seen

all those he mentions. The list may or may not be correct, but

at any rate a certain number of those mentioned do not appear to

have survived to the present day. Our knowledge, however, of

1 Westminster and London Printers, 1476-1535, by E. Gordon Duff, Cambridge,

1906.
a A scathing description of an Almanack maker appears in Braithwaite's

JVhimzies : or, A New Cast of Charalters, 1631, in which he tells us that "forty

shillings is his yeerly pension upon every impression," which, though outside our

period, throws an interesting light on the fees paid to the authors of these books in

the early part of the seventeenth century.
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many editions, more especially the early ones, is largely gathered

from the unique fragments contained in Bagford's volume; and,

much as Bagford is abused as a vandal, the writer feels that he is

much indebted to this collection, and the colle&or's care in pre-

serving what most people in his days looked upon as rubbish.

A more modern list is that which was made by Mr. H. R.

Plomer and printed in Notes and Queries, 6th Series, vols, xi and

xii. The writer has obtained a certain amount of information

from this list, which he gratefully acknowledges. -

Three papers on English printed Almanacks were read by
Mr. Abel Heywood before the Manchester Literary Club in the

years 1877 and 1879, bdng afterwards privately reprinted; and

again the writer desires to acknowledge his indebtedness to the

first of these papers. In addition to these, all bibliographers of

the period under review mention a certain number of editions

either known of or seen by them. Most of these editions the

writer has examined, but some, if they still exist, he has been

unable to trace.

All the editions described in this book have been seen by the

writer himself, except in the case of the few copies which are in

libraries at too great a distance to be conveniently visited.

It is not pretended that this bibliography contains a complete

list of all the editions or fragments of editions that remain, as

many are probably in private hands of which it is not possible to

obtain information, and many more fragments still remain in old

bindings which, it is to be hoped, will in due course come to

light and be preserved and noted in the catalogues of the libraries

to which they belong. Even in the libraries which the writer has

visited some may have been overlooked, as unless they are in the

catalogue or known to the librarians it is impossible for a visitor

to a library to locate them.

"V The period covered by this bibliography is just over one

hundred years, as the earliest fragments cannot have been printed

1
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before 1492, and the last are the editions for 1600. How many

editions of Prognostications, Almanacks, or Almanacks and Pro-

gnostications, were issued between these two dates it is impossible

to say, but probably six hundred is well within the mark; and

this without counting the many books to which an Almanack

was attached and which do not come into this book.

The writer has included in his lists only those books which

are Almanacks and Prognostications proper, intended for popular

use, and has rigorously excluded all Liturgical books containing

an Almanack and Kalendar; purely religious Prognostications or

Treatises; Medical Works to which an Almanack was attached, such

as The Hope of Health by Philip More [Moore]; purely medical

Prognostications, as A Prognostication drawen out of Tpocras, Aui-

cenna, etc., printed by R. Wyer; legal works, such as The Magna
Carta, with a Kalendar tofind the Mootes, or The Book ofPresydents ;

astrological and astronomical works, as A manifest and apparent

confutation of an Astrological discourse . . . with a brief Prognostica-

tion of the conjunction ofSaturn and Jupiter, etc., by Thomas Heth,

or General Kalendars and Astronomical Tables, by George Hartgill

;

and also such books as The Rules and right ample Documents touching

the use and practise of the common Almanacks, by Humphrey Baker;

Almanach novum et perpetuum, by Petro Dacquito ; and the books

written against Almanacks and Prognostications. But to these last

some reference will be made later on.

The two hundred or more editions or issues of which the

writer is able to give a full description fall into five classes,

viz.:

A. Almanacks or Kalendars not printed with movable

type.

B. Prognostications, and Almanacks and Prognostications in

book form, issued for one year only.

C. Broadside or Sheet Almanacks and Prognostications.

12



D. Almanacks, Prognostications, or Almanacks and Pro-

gnostications issued for a period of years or for

perpetuity.

E. Kindred Books.

Each class will be dealt with separately.

A.

—

Almanacks or Kalendars not printed with Movable
Type

There are only three editions in this class, but all are ex-

tremely interesting.

The one which the writer puts first may be only a Kalendar,

and perhaps did not contain an Almanack at all ; all that remains

of it are the fragments of two leaves in the British Museum.
They contain part of the Kalendar for the month of July, the first

leaf beginning "July xxxi day
[

] the Mone xxx." All the

letters are very large, the smallest being an inch in height; they

are very irregularly printed, and appear to have been either stamped

or stencilled on to the paper, and as far as can be seen on one side

only. The red lettering was put in after the black, and in some

cases overlaps it by as much as 5 mm. If the letters were stamped,

wooden blocks were probably used, as in some instances there is

an appearance of a break in the letters.

For what purpose this Almanack or Kalendar was intended

does not appear to be known, but it may be suggested that these

leaves were intended to be stuck on a door or wall, like the battle-

dore, and were used for the purpose of teaching pupils the

Kalendar; or it is possible thev were bound together like a block

book. In any case, or for whatever purpose they were intended,

they are the largest English lettering of that period. There is no

information as to how or where they were found, and the British
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Museum catalogue dates them at about 1500, which is probably

as near the mark as can be ascertained. (See Plate I.)

No. 2 is of quite a different character, and is more of a

perpetual Kalendar than an annual Almanack. It was produced

by xylography and printed on vellum, the necessary information

with regard to the lunar Kalendar, etc., being filled in by hand.

It was printed on both sides of a long, narrow strip of vellum,

and contains on the recto at the top a lunar table divided into

twenty-eight 1 columns with the dominical letters at the top.

Underneath this is a large circular diagram, divided into twenty-

four divisions, corresponding with the number of the hours, day

and night, in which are a number of figures (probably astronomical

data). At the corners of the compartment containing the circle

are the emblems of the four Evangelists, and in the centre a repre-

sentation of the Rood. Immediately beneath this compartment is

the kalendar in twelve horizontal rows, each row containing repre-

sentations of the saints, or their emblems, belonging to that month
;

under which are the Dominical and weekday letters, and two

rows of figures giving the Prime or Golden numbers used in lunar

calculations. At the end of the kalendar are eight dates, viz. the

date of the world, the age of Adam, the age of Eve, the time Adam
was in Purgatory, and the date from the Flood ; these five are

woodcut, and also in most cases filled in in manuscript too, but the

last three, the date from the Incarnation of Our Lord, from the

Passion of St. Thomas, and from the coronation of the King are

only partly woodcut, the actual year being filled in by the scribe.

On the verso at the top, in white on a black ground, are the letters

M. S., probably the initials of the cutter or producer of the block.

Underneath are twelve illustrations of the occupations of the

month, beside each of which is a circle with lines radiating from

the centre in red and black, indicating the amount of light and

darkness during the month.
1 Twenty-eight years is the cycle of the sun.
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The block was printed in black, and then the pictures, etc.,

were lavishly coloured by the rubricator. It is an almost exact

copy, on a rather smaller scale, of the English Almanack of 1433
mentioned before (see Plates II and III), and appears to have been

used for a considerable period, 1
as the eight copies that still exist

date from 1521 or 1522 to 1554, and probably was cut some time

before the first date ; it has been generally placed somewhere about

1500,
2 but with no approach to certainty.

At the time of the sale of the first part of the Huth Library

reference was made to the discrepancy in the manuscript dates,

and it was pointed out that the number of years said to have

elapsed from the death of Thomas a Becket did not agree with the

date of the year, which was 1554 in the Huth copy. Moreover,

the date from the coronation of the King did not coincide with

the coronation of any known king. The writer has examined the

dates in all the other seven copies, and found that not only do the

same discrepancies appear, but that the copies differ by as much
as seven years; 3 in addition to this, the manuscript edition men-

' The verso of the earliest copy differs from the later ones in not having the

letters M. S. on a black ground. Possibly the block was re-cut or the letters were

added later. This copy, which is in the possession of Mr. G. Milner-Gibson-Cullum,

has an interesting history; it is supposed to have belonged, formerly, to the Priory of

Weybridge, Acle, Norfolk. In 1751 it was given by Mr. John Rumbol of Acle to

Mr. Cotton Symonds of Ormsby, and in 1781 Dan Boulter, proprietor of Yarmouth

Museum, gave it to Thomas Barber, and from him it passed to Sir John Cullum,

6th Bart., who died in 1785, in whose family it has remained.
a

In the 1521-2 copy the Dominical letters appearing at the top of the first two

columns are G.^, these would suit the years 1487, 88 or 1515, 16, but neither seems a

satisfactory date for the cutting of the original blocks.

' The dates in five of the copies are as follows:

Datefrom the From the Passion of St. From the Coronation ofthe King

Incarnation Thomas (1170) {Henry V'11, 1485)

1523 337 [353-16] years 33 [38-5] years

1537 351 [367-16] years 47 [52-5] years

1538 352 [368-16] years 48 [53-5] years

1542 355 [37 2
- J 7] years 54 [57-3] years

1554 361 [384-23] years 60 [69-9] years
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tioned before, dated 1433, and one in the British Museum, dated

1455, also differ from the figures contained in the xylographic

copies. In the earlier copy the date from the coronation of the

King (Henry VI) is only one year out, but it contains another

date, from the death of St. Augustine, which appears to be at

least a hundred years wrong.

Two suggestions may be offered in partial explanation of

these discrepancies. In the first place all these Almanacks were

filled in one from the other, and these dates being at the bottom

were more likely to get thumbed or rubbed than the rest of the

sheet ; some of the figures, in this way, becoming obliterated, the

scribe filled in the new copy with the date which he thought

corredt, not noticing that an X or an I was missing from the old

copy. Secondly, when the whole bottom of the sheet was torn

away, it was necessary for the scribe to make a fresh calculation

as to the dates required, and with the scanty knowledge of

arithmetic then prevalent this would be a fruitful source of

error.

The King whose coronation is referred to can only be

Henry VII. He had been dead a long time before 1521, the date

of the the earliest extant specimen, but the block, or an earlier

one from which it was copied, may have been cut during his

reign. The Almanacks had to be filled up year by year, as required,

by salesmen who probably could not read Latin, and did not know

what " A coronacione regis " referred to, and these pidlorial

Almanacks or Kalendars were, as the writer has already pointed

out, intended for the unlearned. Such is the best explanation of

the discrepancies of the dates that can be offered, but it is far from

satisfactory, and the writer will be very pleased if anyone comes

forward with a better one.

This and the former number stand in a kind of intermediate

position between the manuscript Kalendars and Almanacks and the

printed Almanacks and Prognostications.
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The last in this class is of a much later date and, again, of

a different character. It is a perpetual Almanack, dated 1 59 1,

entirely engraved on copper, and printed on one side of the sheet

only. It consists of 384 circles, each of which is about 16 mm. in

diameter. These circles, of which nineteen are blank, are printed

in vertical rows, and the 365, which are filled up, each represent

one day in the year. The whole block is surrounded by a line of

engraved text giving the explanation and the date, but the name
of neither the engraver nor the printer is mentioned. The
blank spaces left on the plate, between the points where each four

circles approach each other, are filled up with smaller circles.

These, the explanation states, were only put there to fill up space,

but it is also stated that they may be used with an accompanying

sheet, no copy of which appears to exist. Each of the 365 circles

contains a number of dots (the explanation calls them pricks),

filling up, more or less, the lower part to represent the amount of

darkness, the upper part correspondingly being left plain to repre-

sent the amount of light. In an outside border is engraved the date

of the month and the name of the saint or feast day applicable to

each day ; whilst inside, at the top and bottom of the circle, are

the times of the rising and the setting of the sun. The only copy

of this very curious sheet is in the Bagford collection. A portion

of it forms one of our illustrations. (See Plate IV.)

B.

—

Prognostications or Almanacks and Prognostications

in Book Form, issued for one year only

The earliest English Prognostication of which the writer can

find any mention is in Bagford's list. He says :
" Y° first I have

met with is y
e prodnostication of Mr. Jasper Laet of Antwarpe

and translated out of Latin into English and printed in it by Will

Caxton 1493." If the date is corred: this must, of course, have
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been printed by Wynkyn de Worde and not by Caxton, as, although

Prognostications were generally printed some months before the

commencement of the year for which they were made, Caxton

must have been dead at least some months before this book was

printed; for the notice of his funeral appears in the churchwarden's

accounts of St. Margaret's, Westminster, in the year ending May

1492.
1

Jasper Laet is the predominant author of all the English

printed Prognostications or Almanacks for the first half of the

sixteenth century, and, in facl, the copies that remain to us of that

period may be summed up as " Fragments of Almanacks and

Prognostications by the Laet family." 2

There appear to have been four members of this family who
wrote Prognostications : John Laet

; Jasper Laet, his son
;
Jasper

Laet the younger, son of Jasper senior; and Alphonsus Laet,

brother of Jasper the younger. No English Prognostication by

John Laet, the grandfather, appears to remain ; but Bagford, in

his list, mentions: "The great and true prognostication with an

Almanack of Mr John Laet of Borcheon (Borcheloen) Dr of

medicine, Astronomer, professour and Rector of the school of

Antwerpe. 1521," and we must take it he had seen this copy. We
have, however, another mention of John by his grandson, Jasper

the younger, who, in the preface of his Prognostication for 1533,

says: " Because that 44 years past my father Master Jasper Laet

and 20 years before him his father Master John Laet (whom Jesu

pardon), both astronomers, hath yearly unto the profit of the

common people calculated and put forth certain Prognostications,"

etc., etc., and he goes on to say that he has decided to follow their

example. From this reference we learn that John Laet must have

begun writing Prognostications about 1468-9, and Jasper senior

1
It reads: " Item at burying of William Caxton iiij torches . . . vj 8

viij**."

* In this class considerably more than half the editions to 1550 can be attributed

Jo one or other of the Laets.
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about 1488-9; and also that in 1533 John was dead, while Jasper

senior had been writing for forty-four years, and, if he was alive,

must have been an old man for those times. We may probably take

it that, from this time on, all the editions bearing the name Jasper

Laet were written by Jasper the younger, who had already issued

an English broadside Almanack for 1530. Like his father and his

grandfather, Jasper the younger would appear to have been an

Astronomer, as well as a Doctor of Physic, as he is given both

titles in some of the editions after 1540. The last* we hear of him

is as the writer of a Prognostication for 1550, printed by Thomas

Raynalde, which is mentioned by Herbert, but there is no informa-

tion as to whether the copy still exists.

Alphonsus Laet is only known to us as the writer of the

broadside Almanack for 1548 (printed by Richard Jugge), the

colophon stating he was the brother of " M. Jaspar Laet, Doctor

of Pysycke and Astronomy."

The family appear to have been connected with both Antwerp

and Borcheloen (Borchloes), this latter place, according to Lippin-

cott's Gazetteer, being the old name for Looz, a small market town

in Belgium, in Limburg, nine miles south of Hassalt, and rather to

the north of Liege. From one or other of these two places they

put out annual Prognostications for a period of more than eighty

years. The text was probably always written in Latin, and trans-

lated into English by other hands ; the books were printed both

in Antwerp and London, but were always written for the former

place. Editions are extant in Latin, as well as in English, printed

in England.

There are only three Prognostications remaining of the fif-

teenth century. Of the earliest only two tiny, very torn fragments

remain, and these are in the Bodleian ; it is apparently a transla-

tion into English of a Prognostication by one of the Laets. The

book cannot be dated with any certainty, but, as it is printed in

Pynson's Type 2, it cannot be before 1492, and is probably rather
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later. The next is a fragment consisting of two leaves of a transla-

tion of, probably, one of William Parron's Prognostications. It is

printed in Wynkyn de Worde's Type i, and Mr. E. G. Duff, in a

note on the fly-leaf of the binding, puts the date at 1498. This

fragment is also in the Bodleian. (See Plate V.)

The last of the Incunabula is a perfect copy of a Prognostica-

tion in Latin by Parron, printed by Pynson and dedicated to

Henry VII. The colophon states that it was printed 24 December

1499, but the year for which the Prognostication was made, as was

not uncommon with the earlier Prognostications, commenced on

the nth of March 1500. A Table of the lunar conjunctions and

oppositions appear on the leaf before the last. The unique copy

of this book is again in the Bodleian. (See Plate VI.)

Who William Parron was does not appear to be known, but

Mr. E. G. Duff points out he was a native of Piacenza, apparently

residing in England ; he calls himself Placentinus. 1 He wrote

his Prognostications for England, as in those that we know of he

commences his personal Prognostications with the King of England,

whereas the foreigners began theirs with either the Pope or the

Emperor. Also Parron began his year in March, whereas the

Laets began theirs in January. How long Parron continued to

write is not known, and the only other fragment of his books is

one for 1502, which is in the binding of a book in Westminster

Abbey Library. In this Parron calls himself a Doctor of Medicine.

There is a somewhat long gap between 1502 and 15 16, the

date of the next edition the writer has been able to find, but

probably editions were being issued annually and have disappeared.

This edition for 1 5 1 6 is one by Jasper Laet, who is called " Doctor

in Astrology," and is translated into English " to the honour of

the most noble and victorious king Henry VIII " by Nicolas

Longwater, Governor of Our Lady Conception in the renowned

1 Some astrological MSS. by him are in the British Museum and Bibliotheque

Nationale, Paris.
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town of Antwerp. Longwater's English is not at all good, and he

occasionally uses French words, such as "Janvier" for January.

The printer, according to Proctor, was Jan van Doesborch. 1 The
largest fragment of this book is at Trinity College, Cambridge; the

first leaf is also amongst the Bagford fragments. (See Plate VII.)

For the next year (15 17) Nycolas the Grave, as he calls him-

self, printed another of Jasper Laet's Prognostications, which the

title states was translated in Antwerp. Fragments of three copies

of this are in the Bagford collection.

For the year 1520 a Prognostication by Laet was printed by

Pynson ; there were two editions of this : one, of which four

leaves remain in the University Library, Cambridge, has the first

line of the title cut in wood; the other, of which the first and the

last leaves remain, in the John Rylands Library, has the first line

printed in large type, and the book has been reset. The Society's

Hand-list of Books printed by London Printers mentions an Almanack

by Maister Adrian of about this date, but it is not known if this

copy exists.

Richard Bankes issued Prognostications by Jasper Laet for the

years 1 523 and 1 524, printing his title between curious border pieces

and also using a cut of a globe on the title-page (see Plate VIII),

this being the first of the illustrated title-pages of this class of

book, many of which introduce some form of astronomical globe.

The fragments of both of these editions are in the British Museum.

In 1523 W. de Worde also printed an edition of a Prognostication,

the fragments of which formerly belonged to Mr. F. Jenkinson,

but are now in the University Library, Cambridge. The author

is unknown, but there is a long prayer in Latin at the end by

William Amours.

Peter Treveris printed one of Laet's Latin Prognostications

1 Mr. E. G. Duff points out that Proctor says the Trinity College, Cambridge,

fragment is probably that in the Laing sale; but in the Laing catalogue it is definitely

called Wynkyn de Worde.
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for 1529, using very small type. This is the only prognostication

earlier than 1540, besides that by Parron for 1500, of which a

perfect copy exists.

All the editions up to this date are printed in quarto, and,

except for those issued by Bankes, consist of the Title at the top

of the recto of the first page, followed immediately by a sort of

introduction or prologue, which merged into a description of the

Eclipses, after which followed a prognostication for the seasons,

beginning with either Winter or Spring, and detailing the droughts

or rains to be expected, and the general illnesses and effects on

man and beast. After this we find short prognostications of the

weather to be expected each month at the changes of the moon,

the dates and times of which are given. Then comes the Prog-

nostications of Peace, War, and Sicknesses, such as epidemics of

the plague. The last part gives short individual prophecies of the

chief rulers, as the Pope, the Emperor, and the Kings of England

and France, etc., and for special towns and countries, as Antwerp,

Bruges, Flanders, England, and France. The Prognostications are

always in very general terms, and a typical one for England is that

for 1520, by Jasper Laet, which is as follows:

" The moost noble and plentifull kyngdome of Englonde this

yere shall suffre damage in their bestis & fruyt5 # A litil murmour
shalbe in the comon peple/ y* lightly shalbe layd downe. The
eclyps of the moone was in the opposicion signe of Englond."

The first printer to issue Prognostications in octavo was

Robert Wyer, the edition by Laet which he printed for the year

1530, being either a small octavo or a duodecimo. Wyer printed

two other editions; one in English, which is a translation of a

Prognostication written for Antwerp by John Thibault, "Astrologer

to the Emperour's Majesty" ; the other, in Latin, was probably by

the same author. Both books are in the same type, and the frag-

ments of them, which are now bound together, in the University

Library, Cambridge, appear to have been found in the same binding.
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About this time Wyer would seem to have become the printer

of most of the popular Prognostications, and issued editions of

various kinds, most of which can only be dated approximately. The
fragments of the two Prognostications by Jasper Laet the younger

for 1533 and 1534,
1 which are both in a form of foreign italic

type, were probably printed by or for him. But the Prognostication

by Thibault for 1533, a quarto in black letter, fragments of which
are in the Bagford Collection, was printed by John Rastall. Both

these printers, like Bankes, used woodcuts on the title-page of their

editions, the text beginning on the verso instead of immediately

under the title, as in the editions issued by the older printers.

Laet, in his 1 534 Prognostication for Henry VIII, says: "He
shall treat of things concerning the Church "

; which it must be

admitted was a fairly safe prophecy for that date. He does not

seem, however, quite so sure of himself in his prognosticating as

was his father, for he ends his 1533 edition with the words:

"These be the inclinations which I have found this year"; and

some fragments of a quarto edition, probably written by him,

printed by John Redman, attributed to about 1539, end: "These

are the inclinations and influences of heaven, but not that they

must be so."

This diffidence may have been engendered by a wholesome

dread of the law, for, as has been pointed out before, Prognostica-

tors were looked upon as akin to Sorcerers and Conjurers. The
failure of a Prognostication could only be explained on two grounds,

either that it would have happened if the Almighty had not willed

it otherwise, or that the Prognosticator was a charlatan. Prog-

nosticators naturally preferred the first excuse, and in consequence,

especially in the latter part of the century, we find a good deal of

religious exhortation mixed with the prognostications.

One other fragment, consisting of a single leaf in the Bodleian,

1 Mr. R. Steele attributes this to Antwerp. (The Transaflions ofthe Bibliographical

Society, vol. xi, p. 208.)
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may perhaps be dated about 1 539. It states that Henry VIII would

have trouble in his marrying!

This completes what is here termed the first period of the

annual editions. We now come to the second period, when the

Almanack and Kalendar were added to the Prognostication. The

earliest edition known is for the year 1 541 ; it is an octavo, written

by Jasper Laet and printed by John Redman. The title reads:

" Almanacke and Pronostication of Jasper Laet for the yere of our

Lorde God. m.ccccc.xli." Immediately underneath the title is a

cut of the anatomical man. The book consists of a sheet and

a half (a eight, b four leaves), and the colophon comes at the

foot of the last page. The book, in addition to the Kalendar,

contains a Table of the Ebbs and Floods ; the Declaration of the

Almanack, that is the Dominical Letter, the Golden Number, the

Epact, and the dates of the Moveable Feasts, etc. ; rules for Phle-

botomy, Eclipses of the Sun and the Moon, and the rules for

sowing seeds, etc. Most probably there was a second part of this

book, with another title-page, containing a full Prognostication,

but no fragment of this appears to have survived. Not the least

interesting point in regard to this book is that a unique copy of

sheet a is preserved in the Douce collection at the Bodleian, and

copies of sheet b are in the University Library, Cambridge, and

Westminster Abbey, so that, although no complete copy exists,

one can be examined by visiting two libraries. Each of the three

fragments has been found in a binding. (See Plate IX a and b.)

It has already been pointed out that the second part of these

books, containing the Prognostication, always had a separate title-

page, and in the Bibliographical list, up to the year 1560, there is

given a separate description and the title in full of these second

parts; but after that date, when the books were probably meant

to be sold together, it has been thought sufficient to indicate on

what page the second title comes, unless, of course, the first title-

page or first part is lacking.
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The make-up of the Almanacks at this time was always much
the same, and the contents generally follow those of the 1541
edition, but that edition differs from its successors in having the

Kalendar put first. As a rule, at any rate with the English authors,

all the preliminary matter, such as the Declaration, Rules for

Phlebotomy, the cut of the Anatomical Man with the Zodiacal

influences, the descriptions of the Eclipses, etc., came first, and the

Kalendar afterwards; but, except for the first edition, we do not

find the Table of the Ebbs and Floods being again added till

considerably later on in the century.

The Kalendar was always a full one of the Sarum Use, but

the Red Letter Days varied according as the Reformed or the

Roman Catholic religion was in the ascendant. The Phases of the

Moon were generally given against, or under, the date on which

they fell.

All these Almanacks were written by Students or Practitioners

in Astronomy or Astrology, or by Physicians, the author generally

being both ; and the rules for blood-letting, purging, and bathing,

and the Anatomical Man appear to have been inserted in the

Almanack from the earliest period, not only as a sort of household

Medical Vade Mecum, but also for the use of what one of the

authors calls " Ignorant Chirurgeons," for the physicians of that

time had the greatest contempt for the professors of the lancet and

the knife. It is interesting to note that the only instance of a

surgeon writing an Almanack in the sixteenth century is the

edition for 1587 for the Meridian of Dublin, by William Farmer,

Chirurgian. In all the early issues of the Almanack the proper

days for medical treatment are signified in the Kalender by black

and red crosses and half crosses.

Returning to the year 1541, in addition to the fragments of

another Prognostication printed by Redman, which are in the

University Library, Cambridge, there are in the Bagford collection

fragments of an Almanack and Prognostication in sexto-decimo,
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and a Prognostication by Laet. In both cases the printer's name

is wanting. It is probable that Almanacks of this size were, as a

general rule, issued annually from this time forward, but, from

their more portable size, they received much harder wear, and

in consequence are less frequently met with than those in octavo.

For the year 1543 John Waley (or Walley, as his name is

generally spelled) issued an Almanack and Prognostication by Laet,

of which only two leaves remain, these being among the Bagford

fragments. But for the next year (1544) we can trace several

editions. There are fragments of a quarto and a sexto-decimo by

Laet, a Prognostication in Latin by Johannes Mussemius, printed

by John Mayler, which is at the University Library, Cambridge,

and another by Cornelius Scute, printed by Richard Lant for

Richard Grafton. In addition to these there is the very curious

Merry Prognostication, the only copy of which is at Britwell.

Of the quarto by Laet only part of the title-page remains;

but of the sexto-decimo, fragments of proof sheets are in at least five

Libraries. This edition is peculiar for having the Kalendar printed

so that the book had to be held sideways to read it, although the

title was printed the right way up ; this is the only example known
to the present writer in which this method of printing was used

for a secular Kalendar, though it is found later in the century in

a few of the smaller liturgical books. The edition by Mussemius

is chiefly interesting for the cut on the title-page, which apparently

represents the Deity, but is labelled " Rex Henricus Minister

Fidei." (See Plate XI.)

The Prognostication by Cornelius Scute is a duodecimo.

The author was a Doctor of Physic ,of Bruges, he may perhaps

have been living in England at the time he wrote this Prognostica-

tion, as he is stated on the title to be " Resydent in Bridges ' in

the Wolfe strete." The book follows the usual form of Prognostica-

tions by foreign writers of the period, and gives personal pro-

1 But it is possible this word is an Anglicized form of Bruges.
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gnostications for the Rulers of the different countries, commencing
with Philip, King of Spain. The prophecy for Henry VIII is of a

very fulsome character, foretelling everything that was good for

him, including the " specyall love of his subjects." It is curious

that Lant printed this edition for Grafton, as the latter returned

the compliment by printing a broadside Almanack for the same
year for Lant.

The last of the books for this year, A mery Pronosticacion, con-

sists of three unsigned leaves with a cut on the ti.tle-page copied

from The Ship of Fools (see Plate X). It is a skit in verse on the

Prognostications of the times, and was evidently written to show
the folly of attempting to foretell the future, and the absurdity of

the Prognostications generally. As a typical instance: the following

is the Prognostication of diseases and sicknesses for the year 1553
made by Askham (of whom we shall hear more presently): "The
face of heaven consydered with all other groundes parteynynge to

the same, ye shal vnderstand that this yere we are very lyke to haue

many cold sickenesses both of drye humoures and waterishe, as

dropsies, goutes quotidians, quartans, lepres, morphewes, rewines,

fallynge sickenes and palseys, and many other kindes that may
come of the mylt, stomake, brayne, because of the error of diges-

tion, and also to be deadely in olde gowty men, and to continewe

longe in yonge age, and women to sufFre muche peyne in theyr

sydes, stomakes, and flankes." Whereas the Fool prophesying on

the same subject begins:

Dyvers dyseases shal rayne this yere,

Some shal dye, and some shal tary here.

Neither author's nor printer's name appears, but the woodcut

ornaments used on the last page closely resemble some of those

used by Richard Tottell in Bochas' Tragedies, 1554, though the

date is too early for him to have been the printer.

The year 1 545 is important for our subject, as for this was
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printed A Prognostication and Almanack, by Andrew Boorde, who

is careful to state on the title that he is an Englishman. We may

perhaps presume from this that he was the first Englishman, as

opposed to foreigners, to write an Almanack and Prognostication

;

for of course the early Prognosticator, William Parron, was not

a native of this country. Unfortunately only the first leaf of this

book remains, in the Bagford collection, and no copy of any other

edition is known. Boorde wrote several other works and was both

a physician and traveller, and was also in Holy Orders. According

to the Dictionary of National Biography he was educated at Oxford,

and became a Carthusian ; was appointed Suffragan Bishop of

Chichester about 1521, and took the Oath of Conformity at the

London Charterhouse in 1534. He is known to have practised

medicine at Glasgow in 1536, but from 1538 to 1542 he was

settled at Montpellier. In 1549 he was imprisoned in the Fleet,

and died that year.

For the same year, 1545, Grafton printed a translation of a

Prognostication by Mathias Brothyel of Ravensburgh, and John

Herford a sexto-decimo by Laet, the only fragments of which are

parts of unfolded sheets in the University Library, Cambridge, and

Worcester Cathedral Library.

For the last year of the reign of Henry VIII Grafton printed

a Prognostication, in octavo, by Achilles P. Gasser, surgeon to Maxi-

milian I, a copy of which is in the Bodleian. The author of this

book is entered in the Hand-lists of Books printed by London Printers

as Gansarus. We also have two copies of an unfolded sheet of

sixteen leaves of an Almanack and Prognostication by Jasper Laet,

which constitute the earliest complete sexto-decimo edition that

remains, although as the sheets have been recovered from bind-

ings, some of the leaves are rather badly cut (see Plate XII). As
was the case in the first o6lavo edition of 1541 there was probably

another sheet containing a Prognostication with a separate title

and colophon.
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As the edition mentioned before for 1550 printed by Thomas
Raynalde cannot be located, this is the last edition that the writer

has found by Jasper Laet the younger. Laet's disappearance,

coupled with the fact that Herford, who had been printing his

sexto-decimo Almanack, produces one in the same format for the

year 1 548 by James Sauvage, invites us to assume that Laet died

shortly after this, and it is quite possible that he may have written

his 1550 Prognostication some years before it was printed.

The Almanack by Sauvage is known only from fragments at

Westminster Abbey and Cartmell Priory Church Library. It has

a mistake on the title, the author's name being rendered as

"Jacob" instead of" James."

For this year (1548) we have the first of the series of octavo

Almanacks and Prognostications written by Anthony Askham and

printed by William Powell, but, unfortunately, except for this un-

cut sheet of eight leaves (which has been folded and bound up)

containing the Prognostication, or second part of the book, and a

copy of the edition for 1553, which contains both parts, all the

copies seem to have disappeared. Some years ago there existed a

large set of Askham's Almanacks and Prognostications, bound to-

gether, with a copy of an Almanack printed at Worcester by John

Oswen, and several other Almanacks up to 1571, but, unfortunately,

although they have been searched for in the Library where they

were said to be, they have not been found. Another edition * of

1 Full Titles : " A Prognossicacion and an Almanac fastened together, declaring

the Dispocission of the People, and also of the Wether, with certaine Ele&yons and

Tymes chosen both for Physicke and Surgerye, and for the Husbandman. And also

for Hawclcying, Hunting Fishing and Foulyinge, accordinge to the Science of Astro-

nomy; made for the year of our Lord God m.d.l. calculed for the merydyan of

Yorlce, and practiced by Anthony Askam."

\ColopkonV\: "Imprynted at London in Flete Strete at the Signe of the George,

next to Saynt Dunstone's Churche, by Wyllyam Powell. Cum privilegio ad impri-

mendum solum."

"A Prognossicacion for the yere of our Lord m.cccccl. calculed upon the

Meridiane of the Towne of Anwarpe and the Country thereabout, by Master Peter
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Askham, for 1550 was discovered over sixty years ago under the

floor of a house in the west of England, it was bound with a Pro-

gnostication by Peter of Moorbeeke, but the writer cannot say if

the copies still exist.

Askham is the first of the Prognostication writers to tell us

that his editions were calculated for a provincial city; that for

1548 was for the meridian of York. He calls himself " physician,"

and repeats this description of himself in the edition for 1553.

The Dictionary of National Biography states that he was a Bachelor

of Medicine of Cambridge, and that in 1553 he was appointed to

the living of Burneston in Yorkshire by Edward VI. He was thus,

like many of the English Almanack writers, both doclor and cleric.

But when Mary came to the throne we find him calling himself

" Physician and Priest"; so, presumably, he had no great leanings

towards the Reformed Religion but went with the times. In his

1553 edition, he gives directions for finding the time at night by

the rising and setting of certain stars ; and as he says this system

was practised nightly by his household, he may have been a fairly

wealthy man, and had a larger establishment than most parish

priests of his day.

By 1556 he had gone to Medlay, as his edition for 1557
says, " Practised at Medlay in Yorkshire." The last edition of his

that we hear of is for the year 1558, and presumably he either died

about this time, or was one of those priests that fled the country

on the accession of Elizabeth. He issued o&avo editions printed

of Moorbeeke, Dodtoure in Physicke of y
e same Towne, whereunto is added the

Judgement of M. Cornelius Schute, Doctor in Physicke of the Towne of Bruges in

Flanders, upon and concerning the Disposicion, Estate and Condicion of certaine

Prynces, Contreys and Regions for thys present yere. Translated out of Duch into

Englyshe by William Harrys."

[Colophon!]: "Imprinted at London by John Daye, dwellynge ouer Aldersgate,

and Wylliam Seres dwellyng in Peter Colledge, These Bokes are to be sold at the

Newe Shop by the lytle Conduyte in Chepsyde." {IV. and §K, 1st series, vol. iv,

P-4-)
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by Powell from 1548 to 1555, and for this last year Thomas
Marshe printed a Broadside Almanack of his, and after that took

up the printing of his octavos also. In addition to his Almanacks

Askham wrote several small books including " A little treatise of

Astronomy declaring the leape yeare," published by Powell in 1552,

and a small Herbal.

His odtavo editions are neat and handy volumes, and supplied

the model for most of the editions by the English writers. In the

edition for 1553 he gives maps of the constellations by the rising

and setting of which the time was to be told at night. The first

part of his book containing the Almanack and Kalendar, like all

the annual editions of the sixteenth century, was printed in red and

black, whilst the Prognostication was entirely in black. Red was

never used in the printing of a Prognostication, as, probably, it was

considered the serious portents of doom contained in it could not

be treated in any other ink than black.

Askham also sets the fashion, followed by most English Pro-

gnosticators, of omitting the prophecies as to peace, war, kings,

princes, towns, and countries, and contented himself with forecasts

of the weather for the seasons and months, and the sicknesses to be

expected. A sample of his style is appended, again taken from the

edition for 1553, the only copy available to the writer:

" Of Sommer." "From the .xii. of June to the .xiii. of Sept-

ember shalbe a fayre moysty wether." And for the months

:

" Apryll." " The last quarter the .v. day at .ii. of the clocke at

afternone, vpon wenysday, some shoures, and aboute the .vii. or .viii.

day more shoures. The newe moone the .xii. day at x. of the

clocke at after noone, colde shoures, and dyuers shouryngdays

together to nere the quarter. The fyrst quarter the .xx day at

mydnyght vpon Thursday shoures with much thonder almoost all

the quarter, and wyndy. The ful moone the .xxviii. day at vi. of

the cloke before none vpon sonday, shoures one day or .ii. and

windy, and the fyrst of May cloudy."
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This extradl is quite typical of all the Prognostications of the

weather up to the end of the century, though occasionally individual

writers rather enlarged the subjecl: and sometimes added hints on

health, more especially in regard to the four seasons.

Askham began his year in January, and this example was

followed by most of the English Prognosticators, but a few who

appear to have been more of astronomers than physicians, begin in

the more scientific way with the vernal Equinox. One other

change is made by Askham, and that is the omission from the

Kalendar of the Red and Black crosses and half-crosses, indicating

the good days for blood-letting, bathing, etc., which up to now

had always appeared in Almanacks written by foreigners, and are

found in a very few of the books by English authors, but in none

after 1571. (See Plate XIII.)

Returning to the chronological order ; there is a fragment of

a Prognostication by James Sauvage for 1550 at Brasenose College,

Oxford. This was printed by Daye and Seres, and is the last we
hear of this author.

The Almanack printed by J. Oswen at Worcester, as has

already been stated, cannot be found ; it was written by Symon

Henringius or Heuringius and Lodowick Bogard or Boyard, and

is the only edition of an Almanack and Prognostication in book

form that is known to have been printed outside London.

For 1553 there is Askham's book already mentioned, and for

1554 the first known edition written by Henry Low. This was a

sexto-decimo printed by John Kingston and Henry Sutton, but all

that remains of it are the fragments in the University Library,

Cambridge. Low's name appears on the title-page as Lon, but,

as we find his name sometimes spelled Lou, this form is evidently

due to a reversed u.

All we know of Low is the fact, stated on his title-pages, that

he lived at Salisbury, " near to the Close gate," and practised

medicine. Although he wrote annual editions for at least twenty
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years, only half a dozen of his Almanacks or fragments of them
survive, the last being for the year 1574.

The most prolific printer of this class of book for the next

twenty years was Thomas Marshe, who started by printing The

right Excellent Treatise of Astronomy with a Prognostication, by

Antonius de Motulind, which was translated by Frederike van

Brunswicke, but as this is for the two years 1554-5, it comes into

Class D. Marshe, however, also printed an Almanack and Pro-

gnostication for 1555 by the same author, a typical foreign Pro-

gnostication, the author prophesying in regard to wars, pestilence,

price of corn, etc.

A very curious little book was issued by Robert Wyer at this

time, the title being: " Prognostycacion, and Almanacke of two

Shepherdes: necessarye for all Housholders." This book, ofwhich

the apparently unique copy is at Britwell, is not really a Pro-

gnostication at all, but a series of wise and moral sayings. For

instance, the author, speaking of dogs, says: " Lyttel dogges, leue

them to clarkes and ladyes ; dogges that can kepe thy house be

profytable ; houndes for to hunte spende more then they shall gette

the." The wisdom of which remark is indisputable. This book

would not have been included in our list were it not that the

last leaf contains an Almanack (not the Kalendar) for the year

Marshe published an Ephemeris Anni 1557 of Copernicus and

Reinhold arranged for the meridian of London by John Feild. This

book, which is in Latin, and consists mainly of a series of tables,

has a preface written by Dr. John Dee, the celebrated mathe-

matician and astrologer, who, at this time, had just been acquitted

of practising sorcery against Queen Mary. The two copies of this

book existing are in the British Museum and Corpus Christi

College, Oxford.

Feild, who is called in the Dictionary of National Biography

the proto-Copernican of England, was public instructor in science
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in London ; and this book is the first in which the theories of

Copernicus were put forward in this country.

Pausing here a moment, and glancing back, we see that prac-

tically all our knowledge of these books has been obtained from

fragments of either printer's or binder's waste. The only perfect

editions before 1540 are copies of two Prognostications in Latin,

and after that date, though we have several Prognostications which

are perfect, there are not more than four Almanacks of this class

which can pass muster under the name of a copy. The Almanack

and Prognostication bound together in book form was now fully

established as a popular annual ; and with the incorporation of the

Company of Stationers in 1557, Dr. Arber's invaluable transcript

of their registers becoming available, we are enabled to follow fairly

easily the increased output and further history of these books to

the year 1571, where a break of some years occurs in the registers.

As the years go on we find a larger number of copies of editions

still extant, though, alas! many of them are still imperfect or in

fragments. It will no longer, however, be necessary to refer to each

individual copy, and for the rest of the century we may be content

with indicating the chief points of interest in regard to special

copies and the writers themselves.

With the commencement of Elizabeth's reign many new
authors appear. The first we must mention is William Kenning-

ham or Cuningham, best known as the author of The Cosmo-

graphical Glasse. Cuningham's first issues appear to have been for

the year 1558, for which two editions, one containing a portrait of

the author, are among the lost volume ofAlmanacks already referred

to. From the full title of one of these editions, as preserved in

Notes and Queries,1
it appears that he wrote his first Almanacks for

1
Title :

" A Newe Almanacke and Prognostication collected for y
e yere of our

Lord mdlviii., wherein is expressed the change and ful of the Mone, with their

Quarters. The variety of the ayre, and also of the windes throughout the whole

yeare, with infortunate times to bie, and sell, take medicine, sowe, plant, and journey
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the meridian of Norwich; but the editions for 1564 and 1566,

copies of which are at Britwell, were written for that of London.

Another writer, Lewes Vaughan, of whom nothing is known,

issued an Almanack and Prognostication for the meridian of

Gloucester for 1559, a copy of which is at Britwell; Part II, con-

taining the Prognostication, is imperfect, but gives forecasts for

peace and war during the year. As Vaughan uses diagrams of the

equinoxes, etc. we may suppose that he was an astronomer of some

learning. His latest known issue was for 156 1.

At Britwell, again, are to be found the first editions by

Michael Nostradamus. Translations of this writer's books appear

to have been very popular in this country, but these two editions,

both for the year 1559, one an Almanack printed by Sutton, and

the other a Prognostication stated to have been printed at Antwerp,

but probably printed in England in defiance of Sutton's rights, to-

gether with a fragment of an edition for 1566 are all that remain

to us.

For some reason the books by Nostradamus appear to have

been more pirated than any others, and several printers were fined

by the Company of Stationers, the best known case being that of

the edition printed by William Powell in 15IJ-. For printing

this Powell himself was fined 2s. 6d., and no fewer than nineteen

booksellers were fined also for selling it, some of them as much as

3J. 4</., the fines being perhaps proportioned to the number of

copies each had sold.

Nostradamus, who was probably the most celebrated astrologer

of the sixteenth century, was born at St. Remy, near Avignon, in

1503. He first came into notice when practising as a physician at

Salon in Provence, where he successfully combated a terrible

outbreak of the plague. He became physician to Henri II and

&c. Made for the Meridian of Norwich and Pole Arckticke Hi. degrees, and serving

for all England. By William Kenningham, Physician." (N. and .!§>., 6th series,

vol. xi, p. 264.)
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afterwards to Francis II and Charles XI, and was taken up by

Catherine de Medicis, who brought him to court and loaded him

with honours. By many people he was considered a charlatan, but

large numbers of the nobility, following the example of the queen,

became his patrons, and he became immensely wealthy. He died

in 1566.

Nostradamus' most celebrated Prognostications were issued

under the title of 'The Centuries. The first issue was arranged in

three centuries, but the series was afterwards extended to ten. His

Almanacks and Prognostications were licensed to various English

printers up to the year 15!^, but no edition of his Prognostica-

tions after that date appear to have been published in this country

until the seventeenth century.

Henry Rocheforth or Rochford issued his first Almanack and

Prognostication for 1560. The book, which is a sexto-decimo, was

printed by Owen Rogers, and was the first edition of this class to

contain a list of the Fairs, though a similar list had already appeared

in Leonard Digges' Prognostication Everlasting, 1556. The only

copy of the book is in the British Museum, but fragments of

another edition by him, for 1561, are in the possession of Mr.

G. J. Gray and the University Library, Cambridge. Rocheforth

also prognosticates for peace and war, as Vaughan did, in addition

to the ordinary weather forecasts. He is also peculiar in having

had one of his Almanacks licensed to himself in 15 §4; the only

known case of an Almanack writer being his own licensee. It is

curious to note that in the same year another edition of his was

licensed to Thomas Purfoote. The last mention of his work is the

licensing of an edition by him for 1568 to Henry Bynneman.
In the year 1560 appeared one of the books written against

Prognostications. 1 This was a Latin work called Anti-Prognosticon,

by William Fulcan, and an English translation, by William Paynter

of Sevenoaks, was published in the same year. The original

1 The authors written against were Nostradamus, Cuningham, Low, etc.
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edition was printed by Humfrey Toy for Henry Sutton, the

translation by Sutton himself. Copies of both are at Britwell.

The book was written to show the folly of the belief that all the

actions of life were ruled by the stars, and the author points out

that Prognostications were not only wicked but foolish. Thus he

writes: "To journey on lande is good when so ever a man hath

honest and necessary affairs the better yf the weather be faire and

the way clean, specially yf he be a foote man. But he, that havyng

urgent business wyll tary untyll he have a good .day is worthy to

come to late, or as they say A daye after the fayre." The wisdom

of this remark must have been apparent even in those days ; as

also that it was better to take medicine when it was needed than

wait till the moon was in a certain sign of the Zodiac. Appar-

ently, however, it was quite possible to suit your Almanack to

your case, as is shown in a book (printed by Henry Bynneman

for Lucas Harison), published shortly after this called, "The
Astronomer's game or a game for three Whetstones, played by

two Masters of Art and a Doctor."

Bagford says that this book was printed in 1560, but the

copy the writer has seen 1
is dated 1569. Probably Bagford has

made a mistake, as the three Almanacks against which the work

was aimed were written by Buckminster, Securis, and Dr. Low,

and the first two do not appear to have started writing till after

1560.

The author, Nicolas Allen, prints the three Almanacks in

three parallel columns, in order to show how they differ; the

three scarcely ever agreeing as to what sign the moon was in or

what weather was to be expected. Allen is very sarcastic on the

subject; but, on the other hand, we can see that if it was desirable

to let a patient's blood or administer a dose, and one Almanack

said the day was unpropitious, it might still be easy to find another

which would certify the contrary.

1 Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Press mark, Polyg. b. 20(2).
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Amongst the Holtorp 1 fragments at the John Rylands Library

is the title-page of A Wonderfull Prop/iecye, by Caryons, printed

by Anthony Scoloker and William Seres in 1560; but there is

nothing to show whether this was a Prognostication or not, so it

is not included in our list.

Alexander Mounslowe began to write his Almanacks about this

time; the first known is one for 1 56 1
, represented by fragments

in the University Library, Cambridge. This book was written

for the meridian of Oxford. Many of Mounslowe's editions have

disappeared, but those for 1579 and 1581, the latest, were both

written for the meridian of Chester. The preface to his 1581

edition is dated: "In Smithfeelde in Brownes rentes, fast by the

signe of the Catherine Wheele." Nothing more is known of

him.

We now come to John Securis, whose name has already been

mentioned. Like Dr. Low he lived at Salisbury. The first issues

we know of his are for 1562, and he appears to have been one of

the most popular authors of this time. His Almanacks were issued

in all the three sizes (broadside folio, ocfavo, and sexto-decimo),

and fragments or copies of at least ten of his editions remain, the

latest being for 1579. He tells us himself that he practised in the

Newe Street in Salisbury, and that he was a Professor of Physic.

According to the Dictionary of National Biography his name was

Latinized from the English " Hatchett." He studied in the Uni-

versity of Paris and afterwards at Oxford; and was probably

licensed to practise in Salisbury by the Bishop, to whom he pre-

sented a memorial on the question of medical diplomas, making

various suggestions; one of which was that anyone who was not

a graduate of a University should only practise on a receipt of a

diploma from the Bishop or his Chancellor. His Almanacks were

printed by Walley, Marshe, Powell, and Watkins and Roberts

;

1 Mr. E. G. Duff informs the writer that the colle£tor of these fragments was

M. Hiero v. Holtorp.
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his only other books appear to have been some small medical

treatises. (See Plate XIV.)

Most of Securis' editions have some interesting points ; that

for 1562 gives a list of medicines that may be given at any time

without danger, such as "manna, rhubarb, senna," etc.; and in

the edition for 1568 he ends with these words: "And nowe to

conclude, I saye al dayes are good to a good man, after a certaine

respecle and meaninge"; which throws an interesting light on the

professional belief in the importance of the zodiacal influences. In

the 1569 edition he reproduces Regiomontanus' curious prophecy

of the Armada. 1

James Nicolson, of whom nothing is known but that he was

a Doctor of Physic, wrote a Prognostication for the year 1563, of

which only fragments remain. It was printed by Rowland Hall

for James Rowbotham.

The next author we have to deal with is Francis Cox (or

Coxe). The only known edition of his is a Prognostication for

1566, of which a copy is in the University Library, Cambridge.

He appears to have been an extraordinary character. According

to the DiSJionary of National Biography he was a quack, and was

summoned before the Privy Council in 1561 on the charge of

sorcery and severely punished. He made a public confession at

the Pillory in Cheapside, and afterwards published a pamphlet

against " the Detestable Wickedness of Magical Sciences or

Necromancie, Conjurations of Spirits," etc. This is probably the

1 The translation is as follows

:

"A Thousand yeares, five hundreth and fourescore,

Since Christ was borne, in adding eight: no more,

Shall then be seene, a wonderful straunge yere,

When Troubles great, and sorowes shall appeare.

If at that time, the whole world doe not fayle,

If land and sea, doe any thyng preuaile:

Yet Kingdomes all, shall then go upside downe,

With mourning chere, and sorowe in every towne."
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6 1.

6 2book which was licensed to John Aide and John Audeley in 15

under the entry :
" Coxe's agaynst sossorers and coungerers with an

Almanack." He also wrote a well-known book of receipts, printed

^ 1575-

Elis (Elescius or Licius) Bomelius wrote an Almanack and

Prognostication for 1567, " Calculated for the Meridian of London,

to the use of the right honourable and his singular good Lord,

the Lord Lumley "; and printed by Henry Bynneman. The book,

a quarto, has a blank page opposite each month of the Kalendar

for notes, and is the first of the annual diaries. A year earlier

Thomas Purfoote had printed, what he called " A blanke and

perpetuall Almanacke," in o<5tavo; with blank leaves for the same

purpose, but this comes under our class D.

These Diaries appear to have become popular later in the

century. Watkins and Roberts' editions were all issued in o&avo

;

the only other quarto we know was the one, printed by Henry

Denham in 1 571 , written by T. H. (Thomas Hill). Who Hill

was does not seem to be known ; but he tells us himself that he

was a Londoner, and he wrote his later Almanacks for the

meridian of Oxford. He must have begun writing early in Eliza-

beth's reign, as he is one of the authors against whom the " Anti-

prognosticon " was launched, and we have an Almanack of his for

three years, beginning in 1560. His last known edition was for

1572.

Bomelius, who appears to have only issued one other edition,

that licensed to Nicholas Englonde in 1 5-f-f-,
was a foreigner born

at Wesel, but an M.D. of Cambridge. He practised as a physician

and astrologer in London, and in 1567 was arrested for doing so

without a license from the College of Physicians. In 1570 he

settled in Russia, and gained the favour of Ivan IV as a magician

;

but in 1574 he was arrested for intriguing against the kings of

Poland and Sweden, and was thrown into prison, where he died

(D.N.B.). His prognostication of the effects of the eclipse of the
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sun details all the terrible things (they seem ordinary enough)

that happened after the eclipse of 1540, and enjoins fervent prayer

to avert similar misfortunes. The only known copy of Bomelius'

book is in Lincoln Cathedral Library.

A Broadside Almanack by Joachim Hubright for 1553 was

printed for Nicolas Hyll ; after this he disappears, till the license of

an edition by him in 15-lf to William Pickering. The only other

edition of his extant is that for 1569, a copy of which is in the

British Museum. It is an interesting book -written for all

Merchants, Mariners, Students and Travellers, both by sea and

land; it gives a table of the ebbs and floods, and also as the title

advertises, rules for mariners to know " their courses, soundynges,

landynges, markes and daungers, all along the coast of Englande

and Normandie "; while landsmen are provided with a list of the

principal " Faires and Martes," all this in only twenty-four leaves

(see Plate XV). Hubright was a Doctor of Physic and Astro-

nomy, of " Midelborowe in sea-lande." Ames gives the title ot

his 1568 edition printed by Henry Wykes. 1 The last we hear of

him is the license of his edition for 1570 to Raufe Newberry.

For 1 571 we have the quarto diary by T. H. already men-

tioned, and an o6lavo Almanack and Prognostication by Thomas
Buckminster or Buckmaster, printed by Richard Watkins, a

copy of which was sold in London some years ago, but cannot

be traced. As Buckminster is the chief author of our third and

last period it is unnecessary to say anything about him here.

During our second period, which extends from 1557, when

licenses were first granted for Almanacks by the Company of

Stationers, and ends at the year we have now reached, the pro-

duction of these books had risen from six editions in 15-f-g- to

at least nineteen in 15-f-f, and again fallen to six in 15-fy. We
get an inkling as to the reason of this decrease from the fadr.

1 See the paper on "William Pickering," by G. J. Gray. (The Transactions of

the Bibliographical Society^ vol. iv, p. 77.)
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that the four, which appear among the licences of the last-named

year, are all stated to have been authorized by the Archbishop

of Canterbury, the only previous instance known of such an

authorization being that given to the edition by Fulkes for 1563

by the Bishop of London. Proclamations had been issued against

seditious books in 1568 and 1569, in which it was once more

ordered, that all books were to be presented to the Bishop of the

Diocese or his Ordinary for license ; and no one was to keep or

read any seditious book without the express license of the Bishop,

Ordinary, or some Archbishop or other Bishop of the Realm.

Clearly the Prognosticators had taken alarm.

The entire productions of many of the authors of this

period have disappeared, and though we know of either copies

or fragments of more than forty editions of all classes of these

books between the years 1558 and 1 571 , we only know of

such authors as George Williams, Doctor Harycok, Vidtorius

Scourfylde, Master Gayle, Barnabe Gaynsforth, Master Johnson,

Thomas Stephens, Gent, etc., by their names appearing among
the licenses.

Our third and last period begins with the first patent to

Richard Watkins and James Roberts (1571). The earliest edition

is that for 1572 by Thomas Hill, the only fragments of which

are in the possession of Mr. Falconer Madan, and the words,

" Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis " appear under the imprint.

Watkins and Roberts took over the production of all the

books of the authors already writing annual Almanacks and Pro-

gnostications, such as Hill, Securis, Mounslowe, and Low, and

printed them regularly until each died off or ceased to write ; and

then others took their place, so that we find new authors, such as

Hartgill, Norton, Harvey, Frende, Gray, and Dade beginning

between 1580 and 1590, and Watson and Westhawe between

1590 and 1600. But the most important author of this period,

and the one who wrote for a longer time than any other English
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Almanack writer, was Thomas Buckminster, or Buckmaster, as his

name is sometimes spelt.

Buckminster's name first appears among the licenses for the

year
15-f-f-,

when an edition by him was licensed to Newberry, but

in the next year Walley had the license; and in 1567, 1568, and

1569 Garet Dewes, the books being printed for him by John
Kingston. In 15-fl- a spiritual Almanack and Prognostication by

Thomas Buckmaster, Minister, 1 was licensed to Thomas Hackett;

but in the same year Watkins had a license for a' Prognostication

by him, and after that printed all his editions. The last known
edition of Buckminster's is a Broadside for 1599, so that he was

issuing his Almanacks for at least thirty-five years. Although he

does not tell us so himself, we learn from The Astronomer s Game,

which has been mentioned earlier, that he was a Master of Arts,

but of which University is not stated. All his Prognostications

have a strong religious tendency, and at the end of his later

editions he generally adds a few verses or poem of exhortation.

The best of these is one which appears in his edition for 1589,

beginning:

Awake for shame, why snort you thus and sleepe?

Why lye you styll when tyme it is to ryse?

Why cause you not this slome away to creepe?

Why doth it styll thus lurke whithin your eyes?

Awake I say, ye worldlynges nothing wyse,

Destruction and wrath els sodenly wyll come

:

Awake therefore and shake away this slome.

Buckminster was also the author of what perhaps may be called

a National Anthem, undoubtedly written on the defeat of the

Armada, and beginning:

O Lorde preserve our gratious Queene

Defende her from all foes.

In another edition he ends his book with an acrostic on the

Queen's name.
1 This shows he was in Holy Orders.
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Buckminster probably wrote other poems or anthems, the

two at the end of the later editions of Sternhold and Hopkins'

Psalms in Meter for Morning and Evening Prayer under the initials

T. B., being almost certainly attributable to him.

About 1 574 John Kingston printed Richard Forster's Epheme-

rides Meteorographtea for 1 571 . This has the Prognostication printed

at the side of each month of the Kalendar, and is in the shape of

an oblong pocket-book, each leaf being half the size of an ordinary

quarto. The author was a celebrated physician, an M.D. of

Oxford, his college being All Souls. He was President of the

College of Physicians from 1601 to 1604 and again in 1615-16.

This book appears to have been his only publication (D.N.B.)

A single leaf amongst the Bagford fragments is all that

remains of the Almanacks and Prognostications by George Hartgill,

but Bagford mentions that his edition for 1581 was written for

the meridian of Bristol. His best known book was the Genera/

Calendars or most easie Astronomical Tables, printed in 1 594. Another

single leaf, in the same collection, is all we know of Humfrey
Norton's books. This, which is the title-page of his edition for

1 58 1, tells us that he wrote his Almanack and Prognostication in

the City of Winchester, and that he was a student in Astronomy

;

nothing else is known about him.

The first edition by John Harvey is for the year 1584, the

only copy being in the Bodleian. He must have written it when
he was about twenty, as when he died in 1592 he was twenty-nine.

He was the brother of Gabriel Harvey, the poet, and Richard

Harvey, the astrologer. According to the Dictionary of National

Biography he was born at Saffron Walden, and matriculated at

Queens' College, Cambridge, obtaining his M.A. in 1584, and

afterwards the degree of M.D. He practised at King's Lynn
under a license granted by the University. The only other edition

of his extant is that for 1589. This he calls an Almanack or

Annual Kalendar, and he includes in'it a list of the fairs.
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We now come to William Farmer's Almanack and Pro-

gnostication " for the Pole Articke of the Citie of Dubline " for

1587 (see Plate XVI). The book is a quarto; and is interesting,

not only as the only edition written by a surgeon, and the only

edition written for Ireland, but also as the first Almanack printed

in England which gives both the English and foreign Kalendar,

i.e. the Old and the New Style. The New Style 1 had begun to

be used by Spain, Portugal, and part of Italy on the 15th (5th) of

October 1582, by France and Lorraine on the- 20th (10th) of

December, by Holland, Brabant, Flanders, and Hainault on the

25th (15th) of December of the same year; Denmark also adopted

it in 1582, and most parts of Switzerland in 1583 or 1584; the

German Catholics adopted it in 1584, Poland in 1586, and Hun-
gary 1587.

The Almanack is printed in two columns giving both the

styles, so that it could be used either at home or abroad, and an

introduction to the Prognostication explains the reasons for the

change in the Kalendar. (See Plate XVII.)

Herbert, quoting Ames, says that this Almanack was the first

printed in Ireland, but Ames had evidently not seen the second

Title nor the Colophon, both of which state that the book was

printed by Watkins and Roberts at London. Unfortunately nothing

seems to be known of William Farmer himself.

Gabriel Frende is our next author. His first extant edition is

for 1587, but as in the preface of his edition for 1590 he calls that

his seventh Almanack, he must have begun writing them about

1583. All his earlier editions were written for the Meridian of

Canterbury, and an interesting set of his books from 1587 to 1592

are in the Library of Canterbury Cathedral. They appear to have

all belonged to one man, who has made many interesting notes in

them of the places he visited, etc., and has noted sometimes how

1 See The Chronology of History, by Sir Harris Nicolas, K.C.M.G., London,

!833, PP- 32-34.
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the weather compared with the forecast. The original owner is

not known,1 but on the title-page of the first of the editions is the

name " Lee Warly " in a late hand.

All Frende's o6tavo Almanacks are diaries, that is, they have

a blank page left opposite each month for notes ; but a sexto-decimo

edition was also issued, at any rate for some of the years, without

blank leaves.

Of Frende himself we only learn from his books that he was

a student and pra&itioner of physic and astrology. He probably

lived in or near Canterbury, and belonged to the Kentish family

of his name; if he practised in Canterbury he probably had a

license from the Archbishop, but as his later Almanacks are not

expressly stated to have been written for Canterbury, it is possible

that he may have moved to some other place after 1593. The last

edition which comes into the period dealt with in this book is that

for 1599, but editions of his are known for the early years of the

next century. He occasionally ends his book with a short poem,

but his rhythm is not as good as Buckminster's.

Walter Gray, Gentleman, and John Dade, Gentleman, are our

only other authors who began before 1590. Gray wrote for Dor-

chester and the west, and gave a list of the principal highways,

probably copied from Grafton's Little Treatise, or Adams' Writing

Tables with a Kalendar (see class E), in which they had appeared

earlier.

Dade's Books are chiefly remarkable for the diagrams in the

Prognostications; but to him must be attributed the triple Almanack

for 1 59 1 by J. D. The book is a quarto, and the three Almanacks

are the Common or Old Style, the Roman or New Style, and the

true and exacl Almanack. Of the four copies of this book which

the present writer has seen, the one in the University Library,

Cambridge, appears to be of an earlier issue than those in the

1 From the notes he seems to have been in some way connected with Emmanuel
College, Cambridge.
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British Museum and Trinity College, Cambridge. In these the

title-page has been altered, and a list of faults escaped added. The
copy in the Bodleian appears to belong to yet another issue, as

several of the words found in red in the other copies are printed

in black.

Our last two authors are Robert Westhawe and Robert

Watson. By the former we know two editions, one for 1594, of

which a copy is in the British Museum; the other for 1595, is

written for the meridian of Norfolk. Presumably he lived in that

county. He calls himself Gentleman and Student in Astrology.

Watson, who was a practitioner of physic at Braintree, wrote his

Almanacks for Essex, but this, like all the others written for special

cities or counties, was stated to apply generally to all England.

According to the DiElionary of National Biography Watson matricu-

lated at Queens' College, Cambridge, took his B.A. from Clare

Hall in 1584-5, and was licensed to practise physic by his Univer-

sity. He continued to write Almanacks into the next century, one

of his for 1605 being known.

All the octavo editions printed by Watkins and Roberts are

neat little books of the same size and shape. In some cases we find

the whole set of Almanacks for the year bound together, so that

a purchaser might have the united opinions of all the Almanack

writers of the day. A very interesting set in the Bodleian for

1589, has had blank leaves bound between each Almanack on

which the owner has entered many notes and accounts. The two

sets at Lambeth appear to be in exactly the same state as when they

left the printer's hands and have never been used.

The only two authors of whose Almanacks Watkins and

Roberts issued sexto-decimos, fragments of which remain, were

Buckminster and Frende. 1

1 There is a fragment of one by Dade for 1600, which was probably issued after

the death of Watkins, as it is printed for Edward White " the assigne of James

Roberts."
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The contents of the Almanacks was much the same as in

those of the former period, but at the head of each month of the

Kalendar was generally a verse of four lines either of medical or

agricultural hints, or referring to the occupations of the month,

or of a prognostical character. For instance, over the month of

January in Walter Gray's edition for 1589, we find these lines on

the occupation for that month

:

Lay logges (my laddes) by loades onto the fyre.

Be myndfull Mayde, to make thy lyquer good.

A Nutmegge now, olde huddles cuppe requires.

Shrewde Sym from cold, with myttens, cloke & hood.

And, over September in Thomas Buckminster's edition for 1595,

we have the following medical lines

:

Raw fruit, though ripe, may sickness bring.

Unripe, much eaten, a dangerous thing.

If now a surfit thou do take,

When other sleepe then thou must wake.

The Prognostications were also, as before, almost entirely fore-

casts of the weather; but some authors added lists of the fairs,

highways, and fortunate and unfortunate days, whilst Harvey,

Dade and Westhawe gave diagrams of either the Equinoxes or

Solstices, or of both.

It will be noticed that Watkins and Roberts printed only the

work of Englishmen. All their title pages, both of the first and

second parts, are set within a series of woodcut borders, nearly all

of which have an astronomical globe incorporated in them, though

occasionally old borders were used, orice the property of Richard

Jugge, or a plain lace border (see Plates XVIII-XXI). Practically

every Almanack printed by them had a cut of the anatomical

man, but these differed considerably in size. In none of their

editions do we find tables of the Ebbs and Floods. A few of

them are called " Double Almanacks," but only give a double
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Declaration; and not, as in the case of the quarto by Farmer, a

double Kalendar.

Before closing this class it is necessary to refer to one more

book which was written against Almanacks and Prognostica-

tions; its title is Four great Lyers, by W.P., printed by Robert

Waldegrave. Probably there was more than one edition of this

book, but the copy in the British Museum (8610, a. 52), which

the writer has examined would appear to have been printed about

the year 1585, as it mentions the Almanacks of that date.

The first part goes through the months seriatim, showing

how the four authors differ; it does not mention them by name,

but gives initials only, but the four would appear to have been

Buckminster, Frende, Twyne (of whose books no copy is known
to exist), and Dade. The following is a sample of this part

:

March 23. B. Like to Thunder.

F. Cold and raynie.

T. Cold blastes.

D. Windes and blustering ayre.

Sept. 25. B. Faire for the time.

F. Windie.

T. A raw fog or myste.

D. Great store raine.

There is considerable reason for the author's objection to these

differences of opinion, but it must be remembered that these fore-

casts were probably made for different parts of England.

The second part is headed, " A Resolution of the Country-

man prouyng it vnlawfull for him to bye or use our yearly

Prognostications." It compares the reasons advanced in favour of

these books to the reason of the drunken man for his vice, thus:

He which drinketh well, sleepeth well.

He which sleepeth well thinketh no harme.

He which thinketh no harme, is a good man.

Therefore he that drinketh well is a good man.
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The author also points out that many of the predictions would

fit any year, as for instance:

This yeere Artificers must take heede of too much streining their backes.

Old men shall dye.

Small love amongst kinsfolkes.

Brothers and Sisters shall love one another.

Many Shipwrackes and stirres on the seas.

The book does not appear to have afFe&ed the popularity of

the Prognostications, which continued to be issued in as large

numbers as before.

C.

—

Broadsides or Sheet Almanacks and Prognostications

This class is the forerunner of the modern Almanack to be

found pinned on the wall of nearly every country cottage. Very

few of the small number of extant copies are in anything like

perfedl condition; but this is scarcely to be wondered at, as in

every case they have, apparently, been recovered from bindings.

Hundreds of thousands of copies must have been issued, for during

the last half of the sixteenth century there were probably several

issues each year, and as " Kalendars printed in red and black, and

Almanacks and Prognostications " were specially exempted in the

orders, made by the Company of Stationers in 1588, limiting the

number of copies to an edition of all printed books (Arber, ii,

p. 43), it is probable that the editions were large ones. But at the

same time it is scarcely surprising that so few copies remain, since

these Almanacks were intended to be stuck on doors or walls, and

as soon as the year was over were torn down and destroyed. It is

probable, indeed, that if a request were made for a sheet Almanack

of ten years ago in any village to-day it would be practically im-

possible to obtain a copy.

Broadside Almanacks and Kalendars were issued abroad in
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large numbers towards the latter part of the fifteenth century,1 but

as far as we know, none were issued for or used in England during

this period. The earliest edition the writer has been able to find

was for the year 1510; it was written by Jasper Laet, but has no
printer's name attached; the three extant copies, which are all in

Lambeth Palace Library, were found in an English binding, and

two of them are on an undivided sheet, as they left the hands

of the printer. The first line of the title is in large xylographic

lettering, and the two copies, which are on the same sheet, differ

slightly in the cutting of the figures of this line and in the setting

up. The Almanack itself consists of only the conjunctions and

oppositions of the moon, the days for letting blood and administer-

ing medicines, etc., and a few lines of text containing the declara-

tion. It would not have been possible to have included this

Almanack amongst a list of editions issued for England, but for

the fact that the copies were found in an English binding and un-

divided, which shows that they were the remains of unused sheets

sent over to be sold by some bookseller who was also a binder.

(See Plate XXII.)

The printer was evidently Willem Vorsterman of Antwerp,

for amongst the Bagford fragments (Harl. 5937, 191) is an

Almanack of the same class, but larger, by Jasper Laet, and with

the same kind of xylographic headline, for the year 15 11, and

to this is attached the name of Willem Vorsterman and the

double-headed eagle. There are also in the University Library,

Cambridge, parts of two Almanacks of the same class by Jasper

Laet for the year 1520, but as the present writer is ignorant as

to how any of these were acquired, or in what kind of bindings

they were found, he cannot include them in his list as Almanacks

written for use in England. He ventures on the hypothesis that

the reason for the omission of the printer's name in this (15 10)

Almanack was because it was to be sold in England, and therefore

1 These were mostly Phlebotomy Kalendars.
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the bookseller did not wish to have a foreign imprint appearing

in it.

The only prognostication printed as a Broadside that remains

is that by Jasper Laet, for 1518, printed at the University of

Oxford, the printer being John Scolar. This is only known from

the rather defective fragments in the University Library, Cam-

bridge, and some fragments existing in the Library of Corpus

Christi College, Oxford. (See Plates XXIII A and b.)

The first Sheet Almanack containing the full Kalendar is for

the year 1523, the only English word in it being " Asshe Wens-

day." The imprint, which probably came at the bottom, appears

to be cut off, but most likely it was printed at Antwerp. The

author's name is also wanting.

The next edition we know of is that for the year 1530; it

was written by Jasper Laet, the younger, and printed at Antwerp

by Christofel van Ruremonde (see Plate XXIV). This is the first

Sheet Almanack in English, in which language all editions of this

class were printed after this date. Several sets of fragments remain

of another Almanack for the year 1537; the printer's name in every

case is cut off, but the measurements and type closely approximate

with those of the 1530 edition. All that remains of the author's

name is "
[

]e; Doctor ot Phisyck," on the strength of which,

apparently, it has been attributed in the British Museum Catalogue

to Andrew Boorde, but the present writer thinks there is no

doubt that the " e " is the last letter of the word " Antwarpe,"

and that the author was Jasper Laet the younger.

As was the case with the Almanacks and Prognostication in

book form, about the year 1540, Sheet Almanacks began to be

printed in England. Hazlitt (i, p. 7) mentions one printed by

Nicolas Bourman for 1 541, which was defective ; he appears to have

seen the copy, but does not state where he saw it, and the writer

has not been able to trace it. In the Library of Hereford Cathedral

is an edition for 1543 by Jasper Laet; unfortunately the copy
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lacks the imprint, so that it is impossible to say whether it was

printed abroad or in England. For the next year (1544) a copy

exists of an Almanack and Prognostication by M. Walter and

Henry Ry of Argentine, 1 printed by Richard Grafton for Richard

Lant; this is the earliest edition with an English imprint which

the writer has seen. The copy was found lining the boards of a

Churchwarden's book, and is preserved in the vestry at St. James',

Garlick Hill, E.C. There is also the fragment of another Sheet

Almanack for 1 544 in the Bagford collection. The names of both

the author and printer are wanting, and the date can only be

fixed by calculation. This Almanack has the Epistles and Gospels

printed in a column beside each month.

Herbert (i, p. 570) mentions having seen the fragment of an

Almanack for 1545, written by Symon Henringius (Heuringius)

Salcidensis, printed by Michael Lobley, but again the writer can-

not trace this fragment, if it still exists. For 1546 there are

amongst the Bagford Fragments small pieces of two issues, both

of which have the months printed in three rows instead of two as

in other Broadside Almanacks.

It may be mentioned here that, as a rule, Sheet Almanacks

during the sixteenth century had the months, which contained

the full Kalendar and the changes of the moon with a forecast of

the weather at each change, printed in two rows, either in the

correct order, that is, January, February, March, in the top row,

and July, August, and September, in the bottom row, or with the

months alternately, that is, January, March, May, etc., at the top,

and February, April, June at the bottom. They also had either a

single column on the right hand side (giving the sheet an oblong

appearance), or six short columns at the bottom (giving it an

upright appearance), which contained the usual Almanack in-

formation, such as the declaration, the anatomical man, eclipses,

etc. But in the case of these Almanacks for 1546 the months were
1

Strassburg.
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printed in three rows, so that January, April, July, and October

came at the top, February, May, August, and November in the

middle, and March, June, September, and December at the bottom,

and there was also a column on the left-hand side containing the

influences of the signs of the Zodiac with small cuts. The only

other edition printed in this way that we know of is that by Henry

Low, for the year 1558, and this has the signs of the Zodiac in a

column on both sides, six on each. The fragments of this copy are

in the Bodleian.

For the year 1547 there is a fragment of a Sheet Almanack

in the possession of the Rev. Prebendary C. Deedes; the colophon

is somewhat defective, but sufficient remains to tell us that it was

written by James Sauvage of Antwerp,1 and printed at London by

Nicolas Hyll for Richard Kele. The small cuts of the occupa-

tions of the months, containing the names of the months in French,

used afterwards by John Turke, and later still by Richard Marshe,

appear for the first time in this Almanack.

For 1548 Richard Jugge printed the Sheet Almanack by

Alphonsus Laet, the brother of Jasper Laet, which has already

been mentioned. Jugge uses a cut of the eclipse of the Moon in

the Dragon's tail, which has a line round it, and is either the same

as, or a close copy of, a cut used earlier by Crom of Antwerp,

in an Almanack for use abroad, a fragment of which is in

the Bagford collection (Harl., 5937, 321). There was a perfect

copy of this edition sold at the Huth sale in 19 14, and a large

fragment containing three-quarters of the sheet is in the British

Museum.

For 1 55 1 an Almanack by Symon Heuringius 2 (or Henringius)

was printed by John Turke; and for 1553 one by Joachim

Hubright, was printed for him by Nicolas Hyll. In both of

1

Sauvage, as his edition for 1550 tells us, belonged to the town of Ypres in

Flanders, but was a Doctor of Physic and Reader of the town of Antwerp.
1 He was a Doctor of Physic and Astronomy at Hagenau.
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these Almanacks the small cuts with the names in French are

used. (See Plate XXV.)

For 1555 and 1556 there are two Almanacks by Anthony

Askham, Physician and Priest. The earlier edition, which is in

the British Museum, was printed by Thomas Marshe. He uses

cuts over the months divided into two parts, one half containing

the occupations of the month, the other the signs of the Zodiac.

The other edition, which lacks the name of the printer, contains

the cuts used by Turke, with the names of the months in French,

and may have been printed by him; but it is more probable that

Marshe was the printer, as he was printing Askham's octavo

Almanacks at this time, and the months are in the correct order,

whereas in Turke's Almanacks they are alternate.

There is another Almanack for the year 1555, a fragment of

which is in the University Library, Cambridge. This was written

by James Gesner, and the same cuts were used in it. Unfor-

tunately we are again without the name of the printer.

John Daye printed an Almanack for 1559, but the only frag-

ment that remains, which is in the writer's collection, does not

contain the name of the author. Possibly it was by George Wil-

liams, as Daye had a license in 15-f-f to print a Prognostication by

him. The copy is interesting from the curious exhortation to

prayer at the end of the account of the Eclipse. This edition is

the last in which the writer has found the name of St. Thomas of

Canterbury in red on 29 December. Its occurrence shows that

the Almanack must have been printed before Queen Mary's death

on 17 November 1558.

In the Library of Salisbury Cathedral is a copy, in excellent

condition, of an Almanack and Prognostication by Lewes Vaughan

for 1560, printed by Marshe. It was written for the city of

Gloucester, and was found lining the boards of a book printed at

Geneva in 1559. The cuts are the same as used by Turke.

Fragments of an Almanack for 1562, by John Securis, are in
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the British Museum and St. John's College, Cambridge. It was

printed by John Walley. The fragments at Cambridge include

part of the title with the author's name, whilst the fragment in

the Museum gives the colophon with the printer's name.

We may include in the class we are considering a curious

sheet, printed on one side only, which is amongst the Bagford

fragments, and is dated 1569. This contains a diagram of the

compass, to each of the thirty-two points of which are attached

the names of ports and headlands, and symbols representing them.

This is possibly the " Flye " referred to on the title-page of some

of Philip Moore's Almanacks and Prognostications for a period of

years, which come under Class D, as it states on the heading that

it is to be applied to an Almanack and Prognostication for the

term of forty years.

For the year 1572 an Almanack for the Meridian of Oxford

was written by Thomas Hill. We know of two editions of this
;

in one the cuts over the months are printed in red and black

alternately, in the other they are in black only. The most perfect

copy of the former is at Britwell. There are also four fragments

of it in the bindings of two books at Merton College, Oxford.

The only copy of the other edition is in the Bagford Collection.

In all cases the imprint is wanting, but Herbert (ii, p. 1024)

states that Richard Watkins 1 was the printer. The cuts of the

occupations of the months are a different set to those used by

Turke and Marshe, and have not the names of the months in

French on them. This is the first of the Broadside Almanacks in

which the word Prognostication is omitted from the title. Having

once been omitted it does not appear again on any of the extant

editions, although the forecasts of the weather are still given in

the Kalendar.

There is a fragment in the University Library, Cambridge,

containing only the first six months of the Kalendar for 1581,

1 Probably Watkins and Roberts would be more correft.
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but without the name of either the author or printer. It may be

fairly safely attributed to the printing of Richard Watkins or

Watkins and Roberts. A small fragment also exists of an Almanack
for 1584, the imprint of which contains both names. As the rights

in Sheet Almanacks were surrendered to the Stationers' Company
in 1583, this edition was probably the last issued by these two
printers.

The only other Sheet Almanacks before 1600 are two by

Thomas Buckminster for 1595 and 1599, both ©f which are in

the writer's collection. Only the latter has an imprint, this stating

that it was printed by Thomas Dawson with the assent of Richard

Watkins and James Roberts, but, from the appearance of the

earlier edition, it is probable that Dawson printed that also (see

Plate XXVI). It would thus seem that while the resignation of

Watkins' rights in this particular class of Almanack, for the use

of the poor of the Stationers' Company, meant that the poorer

members might print Sheet Almanacks without incurring any

penalty for infringing the patent, evidently after the issue of the

third patent Watkins and Roberts reserved the right of granting

or refusing assent to the printing of them.

The small cuts of the signs of the Zodiac which appear at

the beginning of each month in these Almanacks have no par-

ticular interest ; but in the 1599 edition the rhyme, " Thirty days

hath September, April, June and November," etc., is found for

the first time in an Almanack, although it had appeared twenty-

seven years earlier in Grafton's Little Treatise? it is interesting to

note that there the rhyme differs from the modern variety and

1 The earliest appearance of this rhyme the writer has met with is on the verso

of the title-page of The Newe Testament in Englishe and Latin, London, Robert

Redman, 1538. There it begins like the modern rendering, but makes a bad mistake:

"Thirty days hath September

April July [sic] and November."

It is, of course, an English adaptation of the old Latin Compotus verses.
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begins, " Thirty days hath November." This class of Almanack,

from being printed on one side only, naturally was very useful for

lining the boards of books, and probably many more copies exist,

though in a defective condition, and will gradually come to light

as the books they are in are rebound.

D.

—

Almanacks, Prognostications, or Almanacks and Pro-

gnostications ISSUED FOR A PERIOD OF YEARS OR FOR

PERPETUITY.

The earliest Almanacks printed in England come into this class;

and it has already been pointed out that the printed Almanacks

for the first forty years of the sixteenth century, except for a few

editions of Sheet Almanacks, contained only the dates of the

Oppositions and Conjunctions of the Sun and Moon, the Eclipses,

and the Declaration for the year. The first edition we know of is

for the years 1507-15 19; it was drawn up for the latitude and

longitude of Oxford, and was printed by Richard Pynson, whose

mark appears on the reclo of the first leaf. As the latter part of

the book is imperfect in the only known copy, that at the British

Museum, the final colophon is wanting; but on the eighth leaf, at

the end of the part containing the Almanack, is the first colophon,

"Per wylhelmu3 Red."

Canon Christopher Wordsworth in his book on the Ancient

Kalendar of the University of Oxford, 1 identifies William Red
with William Rede or Reade, Fellow of Exeter and Merton

Colleges, Oxford, and afterwards Bishop of Chichester, who died

in 1385 ; he was an astrologer, and drew up a series of Almanacks

and Tables for Oxford. The writer has examined one of the

manuscripts of these Tables and finds that they extend to the year

1 The Ancient Kalendar of the University of Oxford, by Christopher Wordsworth

[A.M., Cantab.]. Oxford, 1904. (The Oxford Historical Society, vol. xlv.)
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1600; so that the word "Per" must here be taken as meaning
" drawn up according to the tables of," instead of the more

ordinary acceptation of the word, when used in a colophon, as

implying " printed by " or " issued by."

The first part of this book merely contains the Almanack

(see Plate XXVIIa). The second part is taken up with Compotus

verses with a prose explanation, and contains illustrations of the

Compotus hands. The book was apparently issued for the use of

students at the University who had to study this, subject. As the

subject of the " Compotus Manualis " has been fully treated in

the book mentioned above, it is unnecessary to give a long ex-

planation here, but the following extract from a letter on the

subject by Canon Wordsworth to the writer explains the general

use of these verses.

The Compotus or Computus, which was one of those minor studies

which the young students in Arts at Oxford were expected to master in

about a week, was equivalent to a working knowledge of the Kalendar, and

the ecclesiastical Kalendar in particular. In days when penny Almanacks

were unknown, shepherd and scholar alike were constrained to make use of

a more retentive and practised memory than most of us have acquired, and

also of such a ready reckoner as was always forthcoming and never liable to

be mislaid. For the shepherd his staff placed upright, and the shadow cast

by the sun might help his calculations of time ; but the sun is not always

available to be consulted, whereas, for certain calculations, the man's own
stature is almost as serviceable as his staff; and handiest for reckoning are

his fingers. When I was young, and while Prayer-book Kalendars and

tables were still oftentimes more readily available than an Almanack for the

current (or the coming) year, a distant day of the week might be ascertained

and located by one who knew the simple memoria technica of such lines as

" Thirty days hath September " and u At Dover Dwells George Brown

Esquire Good Christian Faith And Doctor Fryer," which tells us on which

Sunday Letter the Kalends of each of the twelve months fall. But the

University student of the thirteenth or either of the three following centuries

was required to commit to memory about two hundred and sixty lines, a

good many of which might by courtesy be called Latin hexameters or
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elegiacs. For instance, in place of our old friend at Dover we have:

"ADam DeGeBat ErGo CiFos ADriFos," and to find Advent:

Andreae festo vicinior ordine quo vis

Adventum Domini proxima colit feria.

Si cadat in lucem Domini, celebratur ibidem,

etc., etc.

The hand was used to help the student with his memoria

tec/mica, each joint of a finger being used to represent one syllable,

the left hand was held open in front of him, and touched by the

right on each joint as a syllable was said; for the longer verses

both the back and the front of the hand would be used, so that

each finger would have six joints instead of three ; and the system

adopted in this book appears to have been to use up one finger

first, front and back. Thus you began at the top of the front of

the first finger, which took up three syllables or words, as the case

might be, and then went to the back for the next three, the

seventh syllable beginning at the top of the front of the second

finger, and so on through the four fingers. The thumb appears to

have been only used in certain computations. (See Plate XXVIIb.)

The following year (i 508)Wynkyn de Worde issued an Alman-

ack for twelve years, which is a 321110, and the smallest book he

printed (see Plate XXVIII). It would appear to have been issued

rather for popular use than for students or scholars, as it explains in

plain English that " ye shall alway begyn the day marked in the

almanack at after none of the day past," and gives very clear ex-

amples. This system of reckoning from noon to noon, with a day of

twenty-four hours, instead of two periods of twelve hours each, is

the ordinary one still in vogue at sea, and any one who has taken a

long sea voyage will know that the ship's run is calculated from

midday to midday. It is possible that this tiny book, which was

so easily carried in the pocket, was mainly intended for travellers

or mariners. The introduction also explains carefully that the

Conjunctions mean New Moons and the Oppositions the Full
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Moons. Two copies of this little book survive, one in the British

Museum, and the other in the Bodleian.

The next edition the writer knows is the Almanack for fifteen

years commencing with 1522, printed by Wynkyn de Worde; but

in the Fletewood sale (1774) there was sold an Almanack for ten

years from 1517, printed by Julian Notary, all trace of which is

now lost.

The 1522 edition, which was formerly in the Huth Collec-

tion and is now in the British Museum, is an oclavo, and has on

the last leaf a curious set of Graces granted " to all y
e bredren

& systers of Iesus fraternyte in y
e crowdes vnder Poules " (see

Plate XXIX). In 1525 Richard Fakes printed an edition, the

title of which is a word for word copy of that of de Worde's

edition. A copy of this was sold in London in 1908, but it

apparently does not contain the Graces.

The only other edition known of this form of Almanack is

one printed by Richard Grafton in 1544, and was for a period of

fourteen years. But probably many other editions were issued

before 1540, and a leaf of one is amongst the Bagford fragments.

Somewhere about the year 1536 Robert Wyer printed his

first edition of the Prognostication for Ever, by Erra Pater (see

Plate XXX). This book, which was evidently very popular, was

reprinted several times before 1600, and also in the seventeenth

century. We know of two more editions by Wyer, also one by

Thomas Colwell and one by Thomas East. It is the first of what

may be termed the popular Prognostications, as opposed to the

scientific or astrological ones, and contains the printed form of the

Prognostications which are found in the Manuscript and Piclorial

Prognostications of the fifteenth century. We find in it such

things as the Prognostications by Thunder during the months,

and by the day of the week New Year's Day falls on, and the

disposition of individuals by the day of the moon on which they

were born.
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Who Erra Pater was the writer cannot say. In the first

edition he is called an astronomer, and in the others we are told he

was a " Jewe borne in Jewery." If a Jew, he must have been a

converted one, or he would not have written the " little rule of St.

Paul's day." All that can be said is that his name became a

nucleus, fresh details being added to the original sayings, and new

sayings and new details continually gathering round these as time

went on. Wyer's editions, being all undated, are arranged in

our Bibliographical list according to the amount of information

which they contain and their make-up.

As different as it could be, and possibly written as an antidote

to the last, as it inveighs against the Prognostications of the

period, is " A very true Prognostication with a Kalendar gathered

out of the most ancient books of right holy Astronomers for the

year of our Lord 1536 and for all years hereafter perpetual. Trans-

lated out of Latin into English by John Ryckes, Priest." This

book, which was printed by John Byddell, is of a strongly religious

character, and was approved by Bishop Hylsey of Rochester. The
Kalendar omits the usual black letter saints, and has instead refer-

ences to passages in the Bible, giving a consecutive Biblical history

set against certain days of the month, commencing v/ith Adam and

Eve on the 2nd of January. This appears to have been written by

Otto Brunsfelsius, as there is a long explanation of it by him. The
only copy of the book is at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, but a

small fragment is in the University Library.

The most important Prognostication Everlasting was that by

Leonard Digges. Of this the first known edition, for 1 555
1
(see

Plate XXXII), was printed by Thomas Gemini, another being

issued by the same printer the next year. It is a learned work for

the time, with many tables and two kalendars, one the General

Kalendar and the other called the Peculiar Kalendar. It contains,

1 Apparently there was an earlier edition (said to have been issued in 1553), as

the title says " againe publisshed by Leonard Dysges."



in addition, much of the usual information, such as rules for

phlebotomy, the anatomical man, etc.

Some of the statements as to the distances and dimensions of

the sun, moon, and planets, are extremely interesting, as showing

the extent of the knowledge of those days; in one place the

author gives the supposed distance from the earth to the firma-

ment, working it out by adding the distances between the various

heavenly bodies and the earth, till we are told " The whole summe
from the earth to the firmament is 280,734 myles, and a half," the

exactness of which will appeal to all who have tried to calculate

the distance.

This book must have been very much in request, and many

editions were issued of it; Lucas Haryson had the license in I5fy,

but in 1 564 Marshe began printing it, having bought it and the

Teftonicon from Haryson. This transaction, Arber (i, p. 259)

points out, is the first recorded instance of the purchase of what

we now call the copyright of a book.

After Leonard Digges' death his son Thomas re-issued the

book with an Addition by himself. The last edition we know of

is that for 1596, printed by the widow Orwin. All the editions

were dedicated to Sir Edward Fines (Fiennes) 1
, the Lord Admiral,

and in the edition of 1 576, on the verso of the title-page, appears

a very fine woodcut of a line-of-battle ship, evidently out of com-

pliment to him. It is curious that this does not appear in any

other edition. (See Plate XXXIII.)

A long account of Leonard Digges and his books appears in

the DiSiionary of National Biography. He was wealthy and well

connected, his father being James Digges, of Barham, Kent, a

Justice of the Peace, and Sheriff in 2 Henry VIII. He was a

student at University College, Oxford, but did not take a degree;

on his father dying he was left the Manor of Brome (Broome),

but sold it and bought the Manor of Wotton in the same
1 Baron Say and afterwards Earl of Lincoln.
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county, and lived there. He became an expert mathematician

and wrote the Teclonicon, a book explaining how to measure

land, squares, timber, stone, etc.; he is also said to have anti-

cipated Galileo in the invention of the telescope. 1 He died about

1571.

From the same source we learn that Thomas Digges, son of

Leonard, who wrote the Addition to his " Prognostication," was

also a mathematician of repute; he was an M.A. of Queens'

College, Cambridge, and M.P. for Wallingford in 1572 and

Southampton in 1585. He was chosen by the Commissioners of

Dover Haven to execute the repairs to the Harbour, and was

engaged in this work for some years; in 1586 he was appointed

Muster-Master-General of the English forces in the Netherlands,

and was discharged from that office in 1593. He died in London

in 1595. Four editions of the book by Leonard Digges exist and

five of the re-issue by his son.

The only other edition the writer knows of, of a Prognostica-

tion for Ever, is a little book printed by Robert Wyer in 1556,

which is called A Perfyte Pronostycacion perpetually the author

being J. A. This is an extraordinary compilation, and Mr. Plomer,

in his monograph on Robert Wyer, suggests that it was produced

by a workman in Wyer's office. It was most probably issued by

Wyer himself as a fairing and meant, as is stated on the title, "for

them which knoweth not a letter on the Booke. And it is good

for Husbandemen of the countrey." Probably most of the books

issued by Wyer, such as Erra Pater, The Prognostication of two

Shepherds and this, were intended for the use of the common
people.

The book, which consists of only twelve leaves, prognosti-

cates for each year by the day of the week on which New Year's

1 In Chapter XXI of the 1st Book of his Pantometria, published by his son after

his death, he gives the result of his practical experiments in magnification of distant

objedts.
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Day falls, and is evidently taken from the Prognostication of Erra

Pater. It is written in short sentences, and over each of these is

set a small woodcut of the crudest kind. Thus above the words,

" Yonge chyldren shal dye & women " is a cut of two coffins;

and over " Bestes shall dye of hungre and sores " a wonderfully

spotted cow. Sold for a halfpenny at the fairs this would probably

appeal to the ploughboy of the Marian period, and would, very

likely, not be despised by the farmer himself.

A certain number of the authors of Annual 'Almanacks also

issued books for two or three years. Marshe printed A ryghte

excellente treatise of'Astronomie, made in the Thuscane or Italian tongue

by Antonius de Motulind, containing a Prognostication for the

years 1554 and 1555, which has been referred to under Class B.

The only copy is in the Bodleian. The same printer issued

Ephemerides Trium Annorum. 58. 59. et 60. ex Erasmi Reinholdi

Tabulis, arranged for the meridian of London by John Field. The

book, which was published on 28 October 1558, is in Latin and

is like the edition for 1557, already mentioned in Class B.

The Almanack and Kalendar for three years, 1560, 61, 62,

by Thomas Hill, of which the only copy is at Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, would appear to be one of a set of editions for

a period of years issued by Hill, as in the title he says that he will

explain more plainly certain rules in the " nexte lease"; Marshe

is again the printer of this. We also have the perpetual Almanack,

which was issued by Purfoote with blank leaves for notes, and has

already been mentioned; the only copy of this is in the Glasgow

University Library.

We now come to the series of editions of Almanacks and

Prognostications taken out of the Great Ephemerides of Ciprianus

Leovitius by Philip Moore. These editions were intended for all

sorts of professional men, and also for Mariners, and contain a good

deal of matter besides the Almanack, Kalendar, and Prognostica-

tions. There is a list of the kings of England, a list of the Fairs,
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and also a Table which is called the " Flye." This is lacking

from all copies, but from the table of contents of the edition of

1 573 we learn that it was a Table " wherein is declared the certaine

time of Ebbing and Flowing, both by prime, chaunge, quarter,

and full, easie to be comprehended, and borne in minde of younge

saylers, and opening a light to thinges of more difficultie." As

already stated, the sheet dated 1569, which is included in Class C,

may belong to one of Philip Moore's editions, and be this " Flye."

But no edition for 1569 is known.

The first edition of these books was printed in 1567 by John

Kingston for Harry Saunderson, and is for forty years (1567- 1606),

and the only copy extant is in the Bodleian. The next edition

was printed in 1 571 by Henry Bynneman, again for Saunderson;

the title states it is for thirty-seven years, but the Almanack and

Prognostication date back to 1567, and continue until 1606; the

book is merely a reprint of the former edition with the title

altered. The only copy is at Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

The last edition known is that printed in 1573 by William

Williamson for Anthony Kitson, and is for thirty-four years (see

Plate XXXI). Of this there are two imperfect copies. It appears

to have been reprinted in 1580 by Abraham Kitson, as Herbert

(p. 1336) mentions the title.

The Prognostications, as is usual with those of the foreign

Prognosticators, portend every form of misfortune and evil; for

instance, for the year 1582 we find as follows:

This Reuolution of the Heauen doth portende calamities, sorow, and

piteous complaints to happen among old men, warriers and notable Mer-
chauntes. It induceth diuers kinds of sickenesses, as Dropsies, Cough,
Paulsies, Goute, and Catherres, Moreover it showeth a discorde to fall

among some that bee neighbours or confines, & those to be persons of

greate name, and linked by bands of blood. Also it signifieth stubbornesse

of seruauntes, and bondmen against their maisters. Neither shalt thou want
secret workynges, and priuie snares. Adde herevnto sodaine tumultes,
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seditions, and preparance for warres, peraduenture for women, widdowes or

the approaching of some cruell enimie. Finally death is denouced vnto a

certaine seculer prince, and a religious Prelate, but he is of extreame age,

and otherwise subtill in his doinges. The Sommer and Autumne shall

sometyme encline vnto drinesse, sometime vnto moysture : so the winter

shall be partly rough and partlye milde.

At the side, in the margin, is printed " Lorde defend vs" which

is evidently Moore's editorial note on this terrible forecast.

Philip Moore, the author or editor of this book, was a country

physician practising at Halesworth in Suffolk. He wrote T/ie Hope

of Health, first printed in 1564, and dedicated to Sir Owen Hopton,

his patron. In this little book he tried to show the poorer people

the advantage of growing Medicinal herbs in their gardens; and

attached to it a Kalendar and the rules for finding the Golden

Number, etc. Nothing else seems to be known about him.

In 1573, Thomas Vautrollier printed another book by

Leovitius, in Latin, with the title, De conjunSlionibus magnis insig-

nioribus superiorum planatarum, etc., to which are added Prognostica-

tions for twenty years. The only copy of this the writer has seen

is at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. The Preface is addressed

to Maximilian II.

The only other author we have to deal with in this class is

William Bourne, whose name sometimes appears amongst the

licences as William Browne. An Almanack and Prognostication

for three years, 1571, 72, 73, written by him, was printed by

Thomas Purfoote. According to the colophon it was printed in

1567; but this would appear to be an error, and to be really the

date of the Rules of Navigation, as the title states that the Alma-

nack and Prognostication is " Nowe newlye added unto my late

Rulles of Navigation y
l was printed iiij yeres past." 1 These rules,

1 Purfoote had a license in i5$f f°r an Almanack and Prognostication by Bourne

for three years; but it hardly seems likely that he would print a book then, which

could not come into use till four years later.
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sixteen in number, take up the greater part of the book, and we

may suppose that it was intended for the use of Mariners, and

may, perhaps, be called the first Seaman's Almanack. The Rules

contain some interesting diagrams, one having movable dials. The

only perfect copy is at Corpus Christi College, Oxford ; an im-

perfe6t one is in the Bodleian.

Bourne issued another Almanack and Prognostication for ten

years in 158 1, printed by Watkins and Roberts. This edition,

which was dedicated to the Earl of Lincoln (Sir Edward Fiennes),

differs from the last in having no navigation rules attached to it,

and the Almanacks and Prognostications are printed month by

month. There is also an interesting printed list of the books .by

the author, " extant in print." The only copy is again at Corpus

Christi College, Oxford.

Bourne calls himself in the first book student, and in the

second a practitioner in the Mathematical Science. The Dictionary

of National Biography gives a long account of him, and says that

he was of lowly birth, being the son of William Bourne, of Graves-

end; his name first appears in a list of Jurats in the first charter

of incorporation of Gravesend, granted 22 July 1562, at which

time he was a portreve and innholder. He appears to have been

entirely self-taught, and wrote books for seamen and travellers on

Navigation, and also one on The Arte of Shooting in Great

Ordinance. He does not appear to have been a seaman at any

time, and he calls himself, in the dedication of his Treasure

for Travai/ers, a " poore gunner." It is suggested that he was

employed on shore as a gunner of the Gravesend Bulwark. He
died in 1583.

The last book in this class is Perpetual and Natural Pro-

gnostications of the change of weather, by J. F., printed for Edward

White in 1598. An earlier edition was licensed to both John Wolfe

and Edward White in 1590. This is the most sensible of all the

Prognostications which the writer has met with, as it is a collec-
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tion of old sayings drawn from many sources, including classical

and mediaeval writers, and based on such natural phenomena as the

movements of animals and birds, and the appearance of the sky

and clouds, many of which are common sayings even now; for

instance, we find the following

:

If cats do lick their forefeet and with them wash their head it is a sign

of rain.

If oxen do lick themselves against the hair it is a token of rain to

follow shortly after.

If oxen be seen to lye along upon the left side, it is a token of fair

weather.

When oxen lick their forefeet it is a manifest token of some foule

weather to follow.

The crowing of cocks or cackling of hens in the night more than

ordinary, it is a sign of windy weather.

The sweating of men's feet is a sign of chaunge of weather in the

north, or of great cloudes and storms.

If the starres doe flye together in any great number in the morning

and that afterwards they return back so, it it a signe of some foule and

blustering weather to follow.

If starres do sperkle in winter it is a token of a hard frost.

Of comets we find as follows

:

A comet is no starre, but is created by a hot and drie exhalation and

is an evident token of a corrupted ayre, and therefore comets are as it were

forerunners of destruction and corruption of earthly things and signifie

great tempests and stormy winds to follow.

What time soever a comet doeth appear it is very dangerous a whole

year after.

And the book ends with this truism, which everyone must

agree with:

The trewest and most likely and manifest token of an ensueing dearth

and barrenness is the evell and bloody warres caused through ambition.
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Although there are very few duplicate copies known of the

books of this class most of those that remain are perfect or nearly

so; the reason for this is, probably, that they were intended for

use for a longer period than the two former classes, and were, in

consequence, better bound and less often carried in the pocket.

E.

—

Kindred Books

Many books might be included under this heading, such as

A table of the Sunnes Declination by Joannes Stadius, and The

Kalendar of Shepherds ; but the first (of which only half remains)

is really only an astronomical work, while the Kalendar of Shep-

herds is a subject in itself, and can be studied in the facsimile of the

1503 edition brought out by Dr. H. Oskar Sommer with a long

introduction.

The two books which are included in this class are A Little

Treatise, by Richard Grafton, 1 and Frank Adams' 2 Writing Tables

with a Kalender. The former book may perhaps be called the

forerunner of Whitaker's Almanack ; it was first printed in 1 57

1

and enlarged in 1572, both editions being printed by Richard

Tottell. It contains, in addition to the Kalendar and an Almanack

for a period of years, a good deal of general information, such as

the years of the Kings of England, a list of the Shires and Bor-

oughs sending members to Parliament, list of the Colleges and

Halls at Oxford and Cambridge, the principal Highways of

England and Wales, a list of the Fairs and a number of useful rules

for the Almanack, which are explained by means of question and

answer, and some rhymes on the same subject, including "Thirty

1 For an account of Grafton see A Century of the English Book Trade, by

E. Gordon Duff, published by the Bibliographical Society, 1905.
* See A Dictionary of Printers and Booksellers, 1557-1640, edited by R. B.

McKerrow, published by the Bibliographical Society, 1910.
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days hath November," etc., which appears for the first time in

1572 (see Plate XXXIV). The title states that the contents of

this book were collected and set forth by Richard Grafton.

Grafton died in 1573, and after his death John Walley printed

four editions, omitting the author's name from the title-page. The

last of these editions is dated 1582, and in 1591 the book was re-

issued, augmented, and corrected by W. W., and was printed by

John Charlewood for Thomas Adams. In 1593 Charlewood's

widow again printed it for Adams, and the last two editions we

know of were printed for him in 1595 and 1596 by Valentine

Simmes. It was also re-issued in the next century.

The other book, Writing Tables with a Kalender, was the fore-

runner of the modern pocket-book ; it differed from the yearly

diary, like Gabriel Frende's almanacks, as it was intended for

permanent use. It contained an Almanack for a period of years,

the Kalendar, short Prayers for Morning and Evening use, Rules

for reckoning wages, etc., weights and measures, illustrations of

English and Foreign coins in use, a list of the Highways and a

short epitome of English History, and in addition had several

blank leaves and a certain number of tablets of stiff prepared skin

(said to be asses' skin), on which notes could be made and rubbed

out with a wet sponge leaving the tablets to be used again.

Probably, because this book was intended to be carried in the

pocket, and in consequence was soon worn out, very few copies

have come down to us. The first known edition was printed in

1 58 1, probably by James Roberts, but as the colophon is wanting

in the only extant copy, that in the British Museum, this cannot

be stated for certain. It was to be sold by Adams himself and also

by Thomas Frethren. An edition of 1594 is recorded by Herbert

(p. 1726), but cannot now be traced. An edition printed in

1598 by James Roberts for E. White is in the writer's collection,

but wants the Tablets of prepared skin (see Plate XXXV). The
last edition of the sixteenth century was issued by the Stationers'
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Company in 1600, 1 and a copy of this was sold in London in

1907. Probably several other editions were issued between 1581

and 1594, and perished without leaving any trace. The book was

reissued several times in the seventeenth century.

This completes the five classes of books which go to make

up this Bibliographical history of the English Almanacks and

Prognostications to the close of the sixteenth century, and a

chronological list of the four classes of printed books (that is, ex-

cluding Class A) is printed on pp. 188-192, so that it may be seen

at a glance what books were printed in or for each year.

1 The writer is not sure that this date is corredt.

EXTRA NOTES

P. 1. The Table, which appears at the beginning of most of the editions of

Service books, called • The Almanack,' contains only the Declaration for a period of

years, and has no lunar Kalendar, so is not an Almanack proper.

P. 6. It has been pointed out to the writer that the Kalendar also appears in

editions of the Magna Carta before 1540. This is of course so, but that book would

not have been so readily available to the generality of the people as was the Hora.

P. 42. Bomelius' Almanack for 1567 was also authorized by the Bishop of

London, probably because he was a foreigner.

P. 42. Mr. F. Madan has now (1916) placed his fragment of Hill's Almanack,

for 1572, in the Bodleian Library.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

Date.—The date is always that of the year, or the first year, for which the book

was written, not necessarily the date of the printing.

Author.—The Author is always the last Author or Editor of the book, but a

Translator is not taken as the Author.

Title and Colophon.—These are given as accurately as possible, and all the

words printed in red are underlined; in a few cases when the Titles are very long

some lines are omitted. An Imprint at the end is taken as the Colophon, although

there may be an Imprint on the title page also. " Paragraph marks " (not necessarily

the shape used in the original) are given, when used, and "pointing hands," but

" leaves " etc., are omitted, as the various shapes might be misleading unless exactly

reproduced. For the sake of uniformity all words beginning with a "J" are printed

as"I,"and"VV"as"W."

Measurements.—The height of the page is always taken from the top of the

first line or head-line to the bottom of the last line, but excludes the signature and

catch word. The width or measure of the page is always that of the longest line.

But, in both cases, if the page or column is bounded by straight lines the measure-

ments are from line to line. In all cases the measurement of these books is liable to

great fluctuations, as they were printed very roughly, and the recto and verso of a

page often do not agree in height; also the fragments from being removed from bind-

ings may have shrunk, or expanded by being ironed out. In certain cases it has been

necessary to give measurements of both the Kalendar and the Prognostication, as

sometimes there is considerable difference between them. The width of a column of

the Kalendar is always given in the Broadsides.

Collations.—These are given as accurately as can be ascertained, but with

fragments it is very often impossible to say what the actual collation was, as some of

these books have an unsigned gathering before the first signature, and others are un-

signed altogether. In very few cases has the Title page a signature, but when the

second leaf is signed A ii, the Title is taken as A i.

Descriptions.—These are given as fully as appears necessary for the identifica-

tion of other fragments or imperfect copies. The type in which the books are printed

is only indicated in special cases, but Black Letter was practically universal up to

1555, after that some Roman and Italic appear; and in Watkins and Roberts'

editions, especially on the title pages, the three types are used in most of the copies.
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Notes.—The notes deal with the points of interest which have struck the writer in

examination of the different editions, a few of them have been already indicated in the

introduction, but many more are on points which may be an added help to identification

of an imperfect copy. Occasionally a book wanting its date has had to have a date

assigned to it, and, when there has been any difficulty about it, the writer has indi-

cated the method he has employed to do so. He has used for this purpose "The
Chronology of History," by Sir Harris Nicolas, K.C.M.G. London: 1833.

When the information with regard to a copy has been supplied to the writer by

others, this is noted ; but the details of nearly every copy have been checked by some

other person besides the writer.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

A.

A. and P.

Anatomical Man

Arber

D. N. B.

Declaration

Hand Lists

Herbert

mm.
McKerrow

N.&Q.
P.

Plomer

Proctor

Rules

Terms

Almanack.

Almanack and Prognostication.

A cut of the Figure with the signs of the Zodiac round it, and

with or without a list of the Influences of the Signs.

"A Transcript of the Register of the Stationers Company

1554-1650, by E. Arber 1875-1894.

Circa.

" The Dictionary of National Biography."

The List containing the Dominical Letter, the Golden

Number, etc., and the Dates of the Moveable Feasts, etc.

;

sometimes called the " Contents of the Almanack."
" Hand Lists of Books printed by London Printers 1501-1556."

1895-1912.
"

J. Ames' Typographical Antiquities " ; augmented by William

Herbert, London, 1755-1790.

Millimetres.

"Printers' and Publishers' Devices, 1484- 1640," by R. B.

McKerrow, 191 3.

" Notes and Queries."

Prognostication.

"Robert Wyer, Printer and Bookseller," by H. R. Plomer,

1897.

"Jan van Doesborgh, Printer at Antwerp," by R. Prodtor,

1894.

The Medical Rules or Times good for letting blood, purging

and bathing.

The Law Terms.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
CLASS A

ALMANACKS, ETC., NOT PRINTED WITH MOVABLE TYPE

I. c. 1500? [Stencilled or stamped Almanack or Kalendar.]

Folio. 320 X 200 mm.
Known only by fragments of two leaves, the first beginning: 'July xxxi day

|

] the Mone xxx
' ; the second ending ' the Iordes sale.' Each leaf appears to

be printed on one side of the paper only and contains 10 lines of large irregular type

of an inch or more in height, printed in red and black.

British Museum (C. 18. e. 2/1).

%* These leaves are very torn and defective and have been stuck down in a

guard-book; the lettering has the appearance of having been produced by either

stencilling or stamping with wooden blocks ; in one instance a letter in red overlaps

the letter underneath by 5 mm. There is no clue as to the place or date of printing,

nor as to where the fragments were obtained, but the Museum catalogue dates them
c. 1500.

See Plate I.

II. Before 1521. [Xylographic Almanack or Kalendar.

By M.S.?]
A long narrow strip of vellum. About 763 x 1 1 1 mm.

Refto: (i) at the top, a lunar table; (ii) a compartment containing a circular dial

divided into 24 divisions, with a representation of the Rood in the centre and the four
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Evangelists at the corners; (iii) the Kalendar in twelve horizontal lines, containing

representations of the Saints or their emblems; underneath each day are the Golden

Numbers in two rows, in manuscript
;

(iv) eight dates, partly woodcut, partly in

manuscript.

Verso: (i) at the top, the letters M. S. in white on a black circle, probably the

initials of the Author or Woodcutter; (ii) illustrations of the occupations of the twelve

months, and circles containing lines radiating from the centre in red and black repre-

senting the amount of light and darkness for each month.

British Museum, 3 copies (C. 29. c. 6.: C. 41. a. 28.: C. 36. aa. 5); Bodleian,

lower half only (Douce A. 632*); University Library, Cambridge (in a frame);

Pepysian, Magdalene College, Cambridge (in a frame); Huth Sale (15 November
191 1); Mr. G. Milner-Gibson-Cullum (in a frame).

*
m
* This is the only recorded Xylographic Almanack of English origin, though

several foreign ones are known; it was copied from the manuscript Almanacks of the

fifteenth century.

The illustrations of the Saints and occupations of the months are coloured by

hand. It may have been produced shortly after 1500. The dates of the various

copies are for the 'Anno Domini ': Milner-Gibson-Cullum 1522 (or 1521); Bodleian

1523 (or 1522); British Museum 1537, 1538 and 1542; University Library 1537;

Pepysian 1539; Huth 1554. For the regnal and other dates and the discrepancies

between them (see Introduction, p. 15). The Almanack was intended to be either

rolled up or folded and one of the copies in the Museum is in the original cover. The
Milner-Gibson-Cullum copy has not the letters M. S. on the black circle.

See Plate III.

III. 1 59 1. [Engraved Copper Plate.]

Oblong folio. About nfx 17 in. Engraved Broadside.

This engraved sheet consists of 384 circles, 16 mm. in diameter, of which 19 are

blank. A line of engraved text runs round the four sides of the sheet explanatory of

the Almanack, and ends with the date. Between each of the larger circles are smaller

circles stated to be only put in to fill up space. The 365 circles, which are filled up,

are divided into two parts, the lower dotted over, to a larger or smaller extent, to

represent the amount of darkness for the days, the upper left blank to represent the

amount of light. At the foot of each circle, in a border, is the name of the Saint for

the day and the day of the month, and inside the times of the rising and setting of the

Sun. The Almanack begins at the upper left corner with March xi (the vernal

equinox) and reads downwards, ending at the lower right-hand corner with March x

the next year.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/384).

%* From the text it would appear that another sheet showing the changes of

the moon, was issued to be used with this.

See Plate IV.
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CLASS B

ALMANACKS AND PROGNOSTICATIONS FOR SINGLE YEARS

IV. Not before 1492? (probably later). Jasper Laet?

R. Pynson.

[A prognostication].

Quarto.

Known only by two small and very defe&ive fragments, the first signed a. 1.

ending on the verso : ' |[ Of the [dispo]sicion of wynter.' In the other leaf the last

line on the re<5to ends : • yeres paste.'

Bodleian (Inc. c. E. 7. 1/11).

*
#
* Probably a translation of a Prognostication by one of the Laet family, either

Jasper or his father John Laet. Bagford mentions a Prognostication for 1493 of

Jasper Laet's translated into English, which he says was printed by Caxton (».*. by

W. de Worde in one of Caxton's types). This is in Pynson type 2 which he used as

early as 1492.

V. 1498? William Parron. W. de Worde.

[A prognostication, apparently translated from one of Parron's

Latin editions.]

Quarto. 162x112 mm. 35 lines.

Known only from a fragment of two leaves. First leaf recto begins: 'seconde

quarter happely shal a kyng,' and contains Prognostications for the King of England,

Prince Arthur, and the King of France; on the verso are those for the Kings of

Spain, of • Romayns ' and Scotland, and the Duke of Burgundy; second leaf, redto,

the Prognostication for the months beginning with July; verso, a general Prognostica-

tion ending, ' z seconde quarter/ in the '.

Bodleian (Douce Fragments, e. ii).

%* A note at the beginning of this fragment by Mr. E. G. Duff attributes the

date to 1498. It is printed in De Worde's type I.

See Plate V.
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VI. 1500. William Parron. R. Pynson.

Title: {[ Ad serenissimu ac inuictissimu olmqj genere | virtutu

prestantissimu dnm Henricu Anglie z j
Francie rege septimu dnmcj

Hybernie . vvilli«
|
elmi parroni placentini phisici de astro^ influ;

|

xu . anni presentis . M . d . pronosticon libellus. Colophon:

{[ Pronostica anno dni . M . d . ab vndecis
|
ma die marcii incipi-

entia . magistri Williel*
|
mi Parroni placentini in medicinis doc-

to
I

ris ac in astrologia professoris.
|
impressa die. XXIIII. Decem-

bris .M. CCCC . XCIX.

Quarto. 141x92 mm. ab': 31 lines.

a. i, recto: Title in five lines (Pynson type 5); the Prognostication begins on

line six with a Lombardic 'U ' and is in type 7; verso: a diagram of the vernal

equinox. The Prognostication for the months, begins at the foot of the recto of a ii,

the first month is March. The Prognostication for Kings and Princes begins on the

recto of b. i; it commences with Henry VII and includes Arthur, Prince of Wales;

Henry, Duke of York; James, King of Scotland, etc. On the verso of b. v, is a table

of the Conjunctions and Oppositions of the sun and moon from March 1500 to

February 1501; b. vi, recto, blank; verso: Colophon and Pynson's large mark

(McKerrow No. 9") the ribbon slightly bent.

Bodleian Library (Ash. 154/4).

*„* Entirely in Latin. See Plate VI.

VII. 1502. William Parron. R. Pynson.

Title : Jj Ad serenissimu ac inuictissimu okj genere vir
|
tutu

prestantissimu dnm henricu anglie et fran*
|
cie Rege septimu

dnincg hibernie wylielmi par
|
ron placentini artiu % medicine doc-

toris de astro
|
ru in fiuxu anni psentis millesimi quingetesimi

|

cudi pronosticon libellus.

Quarto. ? Ae+ ?. 145 x87 mm. 30 and 31 lines.

Known only from two fragments of two leaves each. A i, recto: Title in 5\

lines; the text beginning immediately underneath, 'NOn solu plures
—

'; verso: a

Diagram of the Vernal Equinox. The adjoining leaf (? A vi), recto, first line begins

:

• C Caput ixi '; fifth line : '([De litibus; bellis et Iatrociniis.' The other two leaves ;

first leaf, recto: 'NOtandu est secudo'; second leaf, recto: ' C October erit fere,' in

the Prognostication for the months. These two leaves are probably Aii and A v.

Westminster Abbey (O. 2. 38, in the binding).
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%* The leaves are bound two at the beginning and two at the end of a folio

volume printed at Venice 1495 and bound in England, the stamps on the binding

being Winchester stamps. They have been folded at some time and apparently sewn,

but not cut, and were afterwards separated and bound in flat.

VIII. 15 16. Jasper Laet. Antwerp, J. van Doesborch.

'Title: fj The pronosticacio of maister Iasper late of borch-

loon[e]
I
doftour in astrologie of the yere .M.CCCCC. xvi tran[s]

|

lated in to ynglissh to the honorre of te moost noble & vie-
|
torious

kynge Henry the .viii. by your moost huble sub-
|

iecl: Nicholas

longwater goeuerner of our lady coception
|
in y

e renowmed towne

of Andwarp in sinte Iorge perys
|

Quarto. 162x106 mm. a' ... 33 lines.

Known only from fragments, the larger of four leaves, a i, re6lo : Title in six

lines, the Prognostication beginning on the seventh: • |[Prinsipaly takyng for my
fundament'; verso (sixth line): * |[ The disposicio of the .iiii. tymes 'j second leaf,

refto: the Prognostication for the months begins on the fifth line, 'Janiuer.' The
fragment ends on the verso of the fourth leaf, '—pestilence with apos=.'

Trinity College, Cambridge (vid
, 7-24). British Museum (Bagford Frag., Harl.

5937/58) ; title-page only.

%* The translation is in very bad English. Prodtor, No. II,

See Plate VII.

IX. 1 5 17. Jasper Laet. Nicolas the Grave (Le Conte).

Title (defe&ive) : . . . lorde M . CCCCC . XVII . translate in

the [fa]
I

mous cite of Andwerpe. Colophon: Here is shewed the

inclinacion of the sterres for the yere of our
|
lorde. M . CCCCC .

& xvii. of the whiche god mayde his pie-
|
sure who be blessyd

in eternyte amen
|
Emprented by Nycolas the Grave,

|
Maister

Iasper laet of borchloon.

Quarto.

Known only from fragments of four leaves. First leaf, redlo : Title, probably in

four lines, only two of which remain. The Prognostication begins immediately below

and ends on the redto of leaf 4 with the colophon, and a small portion of a woodcut

shield, which appears at the right hand side, but not enough to say what arms it

contained. The verso of leaf 4 is blank.

British Museum (C. 20. b. 34. 2) : fragments of three copies.

%* These fragments are so cut and damaged it is impossible to take correct

measurements of a page.
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Xa. 1520. Jasper Laet. R. Pynson.

Title: Prenosticatio mgrl Iasp. la[
]
practised in the towne

of Antuerpe/ for
|
the yere of our lorde . M . D. xx. Colophon:

Thus endeth the pronostication for the yere of our lorde.
|
M . D.

xx. compiled by maister Iasper Laet. Translated
|
at y

e request

and cost of Richard) Pynson/ prynter vnto the
|
kynge's noble grace.

And by the sayd Richard) Pynson im
|

prynted with priuilege to

hym graunted by oure sayd so*
|
raygne lorde the kyng.

Quarto. 162 x 1 16 mm. a', 6 leaves ?

Known only from a fragment of four leaves, a i, re&o: Title in three lines, the

first of which is Xylographic. A prologue begins on the fourth line: ' ALbeit that

many men have . . .'; a iii (signed), retto, begins: 'day of Iulii som what wyndy

'

in the Prognostication for the months. The third leaf (a, iiii) contains the Pro-

gnostication of ' scarsnesse and plenty ' ; of ' The sykenesses
'

; ' Of peace and warre
'

The fourth leaf, the Prognostications for various Countries and Towns and ends at

the bottom of the verso with the colophon. The fragment appears to want a, ii-v

;

only a iii is signed.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 7. 52. 18).

%* On the redlo of the last leaf: ' Of the kyngdome of Englonde.' ' The moost

noble and plentiful! kyngdome of Englonde this yere shal suffre damage in theyr bestis

& frugtj. A litil murmour shalbe in the comen peple/ y
4 lightly shalbe layd downe.

The eclyps of the moone was in the opposicion signe of Englond).'

Xb. 1520. Jasper Laet. R. Pynson.

Title: {[ The pnostication of maister Iasp Laet
|

practised in the

towne of Antuerpe : for
|
the yere of our lorde M.D.xx. Colophon:

Thus endeth the prognostication for the yere of oure lorde
|
M.D.xx.

compiled by maister Iasp Laet. Translated at
|
the request & cost of

Richard Pynson/ prynt vnto y
e kyngj

|
noble grace. And by the

sayd Richard) Pynson imprynted
j
with priuilege to hym graunted

by oure sayd soueraygne
|
lorde the kyng.

Quarto. 6 leaves ?

Known only from fragments of the first and last leaves. On the recto of the first

leaf the title at the top in three lines, the first in large type; the Prologue beginning

on the fourth line: 'ALbeit . .
.' On the verso of the last the colophon at foot of

the page.

John Rylands Library.
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*
#
* This is another edition of the preceding number. The information in

regard to these fragments has been supplied by Mr. P. M. Barnard.

XI. 1523. Jasper Laet. R. Bankes.

Title (defective) : [A Prognostication] . . . M.v.C. & xxiii
|

{J Cum gracia et [priuilegio] ([ Iaspe[r Laet]. .Colophon: {[ En-

prynted the xxvi. day of Deceber the yere of our lor*
|
de

m.v.c. xxiii. by me Rychard Banckes dwellyng at y
e

|
longe shoppe

in the pultery by the stockes.

Quarto. 159x99 mm. 8 leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, refto: Title, with woodcut of astronomical globe underneath with the

words: 'spera m[vdi]' in white letters on black, a border down the left side with

heads of men and women alternately. Second leaf, refto, fifth line :
' C Of the significa-

tours of the costellacios.' The Prognostication begins on leaf 4, refto, and ends on

the recto of leaf 8, with colophon; verso: the printer's mark (McKerrow No. 66)

surrounded by a woodcut border.

British Museum (8610. c. 34).

%* The copy is in a very defective state so that an exadl description is not

possible. The border and cut are the same as used in 1524.

XII. 1523. [Prognostication.] W. de Worde.

Colophon: {[ Here endeth the p[ ]cyon of the yere

.M.
I

[C]CCCC.xxiii. Enp[
]
wynkyn de worde.

Quarto. 155 X ? mm. AB*: the last blank ?

Known only from a fragment consisting of three very defective leaves. On the

reito of the first leaf: 'Of the scarsete and growyng,' 'Of sekenesses'; verso:

Prognostication for the Pope and Charles of Spayne. Second leaf (signed B. ii),

recto: Prognostication for Henry VIII and the King of France. The colophon comes

about one third down the page on the verso; followed by a long prayer in Latin, in

very small type by Guillelmo Amours, which finishes on the verso of the third leaf.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 5. 52. 6).

XIII. 1524. Jasper Laet. R. Bankes?

Title: A Pronosticacyon
|
of Master : Iasper Laet de

|
borch-

loen Dodtor in medycy
|
ne for y

e yere of our lorde god
|
M. v. C.

&. xxiiii.
j {[ Cum gracia et Priuilegio.

| {J Iasper Laet.

Quarto.

Known only from a single leaf, bearing the title, underneath which is a cut of an
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Astronomical Globe held in a hand, with a ribbon with the words 'spera mvdi ' on it.

Down each side is a border containing heads of men and women. Verso begins: ' Be

cause all y
e worlde is gouerned by course . .

.' The first line of the title is woodcut.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/26).
* * In form and contents this follows No. XI of 1523. See Plate VIII.

XIV. 1529. Jasper Laet. P. Treveris.

Title: Pronosticum Magistri
|
Gasparis laet de Borchloen

Medicine do&oris pro anno
|
M. CCCCC. XXIX. Ad poli eleua-

tione insignis emporii Antuerpiensis compilatum x practicatum.

Colophon: {[ Impressum per me Petrum Treueris.

Quarto. 138 x97 mm. 4 leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, redto : Title in four lines ; the Prologue begins on the fifth line with a

woodcut initial :
' PRofundameto . .

.' ; on the twenty-seventh line the Prognostica-

tion for the seasons begins ; verso : the Prognostication for the months. Second leaf,

verso : the Prognostication for the months ends and ' De fertilitate,' begins. Third

leaf, redlo : of Sicknesses, peace and war, etc. ; verso : the influences of the Planets,

and ' H De statu quorudS principu regu & dominoru . . .,' begins with the Pro-

gnostication for the Emperor. Fourth leaf, re&o: Prognostication for the Kings of

France and England, etc., and Towns and Countries, ending on the verso; colophon.

Bodleian (Douce, L. 645).

*„* Entirely in Latin and printed in very small black letter.

XV. 1530. Jasper Laet. R. Wyer.

Title: PRonosticum Magistri Gasparis
|
Laet de Borchloen

medicine doctoris ad
|
meridianum in signis emporii Ant*

|
uerp-

iensis/ pro Anno domini
|
M. CCCCC . XXX . compila*

|
turn

et practicatum.

{[ These be for to sell at the Sygne
|
of seynt Iohn Euangel-

yste/ in
|
seynt Martyns parysshe be*

|
syde charynge Crosse.

Oftavo ?

Known only from the title-leaf. Between the title and the notice of sale is a

cut of a woman and a king, the latter holding a quadrant ; over their heads are scrolls,

that over the woman in blank, the other bearing the name ' Ptholomeus'; the moon
and stars are in the sky, and an astronomical globe in the right-hand bottom corner.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/79).

%* Plomer, No. 88.
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XVI. 1530. John Thibault. R. Wyer?
Title: PRonosticacyon of Maistre Iohn

|
Thibaulte Astro-

logyen/ to the Emperoures
|
Maieste/ and to my Lady. &c. The

yere of our
|
Lord God . M . CCCCC.XXX calculed vpon

|
Thori-

zont of the towne of Antwerpe/ cOtey
|
nynge the foure parties of

the yere/ and the in
|
fluences of the newe Mones/ with theyr

|

quartres/ firste and last/ and of peas/ of
|
w[ ]/ & of syckenesses

of this yere/ &
|
of dy[ ]s countres/ and the reuolu;

|
cion of the

Kynges/ and prynces/
|
and the influence of . ii . Eclipses

|
of this

present yere. & cetera.

O&avo. ? x 63 mm.
Known only from parts of two leaves. First leaf, re£to: Title with part of a cut

underneath of a man and stars; verso: 'CSalut au Ledteur,' and the beginning of

the Prognostication with a woodcut initial ' F ' with a grotesque face in it. Second

leaf, verso: the Prognostication of the months begins; the names of the months are in

French.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 53. 107
1

).

%* Not in Plomer.

XVII. c. 1530. [Pronosticum]. R. Wyer?

Oftavo. ? x 65 mm.
Known only from parts of four leaves of a Prognostication in Latin, containing

part of the Prognostication for the months, part of the Eclipse; whilst on the refto of

the fourth leaf is ' De fertilitate et penuri huius anni.'

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 53. 107").

*** In the same type as the preceding. Not in Plomer.

XVIII. 1533. John Thibault. J. Rastell.

Title: (| Pronostycacyon of mayster
|
Iohn Thybault/ medy-

cyner and astronomer of the Emperyall
|
maiestie/ of the yere of

our lorde god . M . CCCCC . XXXIII. cOprehen-
|
dynge the

.1111 . partes of this yere/ and of the influence of the
|
mone/ of

peas and warre/ and of the sykenesses of this
|

yere/ w' the con-

stellacions of them y
t be under

j
the .VII. pianettes/ and reuolucions

of
I

kynges and princes/ and of the
|
Eclyppes and Comete. Colo-
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phon: fj Imprinted by me Iohn Rastell :
|
Cum priuilegio regali.

Quarto. 167 X 122 mm.
Known only from fragments of four leaves. First leaf, redto: Title, and under-

neath a cut of a man holding an astronomical globe in his left hand, and in the right

a scroll with ptholomeus dex (rex ?) on it, and the sun, moon, and stars in back-

ground; verso: 'To the Reader,' with woodcut initial I (white on a black ground).

The colophon is at the foot of the fourth leaf, verso.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl., 5937/27/35/44/266).
%* Fragment No. 36, which is part of a leaf, appears to belong to some other

prognostication, probably a few years later, rather than to this.

XIX. 1533. Jasper Laet [the younger].

Title: The pronosticacion
|
calculed by mayster Iaspar Laet

of
I

Andwarpe/ vpon the merydian
|
of the sayd towne/ for the

|

yere of our lorde god .
|
M . D. xxxiij.

Octavo. 130x87 mm.
Known only from fragments of four leaves ; the first, refto : Title, under which a

cut of a man with a large quadrant, stars and a comet in the sky ; verso : a Prologue

with a woodcut initial ' B.' Second leaf, re£to, begins :
' ioyned in the place of the

eclipse/ . . .,' in a description of the comet ; verso : at the foot, Eclipse with a small

cut. Third leaf, recto: Prognostication of peace and war, sicknesses, etc., at the foot

the description of the four quarters of the yere begins; verso: ' Of the estate of all

persons after the effefte of pianettes.' Fourth leaf, recto: part of the Prognostication

for Towns and Countries, ending on the verso half way down the page, 'These be

the inclynacions whiche I haue
|
founde this yere.

| C Finis.'

Bodleian (Douce, L. 646), four leaves; British Museum (Bagford Fragments,

Harl. 5937/51), the first leaf only, defective on the right-hand side.

%* Printed in ' foreign italic ' or a form of ' secretary ' type either in Antwerp

or in England, possibly by or for R. Wyer. The' Prologue begins :
' BIcause that

. xliiij . [yere] past my father mayster Iaspar
|
Laet and . xx . yere before hym his

father mayster
|
Iohn laet (Whome Iesu pardon) bothe astro|nomers hath yerely vnto

the profyte of the comyn peojple calculate and put forth certayn prognostycacios . .
.'

XX. 1534. Jasper Laet [the younger].

[A Prognostication.]

O&avo. 131 x 89 mm.
Known only from three copies of four leaves each ; one is signed A ii, and begins

:

'The comet or blasyng sterre'; another leaf begins: 'In Maye the first quarter
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the .1. day.' The leaves contain the usual astronomical observations, prognostications

of the weather, eclipse, and personal prognostications for the Pope, the Emperor, the

King of England and the King of France. The date appears in the account of the

eclipse.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, three sets, Harl. 5910, Pt. 1/58/58-59 87

;

Had. 5937/37/149)-

%* This Prognostication was undoubtedly written by Jasper Laet, the younger>

as it is in the same type (foreign italic) and format as that of 1533; '* mzY nave been

printed either in Antwerp or England ? by or for R. Wyer. In the Prognostication

for the King of England the author says, * he shall treate of thinges concerning

the churche.'

XXI. c. 1539? [A Prognostication.]

Quarto. 157 x97 mm. 34 lines.

Known from one leaf, signed B. The recto begins: ' ^[Of the moste Crysten

kynge Fraucys fyrste
|
of that name '; verso ends : '/but they shall suffer sum.'

Bodleian (70. e. 1./6).

*
m* This may be earlier than 1539; but there is nothing to give the date in the

leaf, except the statement that Henry VIII would have trouble in his marrying.

XXII. c. 1539? [A Prognostication.] John Redman.

Colophon: (J These are the inclynacions and influences of
|

heaven, but not that they must so be.
|
([ Imprinted at London in

Pater noster
|
rowe by I[ohn] Redman.

Quarto. ? X 114 mm.
Known from very defective fragments of two leaves; the first, verso, contains

part of the Prognostication for October and November; the second, recto, that for

countries and towns and the colophon.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge (F. 2. 25; in the binding).

%* The fragments are pasted down on the boards, so that it is impossible to say

what is on the other sides of the leaves.

XXIII. 1 541. Jasper Laet [the younger]. John Redman.
Title: Almanacke and

|
Pronostication

|
of Iasper Laet

|
for

the yere of our Lorde God . M.
|
CCCCC. xli. Colophon: f[ Im-
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prynted at London in
|
Pater noster Rowe, at

|
the signe of our

La
|
dy Pytye, by

|
Iohn Redman. Ad

|
imprimendum

|
solum.

Oftavo. 127 x66 mm. (Kalendar); 131 x 66 (Prognostication).

8 leaves, unsigned; B*.

First leaf, reclo : Title, with the Anatomical man underneath ; the Kalendar begins

on the verso, the months running on without any break between them. The Kalendar

for December ends on the refto of B ii, and the table of ' Ebbs and Floudes ' begins at

the foot of the same page. B iii, retto :
' C The declaration of this

|

present Alman-

acke '; verso: Rules and Eclipse of the moon. B iiii, redlo: Eclipse of the sun with

cut; verso: Rules for bathing, mowing, etc., and the colophon at the bottom.

Bodleian (Douce, L. 647), leaves 1-8; University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8.

54. 189), leaves 9-12; Westminster Abbey, leaves 9-12, removed from the binding

of E i. 25.
*
#
* This appears to be the earliest annual Almanack in book form printed in

England (see Plate IX a and b). It is curious that the first two-thirds of the book

should be at Oxford and were found in a binding, and the other third should be in

duplicate at Cambridge and Westminster, both also found in bindings.

XXIV. 1 541? [A Prognostication.] J.Redman?
O&avo. A8

? 121 x 72 mm.
Known from a fragment consisting of two whole leaves and parts of two others

;

one is signed A ii, and begins on the redto: *y* some Astronomers haue . . .'; on the

verso is the Eclipse of the moon. A iii, refto : Eclipse of the sun with a cut. The
third leaf (? A iiii), on the refto: ' Of the iiii quarters of y

e yere, and fyrste of the

Wynter.' The fragment ends on the verso of the fourth leaf (? A v) with the catch

word, ' place.'

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 54. 207).

%* The dates of the eclipses of the sun and moon are the same as in No. xxiii,

and the cut of the eclipse of the sun is the same and in the same state, but the times

of the eclipses differ slightly, and the measurements are not the same, also line commas
are used here as against ordinary commas. But the b6ok is probably by the same printer

(J. Redman) and of the same date. The difference in the times may be accounted for

by one being calculated for, probably, the meridian of Antwerpe and the other for

London or Oxford.

XXV. 1 541. Jasper Laet [the younger].

Title: d An Alma
|
nack & Pronosticatio of

| y
e yere of our

Lord . M . V° . XLI.
|
Praftised by Iasper Laet.

|

Sextodecimo.

Known ojily from the Title-leaf. Underneath the title is a cut of the Anatomical

man ; on the verso of the leaf is the Declaration.
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British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Had. 5937/72).

%* This book looks like one of Herford's Almanacks, but it is not certain that

he was the printer.

XXVI. 1 541. Jasper Laet [the younger].

Title: {J Pronostica*
|
cio of the yere

|
of our Lorde

|
M. Vc

,

xli.
I
{[ Pradtysed by the re:

|
nowmed doctor in

|
Astronomy

and
I

Physicke
|
Iasper Laet.

Sextodecimo. 81 X 58 mm.
Known only from two leaves ; first recto: Title; verso: Prologue beginning, ' For

as much as.' Second leaf, redto: 'COf tne Harvest'; verso: 'Of the xii monethes

with
I

theyr qualities.'

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/50).
*** Perhaps this was the second part of No. xxv, but the two fragments hardly

seem to belong to each other.

XXVII. 1543. Jasper Laet [the younger]. John Walley.

Title: ffa An Alma
|
nacke & Pro

|
nostication of the re-

[now]
J

med dodtor in Astrono[mie]
|
Iaspar Laet the yere of oure

Lord God . M. CCCCC[
|
And the declaration of the xn

signes and theyr qualities]
|
with the son rysynge .

|
{[ Imprinted

in London
|
by Iohfi Waley.

Sextodecimo. 79 x 55 mm.
Known only from two leaves; first leaf, redto: Title; verso: Anatomical man,

with a woodcut ornament underneath. Second leaf: parts of May and June.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/62).

%* The Dominical letter is G, and Trinity Sunday 20th May, which makes the

date 1543.

XXVIII. 1544. A Mery Pronostication.

Title: A mery pnosticacion
|
For the yere of Chrystes incarna-

cyon A thousande fyue hundreth fortye & foure This to

pronostycate I may be bolde
|
That wha the newe yere is come

gone is y
e olde.

Ouarto. 152 x 87 mm. 3 leaves, unsigned+ 1 blank ? wanting.

First leaf, retto: Title, with a cut of a fool prognosticating to a man, whom
he holds round the shoulders, birds and sun in the sky (apparently from the block
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used on f. cxxxvi verso of Pynson's 1509 edition of the Ship of Fools). The book ends

on the verso of the third leaf, • amen ', and a border of the butterfly-like ornaments,

and another border line underneath them.

Britwell Court.

%* This is a skit on the ordinary Prognostication, written in rhyme, as the

following extracts will show

:

' What kynges shal do this yere I cannot tel

For in Gods secretes I was neuer sene so well

But I trust that Henry our most noble kynge

Contynually in honour shal florysshe & sprynge

W* Kateryne his wyfe & Prynce Edwarde his son

And as well for do as they have hetherto done.'

And the prognostication, supposed to have been written by a fool, of the diseases

and sicknesses begins

:

' Dyuers dyseases shal rayne this yere,

Some shal dye, and some shal tarry here.'

The Heber copy (Bibl. Heber, iv. 2249). See Plate X.

XXIX. 1 544. Jasper Laet [the younger].

Title: Pronosticatio of Ia[sper]
|
Laet doftor of Phisicke and

Astro[nomie]
|
for the yere of our Lorde Go[d]

|
M. Vc

. xliiii.

Quarto.

Known only from part of a leaf. Refto: Title, the Prologue beginning imme-

diately underneath :
• FORASmuch as . . .,' with a woodcut initial F.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/48).

XXX. 1544. John Mussemius. John Mayler.

Title: PROGNOS
|
TICON D. 10ANN IS MVS*

|
semii

Germa . super anno incarna . Dni nostri IESV CHRISTI millesimo

qui;
|

gentesimo quadragesimo quarto
|
ex optimis uetustissimisq;

|

Astrologis colledtum.

EXCVDEBAT Londini Ioannes Mayler.
j
Anno Domini.

1544-
Odtavo ? 1 10 x 74 mm. A-H*.

A i, re&o : Title ; underneath it a circular cut of a man's {the Deity's) head, with

a crown and dove on his brow, the sun as his face and the moon his mouth; the words

rex henricvs minister fidei are underneath; and a line of text round the border

beginning, 'operamini cibvm'; verso: blank. Aii,refto: ' ad lectorem.' Aiii, redo:
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Eclipse of the moon with cut. A iiii, verso: Eclipse of the sun with cut. B iii, recto:

second Eclipse of the moon with cut. B iiii, verso: third Eclipse of the moon with

cut. C I, recto: the Conjunctions of the planets. The Prognostication begins, E i,

verso. The book ends, H iiii, verso :
' finis.'

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 52. 13').

*
#
* Entirely in Latin. See Plate XI.

XXXI. 1544. Cornelius Scute. R. Lant for R. Grafton.

Title: A prono
|
stication for the yere

|
of our LORD GOD

|

M. CCCCC . xliiii.
|
Praftysed by the

|
right expert

|
Dodtour

|
in

|

Astronomy and phi;
|
sycke

|
Maister

|
Cornelys Scute

|
resydent

in Bridges
|
in the Wolfe

|
strete. Colophon: {[ Imprinted at Lon-

don in the
|
Olde Bayly in Sayntpoulchres

|

paryssh by Rychard

Lant/
I

for Rychard Grafton,
j
Cu priuilegio ad imprimendii solu.

|

{[ This Pronostication is to be
|
sold at y

e west dore of Paules
|
by

Wyllyam Telotson.

Duodecimo. 103 X 62 mm. A-F4
, first and last probably blank;

A iii signed A ii.

A i, blank (?) wanting. A ii (unsigned), recto : Title in a border composed of four

woodcut ornaments; verso: blank. A iii (A ii), recto: 'To the Reder.' B ii, verso,

line 5 : ' The Operation of the foure Eclypses of this yere.' C i, verso, line 9 : ' Of
Sycknesses.' C ii, verso, line 13: ' Of the foure Seasons.' C iii, verso, line 10: 'Of
the xii. Monethes.' D iv, wanting. E ii, recto, line 4: 'Of Phillip the Kynge of

Spayne.' E iii, recto, line 2: * Of the Emperours maiestye.' E iv, recto, line 4: 'Of
the kyng of Englandes Maiestye.' F i, recto: 'Of the Frenche Kynge'; verso,

line 9: 'Thus endeth the Pronostication for the yere of our lord a M.v.c.xliiii and

here after foloweth an Aduartysement of Phisycke.' F ii, recto: Rules, headed 'An
Aduertysement.' The book ends, F iii ; verso. F iv, blank (?).

British Museum (C. 20. a. 35).

%* The Prognostication for Henry VIII is as follows: 'Henry the eight/ King

of Englande who was LII. yeres olde in the moneth of Iune last past hauynge in his

revolution of this yere Saturnus in the Ascendent of Virgo/ in the myddes of heuen.

And his maiestye shall bere himselfe wisely this yere in all his affayres/ and shall be

also lucky in his settynge forthe through the excellency of Fortune beyng in the

myddes of the heues with Iuppiter and Venus in the ix. house: Wherfore he shall

triumsphe in money and gyftes beyng very lyberall. It shall be good to serue him

this yere by cause that Mercurius is lorde of the myddes of heuens. In warres he

shall also prosper & have great fortune bycause that Luna is in the .viii. house we!
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infourmed aspedtu sextili of other good Planetes. His Realme shall prospere in the

seates of merchundyse/ and be fortunate. And he shal haue more honoure this yere/

than he hath had in many yeres past with specyall love of his subjiftes. And shalbe in

the lent very earnest for some causes that hath ben longe in his hert for to bryng it to

a good ende/ effe&e and purpose.'

XXXII. 1 544. Jaspar Laet [the younger].

Title: Almanack
|
and pronostica*

|
tion of Iaspar Laet.

|
Of

the yare, of our
|
Lord God . M.D .

|
XLIIII.

| {[ In this Alman-

acke ye
|
shall fynde all the Epystles and Gos-

|

pels of every

Sondaye and
|
holy daye.

Sextodecimo (or 321110). 58 X 68 mm. (including the Epistles and

Gospels). 32 leaves ? (unsigned).

Known only from fragments of proof sheets printed on one side only. The title

is on the re£to of the first leaf printed the right way; the Kalendar being printed

across the page so that the book had to be held sideways to read it, a column contain-

ing the Epistles and Gospels being printed by the side on the left hand. Each page of

the Kalendar has a broad blank space in the centre to allow for the stitching.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/47) ; University Library,

Cambridge (Sayle 6692); Worcester Cathedral; St. Paul's Cathedral (in a Cambridge

binding); King's College, Aberdeen (in a binding).

*^* This form of printing an Almanack is uncommon, but was adopted later in

some of the smaller liturgical works, such as ' Liber Precum Publicarum,' London,

J. Wolfe, 1572.

XXXIII. 1545. Matthias Brothyel. R. Grafton.

Title: A PRONO*
|
styacyon pradtysed

|
by master Mathi*

|

as Brothyel of
j
Rauens;

|
burgh.

|
Anno . 1545.

|
{[ EXCVDE-

BAT LONDINI
|
Richardus Graftonus clarissimi

|
Principis

Edouardi tipo*
|

graphus.

Quarto. 147 X 94 mm. A-C\
A i, refto: Title, in a broad woodcut border; verso: blank. A ii, redlo: 'The

Prologue,' with woodcut initial I. The Prognostication begins on B i, refto, and is in

six chapters, each of which begins with a woodcut initial, the first has a large initial,

the other five smaller ones. The second chapter also has a small cut of a dragon

standing on his head with an ^eclipse in his tail. The book ends on C iv, verso:

'finis,
I

{[Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum.'

British Museum (C. 54. b. 17).
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%* In the heading to the Prologue the Author states the book is written for the

pleasure of the u moost noble prynce and Iorde, lorde Frederyke coutye Palatine upon

Rhine.'

XXXIV. 1545. Andrew Borde.

Title: A Pronosty*
|
cacyon or an Almanacke for

|
the yere of

our lorde, M .CCCCC .
|
xlv. Made by Andrewe Boorde

|
of

Physycke doctor an En-
|

glyshe man of the uni*
|
versite of Ox;|

forde

:

Oftavo. 126x78 mm.
Known only from the title-leaf. Under the title is a cut of a city with a ring

of flames, from the Kalendar of Shepherds; verso: 'The prologue to the Reder,' with

a woodcut initial I.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/46).
*
#
* The author in his prologue expresses his diffidence in writing this Pro-

gnostication as he is aware that such things are contrary to the law of God and of the

King.

XXXV. 1545. Jasper Laet [the younger]. J. Herford.

Title: {[ An Aima
|
nacke and Pronost[ica]

|
tion of Iasper

Laet, fo[r the]
|

yere of our Lorde. M. D.[XL.V]
|
with the . XII

.

signes and theyr qualities]. Colophon: {[ Practysed by the re
|

nowmed doclour in
|
Astronomy and

|
Phisicke

|
Iasper Laet.

|

fj Prynted in Alders*
|

gate strete by
|
Iohannes

|
Herforde.

Sextodecimo. 83 x 50 mm. 16 leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, refto: Title, with the Anatomical man underneath; verso: Declara-

tion. Second leaf, verso : the Kalendar begins. Fourteenth leaf, verso : Eclipse of the

sun, with a cut. Fifteenth leaf, refto, ' Of A notable fute in
|
some Almanackes';

verso: Rules. Sixteenth leaf, redto : Rules, etc., continued; verso: Colophon.

University Library, Cambridge (Sayle 8306) ; Worcester Cathedral.
*
#
* The fragments, which are unfolded sheets, are defective and cut, but it is

possible to give a description from the two; the Title is taken from that at Worcester

Cathedral, particulars of which have been supplied by the Rev. Canon J. M. Wilson,

Librarian.

XXXVI. 1546. Achilles P. Gasser. R.Grafton.

Title: A PROG*
|

nostication for
|
this yere M.D.

|
xlvi,

written by
|
the experte docter

|
of Astronomie

|
& Phisicke

|
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Achilles P
|
Gasser, L

|
*

|

Dominators are
|
Mars & Luna.

Colophon: LONDINI
|
Ex officina Richardi Graftoni

|

clarissimo

Principi Edouardo
|
a Typographia

|
Cum priuilegio ad impri

|

mendum solum.

Odtavo. 104 x 55 mm. A 8, b-e 4, in eights (c ii, signed C ii).

A i, redto: Title in border with printer's mark at the bottom (McKerrow

No. 105); verso: blank. A ii, the Prognostication for the seasons begins: 'the first

CHAPi]ter . . .'; the Prognostication for the months begins at the bottom on the verso;

d iiii, redto: '<[The infortunate and vn:|luckie dayes . . .'; d vii, verso: ' C The
sonnes of the .xii. signes of the zodiac'; e iii, re£to: • C Under what quadrungle of

the
I

Zodiach . .
.' The book ends on e iiii, verso; Colophon.

Bodleian (Ash. 653/1).

XXXVII. 1546. Jasper Laet [the younger], J. Herford.

Title: f[ An Alma
|
nacke & pronostication

|
of Iasper Laet

with the dis
|

position of the iiii quarters of the
|

yeare, and the

. XII. sygnes and theyr
|

qualities, Anno M.D.XL.VI. Colophon:

fj Practised by the res
|
nowmed doctor in

|
Astronomy and

|

Phisicke
|
Iasper Late.

| {[ Printed in Aldersgat
|
strete by Iohn

|

[Herford].
Sextodecimo. 83 x49 mm. 16 leaves, unsigned.

Leaf i, redbo: Title with cut of the Anatomical Man underneath; verso:

Declaration. The Kalendar begins on leaf 2, verso, and ends on leaf 14, redlo. There

are small woodcuts of the signs of the Zodiac at the head of each month. The
Prognostication begins on leaf 14, verso, and the book ends on leaf 16, verso.

British Museum (unfolded sheet) (C. 27. e. 4); E. F. Bosanquet (unfolded

sheet).

*
#
* There appears to have been no eclipse this year, but the effecl of the one

that took place the year before was still to be felt, and a very carefully worded pro-

gnostication of the death of Henry VIII appears on the fourteenth leaf; as he died on

January the 28th 154" it was practically fulfilled. Both sheets are rather cut and the

Title and Colophon are built up from the two copies. The sheets are interesting as

showing how a i6mo was printed, and that to bind the book the sheet would have to

be cut in half and folded in two gatherings of eight.

See Plate XII.

XXXVIII. 1548. Anthony Askham. W. Powell.

Title: A Prog
|
nosticacion made

|
for the yere of oure

|
Lord

god a thou
I

sande fyue hun
|
dreth xlviii.

|
Calculed

|
for the

|



me
|
ridian of Yorke, and praclysed by An

|
thony As

|
kham

phi-
|
sicion. Co/op/ion: {[ Imprinted at Lon

|
don in Fletestrete

at the sygne of
|
the George nexte to sainte

|
Dunstones church

|

by Wyllyam
|
Powell.

Oitavo. 117X ? mm. 8 leaves, unsigned (uncut sheet).

First leaf, reclo : Title in border with printer's mark at the bottom (McKerrow,
No. 106); verso: blank. Second leaf, redlo: 'COf the Eclypse of the Moone.'
' C Of tne Lordes of this yere.' Third leaf, refto : The diseases of this yere '

; verso

:

'
<T Of the iiii partes of the yere.' The Prognostication for the months begins on the

re&o of the fourth leaf. The book ends on the verso of the eighth leaf; Colophon.

The headlines are either ' Prognosticacion ' or ' Prognostication.'

Library (r).

%* This is the earliest known of Askham's books ; and from the make-up of

his other editions, probably, was preceded by 16 leaves containing the Almanack.

Sold at Sotheby's 28 January 19 14. The information regarding this copy has been

supplied by Mr. Theodore Perry.

XXXIX. 1548. James Sauvage. J. Herford.

[An Almanack and Prognostication ?]

Colophon: (J Practised by the re
|
nowned doctour in A*

|
stro-

nomie and
|
Phisicke

|
Iacob Sauuage.

|

fj Printed at London
|
in Aldersgate strete by

|
Iohn Her-

forde.

Sextodecimo. 83x50 mm. 16 leaves?

Known only from fragments. The Colophon is on the verso of the last leaf, and

the Kalendar for July, August, September, October, November, and December, or

parts of these months remain, also part of the Rules, the Eclipse with a cut and a

small amount of the Prognostication in which a little Greek type is used. There are

cuts of the signs of the Zodiac at the commencement of each month.

Westminster Abbey (Fragments removed from E. 2. 64). Cartmell Priory

Church, Lancashire (No. 59 in the binding).

%• Of the three small fragments that remain of this Almanack one is at Cart-

mell and two at Westminster ; the Colophon is complete in the former and has been

supplied me by the Rev. G. S. Smith, vicar of Cartmell ; from one of the latter it is

possible to date the Almanack, as it is stated the year was a leap year, and as Advent

Sunday was 2 December, and the Dominical letter G, it can only be 1548. 'Jacob'

Sauuage is a mistake for 'James' Sauuage; evidently the translator has rendered the

Latin name Jacobus wrongly.
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XL. 1550. James Sauvage. J. Daye and W. Seres.

Title: A Prognostic
|
cation for the yere of oure

|
Lorde

M.CCCCC.L. Practised
|
by Maister lames Sauuage of the|

Towne of Ipres in Flaunders.
|
Doctor in Phisicke and

|
Reader

of the
I

towne of An*
|
werpe.

|
{[ Translated oute of

|
Douch by

Willis
I

am Har*
|
rys.

|
Imprinted at

|
London by Iohn Day,

|

dewellyng ouer Aldersgate, and
|
Wylliam Seres, dwellyng in Peter

|

Colledge. These bokes are to be sold at the newe shop by the
|

lytle Conduyte in
|
chepesyde.

|

U Cum gratia et Priuilegio ad
|
imprimendum solum.

Odavo. ? x6omm. 8 leaves+ ?

Known only from fragments. Parts of six leaves, cut at the bottom. First leaf,

re£to: Title; verso: blank. Second leaf (probably the third), part of the Prologue,

head line, 'To the Reader'; this ends on the redto of the fourth (? fifth) leaf. The
seventeenth line of the same leaf: 'Of the .iiii. quarters of the yeare'; verso, head-

line: 'A Pronosticacion.' Fifth leaf, redto, headline: 'To the Reader'; verso, head-

line: 'A Pronostication.' Sixth (? eighth) leaf, reclo, begins: 'The newe Moone the

.xvi. daye,' in the prognostication for the month of April; verso, ends: ' wyth faire

cleare,' on the twenty-ninth line, in August.

Brasenose College, Oxford (East Closet, second L. H. drawer).

XLI. 1553. Anthony Askham. W. Powell.

Title (defective) : [An Almanacke for the yere] of our LO[RD
GOD M] [D.]L. Ill [decljaryng the ry[syng] [none]

|

steade, and

settyng of the, vii star[res and] of, iii starres in the gyrdel of Orion

also
[ ] starre called the great dogge or Al

|
habor, and

when al the starres of Charles
|
wayne and the myddes of the lytle

beares
|
tayle are ful north, whereby ye shal knowe

|
al the houres

of the nyght by some of these
|
starres as nere as is sensible for our

la«
I

titude, the which I have deuised
|
more plaine then in my|

former Alma*
|
nakes.

|
Uery pleasaunt for mariners and sea men|

the whiche all my housholde doth nyghts
|
ly practise, also here

is declared the rysing
|
and setting of the sonne, the length of the

|

days and nyghtes, the spryng of the day
|
and the goying away of

the day at
|
nyght, made by Anthony

|
Askham Phi*

|
sition.
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Colophon: fj Imprinted at Lon*
|
don in Fletestreate at the

signe of
|
the George nexte to saynte

|
Dunstones Churche

|
by

Wyllyam
|
Powell.

{[ Cum priuilegio ad impri;
|
mendum solum.

Odtavo. 1 1 6 x 65 mm. A-B" (in A only A v is signed).

A i, redo: Title; verso: Rules. A ii, redlo: Eclipses and rules for knowing the

rising and setting of Orion, etc. A ii, verso and A iii, redlo, having maps of the con-

stellations mentioned, in red. At the bottom of A iii, redlo, is a woodcut ornament in

black and red. The Kalendar begins on A iii verso, and the book ends on B viii verso,

with the Colophon and woodcut ornament under it in black and red. At the end of

each month are given the times of the rising and setting of the constellations

mentioned in the title.

E. F. Bosanquet.
*
#* The copy is slightly defedlive for the first five leaves. See Plate XIII.

XLII. 1553. Anthony Askham. W. Powell.

Title: £A PROG*
|
NOSTI

|
CATL

|
ON,

|
made for the

yere
|
of our Lorde God

|
M.CCCCC.

|
L.III. by

|

Anthony
|

Askham Phi*
|

sition. Colophon: KF" Imprynted at London in

Fletestrete
|
at the signe of the George next to

|
saynt Dunstones

church by
|
Wyllyam Powell.

|
{[ Cum priuilegio ad impris|

mendum solum.

Octavo. 113 x64 mm. 8 leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, redlo : Title, with a small fleur-de-lys underneath, within a woodcut

border with printer's mark at the bottom (McKerrow No. 106); verso: blank.

Second leaf, redlo: ' <[ Of disseases and sickenesses
|
this yere', beginning with a

woodcut initial T; verso: Prognostication of the Seasons. Third leaf, redlo: the

Prognostication for the Months begins The book ends on the verso of the eighth

leaf, ' finis '; Colophon.

E. F. Bosanquet.

%* The Prognostications refer entirely to the weather and diseases. The head-

lines arc either ' The Prognosticacion ' or ' The Prognostication.' This and the former

book are bound together; the original binding, a leaf of manuscript on vellum, being

preserved. The last leaf is slightly defedlive. (See Introdudtion, pp. 27, 31.)

XLIII. 1554. Henry Low. J. Kingston and H. Sutton.

Title: ^ An Als
I

manack and Prognos
|
sticacion, for the yere

of our
I

Lorde M. D. LIIII. Pradti;
|
sed in Sarum, nowe called

|
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Salisbury, by Master
|
Henry Lon, dodlor

|
of Astronomie

|
and

Phisike.
|
Imprinted at London, by

|
Ihon Kingston, and Henry

Sut-
|
ton, dwellyng in Pou*

|

Sextodecimo. 77x49 mm. A'-f ?

Known only from a fragment, containing two complete leaves, and six others

badly cut. A i, refto : Title, bottom cut off; verso : Declaration. A ii, verso

:

Eclipses with small cuts. The Kalendar begins on A iii, refto ; and the Fragment

ends, Aviii, verso, at the 28th of June.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 55. 175).

XLIV. 1555. Antonius de Motulind. T. Marshe.

Title: AN ALMA
|
nacke and progs

|
nostica*

|
cion.

|
For

the yere ofW Lord God
|
DCCCCC . LV . Made by

|
Master

Antonius de Mo;
|

tulind, an Italian,
|
Doctoure of Phi;

|
sicke

and A;
|

stronys
|
my.

| flj
Imprynted at London, by

|
Thomas

Marche, dwellinge
|
in Flete strete, at the sygne of

|
the Princes

|

armes.
|
M.

Odlavo. 121x71mm. A"B\
Ai, refto: Title; verso: blank. A ii, redlo: Declaration; verso: Rules. The

Kalendar begins on A iii, refto, and ends B iiii, reclo; 'finis', and woodcut orna-

ment; verso: blank.

British Museum (C. 27. a. 42).

%* The letter M underneath the title probably represents the first letter of the

printer's name.

XLV. 1555. Antonius de Motulind. T. Marshe.

Title: fj A Prognosti
|
cation, Made for the yeare

|
of our

Lord God. M.CCCCC
|

L.V. declaring also what wea
|
ther, and

disseases, warres, Pes
|
stilence, dearth of victuals shall

|
happen

for this yere, made by
|
Master Antonius, de Mon

|

tulmo. An
Italian,

|
Doctour of Phis

|
sick, and Astro

|
nimy.

| fj Imprynted

at Lons
I

don, by Thomas Marshe
j
dwellynge in Fletee, strete

|

at the sygne of the
|
Princes ars

|
mes.

Odlavo. 114-120x64 mm. (variable). AB8 (B iiii, signed B iii,

Last leaf wanting, blank ?)

A i, refto: Title; verso: blank. A ii, redlo: a Preface commencing, 'For as-

muche,' with a woodcut florcate initial. The Prognostication for the months begins
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on A iii, re&o, January having a floreate initial; and ends on B iiii (B iii), verso. The
rest of the book is taken up with the Prognostication of sicknesses, wars, price of

corn, etc. The book ends on B vii, reito, ' finis'; verso, blank.

British Museum (C. 27. a. 42).
*
#* This and the previous book are bound together.

XLVI. 1556. Prognostication and Almanack. R. Wyer.

Title: {J Prognostyca*
|
cion, and Alma-

|
nacke of two Shep-

her
I

des : necessarye for all Housholders. Colophon: {[ Imprinted
|

by me Robert Wyer : Dwel
|
lynge in Seynt Martyns' pas

|
rysshe,

in the Duke of Suffolk
|
kes rentges, besyde charyn*

|

ge Crosse.

Duodecimo. 113 x67 mm. AB\
A i, refto: Title, with a cut of the Two Shepherds underneath; the last two

lines of the Title being printed vertically on each side of the cut; verso, the book

begins: ' <[ For exspences'; and ends B iiii, redto: <[ Thus endeth the wyse
|

Prognostycacion '; Colophon; verso: ' Almanacke, for a.M.D.LVi.'

Britwell Court.
*
#
* The Prognostications in this book have nothing to do with the ordinary

prognostications of the weather, but consist of very curious wise maxims. There is

no Kalendar (Plomer, 25A).

XLVII. 1557. John Field. T. Marshe.

Title: EPHEMERIS
|
ANNI. 1557. CURRENTIS |

IUX-
TA COPERNICI

I

ET REINHALDI CANONES
|
fidelitcr

per Ioannem Field Anglum,
|
Supputata ac examinata ad me-|

ridianum LONDI*
|
NENSEM

|

qui occidentalior esse indicatur

a Reinhaldo
|

quam sit Regii Montis, per
|
boram. 1. Ser. 50.

Adiedta est etiam brevis quasdam Epistola
|
IOANNIS DEE,

qua vulgares istos
|
Ephemeridum fidlores merito reprehendit.

C TABELLA . . . .
|
LONDINI

|
M. D. LVI. SEPT-

EMBRIS . XII. Colophon: EXCUSSUM LONDINI IN
|

jEDIBUS THOMiE
|
MARSHE.

| 1556.

Quarto. 153 x100 mm. A4
; A-E*.

First, Ai, re£to: Title; verso: blank. A ii, redlo: ' Ioannes Dee, benevolis

Ledloribus.' A iii, refto : ' Ioannes Fildus Leftori.' A iv, redlo : the Tables com-

mence and end on B i, verso. B ii, refto: new Title, ' E phemeris
|
anni christt

|
cur-
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rentis
| 1557'; verso: blank; B iii, verso: the Tables begin and end on E iii, refto;

verso: Colophon. E iv, reclo: a letter headed, 'Le&ori,' but not signed; verso:

Errata.

British Museum (718, g. 61); Corpus Christi College, Oxford (Polyg. e. 27/4).

*£* The book is printed in black. It is not possible to take the measurements

of the tables accurately as they vary very much in height and are cut on the edges.

XLVIII. 1559. Michael Nostradamus. L. Haryson.

Title: An Alma^
|
nacke for the yeare of

|
our Lorde God,

|

1559.
I

Composed by Mayster Mychael Nostradamus, Dodtour
|
of

Phisike.

{[ Foure lynes vpon all the yeare.

Feare, yee greate pillynge .... (four lines). Colophon: IM-
PRINTED AT LONDON

|
by HENRY SUTTON, for Lucas

|

Haryson, dwellyng in Poules church-
|

yarde, the XX. of February,

in
I

the yeare of our Lorde,
|
M.D.LIX.

Oftavo. 115 x70 mm. A'.

A i, refto: Title; verso: Declaration. The Kalendar begins on A ii, re£to, a

prognostication being printed in a narrow column on the right hand side in a line

with the days of the month. The Kalendar ends Avii, verso. A viii, redlo: Colo-

phon; verso: Anatomical man.

Britwell Court.

XLIX. 1559- Michael Nostradamus.

Title: THE PROGNOSTICA-
|
tion of maister Michael

Nostredamus,
|

Doclour in Phisick. In Prouince
|

for the yeare

of oure Lorde,
| 1559. |

With the predictions and presages of euery

moneth.
|
ANTWERPIAE.

O&avo. 108 x62 mm. A-F8
.

Ai,re£to: Title; verso: blank. A ii, redlo, the Prognostication begins : *<[The

prediction of Ianuary.' The book ends Fviii, redto : 'finis', and underneath, '([A

faute escaped in Aprill . . .'; verso: blank.

Britwell Court.

%* This book is in Roman type, and is probably one of the pirated editions

printed in England and not in Antwerp; the Prognostications are for the months only

and are much longer than usual taking up sometimes as much as six pages to a month.

The Heber copy.
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L. 1559. Lewes Vaughan. T. Marshe.

Title: {[ A Newe Al*
|
manacke and Prognosticate

|
on,

Collected for the yeare of our Lord
|
God . M. D.L. IX. Wherein

is expressed the
|
Chaunge and full of the Moone, with theyr

|

quarters. The varietie of the Ayre, and also of
|
the windes

throughout the whole yeare . . ... ...
• ••••••••••
(12th line.) Made for the merydian of Glouces

|
stre, and Poole

Articke, these
|
mounted . LIII. Degrees,

|
seruynge for all

|
Eng-

lande.
|
By Lewes Vaughan.

| {J Imprinted at London,
|
in Flete-

strete, nere to Saincle
|
Dunstones churche, by

|
Thomas Marshe.

Odtavo. 122 X 71 mm. 8 leaves (the third only signed iii), B8
.

First leaf, redto : Title ; verso : Preface commencing, ' I HAVE not dysposed . . .,'

with a woodcut initial. Second leaf, redto: Declaration. Third leaf, redto: Rules;

verso: Anatomical man. Fourth leaf, redto: Eclipse, with cut. The Kalendar

begins on the verso, and ends B viii, redto; verso: Terms; Ends.

Britwell Court.

LI. 1559. Lewes Vaughan. T. Marshe.

Title: A PROG,
|
NOSTICATION, FOR

|
the yere of

our Lorde GOD
|
M.D.LIX. Wherein ye may se to fore

|
hande

the mutacions of the ayre, that
|
shall happen thoroughoute the

whoole yeare.
|
.........

(18th line.) By Lewis Vaughan.
| fj Imprinted at London in

Fletestrete,
|

nere to saint Dunstans churche,
|
by Thomas Marshe.

Odtavo. 118x70 mm. A-Ci in eights+ ?

A i, redto: Title; verso: Verses from Ecclesiastes. A ii, redto: Preface, 'Lewes

Vaughan, To the
|

gentle Reder,' with a woodcut initial; verso: 'Of the Eclipse of

the Moone,' with a woodcut initial. Aiiii, redto: Diagram. Other diagrams on the

redto of A vii and viii, and the verso of B i and B ii. The Prognostication of the

months begins on B iiii, redto. At the bottom of B viii, redto: ' Of Peace and warre.'

The only known copy ends C i, verso, with the catch word, ' ix houre.'

Britwell Court.
*
f
* Bound with No. L. The Rev. John Brand's copy, then Heber's.



LII. 1560. Henry Rocheforth. O. Rogers.

Title : fl An Almas
|
nack and pronosticatio

|

for this yere of

our Lorde
|
God M.DL X. Pracls

|
ised in London for the

|
comone

profite of
|

all men.
|

Made by Henry Rogeforde.

Imprinted at London by 0«
|
wen Rogers dwelling

|
betwixt

both saindl Bar
|
thelmewes, at the signe

|
of the spredde

|
Egle.

|

All the Faires in England.

Sextodecimo. 81 x 55 mm. 16 leaves (AB in eights, but only

B ii and iiii, signed), last leaf blank.

A i, recto: Title; verso: blank. Aii, recto: Declaration. The Kalendar begins

on A ii, verso, and ends on B iiii, recto ; on the same page the Eclipses with very small

rough cuts of the moon. B iiii, verso: Anatomical man. B v, recto: 'All the

Notable Fayres
'

; ends B vii, recto: 'finis'; verso: blank. B viii, blank.

British Museum (C. 40. a. 45).

%* This is the first appearance cf the Fairs in an Almanack. They are found,

however, in Digges' 'Prognostication Everlasting,' 1556.

LIII. 1560. Henry Rocheforth. O. Rogers.

Title: A pronost
|
ication for the

|

yere of our Lorde God
j

M.D.LX. in the which
|

is shewed the seasson of
|
the eare with

sicknes
|
war Deseassis of

|
this praesent

|

year
|
H.R.

|
Imprynted

at London by
|
Owen Rogers dwelling

|
betwixt both saint Bars

|

thelmews, at the signe
|
of the spredde

|

Egle.

Sextodecimo. 70 x47 mm. AB8
, last three leaves blank.

A i, recto: Title; verso: blank. Aii, recto: the Prognostication of the weather

for the months begins, and ends, A viii, verso; the Eclipses begin at the bottom of

the same page. B ii, verso: ' Of peace and warr.' The book ends on B v, redlo:

'and send vs
|
all his grace

|
So be it.

|
finis.'

British Museum (C. 40. a. 45).

%* Bound with No. LII.

LIV. 1 56 1. Alexander Mounslowe.

T. Marshe or N. England ?

Title: An Almanacke
|
and Prognostication for this present

|

yeare ofour Lorde, 1 56 1 . wherein the en s
|
trie of the seven Planetes

into euery signe
|
of the Zodiake, ......;........ Of dis

J
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(15th line.) uers noble Starres with the Sun, through
|
out all the .

12 . moneths ..........
(19th line.) whiche haue not bene he*

|
therto vsualy set furth

|

in any Ephemerides or
|
any Almas

|
nacke.

|
Placed and set furth

by Alexander
|
Mounslowe, and referred to the Me

|
ridiane of

Oxforde.

Octavo. 105 x 65 mm. (on the redto of the second leaf).

Known only from two leaves; on the recto of the first, Title in twenty-six lines

;

verso : blank. On the second, recto : the Declaration, in which the date is given

;

verso : a statement that there would be no Eclipses either of the sun or moon in the

year.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 56. III).

%* Thomas Marshe had license to print an Almanack and Prognostication by

Mounslowe 1560-61 ; but Nicolas England also had license for one by Mons Lady

(? Mounslow) during the same period.

LV. 1561. Henry Rocheforth. O. Rogers?

Title: fj A pronostication : for
| y

e yeare of oure lord God
.M.

I

D.LXI. in the which is shewed
| y

8 dispositio of the . IIII .

parts
I

of the yeare, and the chaunge
|
of the mone with their

quar*
|
ters likewyse of warre and

j

peace, of fruytes of the
|
earth,

diseases
|
and death.

|

K£* Practised for the eleuation
|
of the pole Ar&icke of

|
Lon-

don, made by
|
Henry Rochfort

|
Phicision.

Sextodecimo. 75x51 mm.
Known only from fragments. The largest of these consists of four leaves; first

leaf, refto: Title; verso: 'A Prognostication of the iiii parts of the year . .
.' Second

leaf: continuation of the same. Third leaf (signed D ii), re6lo: the author quotes the

rule of health of John Stofler; verso: at the bottom of the page is a cut of the

occupations for one of the Autumn months. Fourth leaf (signed D iii), recto: Rules;

verso: 'A Table to chose a good signe accordinge to the foure complexions.'

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 9. 56. 3); Mr. G. J. Gray.
*
m
* Particulars taken from the fragment in the possession of Mr. Gray there

was evidently an Almanack for the year belonging to this book which probably took

up about the first two gatherings.
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LVI. 1562. John Securis. J. Walley.

Title : [PAnAlmanacke and Prognostication for the yere 1562.]

2nd Title: ([ A Prognostic
|
CACION, FOR THE YERE

|
since

the birthe of our Lorde Jesus Christ,
|
1562 . whiche is the yere

fro the be*
|

ginnyng of the worlde . 5524. wher;
|
in is declared

the disposicion of the
|
whole yere, as touchyng the

|
weather,

victuals, diseas
|
ses, &c. Practised in

|
Salisburie in

|
the Newe

|

strete.
|
By Maister Ihon Secu*

|
ris, professour of

[
Phisicke.

| 1 562.
|

{J Imprinted at London,
|
by Ihon Waley.

Octavo. Kalendar 117-120x69 mm.; Prognostication 115x68 mm.
AB 8 C4

; AB*.

[A i, recto: Title.] A ii, recto: Terms; verso: Declaration, and Eclipse with

small cut. Aiii, verso: Anatomical man. A iiii-A viii, are taken up with Medical

rules and a list of medicines, that may be given at any time without danger. The
Kalendar begins on B i, recto, and ends on C iiii, verso :

' finis.' Over each month is

a small square cut with the name of the month in French at the bottom, Janvier,

Fevrier, etc., but July and August both have aoust underneath, the cuts being of the

same subject slightly differently treated. Second A i, recto : the Title to the Pro-

gnostication. A ii, recto: 'Iohn Securis to the gentle Reader.' The Prognostication

begins on Aiii, verso, and ends on A vii, verso. A viii, recto: 'A Brief note of the

most dangerous daies.' B i, recto: the lucky days. B ii: 'Of the Chaunge, full and

quarters of the Moone . .
.' The book ends B viii, recto; verso: blank.

British Museum (8610. aa. 38).

%* The second Title is bound in this copy in place of the first, and leaf, second

Bvii, is defective. Among the medicines given as safe to administer at any time are,

Manna, Rhubarbe, Senna, Turpentyne of Venice, Aloe, etc.

See Plate XIV.

LVII. 1562. John Securis. .

J. Walley.

Title: fJA Prognostication,
|
for the yere since the birth

|
of

our Lorde Iesus Christ . 1562 .
|
whiche is the yere from the be-

ginnyng
|
of the worlde . 5524 . wherein is declared

|
the dis-

posicion of the whole yere,
|
as touchyng the weather, vic=

|
tuals,

diseases, &c. Prac*| tised in Salisburie,
|
in the Newe [ Strete.

|
By

Maister Ihon Secu«
|

ris. professoure of
|
Phisicke.

|
1562.

|

{[ Imprinted at London,
|
by Ihon Waley.

Sextodecimo. 73 x50 mm. ?a8
-f ? (a iii, signed a v).

Known from four leaves; ai, recto: Title; verso: blank, a ii, recto: the Pro-
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gnostication : *<[Of tne f°wer quarters' begins. A iii, verso: ' C Of the Sommer.'

Fourth leaf, re&o : of peace and war; at the bottom :
' <[ God save the Quene '; verso,

the collcdlion of unfortunate days begins; the fragment ends on this page with the

catchword ' werth.'

Bodleian (Douce, add. g. i).

LVIII. 1563. Henry Low. . T. Marshe ?

Title: An Alma*
|
NACKE AND PROG-

|
nostycation for

theyere | ofour lord God . M.D.LXIII. |
PRACTISED IN

|
Salis-

bury nere to the close
|
Gate by mayster Henry

|

Lou Dodtour in
|

Phisicke.
Sextodecimo. 88x53 mm « ^ leaves unsigned + ?

Known only from three whole leaves and parts of five others. First leaf, refto:

Title, the imprint cut off; verso: blank. Second leaf, redto: Declaration; verso: the

Eclipses of the sun and moon with a cut. The Kalendar begins on the verso of the

third leaf, each month having a cut of the occupations over it, with the name of the

month in French in it. The fragment ends on the verso of the eighth leaf at 7 June,

the bottom of the leaf being cut oft".

Haigh Hall.

%* The cuts are the same oblong cuts used by Hyll, Turke, and Marshe in

their Broadside Almanacks, but are very worn here.

LIX. 1563. James Nicolson. R. Hall for J. Rowbotham.
Title: A prognostica=

|
cion for the yere since the byrth

|
of

our Sauiour Iesus Christ,
|
M. D. LXIII. wherein is de*

|
clared the

chaunge, full and
|

quarters of the mone, with the
|
mutations of

the ayre, and o-
|
ther accustomable matters, to

|
the glory of al-

mighty god, and
|
commoditie of the people: Made

|
by lames

Nicolson doftour in
j
Phisicke.

|
Licensed according to the order

ap«
I

poynted in the Queenes ma;
J

iesties Iniundtiones.
|
PRYNTED

AT LONDON
|
by Roulande Hall, for lames Rowbo--

|
thum,

and are so be solde at his shop
|
in Chepesyde under Bowe

|
churche.

Colophon: Prynted at Lon
|
don by Rouland

|
Hall for lames

|

Rowbothum,
|
and are to bee

|
solde at his shop in Chepesyde

|

vnder Bow
|
church.

Sextodecimo. 80 x50 mm. AB'

?

Known only from fragments. First leaf (A i ?), redto : Title ; verso : blank. The
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leaf signed B i has on the reclo, part of the Prognostication for September and

Odtobcr. After the Prognostication is a list of the Fairs, which ends on the refto of

the last leaf; on the verso, the colophon in very large type.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 56. 127); Corpus Christi College,

Oxford (W. P. iii, 27/2).
*
m
* The fragments in the University Library, Cambridge, consist of two

whole leaves and parts of six others ; the title is defective, but the colophon complete.

The Fragments at Oxford are the title-page complete and half of one other leaf.

LX. 1564. William Cuningham. R. Hall.

Title: 1564
I

A new Almanack
|
and Prognostication, seru-

ynge the yere of
|
Christ M . D . LX . IIII. faithfully calcu*

|
lated

lated for the longitude of London, and pole
|
articke of the same.

By W. Cu-
I

nyngham Doftour in
|
Physicke.

PRINTED AT LON-
|
don by Rouland Hall, dwellinge

|

in Gutter Lane at the signe of the
|
halfe Egle and the Key.

j

1564-

Octavo. Kalendar 121 X76 mm.; Prognostication 128x75 mm.
AB 8

; A8
.

Ai, recto: Title, with a round emblematical cut, of cherubs and the Deity in the

sky, between the title and imprint; verso: Declaration. At the bottom of A ii, refto,

a woodcut ornament; verso: Anatomical man. A iii, recto: Eclipse. The Kalendar

begins on the verso, and ends on B vii, recto ; verso : list of Fairs begins. Second,

Ai, recto: Title to the Prognostication dated at the foot 1563; verso: blank. Aii,

recto: 'Of the Eclipse of the
|
sonne whiche was 1563, 20 day of Iune . . .' A iii,

verso: 'Of the 4. quarters of the yeare . . .' A v, verso: the Prognostication of the

months begins, each month having a small square cut at the head. The book ends

Aviii, verso; woodcut ornament.

Britwell Court.

LXI. 1564. Henry Low. T. Marshe.

Title: A PROG
|
nostication for the yeare of oure

|
Lorde

God . 1564 . whiche declareth
|
the disposition and state of the

whole
I

yeare, as concerninge the wea*
|
ther, and of the sicknesses

]

therof.
I

Practised in Salisbury by
|
master Henry

|
Lou.
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flj
Imprinted at London in

|
Flete strete, nere to S. Dunstonsj

church by Thomas Marshe.

Octavo. 117 x71mm. AB8
.

Ai, re&o: Title; verso: blank. A ii, refto: 'Here followeth the dispositi
| on

of the wether . . .,' the Prognostication for the seasons beginning with a woodcut

initial 'I'; ends Aviii, verso. B i, reclo: '<[ Here foloweth the disposi; [ tion of the

weather . . .,' the Prognostication for the months, beginning \vith a woodcut initial

•T'j ends B viii, redlo : 'finis'; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Tanner, 88/1).

LXII. c. 1565? [A Prognostication.]

Oftavo. ? x 62 mm.
Known from fragments of four leaves all cut at the bottom. The headline of the

first leaf, refto, is ' The Prognodticacyon.' On the other pages it is ' The prognostica-

tion.' The first leaf, redto, begins with ' The prayer '
' O God eternall ' in verse. The

fifth chapter begins in the middle of the page and contains the Prognostication for

the seasons. The sixth chapter begins in the middle of the verso of the second leaf,

and contains the Prognostication for the months. December is on the verso of the

fourth leaf and probably ends on this page.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 55. 195).
*
m* The dates of the new moons fit the year 1565, and the general appearance

of the type would appear to fit that date; but the date might be 1546 or 1584.

LXIII. 1566. William Cuningham. R. Serle for William Jones.

Title; [? An Almanacke and Prognostication.]

2nd Title: A PROGNOSTI-
|
CATION FOR THE

YEARE
I

of our redemption. 1566. made for
|
the Longitude and

Pole of London,
|
By William Cunyngham

|
Doctor in Phisique.

|

IMPRINTED AT LONDON
|
by Richard Serl. for William

Iohnes,
|

dwelling in Crede lane and are to be
|
Sould at his shope

at the weste
|
ende of Poulles.

|
1566.

|

Odlavo. Kalendar 115x78 mm.; Prognostication 120x75 mm.
8 leaves, unsigned; BC8 (last leaf wanting, ? blank).

[First leaf: Title.] Second leaf, redto, begins at the top :
' But as tuching . .

.' in

the Rules; woodcut ornament at the bottom; verso: Anatomical man. Third leaf:

Eclipse with cut. The Kalendar begins on the fourth leaf, redlo, and ends B vii,

verso. Bviii: list of Fairs. C i, redto: Title to Prognostication as above, with a round
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emblematic cut, of cherubs and the Deity in the sky, between the title and imprint;

verso: blank. C ii, recto: 'To the friendly Reders '; verso: Diagram. The Pro-

gnostication for the months begins on C iiii, recto, each month having a small square

cut at the beginning. The book ends C vii, redo: 'fines'; woodcut ornament;

verso: blank. C viii, blank (?) wanting.

Britwell Court (Heber copy).

LXIV. 1566. Michael Nostradamus. H. Denham.

Title; An Alminacke
|
and prodigious premonstrati-

|
on,

made for the yeare of
|

grace . 1566. By
|

Mi. Nostrodamus.
|

f[ Imprinted at London by Henry Denham
|

].

Octavo.

Known from one leaf, cut at the bottom. Between the title and the imprint are

four lines of verse in English beginning: 'The God which each . . .,' and a cut of

a globe in a stand; verso: blank.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Had. 5937/120).

LXV. 1566. Francis Cox. J Aide.

Title: flj A Progs
|
nostication made for y

e yeere
|
of our

Lorde God. 1566. De»
|
claryng the chauge, Full, &

|
Quarters of

of the Moone, w l

|
other, accustomable mat

|
ters, seruing all Eng;

|

land. By Maister.
|
F. Cox. Phis

|
sition.

| {J Imprynted
[

London
|
at the long shop adioining vnto

|
S. Mildreds Churche

in the
|
Pultrie by Iohn

|
Aide.

Sextodecimo. 77 X 53 mm. 16 leaves (the last blank; the only

signature, C iiii).

First leaf, recto: Title; verso: blank. Second leaf, recto: Eclipse. The description

of the Seasons begins on the verso of the third leaf. On the verso of the sixth leaf are

the Rules, printed in a much smaller type than the rest of the book. The Prognostica-

tion for the Months begins on the recto of the seventh leaf, with small cuts of the

occupations before each month. Thirteenth leaf, recto: the list of Fairs. The book

ends on the recto of the fifteenth leaf: ' C Finis 3 '; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 56. 7).

*
#* There was evidently an Almanack before this, which took up signatures

A, B. The heading to the list of Fairs is incorrectly printed thus :
' C Here folow

the principall
|
thorow out England kept euery

|
Faires Moneth in the yeere,'
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LXVI. 1566. John Securis. T. Marshe.

Title: A progno*
|

stication for the yere
|
of Christ Iesus our

lord & Sa«
|
uiour. 1566. Wherin are de*

|
clared dyuers notable

thinges,
|
as you shal perceaue by the rea

|
dyng therof: whiche

(if God so
I

permit) ar like to come to passe
|
as wel in this our

Climate; as
|
also in certain other co[un]

|
treis. 'Set forth by Iohn

|

Securis, Phisition
|
in Salisbury.

|
Anno Domini. 1566.

|
Anno

Mundi . 5528.
I flj

Imprinted at London by
|
Thomas Marsh.

Sextodecimo. 78 x49 mm. A'+ ?

Known from eight leaves; A i, refto: Title; verso: the Prognostication for the

first half of the year. A viii, verso: the Prognostication for the second half of the

year. The book ends on this leaf with the words, ' and of one mynde.'

British Museum (C. 58. aa. 7).
*
#* The year in this Prognostication is the Astronomical year, which begins

with the vernal equinox.

LXVII. 1567. Elis Bomelius. H. Bynneman.

Title: A newe Almanacke and
|
Prognostication for the yere

of our Lord . 1567 |
Wherein is declared the right dysposition

and state of the
|
whole yeare, concerning the weather, and sick-

nesse comming therof:
|
with a prediction of such thinges as shall

follow the terrible E*
|
clypse of the Sunne this yere appearing,

by the example
|
and effecte of the like Eclypse seene in

|
the

yeare . 1540. |
Calculated for the Meridian of London, to the use

|

of the right honourable and his singuler
|

good Lord, the Lord

Lumley :
|
By Elis Bomelius Doctor in Physicke.

|

Imprinted at London in Pater Noster Roe,
|
at the Signe of

the Marmayde
|
by Henry Bynneman.

Quarto. Kalendar, 165x102 mm.; Prognostication, 156x100 mm. A-E*

(every leaf signed except A i, A iii, E i, E iiii. The signatures of A-D printed in red;

E in black).

A i, recto: Title, with cut of a globe in a stand between title and imprint; verso:

blank. Aii, recto: Declaration; verso: Rules. A iii, recto: Eclipses, with two cuts;

verso: Anatomical man. A iiii, recto: 'The Qualities of the seuen Pianettes.' The
Kalendar begins on the verso, each month having a blank page opposite with the days

of the month only on it; ends D iiii, recto; verso: Terms, E i, recto: Title to the
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Prognostication; verso: blank. E ii, refto: Dedication to ' Lorde Lumley'; verso,

begins: 'The effecle of the Eclipse.' The Prognostication of the Seasons begins at

the bottom of the verso of E iii, and the book ends E iiii, verso; 'finis'; woodcut

ornament. There is a large woodcut initial ' T ' on the re6k> of A ii, and a smaller

one on the redto of E ii.

Lincoln Cathedral (Mm. 6. 4).

%* The effecl of the eclipse of the sun in the year 1540 is set out in full detail

on A ii, and iii, and because of the terrible things which happened after that eclipse,

the Author enjoynes prayer to God that 'he will take the like punishment from us for

his mercie sake, but also feare us from sin,' etc. Amongst other things attributed to

the 1540 eclipse appear to have been that the citie of ' Gaunt ' lost great privileges and

several citizens were beheaded; a Parliament was held in Wormes on certain articles

of Religion, and another in 1 541 at ' Regensbergh,' but nothing came of them; there

was a plague of 'straunge beastes like unto grasshoppers,' with four winges which eat

up all the grass and trees in Polonia; the Emperor Charles lost 150 ships on a voyage

to Algiers, and the weather appears to have been as bad as it could be.

The writer is indebted to Dr. Arthur Buchanan, Sub-Librarian of the Cathedral

Library, for information about this book.

LXVIII. 1568. John Securis. T. Marshe.

Title: A New Al
|
manacke and Prog-

|
nostication for the

J

yere of our sauiour
|
CHRIST.

|
M.D.LXVIII

|
Being the yere

since the ere;
|
ation of the worlde. 5530. |

Calculated chiefelye

for all En-
|

gland and seruing also in some
|
respecles, other

Realmes:
|
as Ireland, Fraunce, &c

|
Published by Iohn Securis

Phi=
I

sition, dwelling in Salisbury
|
in the newe streete.

|

Im-

printed at London in Flete
|
stret nere to S Dunstons

|
church, by

Thomas Marshe.

Sextodecimo. (Calendar, 85x51 mm.; Prognostication, 80x48 mm.
AB 8

; ABa
.

Ai, redto: Title; verso: Declaration. A ii, re£to: Zodiacal signs ; verso: Anat-

omical man. A iii, verso : the Rules begin at the bottom of the page. The Kalendar

begins on A iiii, verso, with the cuts of the Occupations of the months with the names in

French, which were used before in the broadside Almanacks by Hyll and Turke at

the head of each month. This ends B viii, recto ; verso : Terms. 2nd A i, refto : Title

to the Prognostication ; verso: Preface with a woodcut initial ' W.' The Prognostica-

tion begins on A iii, verso, and ends on B viii, verso; ' Prayse be vnto God and God
|

saue the Quene.
|
amen | finis.'

Bodleian (Tanner. 500).
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%* The author ends up his book after a long list of good and evil days with these

words: ' And nowe to conclude, I saye
|
that al dayes are good to a good

|
man, after a

certaine respecte
|
and meaninge. Quia diligentibus

|
deum omnia cooperantur in

bonum.'

LXIX. 1569. Joachim Hubright. J. Kingston for W. Pickering.

Title: An Almanack
|
and Prognostication, for the yere

|
of

our Lorde GOD. 1569. seruyng for
|
all Europe: Wherein is

shewed the na=
|
tures of the Pianettes, and mutation

|
of the ayer,

verie necessarie for all
|
Marchantes, Mariners, studeru

|
tes, and

traueilers bothe by
|
Sea and lande : calcula*

|
ted and gathered by

|

Ioachim Hubrigh
|
Doctour

|
of Phisicke and

|
Astronomic

|

Whereunto is annexed a profitable rule
|
to knowe the Ebbes and

Fluddes for
|
Mariners, also their courses, souns

|
dynges, land-

ynges, markes,
|
and daungers, all along the

|
coast of Englande

and
I

Normandie.
|
{[ Also all the principall Faires and Martes

|

where, and when thei be holden, mete for
|
all those that vse the

trade thereof.
|
{[ Imprinted at London, by Ihon Kyngston,

|
for

Willyam Pickryng .

Octavo. Kalendar, 122x72 mm.; Prognostication, 125x72 mm.
8 leaves unsigned, AB8

.

First leaf, recto: Title in woodcut ornamental border in red and black; verso:

blank. Second leaf, recto: Declaration; verso: Anatomical man, the face printed in

red. Kalendar begins on 3rd leaf, recto, and ends on the verso of the 8th leaf. A i,

recto: Title to Prognostication in the same border but printed in black, a cut of

Mars underneath. The Prognostication begins on the verso of Ai, and ends on verso

of A vii, • finis.' There is a small cut of the occupations before each month. A viii,

recto :
' The Definition of the tokens of the planets—,' with a cut representing

the Planet before each ; these end B ii, verso ; and on the same page : ' Here shall ye

learne to knowe, all your courses, markes, and daungers.' B vi, verso : list of Fairs. The
book ends on B viii, verso, with a woodcut ornament.

British Museum (C. 38. a. 1).

V See Plate XV.

LXX. 1569. Henry Low. T. Marshe.

Title: A new Almas
|
nacke & Prognostication,

|
for the

yeare of our Lorde
|
God . 1569. |

Practised in Salesbury,
|
neare

11

1



to the close gate by
|
Maister Henry Low

|
Dodloure in

|
Phy-

sicke
|
Imprinted at London in

|
Fletestreate neare vnto saint

|

Dunstones Churche by
|
Thomas Marshe.

Odtavo. Kalendar, 121-128X 72 mm. ; Prognostication, 126-13 1 x 76 mm.
AB 3

; A8
.

Ai, redto: Title in a lace border; verso: blank. A ii, redto: Declaration. A iii,

redto: ' An instruction for the
|
Chirurgians'; verso: Anatomical man. A iiii, redto:

Eclipse with cut. The Kalendar begins on the verso ofA iiii, and ends on the redto of

Bv; verso: Terms. B vi, redto: list of Fairs; ends B viii, verso; 'finis,' lace orna-

ment. Second, A i, redto : Title to the Prognostication in a different lace border ; verso

:

the Prognostication begins. A ii, redto : cut of the Eclipse. The Prognostication for

the months begins on A v, verso. The book ends A viii, verso ; ' finis '; lace ornament.

Bodleian (Douce, A. 55/2); University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 56.123).

%* The copy in the University Library, Cambridge, contains the Prognostica-

tion only, on that title the author's name is spelled Lou.

LXXI. 1569. John Securis. T. Marshe.

'Title: A NEWE AL-
|
manacke and Prognostica-

|
tion, for

the yere ofourLord,
|
M. D. LXIX.

|
being the yeare since the crea-

tion of] the worlde. 5531. |
Made chiefly for Englande, and applied

sometimes to other countries. Composed in
|
Sarisbury, by Iohn

Securis, Maister
|
of Arte and of Phisicke.

|
Preceded in the Uni-

uersitie aboue . xxviii.
|

yeares agone.

Odtavo. Kalendar, 124 x 71 mm.; Prognostication, 124 x 71 mm. AB8
; A*.

A i, redto: Title in a small lace border, a cut of the globe underneath and the

words: ' Non ostento, sed ostendo.
|

propter zoilos.' Verso: Declaration. A ii, verso:

Anatomical man. A iiii, redto : Eclipse with cut. The Kalendar begins on A iiii,

verso, and has a blank leaf opposite each month with the number of the days only on

it; ends B viii, redto; verso: the Terms; first part ends. Second, Ai, redto: Title to

Prognostication (with imprint under) in a broad lace border ; verso: Preface. On Aii,

verso, is a Prognostication of the Spanish Armada (see below). A iii, verso : Prognostica-

tion for the first part of the yere. A v, redto : Prognostication for the second part.

Avi, redto: Eclipse, with cut. Book ends A viii, redto: 'God saue the Quene.

Amen.
|
finis.'; verso: blank.

British Museum (C. 27. a. 29).

%* The imprint at the foot of the second title reads: ' C Imprinted at London
in Flete

|
streate, neare vnto Saint

|
Dunstones Churche by

|
Thomas Marshe.'
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Prognostication on A ii, verso: ' Vaticinium Iohannis Regiomontani Mathematici, dc

intcritu Mundi.' 'Post mille expletos a partu virginis annos. . . .,' etc., eight lines.

'The Englishe is thys':

' A Thousand yeares, fiue hundreth and fourescore,

Since Christ was borne, in adding eight: no more,

Shall then be seene, a wonderful straunge yere,

When Troubles great, and sorowes shall appjeare.

If at that time, the whole world doe not fayle,

If land and sea, doe any thyng preuaile:

Yet Kingdomes all, shall then go upside downe,

With mourning chere, and sorowe in euery towne.'

LXXII. 1570. John Securis. W. Powell.

'Title: A NEWE
|
Prognosticate,

|
for the yeare of oure

|

Lorde God.
|
M . D. LXX.

|
Composed and written in

|
Salis-

burye, by Iohn Se;
|
curis maister of Arte,

|

and of Phisicke.
|

C^-eO
I

Imprinted at Lo-
|
don in Fletestreate

|
by William Powell.

Sextodecimo. 79 x 52 mm. A8+ ?.

Known from the first eight leaves. A i, reclo: Title in a lace border; verso, an

introduction headed: ' f[ To the gentle Reader, Iohn
|
Securis wisheth health '; this

ends, A iiii, redlo, 'Farewell', and a lace ornament; verso: the Prognostication for

Spring and Summer begins; that for Autumn, Winter beginning on A viii, re&o;

and the fragment ends on the verso with the catch-word ' Mar— .'

The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's, Marlborough (B. 10).

%* The Prognostication for the seasons is divided into two parts only in this

book as in No. LXXI. The fragment was found in a binding by the Revd.

Canon C. Wordsworth, and the writer is indebted to the Revd. A. E. G. Peters,

Vicar of St. Mary's, for permission to take notes of it.

LXXIII. 1 571. T. H. (Thomas Hill). H. Denham.

Title: An Almanack
|

published at large, in forme
|
of a

Booke of Memorie,
|
necessary for all such, as haue

|
occasion

daylie to note sundry
|
affayres, eyther for re-

|
ceytes, payments,

or such lyke.
|
Newly set forth,J>y T. H.

|
Londoner.

|

fj Imprinted at London, by Henry Denham.
| 1571. Co/0-
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phon: Imprinted at London by Henrie
|
Denham, dwelling in Pater

noster
|
Rowe, at the signe of

|
the Starre.

| 1 57 1.

Quarto. Column of Kalendar, 161 X 59 mm.; Page of type, 160X 99 mm.

;

width of phases of the Moon 119 mm. Two leaves unsigned; B-E* F2
.

First leaf, redto : Title in a broad lace border in red and black ; between the Title

and Imprint a small astronomical cut printed in red, containing, sun, moon and stars

and a hand holding a globe on one side and another a pair of compasses on the other

;

verso : Contents. Second leaf, reclo : Anatomical man in red and black. B i, refto

:

Terms. The Kalendar begins on B i, verso, and ends on D iiii, verso; it is printed in

a narrow column on the left hand of the page, the rest of the page and the whole of

the opposite one being left blank. E i, refto : blank ; verso : the phases of the Moon
throughout the year, in four columns. E iii, redlo: the qualities of the Planets; verso:

Rules. E iv, redlo : Prognostication fo; the seasons. F i, redto : list of Fairs. The book

ends F2, verso, 'God save the Queene'; Colophon.

British Museum (718. g. 51); Bodleian (Ash. 129/6); Huth Sale (Sotheby's,

June 2, 1913).
* *
* Printed chiefly in Roman type.

LXXIV. 1 57 1. Thomas Buckminster. R. Watkins.

'Title: A newe Almanacke and Prognostication for the yere

of Oure Lord God MDLXXI, exactly made for the Meridian and

Pole atike of the citie of London, and may serue for al Englande,

by Thomas Buckmaster. Colophon}: (Imprinted by Richard

Watkins.)

Oftavo.
*
%
* Sold at Sotheby's, December 11, 1903. The particulars are taken from the

catalogue. This is probably the edition which was authorized by the Archbishop of

Canterbury. See Arber I, under tbe date i^-jx-

LXXV. 1572. Thomas Hill. Watkins and Roberts.

'Title: A Prognostication made
|
for the yeare of our Lorde

God,
I
1572 . wherein^at largejs set forth

|
the description of the

fower quarters of
|
the yeare, with the prediction of the

|
weather

for euery day, exactly
|
calculated for Oxen-

|
forde.

|
By Thomas

Hill, of London Student.
|
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fj Imprinted at London
|
by Richard Watkins,

|
and lames

Roberts.
|
^ Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

Octavo. 122x80 mm. . . . CD 8
. . .

Known only from eight leaves (4 in C, and 4 in D). First leaf (? C i), redo

:

Title, with a small cut, of a globe studded with stars and a hand at the top with a pair

of compasses, between the title and the imprint; verso: Anatomical man. Second leaf,

recto: Eclipse of the moon with cut; verso: 'A Description, of the fower
|

quarters of

the yeare—,' begins, and ends Cviif, recto; verso: the Prognostication for the months

begins, and ends D vi ?, recto; ' finis.
|
Laudes Deo,' with two lines in Latin under-

neath; verso: 'Of the nature and qualitie of the se-
|
uen Planets—,' begins, with a

cut of Saturn. The fragment ends at the bottom of this page.

Bodleian (Antiq. f. E. iy~*).

*
#
* There was evidently an Almanack belonging to this which took up signatures

A and B.

LXXVI. 1573- John Securis. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: {[ A PROGNOS-
|
tication made for the

|

yeare of

our Lord God,
| 1573.

|
{[ Practised in Salisburie, by Iohn

[
Securis

Maister of Art and
|

Phisicke.
|
Anno Mundi . 5535.

|

£[ Imprinted at London, by Richard
|
Watkins & lames

Robarts.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Octavo or Sextodecimo.

Known only from the title-leaf. Between the Title and the imprint is a small

cut of Mars ? in a chariot. Verso : blank.

British Museum (Bagford Fragment, Harl. 5937/123).

LXXVII. 1574. Henry Low. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1574.
I

An Alm[a]
|
nacke and prognos[ti]

|
cation,

for the yer[e]
|

of our Lord God
|
M.D. Lxxiiii.

|
Whiche yere is

from the
|
begynnyng of

|
the Worlde.

|
5536. |

Composed and

calculated in Sa[
|

by maister Henry Lowe, doctor
|
in Phisicke

|

Printe
[ ]

'

Octavo. ? x 80 mm.
Known only from fragments of two leaves ; on the recto of the first leaf: Title

in a border, with a cut (defective) of a globe with moon and stars on the left and

the letter R, printed in red, between the title and imprint; verso: Declaration. The
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second leaf contains part of the Kalendar for November on the re&o, and part of

December on the verso.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 57. 126).
*
#* Both leaves are defective, and the cut on the title is very much damaged

;

there should be the sun on the right-hand side and a hare running underneath it. (See

the description of Rebus in No. LXXVIII.)

LXXVIII. 1574. John Securis. Watkins and Roberts.

Title; 1574.
I

An Alma-
|

nacke and prognosti-
|
cation, for

theyere
|
of our Lord God

|
M.D.LXXIIII .

|
Whiche yere is from

the
I

begynnyng of
|
the worlde

|
5536.

Made and written in Salisbury
|
by Iohn Securis, maister of

|

Art and Phisicke.
|

Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

O&avo. Kalendar 127x75 mm.; Prognostication 128x71 mm.
24 leaves; leaf 9 signed B i; leaf 18 signed B ii.

First leaf, refto: Title within woodcut border, two figures at the sides, a mask at

the top and at the bottom a hare running; a small cut of a globe, the sun and moon
below the title; verso: blank. Second leaf, reclo: Declaration. Third leaf, verso:

small cut of Anatomical man in red. The Kalendar begins on the verso of the fourth

leaf, the re£to being blank, and ends on leaf 16, refto; verso: blank; each month has

a blank page opposite it with the number of the days only printed on it. Leaf 17,

refto: Title to the Prognostication in the same border, but the cut in the centre of the

page is a rebus of the letter R and a hare running, and a globe, the sun and moon
in the sky. Leaf 18, B ii, refto: an address by John Securis to all faithful and true

Christians. The Prognostication begins on leaf 19, refto, and ends at the top of

leaf 22, verso; on the same leaf the Eclipses begin. Leaf 23, verso: 'An admonition

to all such as will keepe themselves in health.' The book ends on leaf 24, verso;

'finis.' ' C God saue our Queene Elizabeth, and graunt to her grace long & pro-

sperous raigne ouer vs. Amen.'

British Museum (C. 54. aa. 6/1).

*
m
* The rebus on the second title-page appears to refer to R. Watkins, ' Wat *

being the old English for hare, and Watkins and Roberts use it again in 1579 (see

No. LXXXIa). Neither the border with the hare at the bottom nor the rebus are

given in McKerrow.

LXXIX. 1575. Richard Forster. J. Kingston.

ritle: EPHEMERIDES
| METEOROGRAPHIC^

|

RICHARDI FORSTERI LONDINEN-
|
SIS ARTIUM AC
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MEDICINE DOCTO=
|

ris, ad annum Domini 1575 . & posi-
|

turn Finitoris Londini Emporii
|
totius Anglia? nobiliss, dili-

|

genter examinata,
|
CUIVS.

LONGITUDO De Astrologia Authoris censura LATITUDO
PI Si ratio vigeat, Deus annuat, estra favebunt P I

16 30 Abnuat ipse Deus, Meus cadet, Astra regent. 51 34

Colophon: LONDINI
|
Excudebat IoannesKyngstonus,Typo-

graphic.
I

Prostant ad occidentalem templi Paulini portam,
|
apud

Henricum Dizle.

Demi Quarto. 74 x119 mm. A 8

; B-G4 + 1 leaf (E ii signed D ii).

A i, re£to: Title ; verso: Dedication by the Author to the Earl of Leicester. The
Declaration begins on A iv, verso. The Kalendar begins on Avi, verso; and ends on

G iii, re£to. The Colophon is on G iiii, verso. Leaf of Errata.

British Museum (533. a. 31/2); Bodleian (8vo, F. 7. Art. BS.).

%* The Prognostication is printed by the side of each month in the Kalendar.

The size ' Demi 4to,' means that the book is a small oblong 41.0. The Bodleian copy

wants the leaf of errata.

LXXX. c. 1575? [A Prognostication.] Watkins and Roberts?

Oftavo. ? x 7 1 mm.
Known only from one leaf signed C, containing the Prognostication for Sept-

ember and October.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (W. P. iii. 27/14).

%* In the catalogue this fragment is attributed to 1577, but from the dates of

the new moons in the two months it would seem as if it were more likely for 1575.

LXXXIa. 1579. Alexander Mounslowe.

Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1579 I

An Almanacke, and
|
Prognostication, made

|

for the yeere of our
| Lorde GOD.

| 1579. |
Referred to the

meridian of the
|
Citie of Chester.

|
By Alexander Mounslowe.

|

1 Cor. 15. Alia gloria solis, alia gloria Luna?, & alia
|

gloria Stel-

larum.
|

U Imprinted at London, by Ri-
|
charde Watkins, and
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lames
|
Robertes

|
CVM PRIVILEGIO. Colophon: f[ Imprinted

at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins, and

|
lames Robertes. 1 579.

Octavo. Kalendar 117 x72 mm.; Prognostication 113 x72 mm. A-C 8
.

A i, redto: Title, in a border with a compass at the top and an astronomical globe

in a stand at the bottom; the cut of a globe between the sun and moon, and a hare in

a field below running towards the letter R, between the title and the imprint; verso:

Declaration. A ii, verso: Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on A iii, redto. B i,

containing the Title to the Prognostication, is wanting. B ii, a Preface addressed : ' To
his worshipful freend Willi:

|
am Glaseor Esquire . . .,' ending on the verso of B iii:

' By yours to commaunde,
|
Alexander Mounslowe', and woodcut ornament. B iiii,

redto : 'The summe and contentes of this present Prog: | nostication . . .'; verso:

Eclipse with cut. The Prognostication begins on B v, recto, and ends C iiii, verso,

' God saue the Oueene.' Cv, recto: list of Fairs; ends Cviii, verso; Colophon.

Bodleian (Douce, A. 55/3).

LXXXIb. 1579. Alexander Mounslowe. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A Prognosticate
|
tio made for the yere

|
of our Lorde

God
I
1579.

I

Wherein the chaunge of the
|
weather is briefely

set foorth, and
|
the rysyng of certayne notable

|
Starres, &c. re-

ferred to the
I

meridian of the Citie
|

of Chester.
|
By Alexander

Mounslowe.
|

1 Cor. 15. Alia gloria Solis, alia gloria
|
Lunae &

alia gloria Stellarum.
|
Imprinted at London by

|

Richard Watkins

and
I

lames Robertes.

Odlavo.

Known only from title-leaf. The Title is in a border with the monogram of

R. Jugge (Watkins' father-in-law) at the top (McKerrow 132). Verso: Terms.
British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Had. 5937/122).

%* Probably this is the missing second title-page to the last number.

LXXXII. 1579. John Securis. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1579.
| |J An Almanacke, and ] Prognostication, made

|

for the yeere ofour Lord
J
God, M.D.LXXIX. [Which yeereisfrom

the
j
beginning of the world,

|
5541. |

Made and written in Salis-

burie, by
|
Iohn securis, Maister of Art

|
and Phisicke.

|
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Imprinted at London, by Richarde
|
Watkins, and lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio.

O&avo. 124x76 mm. AB 8
.

A i, redlo : Title, in border with a mask at the top and running hare at the bottom,

and the cut of a globe in space, between the sun and moon, between the title and

imprint ; verso : blank. A ii, refto : Declaration ; the Rules begin at the bottom of the

same page. Aiii, verso: Terms. Aiiii, refto: Anatomical man (small cut). The
Kalendar begins on A iiii, verso, each month having a blank page opposite with the

days of the month only on it, for notes. Ends B viii, refto; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Ash. 62/2).
*
#* The Prognostication is wanting.

LXXXIII. 1 58 1. George Hartgill. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: {[ The Prognostication
|
for this yeere of our Lord

God,
I

1 58 1.
I

Written by George Hartgill.
|
Ionah . 3. 8.

|
Let

man and beast put on . . .

{[ Imprinted at London,
|
by Richard Watkins, & lames

|

Roberts.
|
Cum priuilegio.

Odlavo.

Known only from the title-leaf. Between the verse from 'Jonah' and the

imprint is the cut of a globe in space with the sun on the right hand and the moon
and stars on the left.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/128).
*** Bagford mentions an almanack by the same author for this date written for

Bristol, probably it was the first part of this book.

LXXXIV. 1 58 1. Alexander Mounslowe. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1 58 1.
I fj An Almanacke and

|
Prognostication, made

|

for the yeere of our Lord God.
|
M. D.LXXXI.

| Referred to the

Meridian of
|

the Citie of Chester.
|
By Alexander Mounslowe.

|

1 Cor. 15. Alia gloria caelestium,
|
et alia gloria terrestrium.

|

fj Imprinted at London, by Richard | Watkins and lames

Robertes.
|
CVM PRIVILEGIO. Colophon: Imprinted at Lon-

don,
I

by Richarde Watkins and lames
|
Robertes.

Oftavo. Kalendar 118x73 mm.; Prognostication 116x73 mm -

A-C (last leaf blank).

Ai, redlo: Title, in a lace border, between the title and imprint the cut of a
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globe between the sun and moon and a running hare to the right, the letter R being

on the left ; verso : Contents. A ii, verso : Anatomical man. The {Calendar begins

A iii, redo. B i, redo: Title to Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank.

B ii, redo :
' To his Woorshypfull freende

|
M. William Glaseor Esquire . .

.' B iii,

redo: Contents of the Prognostication. B iii, verso, and B iiii, verso: the two
universal Eclipses of the moon with cuts. The Prognostication for the months begins

on B v, verso; and of the four quarters on C iiii, redo. C vii, redo: ' finis.' ' God
saue our gracious Queene

|
Elizabeth '; Colophon ; verso : Terms and the book

ends.

Bodleian (Ash. 62/3).

%* Mounslowe dates his preface to the Prognostication, from 'In Smithfeelde

in Brownes rentes, fast by the signe of the Caterine Wheele.'

LXXXV. 1 58 1. Humfrey Norton. [Watkins and Roberts ?]

Title: 1581 :
|
{[ An Almanacke and Prog

|
nostication, for

the yeere of
| our Lorde GOD

|
M.D.LXXXI.

|
Compiled and

written in the Citie
|
of Winchester, by Humfrey Norton

|
student

in Astronomic
|
Gathered .......

(12th line.) very well for all Englande.

Octavo.

Known only from two defective leaves. Under the title, which is on the redo of

the first leaf, are two lines of Latin verse and six lines of English beginning, ' Thou
wouldest weepe . . .,' and a cut, of which only the extreme top remains. On the

verso is the Anatomical man with the signs of the Zodiac printed in red and black.

The other leaf contains part of the Kalendar for March and April.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/121).

LXXXVI. 1582. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A
I

PROGNOSTICA-
|
TION MADE FOR

|
THE

YEERE OF OVR] LORD GOD
|
M . D.LXXXII.] Conteyning

meete matter for
|
such a worke : gathered out of

|
learned Authors,

and set downe
|
to profite such as lacke the

|
knowledge thereof.

|

By Thomas Buckmaster.
|
Cecinimus vobis et non sal-

|
rastis:

Lamentauimus vobis, et
|
non planxistis.

|
Math. 11. 17.

|
Im-
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printed at London by Richard
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

|

CUM PRIVILEGIO.
Octavo.

Known only from the title-leaf". On the recto: the Title within a border with

astronomical globe at top, bottom, and on each side. Verso : blank.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/124).

LXXXVII. 1584. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A new Almanacke
|
and Prognostication, for

|
this yeere

of Christ his In-
|
carnation 1584 being

|
Leape yeere.

|
Seruing

generallye for all
|
Englad, but especially for the

|
Meridian of

this honourable
|

Citie of London.
|
Gathered and made by

J

Thomas Buckminster.
|
Mundum regit Deus, non vtiq;

|
sicut . . .

Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richard Watkins
|
and lames

Robertes.
|
Cum Priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 123x72 mm.; Prognostication 117 x 70 mm. A-C*.

A i, recto : Title, in border with the Royal Arms at the top, and those of the

Stationers' Company at the bottom ; verso: Declaration. A ii, recto: Terms; verso:

Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on Aiii, recto. B i, recto: Title to the Pro-

gnostication in the same border; verso: blank. B ii, redo: Rules. B iii, recto:

Prognostication for the seasons. B v, recto : Eclipses with a cut. The Prognostication

for the months begins on the verso; and ends on the recto of Cv: 'God save our
Queene

|
Elizabeth.' The list of Fairs begins on the verso. The book ends, C viii,

verso; Colophon.

Bodleian (Ash. 62/4).

V See Plate XVIII.

LXXXVIII. 1584. John Harvey. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Leape yeere.
|
A compendious Prog-

|
nostication for

the yeere
|
of our Lorde God.

|
M. D. LXXXIIII.

|
Collefted by

Iohn Haruey, where-
|
in his opinion, touching the state

|
and

condition of the same yere,
|

is briefly set downe, accor-
|
ding to

the best Rules
|

and groundes in
|
Astrologie.

|
Directed to his

very good and curtu-
|
ous friende, M. Thomas Meade.

|
Im-
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printed at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames Robertes.

|

Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 120x75 mm.; Prognostication 116x73 mm -

4 leaves unsigned, A8
, B 4

, C", D\
First leaf, recto : Title in a border with globe at the bottom; verso: blank. Second

leaf, rec~lo: Preface 'To his very good and curtie-|ous Friende, M. Thomas Meade . . .',

which ends on the verso with a woodcut ornament. Third and fourth leaves : the

changes of the moon in three columns. A i, wanting. Aii: 'A brefe explication of
|

the Leape yeere.' On A v, recto, is a woodcut ornament; verso: Anatomical man.

On A vi, recto, is a large lace ornament; verso: Terms. The Kalendar begins on

A vii, recto; and ends on B iv, verso. The Prognostication for the seasons begins on

Ci, recto; verso: Diagram. Ciii, verso: Diagram. OnCviii, recto, is a woodcut

ornament; verso: Eclipse of the sun with a cut. On D ii, recto, is a large lace orna-

ment; verso: Eclipse of the moon; diagram. The book ends D iiii, recto: 'Soli

Sapienti Deo, sola gloria'; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Ash. 62/5).

*%* In the Preface the author says that this is his first attempt at a Prognostica-

tion, and calls himself a young astrologer.

LXXXIX. 1587. William Farmer. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: The common Almanacke
|
or Kalender, drawen foorth

|

for this yeere. 1587. beyng the
|
thyrde from the Leape yeere.

|

Whereunto is annexed, and diarily
|
compared the new Kalender

of the
I

Romans,
|

(14th line.) And also a Prognostication.

...
I

(17th line.) of the pole Articke of the Citie of
|
Dubline,

and may serue lyke-
|
wyse for Englande.

|
Collected and gathered

by
I

W. Farmer
|
Chirurgian.

Gr. M.
Dubline.Latitude 53. o.

Longitude 12. 10..

First reade, and then iudge.

Colophon: Imprinted at London
|
by Richarde Watkins and

]

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Quarto. Kalendar 170x102 mm.; Prognostication 163x99 mm.
A-D\ E\

A i, recto: Title, in border with the Royal Arms at the top, and three of Jugge's

marks at the bottom (McKerrow No. 181); verso: an eight-line verse signed W. F.,
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with lace ornaments top and bottom. Aii, recto: the Declarations of the two Alman-

acks side by side, with a lace ornament underneath ; verso :
' To the Reader.' The

Kalendars begin on A iii, recto, side by side; and end B iiii, verso. C i, recto : Title to

the Prognostication in the same border, but containing the imprint; verso: blank.

C ii, recto : ' The original grounde of these late Alte-
| rations of the yeeres and

tymes . . .', with a woodcut initial. D i, recto: c Of Election.' D iiii, recTto : 'A
reuiull of the great Conjunction of

|
the two potentiall Pianettes . .

.' Ei: Eclipse

with cut. The book ends E ii, recto ; 'finis'; verso: Colophon, in large type.

Bodleian (Ash. 133/10); Corpus Christi College, Oxford (Polyg. d. 5/8); St.

John's College, Cambridge (9 leaves: 2 Aa, 45); British Museum (Title of Pro-

gnostication: Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/176).

%* Herbert, iii, p. 1526, quoting Ames, says, ' the first Almanack for Ireland was

written by William Farmer in 1587 and printed in Dublin.' Ames had evidently not

seen a copy with the title to the Prognostication or the imprint at the end.

See Plates XVI, XVII.

XC. 1587. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

'Title: An Almanacke and
|
Prognostication, for

|
the yeere

of our Lord
|
M.D. LXXXVII.

|
Which is accompted from the

fyrst
I

beginnyng of the worldes
|
fundation. 5549. |

Composed

accordyng to artificiall
|
obseruations, & indifferently ser*

|
uing

for most partes of England,
|
but specially referred to the Me*

|

ridim and exaltation of the pole
|
Articke of the Auncient Citie

of
I

Canterburie.
|
By Gabriel Frende, pracliti-

|
oner in Phisicke

and Astrologie.

Regius Propheta. Psal. 19. vers. 1. 1 Casle enarrant gloriam . . .

Octavo. Kalendar 123 X 74 mm. ; Prognostication 1 18 x 74 mm.
A-C.

A i, recto: Title, in border with the Royal Arms at the top and those of the

Stationers' Company at the bottom; verso: 'To the indifferent Reader,' signed,

'Gabriell Frende,' with a lace ornament at the top. A ii, recto: Declaration; verso:

Rules. A iii, verso: Rules for Husbandry. A iiii, recto: Anatomical man. The
Kalendar begins on the verso, each month having a blank leaf opposite with only the

days of the month on it. B iiii and B vi to C i are wanting. Cii, recto: the Pro-

gnostication begins in the middle of Winter—' ther then Winter . . .' The Pro-

gnostication for the months begins on the verso of C iiii. The copy ends on the verso

of C vii, at the end of October, with the catch word, ' Nouem.' C viii, wanting.

Canterbury Cathedral (v. 2. 17).
*

j(6

* The series of Almanacks by Frende in Canterbury Cathedral Library prob-
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ably all belonged to one man, and have interesting notes on the blank pages, which

show that the original owner was connected with Emmanuel College, Cambridge;

they were probably at one time bound together but are now in separate modern bind-

ings. On the title-page of this number is the name Lee Warly. The Almanacks were

presented to the Library in 1885.

XCI. 1588. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A new Almanacke
|
and Prognostication for

|
the yeere

of our Lord God.
|
M.D.LXXXVIII. | Being Leape yeere.

|

Which is reckoned from the crea-
|
tion of the worlde . 5550.

|

Made and referred specially to the
|
Meridian, and eleuation of

the
I

north Pole of Canterburie, but
|
may serue generally, and

that in I differently to, without any great
|
errour for most partes

of
I

England, By Gabriell Frende, pracli*
|
tioner in Phisicke and

Astrologie.
|
Imprinted at London, by

|
Richarde Watkins and

|

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis. Colophon:

Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes

|

Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

O&avo. Kalendar 122x75 mm.; Prognostication 118x77 mm -

A-C
A i, refto : Title, in a border with globe at the top, triangle, and cross-staves at the

bottom; verso: 'To the friendly Reader,' which ends A ii, refto: 'Gabriell Frende,'

and lace ornament underneath ; verso: Declaration. A iii, redlo : Rules. A iiii, refto:

Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on the verso, with a blank leaf, as before,

opposite each month; this ends B viii, redto; verso: Terms. (B vi is wanting.) C i,

re6k>: Title to the Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank. Cii, refto:

Eclipses; verso: Rules for Husbandry. The Prognostication for the seasons begins on

the re6lo of Ciii. The book ends on C viii, refto;' ' finis.
|
Uni Deo omnis gloria.'

Colophon ; verso : blank.

Canterbury Cathedral (v. 2. 18).

*
%
* A cross-staff is an astronomical instrument in the shape of a cross marked

off in divisions. The border is the same as described in No. XCIII.

XCII. 1588. Walter Gray. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: An Almanacke and
|
Prognostication, made

]
for the yeere

of our LordTpVl.D.LXXXVIII.
|
Being Leape yeere.

|
Reclined

for the Altitude and Meri-| dian of Dorchester, seruing most
|
aptly
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for the West partes,
|
and generally for all

|
Englande,

|
By Walter

Gray.
|
Gentleman.

|
Ocium siue litteris mors est,

|
et viui hominis

sepultura.
|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 124x75 mm.; Prognostication 117x75 mm.
AB 8

, C4
.?

A i, recto: Title, in border with globe at the bottom; verso: Declaration and

Rules. A ii, verso: Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins A iii, recto. B i, recto:

Title to Prognostication, in border with the Royal Arms at the top, and those of the

Stationers' Company at the bottom ; verso : blank. B ii, recto : Eclipses, with two

cuts ; verso : Prognostication of the seasons. B iv, recto : the Prognostication for the

months begins, and ends B viii, recto; 'finis'; verso: the list of Fairs begins; the

only known copy ends on C ii verso, with the catch word ' The ' in the Fairs for

August.

Bodleian (Ash. 62/6).

XCIII. 1589. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A new Almanacke
|
and Prognostication,

|
for the

yeere of Christes
|
Incarnation. 1589. |

Which is the yeere of the

worldes
|
creation. 1 5 5 1 .

|
Seruing generally for all Englande,]

and specially for the Meridian
|
of this honorrable citie of

|
Lon-

don.
I

Gathered
|
and made by

|
Thomas Buckminster.

|
Si Deus

nobiscum, quis contra nos.
|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richarde

Watkins and lames Roberts.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Colophon: Imprinted at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 121 x 74 mm.; Prognostication n6x 76 mm.
A-C 8

.

A i, recto: Title, in border with astronomical globe at the top, triangle and circle

and cross-staves at the bottom, and heads of persons representing the planets (?) at

the sides; the border is signed G. B.; verso: Declaration. A ii, recto: Rules for

planting and sowing; verso: Anatomical man, a large cut. The Kalendar begins on

A iii, recto. B i, recto: Title to Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank.

B ii, recto : Rules. B iiii, verso : Eclipse, with small cut. The Prognostication for

the seasons begins B v, verso; and of the weather for the months, C i, verso; and ends

on C vii, verso; 'finis'; and a sixteen-line national anthem; 'finis.' C viii is taken

up with a poem of six 7-line stanzas, the Colophon coming at the end on the verso.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 13/2); Bodleian (Aim. 1589, f. 1/4).
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*.£* The anthem on C vii, verso, is as follows:

1 O Lorde preserve our gratious Queene

Defende her from all foes

:

Thy favoure styll on her be seene,

Whersever her Maiestie goes.

Her councellers and nobles all,

Keepe lykewyse in thy grace,

That from thy law they never fall,

Nor thurne from thee theyr face.

The cleargie Lorde dire6l a ryght,

And guyde them in thy wayes,

Endue them with thy holy spirite,

To teach thy trueth alwayes.

The commons and the people Lorde,

Subjected to her grace,

Maynteyne in wealth and one accorde,

Obedience to embrace. Amen.'

For the first stanza of the poem on C viii see the Introduction, p. 43.

This and the other four oftavo editions for 1589 are bound together in both

libraries ; the Lambeth copies do not appear to have been used, but the copies in the

Bodleian have blank leaves bound between each Almanack, which the original owner

has filled with notes and accounts.

XCIV. 1589. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1589.
I

An Almanacke
|
and Prognostication,

|
in which

you may be- | holde the state of this yeere
|

of our Lorde God.
|

M.D. LXXXIX.
I

Made and set foorth, by
|
Iohn Dade Gentle-

man,
I

practitioner in
|
Phisicke.

|
Imprinted at London by

|

Richarde Watkins and
|
lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regias

Maiestatis. Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Wat-

kins and lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

Oclavo. Kalendar, 121x74 mm.; Prognostications, 118 x76 mm. A-C 8
.

A i, redto: Title in border with Globe at bottom; verso: Declaration, lace orna-

ment at the bottom. A ii, recSto: 'To the Reader' signed 'I. D.', lace ornament

underneath; verso: Anatomical man, large cut. The Kalendar begins on Aiii, recto,

over each month is a verse of prognostical character. B i, reclo : Title to Prognostica-

tions, in the same border ; verso : blank. B ii, refto : a Diagram of the Vernal Equinox
;

verso: another Diagram. Biiii, redlo: Eclipse with cut. The Prognostication begins

on B iiii, verso, with a small Astronomical diagram at the commencement ofeach month.

Cv, verso: 'The eleuation of the Pole called
|
the latitude of a Citie or Country.',
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woodcut ornament. C vi, recto : list of good and bad days for the doctoring, etc. The
book ends on C viii, redo, with a twenty line poem beginning: 'As God hath

made a couenaunt sure '; 'Finis'; Colophon; verso: blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 13/4); Bodleian (Aim. 1589, f. 1/2).

*^* The verse over the month of October is as follows

:

' October will full often chaunge his face even at a blush

He sooketh out with often stormes that Saylers feare hjs guste.

And Tempest great is now at hand, which Mars ful long hath wrought.

But Iupiter portending good, which honest mindes hath sought.'

XCV. 1589. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A new Almanacke
|
and Prognostication for the

|

yeere

of our Lord God,
|
MDLXXXIX.

|
Which is reckoned from the

crea-
|
tion of the worlde. 5551. |

Made and referred specially to

the
I

Meridian, and eleuation of the
|
north Pole of Canterburie,

but
I

may serue generally, and that in-
|
differently to, without

any great
|
error for most partes of Englande,

|
By Gabriell Frende,

stus
I

dent in Astronomic
|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richarde

Watkins and
|
lames Robertes.

|
Cum Priuilegio Regias Maies-

tatis.
I

Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 123x75 mm; Prognostication, 118x72 mm.
A-C s

(last leaf blank).

Ai, recto: Title, in a border with the Royal Arms at the top and those of the

Stationers' Company at the bottom; verso : an eight line verse signed ' G. F.' with orna-

ments top and bottom. A ii, recto: Declaration; verso: Rules. Aiii, verso: Terms.

A iiii, recto: the Anatomical man, a small cut. The Kalendar begins on A iiii, verso,

each month having a blank leaf opposite it with only the days of the month printed on

it. B viii, verso: blank. C i, recto: Title to the Prognostication, in the same border;

verso: blank. C ii, recto: Eclipse, with small cut. The Prognostication begins on

C ii, verso. The book ends on C vii, recto ; 'Deo gloria'; Colophon; verso: blank.

C viii : blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 13/1); Bodleian (Aim. 1589, f. 1/1); Canterbury

Cathedral (v. 2. 19).

XCVI. 1589. Walter Gray. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: An
|
Almanacke and Prog-

|
nostication, made for the

|

yeere of our Lorde.
|
M.D. LXXXIX.

|
And first after the Leape
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yeere.
|
Rectified for the altitude and Meri-

|
dian of Dorchester,

seruing most
|
aptly for the West partes,

|
and generally for all

|

Englande.
|
By Walter Gray.

|
Gentleman.

|
Ut fata movere Deus,

|

ita fata tollere potest.
|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richarde

Watkinsand
|
lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

|

Colophon: Imprinted at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and lames

|

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Oftavo. Kalendar, 121x75 mm.; Prognostication, 118 x75 mm. A-C8
.

A i, refto : Title, in border with Globe at the top, triangle, and cross-staves at the

bottom; verso: Declaration and Rules. A ii, verso: the Anatomical man, large cut.

The Kalendar begins on A iii, re£k>, each month having a verse on the occupations

over the top. B i, redto: Title to the Prognostication, in border with an Astronomical

Globe at the bottom only; verso: blank. B ii, redto: Eclipses, with cut; verso:

Prognostication for the seasons begins. B iiii, re6to: Prognostication for the months.

B viii, refto: list of Fairs. C iii, redlo: 'A perfect direction of the best and
|
rediest

hyghways from any notable
|
Towne in England, to the citie of London,' etc. The

book ends on C viii, refto; 'finis'; Colophon; verso: blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 13/3); Bodleian (Aim. 1589, f. 1/5).

XCVII. 1589. John Harvey. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: An Almanacke, or annuall Ca-
|
lender with a com-

pendious Progno-
I

stication thereunto appendyng, seruyng
|
for

the yeere of our Lord . 1589. |
Beying the first from the Bissextile,

or Leape yeere.
|
Referred to the longitude, and sublimitie of the

|

pole Articke of the citie of London: by
|
Iohn Haruey, Maister of

Artes,
J
and pra6licioner in Phisicke.

|

Longitude, 19. 51. Latitude. 51. 34.

Colophon: Imprinted at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and

lames
|
Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Odlavo. Kalendar 122 x 74 mm.; Prognostication 118 X 75 mm.
A, B8

, C4 (C ii is signed Eii).

Ai, refto: Title, underneath it a diagram of the Vernal Equinox; verso: Declara-

tion. A ii, refto : Eclipse ; verso : Anatomical man, small cut. The Kalendar begins

on A iii, retto. B i, refto : Title to Prognostication, in border with the Royal Arms at

the top and those of the Stationers' Company at the bottom ; verso: blank. B ii, re£to:

'To the Reader.' B iii, retto: Rules headed: 'A necessarie collection of
|
Phle-
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botomic' The Prognostication of the Seasons begins on B vi, redo. Bviii, refto: list

of Fairs. The book ends on C iiii, retto, ' God preserue our gratious Queene
|
Eliza-

beth. Amen.'; Colophon; verso: blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi, 8. 13/5); Bodleian (Aim. 1589. f. 1/3).

XCVIII. 1589. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

'Title: wanting. [An Almanack and Prognostication.]

Second Title: A briefe and
|

playne Prognosti-
|
cation for the

yeere
|
of our redemption

|
by Christe.

| 1589. |
Wherein is

conteyned many
|

profitable notes, necessa
|
rie obseruations, and

|

other matter conue-
|
nient for such

|
a worke. By Gabriell

Frende.
|
Imprinted at London.

|
CVM PRIVILEGIO. Colo-

phon: Imprinted at London, by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Sextodecimo. Kalendar 85 X 52 mm.; Prognostication 83 x 52 mm.
A-D 8

, E 8 (E iii, signed D iii).

The copy begins on A vi (?), redto, with the Kalendar for February. B viii, redto

:

Kalendar ends; verso: Terms. C i, recto: Title to Prognostication within a woodcut

border, with the sun at the top, moon and stars at the bottom, and small compartments

with figures of women in them on each side; verso: blank. C ii : Rules. C iiii : Eclipse

with woodcut diagram. The Prognostication for the Seasons (which is medical),

begins on C v, redlo, and ends on D v, verso ; ' Deo gloria.' D vi, refto : the Pro-

gnostication for the Months (of the weather) begins, and ends on E vi, re&o ; ' finis.

God preserue our Queene Elizabeth,' underneath is a verse of poetry and Colophon;

verso : blank.

British Museum (PP. 2465).

*%* Each month is headed by a verse of medical hints, which appear in some of

the other Almanacks by Frende, that for June is as follows

:

' Coole Hearbes in Iune are very meete

But such meates shunne chiefely

As shalbe eyther new or sweete,

Take pleasures medicinally.'

XCIX. 1590. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Frende . 1590 .
|
An Almanacke

|
and Prognostication,]

seruing for the yeere
|
since the byrth of our

|
Sauiour Christe .

|

M.D.XC.
I

Being the seconde from the Leape
|

yeere : which is

accompted from
|
the creation, and first beginnyng

|
of the worlde.
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555 2 -
I

Framed accordyng to lawful Art,
|
and referred specially

to the Me
|
ridian and pole Articke of the Ci-

|
tie of Canterburie:

but may serue
j

generally without any great er*
|
rour for all

Englande.
|
By Gabriell Frende, student

|
in Phisicke and Astro-

logie.
|
Maior Prudentia fato. Colophon: Imprinted at London, by

|

Richarde Watkins and lames
|
Robertes. Cum priuilegio Regis

Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 122x74 mm.; Prognostication 119x76 mm.
A-C 8

(last leaf blank).

A i, recto : Title, in border with globe at the top, triangle and cross-staves at the

bottom; verso: 'To the friendly Readers ', signed 'G. F.', lace ornament underneath.

A ii, recto: Declaration; verso: Rules. Aiii, verso: Terms. Aiiii, recto: Anatomical

man. The Kalendar begins on Aiiii, verso, a blank leaf as before opposite each

month ; ends B viii, recto ; verso : blank. C i, recto : Title to Prognostication in the

same border; verso: blank. C ii, recto: the Prognostication for the seasons begins.

C v, verso: ' A briefe note or remembraunce
|
of the effedtes of the iii. Eclipses . .

.'

On C vi, verso, is a Poem on the direful effects of three eclipses in one year, which ends

on C vii, recto; Colophon; verso: blank.

Canterbury Cathedral (v. 2. 20).

%* In the preface, which is in verse, the author states that this is his seventh

Almanack. The poem at the end of the Prognostication ends thus

:

< O God the Father

Grant us this

For his deare sake,

That wrought our blisse. Amen.

O God preserue

Our noble queene,

Let her amongst us

Styll be seene.

So shall we euer

Prayse, and serue

Thy name, which doth

Vs so preserue. Amen.'

C. c. 1590? [An Almanack and Prognostication?]

Watkins and Roberts.

Colophon: fj Imprynted at London in Powles Churchyard, by

Richarde
|
Watkyns, and lames Roberts.

Octavo. 120x71mm. A-C?
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Known only from two leaves; one signed C i, contains part of the Prognostica-

tion for May, June, and July. The other, C viii (?), refto: the fairs for November and

December, with the colophon at the bottom; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 8. 59. 103).

CI. 1 591. J. D. [John Dade]. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A triple Almanacke for
|
the yeere of our Lorde

|
God.

1591. being the
|
thirde from the

|
Leape yeere.

|
Wherein is

conteyned, not onely the
|
common accompt, which in this our

|

Realme is vsed, with the Romane Ka-
|
lender according to the

late correction
|
of Gregorie: but also, the true compu-

|
tation

and reduction of the monethes
|
to their first & auncient seates

Christ-
I

mas day being at the Sunnes entrance
|
into Capricorne, or

shortest day: where-
|
by . . .

By I. D.

Nil tarn occultum quod non reuelabitur.

Quarto. Almanack 167x99 mm.; Prognostication 161 X98 mm.
A-C\ D J

; A*, Ba
(20 leaves).

A i, re£to: Title in a border with the royal arms at the top, two heads at the

sides, and at the bottom, three of Jugge's marks, Cupid holding the letter R in his hand,

a Pelican on her nest plucking her breast, and a nightingale in a bush with the word

jugge over it (McKerrow No. 181). Ai, verso: 'Faultes escaped in the printing.'

A ii, refto : Declaration of the three Almanacks, and Zodiacal influences. The Kalendar

begins on Aii, verso, and ends on D ii, reclo; verso: blank. Second A i, re&o: Title

to Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank. Aii: 'To his very friende P. L.',

with cut of sun, moon, and globe at the top; verso: ' To the Reader', with woodcut

ornament at the top ; at the bottom, 'Vale 24 Aprilis 1590.' A iii, re<fto: Rules. A iiii,

retto: Eclipse, and the Prognostication begins. B i, redto: ' To find the planitaire or

artificiall houre'; verso: Diagram. B ii, re£lo: Diagram. The book ends on B ii,

verso ; ' finis.' There are a good many woodcut initials.

University Library, Cambridge (first issue: Syn. 7. 59. 22*.); British Museum
(second issue: 718. g. 54); Trinity College, Cambridge (second issue: vi

h
, 2-1 1);

Bodleian (? third issue: 4to, F. 2, Art. B. S. 5).

%* The Kalendar is printed in three columns, the first, the common Almanack

;

the second, the Roman ; the third, the true and exacl. The author explains his

reason for issuing this form of Almanack in the preface to the Prognostication. The
book was printed by R. Watkins and James Roberts (the imprint appearing on the

second Title), and the Authorship has been attributed to John Dee, but there is no

doubt that J. D. stands for John Dade, who was writing Almanacks at this time,



which were printed every year by Watkins and Roberts. In the Bodleian copy the

words in red after the fifth line appear in black except 'By I. D.' which is in red.

The copy in the University Library, Cambridge, is evidently of the first issue, as the

words on the title, ' auncient seates,' are printed ' ancient Feastes,' and the list of

' Faultes escaped ' on the verso of the Title does not appear.

CII. 1 59 1. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1591. |
A new Almanacke

|
and Prognostica*

|
tion,

composed for
|
the yeere of our

|
Redemption.

|
M.D.XCI.

|

Which is the yeere from the
|
worldes creation .5553. j

By Gabriell

Frende. Student
|
in Phisicke and Astrologie.

|
Fato Prudentia

maior.
|
Imprinted at London, by

|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
|
Cum Priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

O&avo. Kalendar, 122x74 mm. AB 8+ C9
?.

Only known from a copy ending B vii, verso, at the end of December, and with

A vii, A viii, and the whole of the Prognostication wanting. A i, refto: Title, in border

with globe at the top, triangle and cross-staves at the bottom ; verso : blank. A ii,

recto: Declaration; verso: Rules. A iii, verso: Terms. A iiii, refto: Anatomical man.

The Kalendar begins on the verso; a blank leaf being opposite the months as before.

Canterbury Cathedral (v. 2. 2i/i).

CIII. 1 591. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Dade . 1591.
|

An Almanacke
|
and Prognostica-jtion,

for the yeere
|
of our Lord and Sa-

]
uiour Iesus Christ.

|
M.D.XCI.

|

Made and set foorth, by IOHN DADE Gen-
|
tleman, practitioner

|

in Phisicke.
|
Imprinted at London, by

|
Richarde Watkins and

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regia? Maiestatis.

Oclavo.

Known only from two leaves. First leaf: Title on recto, in a lace border; verso:

Declaration and rules for husbandry. Second leaf: Title to the Prognostication in

the same border; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6.
36 »nd ").

CIV. 1 591. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: wanting. [An Almanack and Prognostication?]

Sextodecimo. 81x51 mm.
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Known only from fragments of Proof sheets printed on one side only. One leaf

is signed C iiii, and has the Eclipses on it. The rest of the pages contain part of the

Rules, part of the Prognostication, and ' A note of the names and natures of some of

the Windes.' There are Headlines 'A Prognostication' and 'Buckminster 1591.'

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 9. 59. 3).

CV. 1 59 1. Gabriel Frende. Wa'tkins and Roberts.

Title: wanting. [An Almanack ? and Prognostication.] Colo-

phon: Imprinted at London by
|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Sextodecimo. 82 x51mm. CD8
(last leaf blank).

C i and ii wanting. C iii, redlo: Declaration. The Prognostication for the seasons

begins on the verso. C vii and viii wanting. ' The principall Fayres of Englande and

Wales,' begin on D i, recto; and end, Dvii, verso; Colophon. D viii : blank.

Some of the catch words are on Ciii, recto: 'yeere'; C v, recto: 'thunder';

D iii, verso: ' Har-'; D iiii, verso: 'Fayres.'

Shrewsbury School Library (2 copies: in the binding of G. iv, 26).

%* The fragments are unfolded sheets, the corresponding sheets containing

A and B with the Almanack and Kalendar ? are wanting. A small portion of C i,

showing the top of a border containing the Royal Arms supported by cupids remains.

The information concerning these sheets has been supplied by Mr. J. B. Oldham,

Librarian of Shrewsbury School.

CVI. 1592. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Dade . 1592 . |
A new Almanacke

|
and Prognostica-

tion,
I

in which you may be-
|
holde the state of this

|

yeere of

our Lord
|
God . 1592 .

|
Being Leape yeere.

|
Made and set

foorth, by
|
Iohn Dade

|

gentleman,
|

practitioner in Phisicke.

Omnia sunt in manu Dei.
|
Imprinted at London, by

|
Richarde

Watkins and
|
lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regia? Maies-

tatis.

Octavo.

Known only from two leaves. First leaf: Title on recto, in border with globe

at the top, triangle and cross-staves at the bottom ; verso : Declaration and Rules

(' Phisicall obseruations '). Second leaf: Title to the Prognostication in the same

border; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6,
35 and 3

").
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CVII. 1592. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Titie: wanting. [An Almanack and Prognostication.]

Second Title: A brief Progno-
|
stication, seruing for

|
the

yeere of our Lord
|
M.D.XCII.

|
Beyng Leape yeere

|
Wherein

...
I

Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 121 x 74 mm.; Prognostication, 117 x 74 mm.
A-C8

(last leaf blank).

The copy begins on Aviii, recto, with the blank leaf for March; the Kalendar

ends B viii, recto; verso: Terms. C i, recto: Title to the Prognostication, in border

with globe at the bottom; verso: blank. The Prognostication for the seasons begins

on C ii, recto, and ends C v, verso. C vi, recto : Eclipses. The book ends C vii, recto,

with a Poem headed, 'The Conclusion of G. Frende'; ends 'finis'; verso: blank.

Canterbury Cathedral (v. 2. 21/2).

%* There is a blank leaf opposite each month of the Kalendar.

CVIII. 1593. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Frende . 1593. |
A new Almanacke

|
and Prognostica-

tion,
I

seruing for the yeere
|
of our Lorde God .

|
M.D.XCIII.

|

Composed according to lawfull and law
|
dable art, and referred

specially to the
|
meridian and eleuation of the northe-

|
ren pole

of Canterburie, but may
|
serue vniversally, without any great

|

error, for most partes of Englande.
|
By Gabriell Frende, prac*

|

titioner in Astrologie and
|
Phisicke.

|
Galenus Lib. 3 . de Diebus

:

Criticis
|
Regimen huuis ........

Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and James Robertes.

|

Cum Priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis. Colophon: Imprinted at London

by
I

Richarde Watkins and
|
lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio

Regias Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 120X 75 mm.; Prognostication, 115 x 75 mm. A-C8
.

A i, recto: Title, in border with globe at top and triangle and cross-staves at the

bottom ; verso : blank. A ii, recto, two six line verses addressed, ' To the friendly and

indiffe-
|
rent Reader, salutations ', with a woodcut ornament above, and signed Gabriel

Frende at the bottom; verso: Contents. Aiii, recto: woodcut lace ornament; verso:

Terms. A iiii, recto : Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on the verso with a
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blank page opposite each month, with only the days of the month on it. B viii, verso:

blank. C i, recto: Title to the Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank. C ii:

Prognostication of the seasons, with a lace ornament at the top. C iiii, refto: Eclipse

of the sun; verso: three six-line verses; 'finis.' Cv: list of Fairs, with lace orna-

ment at the top. The book ends C viii, redto; Colophon; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Ash. 63/1).

CIX. 1593. Walter Gray. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Gray . 1593 . |
An Almanacke and

|
Prognostication,

for
I

the yeere of our Lord
|
M.D.XCIII.

|
Fyrst after the Leape

yeere.
|
Riclified for the eleuation and Meri-

|
dian of the towne

of Dorchester:
|
seruing most aptly for the

|
west partes, and ge-

|

nerally for all
|
England.

|
By Walter Gray

|
Gentleman.

|

Quod
gratis grate.

|
Imprinted at London by Richard

[
Watkins and James

Robertes.
|
Cum Priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

O&avo.
Known only from two leaves. First leaf: Title on refto, in border with globe at

the bottom ; verso : Contents and rules. Second leaf: Title to Prognostication in the

same border; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6.
40 and "}.

V See Plate XIX.

CX. 1594. Robert Westhawe. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Westhawe . 1594. |
An Almanacke and

|
Prognostica-

tion seruing
|
for the yeere of our Lord

|
M.D.XCIIII.

|
And the

yeere of the worlde 5556. |
Gathered according to art, to the use

of
I

all men, and commodious for Mars
|
iniers,

|
and traueliers be-

yonde the
|
Seas, by reason of the difference of accomptes, by

Robert Westhawe
|
Gentleman, student in Astrologie.

|
Ad bonam

vidtus rationem institu-
|
endam utilissima est Iudicii tem-

|

poris

praenotio. Galen, lib. 3. cap. 13. |
de diebus decretoriis.

|
Im-

printed at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

|

Cum Priuilegio Regis Maiestatis. Colophon: Imprinted at London



by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio

Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 123x74 mm.; Prognostication, 119x70 mm.
AB 8 C4 (B iiii, signed A iiii).

A i, redo: Title in lace border; verso: blank. A ii, recto: Declaration; verso:

Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on A iii, recto, and ends on A viii, verso.

Bi, recto: Title to Prognostication, in a border with Astronomical globes, at top,

bottom, and on each side; verso: blank. B ii, recto: ' To the Curtuous Reader, health.'

B iii, verso, to B vi, recto, five Astronomical diagrams with explanations. The Prog-

nostication begins on B vi, verso. Ci, verso: List of Fairs. The book ends on C iiii,

verso ; ' finis '; Colophon.

British Museum (PP. 2465).

CX*. c. 1594. [A Prognostication.] Watkins and Roberts.

Octavo. ? x 70 mm.
Known only from three leaves cut at the top. One leaf is signed B iii, and has,

on the recto, part of the rules for Husbandry; and on the verso, the Terms. The
other two leaves, ? B iiii and B v, contain the Prognostication for the seasons, and the

beginning of that for the months; the recto of the first begins, 'Of Winter', and

Autumn ends on the recto of the second; the verso beginning, ' Of Ianuarie.'

Westminster Abbey (Almanack fragments).

CXIa. 1595. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

'Title: Buckminster. 1595. AnAlmanacke
|
and Prognostica-

cation for
|
the yeere of Christes in- | carnation one thou-

|
sand,

hue hundred,
|
fourscore and

|
fifteene.

|
And the thirde after the

leape yeere. |
And the yeere of the worldes

|
creation. 5557.

|

Seruing generally for all Englande,
|
but especially for the meridian

of
I

this honorable citie of London.
|
Gathered and made by

|

Thomas Buckminster.
|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richard Wat-

kins and
I

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 121 X 73 mm.; Prognostication, 116x73 mm - AB" C*.

A i, recto: Title, in a lace border; verso: Declaration, the Rules beginning at the

bottom of the same page. A ii, verso : Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on
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A iii, refto. B i, re£to: Title to Prognostication in the same border ; verso: blank. B ii,

recto: Terms. B iii, verso: Eclipses. The Prognostication for the seasons begins on

B iii, verso; and for the months on B vi, redo, and ends on C iiii, re&o; 'finis';

verso : an acrostic in verse on the Queen's name, and Colophon.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/3).

%* The Acrostic on the last page is as follows:

E Eternall God on thee we call,

for thou doest us defende.

L Loke on us now and evermore,

for we on thee depende.

I It is thy grace and free goodnes,

our God styll for to be,

S Save thou therefore our gratious Queene,

thyne hand maden is she.

A Abandon all her feigned friends,

and throw them into thrall:

B Before her face let them consume,

and quickly have their fall.

E Encrease her glory and renowme,

her yeeres also prolong.

T Then will we prayse the Maiestie,

in hart and eke with tongue,

H Honour and thankes for evermore,

we give unto thy name;

E Even so be it Lord, be it so,

thou myghtie God of fame.

%* The six Almanacks for this date at Lambeth are bound together.

CXIb. 1595. Thomas Buckminster. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Buckminster . 1595. |
An Almanacke

j
and Prognostica-

tion for
j
the yeare of Christes in-

|
carnation, one thou-

|
sand, fiue

hundred,
I

fourscore, and
j
fifteene.

|
And the thirde after the leape

yeere.
|
And the yeere ofthe worldes

|
creation. 5557. 1 Seruing gener-

ally for all Englande,
|
but especially for the meridian of

|
this

honorable citie of London.
I

Gathered and made by
|
Thomas Buck-

minster.
]
Imprinted at London by

|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
| Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo.

Known only from ene leaf, the Title on the re£lo, in a lace border; verso:

blank.
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University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6").

%* This would appear to be the title of a different edition to the last, as the

printing in red is slightly different and the verso is blank. See Plate XX.

CXII. 1595. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Dade. 1595. |
A Prognostication

|

for this yeare of our

Lord
I

God M.D.XCV
|
Made and set foorth by John |

Dade

Gentleman Praftici-
|
oner in Phisick.

|
Melius est nescire, quam

errare
|
melior est fidelis ignorantia,

|

quam temeraria scientia.
|

Imprinted at London by Ri-
|
chard Watkins, and lames

|
Roberts.

|

Cum priuilegio Regia? maiestatis.

Odtavo. 122x71mm. B8
, C4 (B iii and Bv, signed A3 and A5).

Known only from a copy lacking the Almanack. B i, re£to: Title, in border

with globe at the bottom; verso: Diagram of the Vernal Equinox. B ii, reito: the

Prognostication of the seasons begins. B iii, redto : at the bottom, begins a note how

the Planets keep their motion night and day. B iiii, verso: Diagram of the Eclipse of

the moon. B vi, verso : Diagram of the Eclipse of the sun. B vii, verso : at the

bottom, begins a list of the good and bad days for dodtoring. C i, verso: list of Fairs.

The book ends C iiii, verso ; 'finis', and ornament.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/2).

CXIII. 1595. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Frende . 1595 |
A doble Almanacke,

|
with a Prognosti-

cation for
I

the yeere of our redemption
|
M.D.XCV.

|
And from

the worldes creation. 5557. |
Conteyning the olde Julian computa-

tion,
I

which we use and the new Gregorian
|
reformation used in

foraigne
|
countreyes. Collected by

|
Gabriel Frende,

|
student in

Astro-
I

nomie.
|
Imprinted at London by Richarde

|
Watkins

and lames Robertes.
j
Cum priuilegio Regime Maiestatis. Colophon:

Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 121x73 mm.; Prognostication, 114x70 mm.
A-C 1

(last leaf blank).

Ai, recto: Title, in border with globe at top, triangle and cross-staves at the bottom

;

verso: blank.- A ii, refto: Declaration of the two Almanacks side by side; verso: Rules.
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A iii, verso: Anatomical man, a large cut, the man having a moustache and beard.

Aiiii, re&o: lace ornament at the bottom. The {Calendar (single) begins A iiii, verso,

a blank leaf being opposite each month. B viii, verso: blank. C i, re&o: Title to

Prognostication in the same border; verso: blank. Cii, refto: the Prognostication

begins, a lace ornament at the top. C iiii, redlo: Prognostication for the months. The
book ends C vii, verso; ' finis '; Colophon.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/1).

CXIV. 1595. Walter Gray. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Gray. 1595 .
|
An Almanacke of

|
doble accompt,

shewing
|
the forayne difference from

|
us: with a Prognostica-

|

tion for the yeere of
|
our Lord God.

|
M. D. XCV.

|
Thirde after

the Leape yeere.
|
Rectified for the meridian of the towne

|
of

Dorchester, serving most aptly
|
for the west partes, and genes

|

rally for all England, by
|
Walter Gray,

|
Gentleman.

|

Quod
gratis grate.

|

Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and

lames Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regias Maiestatis. Colophon:

AT LONDON
|
Printed by Richard Wat-

|
kins, and lames

Roberts.
| 1595.

Odtavo. Kalendar 123x73 mm.; Prognostication 120x71 mm.
A, B 8

, C4
.

A i, redo: Title in a lace border. The first part of the book is praftically the

same as the 1589 edition, but has a double Declaration. The Title to the Prognosti-

cation is in the border with globe at the bottom. The Eclipse begins on B ii, refto;

the Prognostication of the seasons at the bottom on the verso. The Prognostication

for the months begins on B iii, reclo. The Fairs are omitted. The Highways begin

on B vii, re&o. And the book ends on C iv, redlo; ' finis '; Colophon ; verso: blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/4).

%* The verses over the months in this book are on agricultural pursuits, thus

the lines over the month of May are:

' Now save your swarmes of toyling Bees

who heapes up honey for the wealth.

And thynke thy gayne no more than these

that hoorde no treasure for them selfe.'

CXV. 1595. Robert Watson. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Watsonn, 1595, |
A new Almanacke

[
and Prognostica-

tion
I

for the yeere of our re-
|
demption 1595. |

Being from the
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beginning of the
|
worlde. 5557. and the thirde

|
from the Leape

yeere.
|
Gathered and penned according to law-

|
full Art, indiffer-

ently serving for any
|

part of Essex, and without any great
|
errour

for all Englande, by
|
Robert Watson,

|
student and pra&icio-

|
ner

in Phisicke.
|
Ut Annus sic Etas.

|
Imprinted at London by

Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

|
Cum privilegio Regias

Maiestatis.

O&avo. Kalendar 123x73 mm.; Prognostication 119x70 mm.
A, B8

, C 4 (B ii, iii, iiii, signed B, B2, B3).

A i, refto: Title in border with globe on top; triangle and cross-staves at the

bottom; verso: Declaration with a woodcut ornament top and bottom. A ii, retto:

Terms; verso: Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on A iii, rec~lo, each month
having a verse of medical rules over it. B i, recto: Title to the Prognostication, in border

with globe at the bottom ; verso: blank. Bii, re<5to: Rules. B iii, refto: Eclipses. The
Prognostication begins B iii, verso, and ends B viii, verso; 'finis

|
Laus deo in ex-

celsis:
|

Elizabethae pax et faeli- ] citas, in caelo sem
|
piterna.

|
Amen.'

|
with a small

woodcut underneath. C i, retto: list of Fairs. The book ends Civ, redto; 'finis',

lace ornament ; verso : blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/5).

CXVI. 1595. Robert Westhawe. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Westhawe. 1595. |
An Anmanacke and

|
Prognostica-

tion made for
|
the yeere of our Lord God

|
M. D. XCV.

|
Being

from the Leape yeere the
|
thirde, and from the creation

|
of the

worlde. 5557. |
Calculated according to art, for the Me

|
ridian

of Norfolke: but may serue
|
for all Englande without any nota-

|

ble errour. Gathered and made by
|
Rbberte Westhawe

|
Gentle-

man.
I

Long. 20. o.
1
Latit. 52. 46.

|
Imprinted at London by

Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regiae

Maiestatis.

06lavo. Kalendar 123x73 mm.; Prognostication 120x71 mm. 8 leaves

(second leaf only signed C 2), B8 (third leaf signed A3), C* (C i, unsigned, second leaf

signed C ii on refto, and C 3 on verso) ; 20 leaves in all.

First leaf, redlo: Title in a lace border; verso: blank. Second leaf (C 2), recto:

'The Contentes,' ornament top and bottom; verso: Anatomical man. The Kalendar

begins on third leaf, rec-to. B i, refto: Title to Prognostication in border with globe at
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the bottom; verso: blank. B ii, redo and verso: Eclipses, with Diagrams. B iii, recto:

Diagram of the Vernal Equinox. The Prognostication begins on B iii, verso and ends

Bviii, verso; 'finis'; woodcut ornament. C i, redlo: list of Fairs. The book ends

Ciiii, refto; 'finis'; ornament; verso: blank.

Lambeth Palace (xxvi. 8. 14/6).

CXVII. 1596. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Gabriel Frende
|
his Prognostication,

|

for the yeere of

our Lord
|
Iesus Christe.

|
M. D.XCVl.

|
Wherein is conteyned

an Astrological
|
description of the foure quarters of

|
the yeere

:

and also his iudgement
|
of the dayly disposition of the wea*

|
ther,

and other matter meete and
|
necessary for such a worke.

|
Im-

printed at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames Robertes.

|

Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

Oftavo.

Known only from one leaf, Title on the redo, within border with globes at top,

bottom and each side; verso: blank.

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6.").

V See Plate XXI.

CXVIII. 1597. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Frende. 1597. |
An Almanacke and

|
Prognostication,

for the
I

yeere of our Lord and
|
sauiour Iesus Christ

|
M.D.XCVII.

|

Which is from the creation
|
of the Worlde . 5559. |

Done accord-

ing to Arte, by
|
Gabriel Frende student

|
in Astrologie and Phi-

sicke.
I

Imprinted at London, by
|
Richarde Watkins and

|
lames

Robertes.
|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis .

Oftavo. Kalendar 123x75 mm.; Prognostication 117 x 72 mm.
A-C8

.

A i, re&o: Title in border with globe at top, triangle, and cross-staves at bottom;

verso: blank. A ii, redto: Declaration. A iii, verso: Anatomical man (large cut).

A iiii, verso: Kalendar begins, each page having a blank leaf opposite it with the days

only printed upon it. Ci, reclo: Title to Prognostication, in border with a globe at

top, bottom, and each side. Cii, reclo: Prognostication of the seasons begins. Civ,
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recto: list of Fairs. C vii, recto: list of Fairs in Wales gathered by M. G. O. The
book ends on C viii, verso ; ' finis.'

British Museum (PP. 2465).

%* The bottom portion of the border to the Title (that with the triangle and

cross-staves on it, signed G. B.), or a copy of it, appears at the end of ' Daniel his

Chaldie visions,' London, Gabriell Simpson. 1597.

CXIX. 1598. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Frend. 1598. An Almanacke and
|
Prognostication, for

the
I

yeere of our redemption
|
by our Lord and Saui-

|
our Iesus

Christ.
]
M.D.XCVIII.

|
Which is from the worldes

j
Creation.

5560 .
I

By Gabriel Frend.
|
Who is he that sayth, and it com

|
eth

to passe, if the Lord com
|
maund it not? Lament. 3. |

Imprinted

at London by Richard
|
Watkins and lames Roberts.

|
Cum

priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar 121 X78 mm.; Prognostication 118x73 mm -

A-C 8
(last leaf probably blank).

A and B, the description is the same as for 1 597. But the Declaration on A ii is

for a ' Double Almanacke,' i.e., English and Foreign. B viii, the blank leaf opposite

December, is wanting. C i, recto: Title to Prognostication in a lace border. Cii,

recto: the Prognostication for the Seasons. Ciii, verso: 'The qualitie of the 28 Man-
sions of the Moone.' Ciiii, recto: list of Fairs, with a woodcut ornament at the top.

The book ends C vii, verso; ' finis.'

British Museum (wants B viii and C viii ; PP. 2465).

CXX. 1598. Robert Watson. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Watson, 1598. |
A new Almanacke

|
and Prognostica-

tion, for
I

the yeare of our Lord.
|
M,D. XCVIII.

|
Being the

second since
|
the Leape yeare |

Gathered according to artifi
|
ciall

rules, By Robert Watson
|
Phisition.

|
Imprinted at London by

Richard
|
Watkins and lames Roberts.

|
Cum priuilegio Regis

Maiestatis.
|
Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richard Wat-

kin [s]
I

and lames Roberts.

Octavo. Kalendar 1 20 X 74 mm.; Prognostication 122 X 70 mm.

A, B8
, C*.

A i, recto: Title in a lace border; verso: Declaration, woodcut ornaments at top

and bottom. Aii, reclo: Terms; verso: Anatomical man. The Kalendar begins on
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A iii, recto, and ends on Aviii, verso. B i, recto: Title to Prognostication in border

with globe at the bottom. B ii, recto: Eclipses. The Prognostication for the seasons

begins on B ii, verso; for the months B v, recto, and ends on B viii, recto; 'finis',

woodcut ornament. B viii, verso: list of Fairs begins. The book ends C iiii, re&o,

with Colophon and double woodcut ornament; verso: blank.

British Museum (PP. 2465); Bodleian (Ash. 62/7).

*
#
* The Bodleian copy wants the last four leaves, and sheet A is unsigned. The

leaf containing the [Calendar for November, December, is misbound after the title-page

in the British Museum copy.

CXXI. 1599. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: (defective). [An Almanacke and Prognostication] . . .

D.XCIX.
I

Beeing the third after [leape]
|

yeare
|
Made and set

foorth [by Iohn]
|
Dade, Gent, pra<5Htio[ner in]

|
Phisicke.

|
Im-

printed at Lon[don by]
|
Richard watkins [and]

|
lames Roberts.

Cum priuilegio Regis M[aiestatis.]

Octavo.

Known only from parts of two leaves. First leaf, recto: Title, in border with

triangle and cross-staves at the bottom. The other leaf contains part of the [Calendar

for November and December.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (W. P. iii. 27/3).

CXXII. 1599. Gabriel Frende. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: 1599. | An Almanacke
|
and Prognostication

|
for this

yeere of our
|
Lord Iesus Christ .

|
M.D.XCIX.

|
Which is from

theworldes
|
Creation 5561.

|
Done according to Art

|
by Gabriel

Frend.
|
Imprinted at London by

|

Richard Watkins and
| lames

Roberts.
|
Cum priuilegio Regis Maiestatis.

Octavo. Kalendar, 123x75 mm.; Prognostication, 117x71 mm.
A-C8

(last two leaves blank).

A and B are practically the same as the 1597 Almanack, but the Anatomical

man appears on the re£to of A iiii, and is a different cut, the man being clean shaven;

and on the verso of B viii are the Terms. C i, recto: Title to the Prognostication in

Lace Border. C ii, recto : a description of the four quarters of the year. C ii, verso

:

the Prognostication of the weather for the months begins, each month having a

circular cut of the sign of the Zodiac before it. The book ends on C vi, verso

;

' FINIS.'

British Museum (PP. 2465).

%* Bound with Frende's Almanacks for 1589, 1597, 1598, and several others.
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CXXIII. 1599. Robert Watson. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A new Almanacke
|
and Prognostication,

|
seruing for

the yeere of
|
our Lord 1599. |

Which is the third since the leape

yeere,
|
And from the beginning of the

|
worlde 5561. |

Made and

penned especially
|
to the Eleuation of the Towne of

|
Brancktrie

in Essex: and fitting
|
reasonably any place in

|
England.

|
By Robert

Watson Phisicion.
|
Ut hora, sic vita.

|
Imprinted at London by

|

Richard Watkins and
|
lames Roberts. | Colophon: Imprinted at

London by Richarde
|
Watkins and lames Robertes.

j
Cum priui-

legio Regias Maiestatis.

Oftavo. Ixyomm. AB 8 C4
.

Known only from six leaves. A i, recfto: Title, in border with globe at the bottom

;

verso: Declaration. A ii, re£to: Terms; verso: Anatomical man. Two leaves contain

the Kalendar from September to December. The other two leaves are C i, re£to:

list of Fairs begins; and Ciiii, verso: the Fairs end; 'finis'; Colophon.

Brasenose College, Oxford (4 leaves including Title: in the East Closet);

Bodleian (2 leaves, including Colophon: 8vo, z 41. Art. /%).

CXXIV. 1600. John Dade. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: Dade. 1600.
|
An Almanacke and

|
Prognostication in

which
I

you may behold the state of
|
this yeere of our Lord God

|

1600.
I

Being leape yeere.
|

Made and set foorth by Iohn
|
Dade

Gent, practitioner in
[
Phisicke.

|
Imprinted at London by

|
Richard

Watkins and
j
lames Robertes.

|
Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis.

Oftavo.

Known only from title-leaf. Title in border with globe at the top and triangle

and cross-staves at the foot, signed G. B. On the verso, Declaration and Rules.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/126).

CXXV. 1600. Robert Watson. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: A doble Almanacke
[
or Kalender drawne for ]

this present

yeere. 1600.
|
Which is leape yeere, and from the be

|

ginning of

the worlde. 5562. |
The first Kalender seruing

|

generally for all

England, and
|
the other necessarie for such

|
as that haue occasion
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of traf-
|
fique beyond the Seas for their

|
needefull busines.

|
Col-

lected and gathered for the
|

former vse by Robert Watson prac*
|

tioner of Phisicke in the Towne of
|
Brancktry.

|
Quod gratis

grate.
|
Imprinted at London by Ri- |

chard Watkins and lames
|

Robertes.

Octavo. 1 17 X 69 mm. on the verso of the second title.

Known only from two leaves. First leaf, the Title on the recto, in border with

globe at the top and triangle and cross-staves at the bottom ; verso : blank. Second

leaf, recto : Title to the Prognostication ; verso : ' Obseruations touching the e-
|
state

of the foure quarters— '

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 2. 6, " and ").

*
¥
* From the Title this edition would seem to have had a double Kalendar.

CXXVI. 1600. John Dade. for E. White.

Title: Dade
|
A prognostication

|
in which you may be-

J

holde the state of this
|

present yeere of our
|
Lord God, M.D.C.J

Made and set foorth by
|
Iohn Dade Gent, prac*

|
titioner in Phi-

sicke.
I

Imprinted at London for Ed
|
ward White, the assigne of]

lames Roberts.

Sextodecimo.

Known only from title-leaf. The Title in a border with a Cupid at each corner,

the Royal Arms at the top and the Tudor rose at the bottom ; verso: blank.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments Harl. 5937/125).

CXXVII. ? date. [An Almanack.]

Duodecimo?

Known only from three fragments containing parts September, October, November
and December ; with small cuts of the Occupations, and signs of the Zodiac with

tablets, giving the times of the rising and setting of the sun, over them.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments Harl. 5937/67, 68, 69).

%* Owing to the way these fragments are stuck into the volume, it is impos-

sible to ascertain the date, and they may not belong to the sixteenth century. They
have the appearance of coming from some small book like Adams' • Writing Tables

with a Kalendar.'
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CLASS C

BROADSIDES

CXXVIII. 15 io. Jasper Laet. W. Vorsterman?

Title: (woodcut). Almanack pro anno dni. M°. CCCCC
|

(in

type) decimo Colophon: Iaspar Laet de Borchloen.

Small folio (oblong). 181 X 230 mm.
Printed, two settings at a time, on a folio sheet in three columns; the first con-

taining the ' Conjudtiones ' and ' Oppositiones '; the second the days for letting blood

;

the third the days for medicines. At the bottom three and a half lines containing the

declaration. On the right of the last line the Colophon as above. Printed in black and

entirely in Latin. The watermark is the Bull's head with a Star over it.

Lambeth Palace Library (No. 9).

*£* There are three copies of this Almanack in the library, two of which are

printed on an undivided sheet, the woodcut titles of which differ slightly in the

shape of the C's and in the setting up of the Declaration. These sheets were found in

the binding of Sermonis discipuli de tempore et de Sanctis,' by Joannes Herolt, printed

by Quentell in 15 10, and bound in London. There is nothing to show that this

Almanack was issued for .England, but presumably it was sent over in sheets to be

sold in England by some Bookseller. See Plate XXII.
In the Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/191, is an Almanack for 151 1, very like

this but in large Folio. It has the same sort of woodcut title and is in the same type,

the Colophon in Dutch gives the printer's name as Willem Vorsterman, and Jasper

Laet as the Author; and it is evident the printer of the two Almanacks was the same;

there are also fragments of two of the same class of Almanacks, by Jasper Laet, for

1520 in the University Library, Cambridge.

CXXIX. 1 518. Jasper Laet. Oxford, John Scolar.

Title: PRENOSTIC[A]
|
Effectuum celestium influentiarum

corpora inferiora regulantium
I

compilataad plenum cursumannalem

millesi
|
mum quingentesimum deci

|
mum oclauum post ver*

|
bi
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incarnatione. Colophon: FIniunt prenostica exerpta a prenosticis

egregii viri magistri Iasparis
[
Laet angligen is cognitu maxime

vtilia. Et in Celebes I rima oxoniensi academia impressa.

Sm. Folio. About ii}" x 8
J".

Known only from a defective copy and fragments. The title is in six lines at the

top entirely in red, the first word being in large wood-cut, capitals with grotesque

faces. The Prognostication begins with a woodcut initial. The first line of text, a

line in the centre and one towards the foot at the commencement of a short prognosti-

cation for Henry VIII, are in red. The Colophon, with woodcut initial, is also in red.

University Library, Cambridge (Sayle, 5221); Corpus Christi College, Oxford

(fragments).

*
#
* See Plates XXIII A and B. This is the only Broadside prognostication known,

and the only one printed in England outside London in the sixteenth century.

CXXX. 1523.

Title: Almanack. Ab orbis origine/ Anglicano regno dicatum

cuius era . V.M. C. XCIX ad christi para porrigitur. Perinde ad

presentis anni fluxum. M. V.C. XXIII. hie gde.

Folio (oblong). 270 ?x 383 mm. Width of a column of the Kalendar 58 mm.
Known only from a defective copy from which the imprint, which probably

came at the foot, is cut ofF. The title in one line in red at the top, with two lines

underneath in a smaller type containing the Declaration. The Kalendar is in two

lines, the months being in the correft order, i.e., January to June and July to December.

There is a long narrow column on the right-hand side containing the Eclipses of the

moon with two cuts. Underneath the Kalendar are nine lines containing a short

prognostication.

British Museum (C. 18. e. 3/42).

%* Entirely in Latin except the word ' Asshewensday.'

CXXXI. 1530. Jasper Laet the younger.

Antwerp, Christofel of Ruremunde.

Title: {[ Almynack and Pronostication of the yere of oure

Lord, M,CCCCC , and, XXX. Colophon:

Gaspar Laet the younger Doc- Emprented at Antwerpe by me
|

ter
I

yn Physic. Cristofel of Ruremunde.

Folio (oblong). 293 x 435 mm. Width of column of Kalendar 60 mm.
The Kalendar is in two rows, January to June, July to December; the colophon

being at the bottom. On the right-hand side is a long column, headed by a cut of the
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royal arms (McKerrow, No. 57), containing the Declaration, Rules, Zodiacal influences

and Eclipses with small woodcuts of the sun and moon.

British Museum (C. 18. e. 3/43; also Bagford fragments, Harl. 5937/31). New
College, Oxford (two fragments: Book of Fragments, No. 4).

%* The earliest sheet Almanack in English.

See Plate XXIV.

CXXXII. 1537. [Jasper Laet the younger?]

Title: {[ Almanake and Pronosticacion for the yeare of our

Lorde, MCCCCC, and XXXVII. Colophon: (defedive) . . .

]e; Do6lor of Phisyck.

Folio (oblong). About ilj"x 1 5^" j width of a column of Kalendar 58 mm.
Known only from fragments. The Title at the top in one line. The Kalendar

is in two rows, the months alternately, i.e., top row January, March, May, etc.;

bottom row February, April, June, etc. On the right-hand side a long column

containing the Declaration, Anatomical Man, and Eclipses, with a cut of the moon
in the Dragon's tail and mouth. The Colophon is at the bottom, but from the various

fragments which remain the words above are all that can be obtained.

British Museum (C. 18. e. 2/51 ; and C. 18. e. 3/29* ; also Bagford Frags., Harl.

5937/45 > a 'so Ames Title-pages, 463. h. 1/147); Westminster Abbey (Fragments

removed from E. 2. 47).
*
m
* A pencil note under the second copy in the British Museum attributes the

printing to either Christopher of Ruremund of Antwerp (which may be right), or to

Richard Jugge, who was not printing in 1537. The British Museum catalogue

attributes the authorship to A. Boorde; it is more probably by Jasper Laet the younger

and printed abroad.

CXXXIII. 1543- Jaspar Laet [the younger].

Title: tji An Almanack and Pronosticacion of Iaspar Laet

for the yere of our Lord . M.D.XLIII.

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 45 mm.
Known only from a copy from which the imprint, which probably came at the

lower right-hand corner, is cut off. The Title in one line at the top. The Kalendar

is in two rows, the months alternate. January, March, May, etc., in the top row

;

February, April, June, etc., in the bottom row. On the right-hand side is a long

column containing the Declaration, Rules, Anatomical man (defective), etc.

Hereford Cathedral (in a frame).

%* Information supplied by Miss Maude E. Bull, Sub-Librarian of the Cathedral

Library.
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CXXXIV. 1544. M. Walter and Henry Ry.

R. Grafton for R. Lant.

Title; (defective), fj An Almanacke and Pronosticacion mo

[
]theyer[ ~]E G2D • M.c[ccc]cTxli[iii]. Colophon:

{J Imprinted in Lon*
|
don by Richard Grafto/ for Ris

|
chard

Lant/ dwellyng in the
|
Olde Bayly/ in saynt Pdl«

|
chres paryshe.

Cum
I

priuilegio ad iiru
|

primendum
|
solum.

|

Praclysed by the

right
I

Experte doclours in Astrono*
|
my and Phisycke . M. Wal

|

ter and Henry Ry
|
Phisitions

|
of Argen

|
tine.

Folio (oblong). 365 x485 mm. Width of a column of the

Kalendar 59 mm.
At the top are cuts of the Planets with a description of each, beginning 'The vii

Pianettes celestiall with their declarations.' Underneath this comes the title in one

line. The Kalendar is in two rows, the months in alternate order. On the left hand

side is a column containing the signs of the Zodiac with their qualities for the first six

months, with small cuts divided into two parts containing the occupations of the

months and the Zodiacal signs. On the right hand side are two columns, the inner

one containing the Declaration, Rules, Eclipses, with three cuts of the moon and one

of the sun, the Anatomical man and the Colophon ; the outer one containing the signs

of the Zodiac for the other six months as before.

St. James's, Garlick Hill, E.C. (in a frame in the vestry).

%* This Almanack, which is rather defective in places, was found in the binding

of the Churchwardens' book of the parish of • Holy Trinity the Less,' now attached to

St. James's, Garlickhythe.

CXXXV. 1544. [An Almanacke and Prognostication.]

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar with the Epistles and

Gospels 68 mm.
Known only from three fragments containing the months of January, March, and

May, all that remain of this Almanack, and there is no means of ascertaining in

what order the Kalendar was printed; there is a column containing the Epistles and

Gospels at the left-hand side of each month.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Had. 5937/77, 78, 80).

%• Ascension Day is 22 May ; and the Dominical letters F. E., showing the

year was a leap year, fix the date.
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CXXXVI. 1546. Almanack and Prognostication.

Title: {J An Almanacke and Prono[ ]. . . ,

Folio. Width of column of the Kalendar 59 mm.
Known only from a small fragment containing part of January and April, with

p:irt of the Title in one line above. The Kalendar must have been in three rows, the

top one containing January, April, July, Oftober.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/66).

%* The Dominical letter is C, and against 4 April appears the word ' Leta,'

showing that it was the fourth Sunday in Lent, this fixes Easter as 25 April, and gives

the date.

CXXXVII. 1546. [An Almanacke and Prognostication.] ?

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 53 mm.
Known only from three small fragments of parts of the months of January,

February, March, April, May, and June, with a narrow column on the left-hand side

containing cuts of the signs of the Zodiac and explanation of their influences. The
Kalendar was printed in three rows, the top containing January, April, July,

October; the second, February, May, etc.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/263 302/31 1).

%* Easter is 25 April and the Dominical letter C, which give the date.

CXXXVIII. 1547. James Sauvage. N. Hyll for R. Kele.

Title: (wanting). [An Almanacke and Prognostication.] Colo-

phon: Set forth by maister lames
|
Sauuage, Doct in Phisicke and

]

Astronomy, and reader in the
|
towne of Hadwerpe.

| fj Imprinted

at Lon
] I

don by Nycl[as Hyll]
|
for Richard K[ele] .

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 46 mm.
Known only from a fragment containing parts of October and December with

cuts of the occupations of the months over the top, the names of the months being in

French in the cuts; and part of a column on the right-hand side containing the

Anatomical man, with the Colophon (defective) at the bottom. The months were

printed in two rows in alternate order, and the Gospels appear above each Sunday.

The Rev. Prebendary C. Deedes.

%* The Dominical letter is B, and the o&ave of St. Andrew falls on a

Wednesday; the new moon for December was on the 15th, and these three fix the

date. The cuts measure 44 x 23 mm.
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CXXXIX. 1548. Alphonsus Laet. R. Jugge.

Title: An Almanack and Pronostication for the yeare of oure|

Lorde M.D. and XLviij. Colophon: M. Alphonsus Laet/ brother of

M. Iaspar Laet/
|
Doctor in Physycke and Astronomy. Imprynted

at London by Richard Iugge
|
Dwellynge at the north doore of

Pouls.

Folio. 352 x 262 mm. Width of a column of the Kalendar 42 mm.
The Kalendar is in two rows the months being alternate, i.e., January, March,

May, etc., and February, April, June, etc. At the bottom are six short columns con-

taining the Declaration, Eclipse with a cut of the moon in the dragon's tail and the

Anatomical man.

British Museum (fragment, C. 18. e. 3/45). Huth Sale, July 7, 19 14.

%* The fragment in the British Museum wants the top left-hand quarter with

the months January, March, May, and a strip in the centre. The Huth copy is

perfect, but has been backed. The cut of the Eclipse appears to be the same as that

used by Crom of Antwerp, which appears in a fragment of a broadside Almanack in

Dutch in the Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/321.

CXL. 1 5^"i . Simon Heuringius. J. Turke.

Title: {J An Almanack and Pronostication for the yeare

of our Lord .M.D.LI. Colophon: Simonis Heuringii
|
Salicedensis,

Doctor
I

in Physyck and Astro
| nomy at Hagenaw.

| flj
Imprinted

at Lon*
I

don by Iohn
|
Turck:

Folio (oblong). 312 x385 mm. Width of column of the Kalendar

45 mm.
Title at top in one line. The months are in two rows, alternate, i.e., January,

March, etc., February, April, etc., at the head of each are small woodcuts of the

occupations, containing the names of the months in French. On the left-hand side are

two broad woodcut ornaments, alike, each half the height of the sheet. On the right-

hand side is a long column of text containing the Declaration, Eclipses, Anatomical

man, and Colophon, with a woodcut ornament in red and black at the bottom.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/52 and 53); Bodleian (Douce,

H. 273).
r%* The Gospels appear against each Sunday, and most of the Black letter

Saints are omitted.

See Plate XXV.



CXLI. 1553. Joachim Hubright. N. Hyll for J. Turke.

Title: (wanting). [An Almanacke and Prognostication.]

Colophon: Practysed be the Renoumed
|
Doctour in Astronomie

and
I

Phisycke, M Ioachim
|
Hubrechisen.

|

d Imprynted at London, by
|
Nycholas Hyll, for Iohn

]
Turke.

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 46 mm.
Known only from a fragment. The months of August, October, and December,

and description of the Eclipse of the moon with a cut. Also a cut of the Anatomical

man and Colophon as above. There are the same small woodcuts of the occupations

of the months at the head of each month, containing the names of the months in

French. The months were printed in two rows, alternately.

British Museum (C. 18. e. 2/55).

%* The Dominical letter is A and Advent 3 December, and as Nycolas Hyll

died about 1553 the date can only be as above.

CXLII. 1555. Anthony Askham. T. Marshe.

Title: AN ALMANACKE AND PROGNOSTICATION
|

made for the yeare ofOur Lorde God M.V.C.LV. made by Maister|

Anthony Askham Phisician and Preste. Colophon: ([Imprinted

at Lons
I

don, by Thomas Marche
|
Dwellynge in Flete*

|
strete

at the signe
|
of the Prynces

|
Armes.

Folio. 421 X 328 mm. Width of a column of the Kalendar 56 mm.
The Title in two lines at the top. The months are in two rows in correct order

January to June and July to December. Small woodcuts at the head of each month

of the occupations of the months and signs of the Zodiac. At the foot are five columns

containing the Declaration, Rules, Eclipse with small cut of the moon, the Anatomical

man, and in the last the Colophon.

British Museum (1880, d. g/i and C. 18. e. 2/52).

CXLIII. [1555?] James Gesner.

Title: (wanting). [An Almanacke and Prognostication.]

Colophon: Practised by Iacobus Gesn
|
Doctor in Phisyke.

Folio. Width of columns of the Kalendar 53 mm.
Known only from a fragment for September, October, November, and December,

with cuts of the occupations of the months at the head of each, with the name of the

month in French. A long column is on the right-hand side containing the Declara-

tion, Rules, Eclipse with a cut, and the Anatomical man. The Colophon as given
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appears above the Anatomical man. The imprint is cut off. The Kalendar was

printed in two rows in the correct order.

University Library, Cambridge (Syn. 6. 55. 128
).

%* Easter appears in the Declaration as April xiiii.

CXLIV. 1556. [Anthony Askham.]

Title: (defective). [AN ALMANACK'E] AND PROG
[NOSTICACION] [ ] I [ ]

[L]ORDE GOD M.D.L.VI .

M[ade by]
]
physycyon and pryest.

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 49 mm.
Known only from a fragment giving only part of the Title at the top and parts

of the months of April and May. There are cuts of the occupations at the head of

the months with the names in French; these are the same cuts as used by Turke in

1 55 1, but rather more worn. The months are in the correct order.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/57).

%* This may have been printed by John Turke, but as Marshe printed Askham's

Almanack for the year before it is more probable that it is his work.

CXLV. 1558? Henry Low.

Title: (wanting). [An Almanacke and Prognostication.] Colo-

phon: Practised in Salisbury
|
nere to the close gate, by

|
maister

Henry Lou
|
D[oct]oure in

|

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 49 mm.
Known only from fragments giving parts of the months of February, March,

May, June, August, September, November, December. On the left-hand side was a

column containing the influences of the signs of the Zodiac for the first six months

with small cuts; and at the right-hand side on the outside a column of the same for

the last six months, and an inner column containing the [Declaration ?] Rules, Eclipse

with small cut, Anatomical man, and the Colophon, the latter part of which containing

the imprint is wanting. The months were printed in three rows as in the two

editions for 1546.

Bodleian (Miscellaneous Scrapbook, No. 1).

*
#
* The Dominical letter is B, and Whitsunday fell on 29 May, which makes

Easter 10 April; this would fit either 1547, 1558, or 1569, but from the use of the

word 'pope' in the Kalendar and 'Corpus Christi,' it is probable this was printed in

Queen Mary's reign, and that the date is 1558. The cuts may have been the same

as were used by Marshe in 1555 or by Grafton in 1544 (see No. CXXXIV), but as

they are all very badly cut it is not possible to say for certain.
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CXLVI. 1559. [An Almanacke and Prognostication.] J. Daye.

Colophon: {[ Imprinted at Lon*
|
don by Iohn Day, dwelling

|

ouer Aldersg; beneathe
|

Saynt Martins.
|
Cum priuilegio ad im-

primens
|
dum solum.

Folio. Width of column of Kalendar 50 mm.
Known only from a fragment; parts of the months of October, November, and

December; and the Eclipse of the moon, with a woodcut of the event, showing how
it took place, and an exhortation to repentance at the end, and the last column con-

taining the Colophon only. The Kalendar was printed in two rows in the correct order,

i.e., January to June and July to December, six short columns being underneath.

E. F. Bosanquet.

*„* Thomas a Becket appears on 29 December as ' Thomas Martyr,' in red

;

this is the last occasion on which the name appears in red in a secular Kalendar. The
exhortation at the end of the account of the Eclipse is as follows :

' Therefore let vs

all amende our euyl Iyues, and euery one of vs, with perfect repentant heartes beuayle

our wicked wayes, and praye moste earnestly with contrite heartes and wepyng teares

vnto God, that he wyll for Iesus Christes sake mitegate his firce wrath and terrible

plages that we moste iustly haue deserued.'

The date appears in the account of the Eclipse.

CXLVII. 1560. Lewes Vaughan. T. Marshe.

'Title: £[ An . Almanacke and Prognostication for the yeare of

our Lord, M, D, LX, Colophon: By Lewes Vaughan Imprinted at

London in Fletestrete nere to SayncT: Dunstons Church by Thomas

Marsh.

Folio. 439 x317 mm. Width of a column of the Kalendar 53 mm.
The Title in one line at the top; the months are in two rows in the correct order

with the cuts of the occupations, containing the names of the months in French (as

used by Hyll and Turke), over each month. There are six columns at the bottom

containing the Declaration, Rules, Eclipse of the sun and one of the moon with small

cuts and the Anatomical man. The imprint is in one line at the bottom.

Salisbury Cathedral (in a frame).

%* It is mentioned in the third, fourth, and fifth columns of text at the foot

that this Almanack was for the city of Gloucester. The copy is only very slightly

defective and was found in the binding of Calvin's ' Institutio Christianae Religionis,'

folio, printed at Geneva 1559, in the same library.
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CXLVIII. 1562. John Securis.
J. Walley.

Title: {[ An Almanacke and Prog[
|
Practised by Maister

Iohn Securis, P[ ]. Colophon: |J Imprinted at London
|
by

Iohn Waley.

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 51 mm.
Known only from three fragments; two of these are ip a binding at St. John's

College, Cambridge, and contain part of the Title in two lines as above, and the

Kalendar from January-April and July-O&ober, the months being printed in the

right order in two rows. The other fragment is in the British Museum and contains

the month of December and parts of two columns of text which are at the bottom,

containing the Anatomical Man, the Rules, and the Colophon.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/55) ; St. John's College, Cam-
bridge (2. A. 38. in the binding).

*
#* The Dominical letter is D and Easter 29 March, and Walley had license to

print an Almanack by John Securis i$%\-

CXLIX. 1569. Plain and perfect Table.

"Title: A Verie plaine and perfecte table, called of some

Mariners the
[ |

is declared the certaine time of ebbyng and

flowyng, both by
[ |

quarter, and fulle, easie to be compre-

hended, and borne in m[ynde
|
sailers, and openyng a light

vnto thinges of more difficultie, and app[
|
to an Almanacke

and Prognostication, for the terme of fourtie yeres
[ ].

Small folio. 219 X ? mm.
Known only from a copy from which about one fourth has been torn on the right.

The date is at the top, then the Title in five lines; under which is a large Diagram

of the Compass, in the thirty-two points of which are the names of ports and head-

lands in England and (?) Northern France; under each name is a small representative

cut; thus under 'St. Ellens' is a cross; under 'Pen Marke,' three quill pens; under
' de Lizard,' a lizard. These illustrations were probably for those mariners who could

not read and would indicate what place was intended.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/9).

%* Northern France is queried because such names as Pen Marke may refer

either to Pen Marche in Brittany or to some place in England. It is possible this is

not a separate Broadside but a folding sheet belonging to some book like Phillip Moore's
' Almanack and Prognostication for 40 years.' See No. CLXXV, Class D.



CL. 1572. Thomas Hill. R. Watkins and J. Roberts?

Title : A New Almanack for the yeare of our Lorde God,
]

M.D.LXXII. Calculated for the meridian of Oxenforde. By

Thomas Hyll.

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 52 mm.
Known only from fragments or mutilated copies. The Title in two lines at the

top ; the months in two rows in the right order, i.e., January to June and July to

December, with cuts of the occupations of the months in red and black, alternately, at

the head of each, but without the names of the months in them. At the foot six

short columns, containing the Declaration, Rules, Eclipse with cut, and the Ana-

tomical man. The imprint presumably came at the foot, but in all copies is cut off.

The second issue has the cuts printed in black only.

Britwell Court; Merton College, Oxford (75. b. 5 and 6 in the binding); British

Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937,56); British Museum (second issue) (Bag-

ford Fragments, Harl. 5937/385).
*
#* Herbert, ii, 1024, states this was printed by Richard Watkins, but as Watkins

and Roberts' first patent is dated 1571, it was probably printed by them conjointly.

The Britwell copy is practically perfect, except for the want of the imprint.

CLI. 1581. [An Almanacke]. Watkins and Roberts ?

Folio. Width of a column of the Kalendar 51 mm.
Known only from a fragment giving the six months from January to June, the

woodcuts of the occupations of the months being at the head of each. The Kalendar

was in two rows in the correct order.

University Library, Cambridge (Sayle 6772).
*
#* Easter day is 26 March and the Dominical letter A, and the date is fixed by

this and the date of the new moons.

CLII. 1584. [An Almanacke]. Watkins and Roberts.

Colophon: Imprinted at London by Richarde
|
Watkins and

lames Robertes.

Folio. Width of column containing the Colophon, 49 mm.
Known only from a fragment of three short columns (there were probably six or

seven), which came at the foot of the sheet; the first two columns contain the Eclipse

with a cut and the explanation ; at the bottom of the second is the Colophon ; the

third has the Anatomical man.

British Museum (Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/81).

%* The date is given in the Eclipse.
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CLIII. 1595- Thomas Buckminster. T.Dawson?

Title: An Almanacke for the yeere of our Lord God 1595,
|

Made and written by Thomas Buckminster.

Folio. ? x 285 mm. ; width of column of Kalendar 45 mm.
Known only from a fragment giving the top half of the sheet, containing the

Title in two lines; and the first row of the Kalendar, containing the first six months

in the correct order, with small round cuts of the signs of the Zodiac at the beginning

of each month.

E. F. Bosanquet.

%* This was probably printed by Thomas Dawson with the assent of Watkins

and Roberts. See Plate XXVI.

CLIV. 1599. Thomas Buckminster. T. Dawson.

Title: (defective). [An Almanacke] for the yeere [of our]

Lord [G]od 1599. |
Made and written by Thomas Buckminster.

Colophon: Imprinted at London by
|
Thomas Dawson, with the

|

assent of Richard watkins
|
and lames Roberts.

Folio. 390 ? X 285 mm. Width of column of Kalendar 45 mm.
Known only from a copy slightly defective at head and foot. The Kalendar is

in two rows, the months in the corredt order. At the foot six short columns containing

the Declaration, Rules, Anatomical Man, and Colophon. A single line in italics,

containing the Rhyme, 'Thirty days hath September,' etc., is between the Kalendar

and the lowest columns. The same small round woodcuts of the signs of the Zodiac

at the beginning of each month are used. Above the colophon are the words: 'God
save our Qjueene Elizabeth ' in red.

E. F. Bosanquet.

*^* The Rhyme, 'Thirty days,' etc., here appears for the first time in an

Almanack; it was printed earlier in the editions of 'A little (or brief) Treatise,' by

Richard Grafton, but there appears as ' Thirty days hath November.'
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CLASS D

ALMANACKS, ETC., FOR PERIODS OF YEARS

CLV. 1507-19. William Red (Rede). R. Pynson.

'Title: {[ Almanach Ephemerides
|
In anno domini .M. d.vii

in latitudo Oxonia. li
|
xxviii. id' 1'. MeneV in longitudo

.xv.xxviii. id'
|
in Europ. durabit ad annos futuros. M.d.xix

|
et

finis. &c.
I
{[ Here is A generall rule for the coiucios and

|
oppo-

sitions of the sone and the mone . . .
|

(15th line) iho/ In anno

christi .m.d.vii.
|

Colophon: {J Per wylhelmu3 Red.

Oftavo. Almanack, 108x63 mm.; Text, 105x71 mm. 8 leaves unsigned;

b8 [c8 ?], d8
, e8

, 5 unsigned [ + 3 ?] (48 leaves ?).

Known only from a copy wanting the second leaf, sheet C, and all after leaf 45.

First leaf, redk>: Pynson's small mark, with woodcut ornaments each side and at the

top (McKerrow, No. 32, but with the rules perfect underneath, 52 X 43 mm.) ; verso

:

Title, as above, the Almanack for 1507 beginning underneath. Second leaf wanting.

Eighth leaf, redto: the Almanack for 15 19 ends, the Colophon, as above, coming

underneath, about the middle of the page; verso: blank. On b i, recto and verso, and

bii, re&o, are woodcuts of compotus hands, the joints of the fingers having words

printed on them for a memoria technica. Most of the rest of the book is taken up

with compotus verses in Latin with an explanation in a smaller type. Another cut

of a hand appears on di, redto; a diagram to find the Dominical letter on d v. On
the thirty-sixth existing leaf is a Perpetual Kalendar, and the thirty-seventh leaf ends

' debes mutare sinistre.'

British Museum (C. 20. a. 33).

*
#
* See Plate XXVII a and b. The measurements of the Almanacks are

uncertain, as the pages vary very much, twenty lines of the small type measure 63 mm.
For an account of the compotus hands and verses in this book see the Intro-

duction, pp. 58-60. On the recto of the first leaf is written, 'Rychardus Pynsor

huius scriptor.'
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CLVI. 1508-19. Almanack for Twelve Years. W. de Worde.

Title: Almanacke for
|
XII. yere. Colophon: /lately cor-

rected.
I

and enprynted at London in
|
the Fletestrete by wynkyn

de
I

worde. In the yere of the In;
|
carnacyon of our lorde. a

M.
I

ccccc. and .viii. The .xxiii.
|

yere of the reygne of our

most
I

redoubted souerayne lorde kl
|

ge Henry the .vii.

Trigesimosecundo. 50x33 mm. 16 leaves unsigned (last blank).

First leaf, recto: Title in two lines in the centre of the page; verso: second Title

in Latin beginning 'Almanach su|ue tabula
—

'. Second leaf, recto: a prologue or

explanation beginning: ' |[ This almanacke and table
—

', which ends on the third

leaf, verso, with Colophon as above. The Almanack for 1508 begins on the recto of

the fourth leaf; each year takes up one leaf, the Conjunctions being on the recto, the

Oppositions on the verso. The book ends on the verso of the fifteenth leaf at the

end of the Almanack for 1 5 19. Sixteenth leaf: blank.

British Museum (C. 18. a. 24); Bodleian (Arch. Bodl. A. III. 44).
*
9* The prologue states that the day is to be reckoned as starting from midday

the day before (as is the rule now at sea), and the day as containing twenty-four hours.

The Almanack, which is printed in black, was drawn up for the longitude of Oxford.

Probably this kind of Almanack for a cycle of years is a Ciclus, see Introduction,

pp. 2 and 10. See Plate XXVIII.

CLVII. 1
522-

1 537. Almanack for Fifteen Years. W. de Worde.

Title: {[ Almacke for .XV. yeres.
| f[ Here begynneth y

e

scycle or chauge of y
e

|
mone with y

e coniuncyon/ & sheweth

what
I

daye/ houre/ mynute/ sygne/ and degre/ y
e

| mone shall

chaunge. Also y
e maye knowe

|
the eclypse of the sonne and

mone from the
|
date of our lord .M.CCCCC. & .xxii vnto

| y
e

date of our lorde .M.CCCCC. & .xxxvii
|
And truely corrected by

a true copye with
|
great dylygece. Imprynted at London in

|
the

Fletestrete at the sygne of the sonne by
|
me wynkyn de worde.

Octavo. 110x75 mm. Ten leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, recto : blank; verso: woodcut of the Saviour of the World. Second

leaf, recto: Title, and underneath the mark of W. de Worde (McKerrow, No. 11)

with woodcut ornaments on each side and at the bottom. The Almanack begins on

the verso, one year to a page. Tenth leaf, recto: the Graces, 'graunted to all y
e

bredren & systers of Iesus fraternyte in y
e crowdes vnder Poules '; verso : blank.

British Museum (Huth, 54).
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%* This book is printed in black only. Leaves Nos. i and 10 were probably

only covering leaves, the Almanack being sold unbound. See Plate XXIX.

CLVIII. 1525-1540. Almanack for Fifteen Years. R. Faques.

Title: fj Almanacke for, XV, yeres,
|

(£ Here begynneth y
e scycle or chaunge of y

e
|
Mone with

y
e coniuncyon/ & sheweth what

|
daye/ houre/ mynute/ sygne/

and degre/ the
|
Mone shall chaunge. Also ye maye knowe

|
the

Eclypse of the sonne and mone from the
|
date of oure lord

.M.CCCCC. & xxv. vnto
|
the date of our lorde .M.CCCCC.

and .xl.
I

And truely corrected by a true copye with
|

great

dylygence.
| ^J Imprynted by me Rychard Fakes. Dwellynge

|
in

Duram rente, or elles in Poules chyrcheyarde
|
at the sygne of

the. ABC
O£tavo. Eight leaves.

The first two lines of the title-page are in large type, underneath which is an

astronomical cut containing the moon and stars within a circle of figures (i-xix), on

each side of which are border pieces and underneath narrow ornaments; the rest of

the page is in smaller type, the imprint being smaller than the rest. The 'g' of the

word sygne in the fifth line has lost its tail and in consequence looks like an ' a.'

The Title is a copy of W. de Worde's edition of 1522 and, probably, the

contents is the same but without the ' Graces.'

Library. (?)

%* This book was sold at Sotheby's in December 1909 and passed into Messrs.

Maggs Bros, hands, who reproduced the title-page in their catalogue 268 in 191 1,

from which these particulars are taken by their kind permission.

CLIX. c. 1534? [Almanack for ? Years.] W. deWorde?

Odtavo. 110 x75 mm.
Known only from one leaf having on one side the Almanack for 1534 headed

Anno dni. M.CCCCC.XXXIIII,' and on the other that for 1535.

British Museum (Bagford Frags. Harl. 5937/40).

%* This fragment is in the same type as W. de Worde's Almanack for fifteen years,

1522, and is set up praftically word for word the same, but it does not belong to that

edition, as in this fragment 1534 is on the redto and 1535 on the verso of the same leaf,

whereas in de Worde's edition 1534 is on the verso of one leaf, and 1535 on the redto

of the next leaf. It may be, therefore, another edition by de Worde, or a part of

R. Faques' edition of 1525, which the writer has not seen.
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CLX. c. 1536? Erra Pater. R. Wyer.

Title: The Pronosty*
|
cacyon for eucr, of Mayster Erra

|

Pater Astronomyer, the which Pros
|
nostyke vpon the .iiii. maner

of Coos
J

les, that come of the .iiii. Complexi*
|
ons. And sheweth

the foure Sea
|
sons of the yere, vpon the .xii.

|
Monethes of blode

lettyng,
|
with the Dysposycyon of

|
the dayes of the moone :

|

after her Influence,
|
and Aristotilis de

|
astronomiis afs

|
fyrmeth

the
j
same. Colophon: {J Imprynted by me Robert Wyer, dwel

|

lynge at the sygne of saynt John Euagelyst, in saynt Martyns
|

parysshe, besyde Chas
|
rynge Crosse.

| ^J Cum priuilegio Regali.

Oftavo. 119 x69 mm. A-C4
.

A i, refto : Title, underneath which is a cut of a Man (half-length), and stars, and

the letters R. W. on each side ; verso : Prologue in verse with a woodcut initial. The
Prognostication begins on A ii, redto, with a woodcut initial, and ends on Civ, refto;

verso: Colophon and cut of St. John Evangelist and Printer's name and mark

(McKerrow, No. 68, 69).

British Museum (234. a. 28).

%* This book is printed mostly in Secretary type. The cut on the title-page was

used by Wyer on all his editions of Erra Pater. The Prognostications are made by the

days of the week on which New Year's day falls ; by Thunder, and for (persons) by

the day of the Moon on which they were born. (Plomer, 86.) See Plate XXX.

CLXI. 1536. John Ryckes. J. Byddell.

Title: A very true
|
pronosticacio/ with a

|
Kalender/ gathered

out of
I

the moost auncyent bokes of
|
ryght holy Astronomers/

|

for the yere of our lorde
|
M.CCCCC. xxxvi.

|
And for all yeres

|

here after pers
|

petuall.
|
Translated out of latyn into

|
Englysshe

by Iohfi
I

Ryckes preest.
|
Cum priuilegio Regali. Colophon : Im-

printed at London in Flete
|
strete/ at the sygne of the sonne

|
by

me Iohn Byddell.
|
Cum priuilegio Regali.

O&avo. 114x73 mm. A-D" (last leaf blank).

A i, refto : Title, in a border with printer's mark and name at bottom (McKerrow,
No. 85) ; verso : a Preface, ' To the ryght noble and godly wyse, of

|
the kynges noble

cousell
—

' ; the Rules for finding the Golden Number Dominical letter, etc., begin

at the bottom of A iii, verso. The Kalendar, entirely in black, begins on A v, redto;

the names of the Saints are omitted and passages of the Bible inserted in their place,
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beginning with 'Adam, Eve, Gen. iii,' on Jany 2nd
;

passages suitable for the chief

feasts are also given. B iii, refto: 'Otto Brunsfelsius to the
|
chrysten reder,' a

dissertation explanatory of the Kalendar; continued by a form of Prognostication

which begins on the verso of B vii. This ends on D iiii, verso, ' The wyll of the
|

Lorde be done
|
Aft. xxi.' D v, refto: ' |[To the Chrysten reders,' a short sermon

presumably by the translator, with a large woodcut initial ' L ' at the beginning;

ending D vi, verso : ' This treatise or pronosticacion
|

is seen, redde, and examynd
|
by

melohiiHylsey
|
bysshopofRo;

|
Chester.' D vii, refto: 'Plinius in the, xviii, booke—,'

rules for husbandry. The book ends on the verso; Colophon and printer's mark and

name (McKerrow, No. 78). Dviii: blank.

Emmanual College, Cambridge (M. S. S. 6); University Library, Cambridge

(Fragments of D iiii and v; Syn. 7. 50. 9*).

*£* This book is curious as being a semi-religious Prognostication as opposed to

the ordinary Astrological form. Otto Brunsfels was the original author of the first

part of the book.

CLXII. c. 1538? Erra Pater. R. Wyer.

Title: Pronostication
|
for euer, of Erra Pater,

|
A Iewe borne

in Iewery, a
|
Do&oure in Astronomye,

|
and Physycke Profy=

|

table to kepe the body
|
in helth, And also

|
Pholomeus sayth

|

the same
|

Erra Pater.

{Vertical each side of cut.) This Pronostycacion ser*
|
ueth for

all the worlde ouer.

Colophon: {[ Imprynted by
|
me Robert wyer, dwellynge

|
at

the sygneof S. John
I

Euangelyst, in
|
Seyn<5le

|
Martyns parysshe,

|

in the Duke of Suf*
|
folkes rentes, be

|
syde charynge

|
Crosse.

|

Cum priuilegio, ad
|
imprimendum

|
solum.

Oftavo. 108 x69 mm. A, B8
.

A i, refto: Title, with cut of man and stars as before, without the letters R. W.,

and in a line border (no crosses at the corners). The Prognostication begins on the

verso of A i, with a woodcut initial 'A.' The book contains a list of the unfortunate

days, but has not got the little rule of St. Paul's day. On B iiii, verso :
' |^p" for to

Understande, and know, the yeares that shalbe plenteous . .
.' The book ends B viii,

refto: 'Explicit.
|
Thus endeth this

|
Pronostycation,

|
for euer'; verso: Colophon,

and printer's name and mark (McKerrow, No. 69).

Pepysian Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge (209 4).
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%* This edition is in black letter, in three sizes, and was probably printed

between the two editions in the British Museum, Nos. CLX and CLXIII. Not in

Plomer.

CLXIII. c. 1540? Erra Pater. R. Wyer.

Title: (THE)
|
Pronostycacion

|
For euer of Erra Pater:

|
A

Iewe borne in Iewery, a
|
DocTxmr in Astronomye,

|
and Physycke.

Profyta
|
ble to kepe the bodye

|
in helth. And also

|
Ptholo-

meus sayth
|
the same.

|
(?)

{J Erra Pater.

(Vertical each side of cut.) This Pronostycacion sers
|
ueth for

all the worlde ouer. Colophon: {J Imprinted by me Robert
|
Wyer

dwellynge at the sygne of
|
S. John Euangelyste, in S. Mars

|
tyns

parysshe, in the Duke of Suf;
|
folkes rentes, besyde charynge

|

Crosse.
|
{[ Cum priuilegio, ad

|
imprimendum solum.

Oftavo. 118 x72 mm. A, B".

A i, reclo : Title in a line border with crosses in the corners, and the same cut as

in the former editions but without the letters, and with the wording as above up and

down each side. The Prognostication begins on the verso, and the book ends on

Bviii, verso: 'Explicit.'; Colophon, printer's name and mark (McKerrow, No. 69).

Several woodcut initials are used.

British Museum (C. 40. a. 32).

*„* This edition is printed mostly in black letter. The Prologue is omitted and

a good deal of extra Prognostication is inserted, including the list of unfortunate days,

which is in the edition in the Pepysian Library; in this the reader is informed, if

blood be let on those days the patient will die in twenty-one days; if taken sick he

will not recover; if he begin a journey he will not return ; and if he marry he will not

be happy. Also on B vii, verso, is the following

:

' A lytell rule of S. Paules daye, otherwyse called the Conversacion of S. Paule.

The Sayenge of Erra Pater to the Husbande man.

If that the daye of S. Paule be cheare.

Then shall betyde, an happy yere.

Yf it do chaunce, to Snowe or rayne

Than shall be deare all kynde of grayne.

But and the wynde, than be a lofte

Warres shall vexe, this Realme full ofte.

And yf the Clowdes, make darke the skye

Both Neate and Fowle, that yeare shall dye.'

(Plomer, No. 25.)
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CLXIV. 1 544-1 557. Almanack for Fourteen Years.

R. Grafton.

Title : (J Als
|
manacke moste exactly

|
sette foorth for the

terme of
|
xiiii yeres, shewing in what

]
daie, houre, minute, signe,

|

and degre, the Moone shall
j
bee at the tyme of her chau*

|

ge

and full, with the Eclipse
|
of the sunne and Moone,

|
from the

date of our
|
Lorde .M.D.

|
XLiiii. vnto

|
the date

|
of our Lorde

.M.D.lvii.
I
{[ Imprinted in London by

|
Richarde Grafton.] Cum

priuilegio ad impri
|
mendum solum.

|

per septennium. Colophon:

{[ These bokes are to
|
bee solde at the Weste

|
dore of Paules

churche
|
in Londo by Wylliam

|
Telotson.

Odtavo. 1 15 X 74 mm. 8 leaves, unsigned.

First leaf, redlo: Title, in a woodcut border with printer's mark at the bottom

(McKerrow, No. 91). The Almanack begins on the verso with the year 1544 (mis-

printed 1564), and ends on the refto of the eighth leaf with the year 1557; verso:

Grafton's small rebus (McKerrow, No. 88), and the Colophon.

British Museum (C. 27. a. 48).
*
#
* This book is printed entirely in black.

CLXV. 1554-55. Antonius de Motulind. T. Marsh e.

Title: A ryghte ex«
|
cellente treatise of Astro;

|
nomie, made

in the Thus*
|
cane or Italian tongue, by mai*

|
ster Antonius De

Montulmo, called in
|
latin Facies coeli, the face of the Heues

]

wherin a man may see tofore hand the
|
mutations of the ayre that

shall hap*
|

pen for this present yeare of our lorde
| 1554, & 1555,

next folowyng . . .
|

(\jth line.) Translated into
|
English by Frederike

|
van Bruns-

wike.
I

Imprinted at London, by Thos
|
mas Marshe, dwellyng in

Fletestrete,
|
at the sygne of the princes armes.

Odlavo. 105 x 59 mm. A-E8 (last blank).

A i, redto : Title ; verso : blank. A ii, re&o : a Preface beginning :
' FOr asmuche

. . .,' with a woodcut initial. Aiii, redlo: '<[ The first Chapiter'; verso: a Diagram

of the vernal equinox. Other Diagrams are on the verso of the next five leaves. A vii,

refto: Eclipse of the sun with small cut. Aviii, reclo: Eclipse of the moon with small

cut. The Prognostication of the weather for 1554 begins on B i, redlo. Cv, re&o;
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'CThe figure of the firste quar|ter Astronomical!, of the yerc of
|
our Lorde,

a.M.ccccc.lv. . . '. Diagram of the vernal equinox on the verso. C vi, recto: small

cut of the moon. Other Diagrams on the verso of C vi and vii, and the recto of D i,

ii, iii. The Prognostication for 1555 begins on D iii, verso. The book ends E vii,

verso; 'Finis.'

Bodleian (Ash. 653/2).

CLXVI. 1555. Leonard Digges. T. Gemini.

Title: A PROGNOSTICATION OF RIGHT GOOD
|

effect, fruitfully augmented, contayninge playne, briefe, plea*
|
sant,

chosen rules, to iudge the wether for euer, by the Sunne, Moone,
|

Sterres, Cometes, Raynbowe, Thunder, Cloudes, with other Extra-

ordinarie
|
tokens, not omitting the Aspecles of Planetes, with a

brefe Iudge-
|
mente for euer, of Plentie, Lacke, Sickenes, Death,

Warres &c. Openin-
|

ge also many naturall causes, woorthy to

be knowne . . . [nth line.) agayne publisshed by Leonard Dygges
|

Gentylman, in the yeare of oure
|
Lorde . 1555.

Imprynted at London, within the blacke
|
Fryars, by Thomas

Gemini. 1555.

Quarto. 184 x 115 mm. without the side notes. **; B-F4
, G'; A, B*

(last blank).

On *i, recto: Title, with a large zodiacal diagram between the title and the

imprint; verso: blank. *ii, recto: Table of Contents. *iii, recto: Dedication to Sir

Edward Fines; verso: 'To the Reader.' B i, recto: 'how to iudge weather.'

The book down to G i, recto, consists of diagrams and rules for prognosticating the

weather, the changes of the moon, letting blood, etc., etc. ; a small cut of the

Anatomical Man appears on E i, recto. A General Kalendar begins on Gii, recto.

The Peculiar Kalendar begins on A i, and consists of tables. The book ends (abruptly)

on the second B iii, verso, with 'Ho 123.' Biiii: blank. There is a woodcut initial

' T ' on B i, recto.

Bodleian (Med. 4 . z. 58/4); British Museum (718. g. 5); University Library,

Cambridge (SSS. 29. 16); Britwell Court.
•
#* See Plate XXXII. This edition is mainly in Roman type. On Dii is

the following

:

' How many myles the Moon is from the earth : and euery planet from other.

As some haue published, it is from

the Earth to the Moon, 15750. myles

From the Moone to Mercurii, is 128 12. myles.

From Mercurie to Venus, as many myles.
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From Venus to the Sunne, is 23437 my'es ar>d a half-

From the Sunne to Mars, is 15725. myles.

From Mars to Jupiter, is 78721. myles.

From Jupiter to Saturne, as many myles.

From Saturne to the firmament 120485. myles.

The whole summe from the earth to the firmament is, 280734. myles, and

a half.'

There is said to be an earlier edition which was printed in 1553.

CLXVII. 1556. Leonard Digges. T. Gemini.

Title : {J A Prognostication
|
euerlasting of ryght good effecle,

frutefully augmented by
|
thauthor, coteyning playne, brief, plea-

sant, chose rules to iudge the
|
weather, by the Sunne, Moone,

Sterres, Cometes, Raynbowe, Thunder, Clou=
|
des, with other

extraordinarie tokens, not omitting the Aspecles of
|
Planetes, with

a briefe iudgement . . .
|
once againe publisshed by Leonard

Digges
I

Gentleman, in the yeare of our Lorde.
| 1556. |

The
seconde Impression augmented by the author in the

|

yeare 1556.

Agayne Imprinted by Thomas G[emini].

Quarto. 175-185 X 100 mm. 2 leaves unsigned and unnumbered;

A-G4
; A-C, D' + ? Numbered (wrongly) 1-39, omitting leaf 28.

Leaf i, reclo: Title with a large cut of the Anatomical man under it. The
Dedication to Sir E. Fines on the recto of leaf ii ; verso :

' To the Reader.' A ii,

recto: the Contents. The Peculiar Kalendar begins on (second) A i, and ends on

Biv, recto; verso: blank. The General Kalendar begins on C i, recto. A list of the

Fairs begins on C iii, recto. The only known copy is incomplete, and ends on D i,

verso, with a table of the Sun's altitude for every hour. It wants also G iv (blank ?).

The Anatomical man appears again on fol. 19; woodcut initials are used.

British Museum (718. g. 49).

%* The book is printed in black letter and italics, except the Title, which is in

Roman type. This is the earliest appearance of the list of Fairs known to the writer.

CLXVIII. 1556. J. A. R. Wyer.

Title: A Perfyte
|
Pronostycacion perpetuall,

|
Very easy to

be vnderstande, of
|
the Reader. Yea, and also for them

|
whiche

knoweth not a letter on
|
the Booke. And it is good for

|
Husbande-
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men, of the Coun*
|
trey, to knowe and vnder=

|
stande the yeares,

that
|
shall be plenteous

|
and in great ha*

]
bundauce of

j
Goodes.

]

And the yeres the whiche
|
shall be greuous, and in

|
scasytie with

other sygnes
|
conteyned herein, as

|
appereth in this

|
Booke.

Colophon: IMPRYN*
|
ted by me Robert Wyer:

|
dwellynge at the

Sygne of
|
S. John Euagelyste besyde

|
Charyrrge Crosse. {[ Ad

imprimendum solum.

Duodecimo. 110x71 mm. A-C*.

A i, redto: Title; verso: blank. A ii, redlo: An Almanack for xv years, begin-

ning at the year 1556; verso: A Preface to the Reader, by I. A.; this ends on A iii,

recto; verso: blank. The Prognostication begins on A iiii, recto, and ends on C iiii,

recto; 'finis'; and Colophon; verso: woodcut of St. John the Evangelist, with

Robert (printer's mark) wyer (McKerrow, Nos. 68 and 69). There are small very

rough woodcuts on every page of the Prognostication.

British Museum (717 a. 46).

*** The Prognostications in this book rest entirely on the day of the week on

which New Year's day fell ; for instance, if the first day ot the year were a Tuesday,

the portents were: 'Wynter wyndye; somer rayny; A Dyuers harvest; Corne

meanelye; Fruyte indyfferente; Syckenes of women; Yonge Chyldren shal dye &
women; Hony meanlye; Bestes shall dye of hungre and sores; Syppes and Galleys

shall perysshe'; under each sentence is a cut of the rudest workmanship. The deaths

of the Children and women are represented by two coffins; and the sickness of the

beasts by a wooden cow with spots on it. The letterpress is evidently copied from

Erra Pater, and the illustrations from the illustrated manuscript Prognostications of

the fifteenth century (Plomer, No. 83).

CLXIX. 1558-60. John Field. T. Marshe.

Title: EPHEMERIDES
|
TRIVM ANNORVM . 58 . 59 .

ET . 60
I

EX ERASMI REINHOLDI TABVLIS,
|
accura-

tissime, per Ioanem Feild Anglum, ad meridianum
|
inclytae ciui-

tatis Londinensis supputata:.
|
ADIECTVS EST . . .

|
TABVLA

...
I

LONDINI
I

M. D. L. VIII. Odobris. 28. Colophon: EX-
CVSSVM LONDINI

|
IN ./EDIBVS THOMjE

|
MARSHE

|

1558.

Quarto. Measurement of the largest tables 189 X 126 mm. a-c4
,

d J
, e' ; B-L*, Ma

(with leaf of Errata inserted before a ii).

a i, recto: Title; verso: blank. Leaf of Errata. The Tables begin on the verso
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of aii (the third leaf), e iiii, recto: Title for 1558. Eii, recto: Title for 1559.

Hiv, recto: Title for 1560. The Colophon is on Mii, verso.

British Museum (532. d. 12/1). Corpus Christi College, Oxford (Sc. and A.

a. 4/2).
*
#
* The whole book is taken up with tables, and is printed in black.

CLXX. 1560, 1 56 1, 1562. Thomas Hill. T. Marshe.

Title: A necessary Almanacke | AND KALENDER | In

which is contayned the daye hower and
|
mynute of the chaunge,

full and quarters of the Moone,
|
for this yere of a . 1560. and the

true degree and minute
|
of the Sonne every day at noon with the

signe and
|
degre of the Moone also at noon seruing wel for

|
these

thre next yeares and generall rules for the weather, with rules as

general for the
|
letting of bloud, and taking of purga-

|
tions,

and many others which shal
|

playnlyer appeare in the nexte
|
lease,

gathered by Tho:
|
mas Hyll Londi*

|
ner

| 1560

[At one side) Viuit post funera Virtus.

m~ Imprinted at London in Fletestreete nere to
|
S Dunstones

Churche by Thomas
|
Marshe. Colophon: Imprinted at London

|

in Fletestrete
|
nere to saynct Dunstones

|
Church by Thomas

|

Marshe.
Quarto. Kalendar 154x101 mm.; Text 150x107 mm.

2 leaves unsigned, A*, B', C-E\
First leaf, recto : Title; verso: Anatomical man. Second leaf, recto: 'To the

ryght worshypful Master George Keable Esquire . . .'; verso: blank. Ai, recto:

'The Preface to the gentle Reader.' Aiii, recto: Declaration for three years, 1560-

61-62; verso: Terms. The Kalendar begins, Bi, recto. Ci, recto: 'A rule to know
the Moones monethes.' C iiii, recto: Rules. D iii, recto: 'General rules for the

weather.' The book ends E iii, verso, 'thus the favour of God be wyth you.' Eiiii,

recto: Colophon in very large type; verso: blank. There are woodcut initials in the

book.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (Polyg. d. 5/7); British Museum (two leaves;

Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937/49/54).

CLXXI. 1564. Leonard Digges. T. Marshe.

Title: A PROGNO-
|
stication euerlasting of right good

effe<5t, frutefully augmen-
|
ted by the author, containing plaine,
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briefe, pleasant, chosen
|
rules to iudge the weather . . .

|
. . . once

againe publyshed
|
by Leonarde Digges gentleman, in the yeare of

|

our Lord. 1564. |
Imprinted at London, in Fletestrete, by Thomas

Marshe,
|
nere to S. Dunstons Churche. Colophon: Imprinted at

Lon
I

don, in Fletestrete, nere to S. Dunstones
|
Churche, by

Thomas Marshe.

Quarto. 170 x 101 mm. 2 leaves unsigned and unnumbered; A-L iii in fours,

numbered (wrongly) 1-41; Giiii, blank and unnumbered; L iiii probably blank.

First leaf: Title, with the Anatomical man underneath ; verso : blank. Second

leaf, refto: Dedication to Sir E. Fines; verso: 'To the Reader.' The Anatomical

man appears again on E iii (fol. 19). Giiii, blank. The Peculiar Kalendar begins on

Hi. I iiii, verso : blank. The General Kalendar begins on K. i, redto. K iii : the

list of Fairs. The book ends on L iii, verso ; 'finis'; Colophon. There are woodcut

initials in the book.

University Library, Cambridge (LE. 6. 82); Bodleian (Line. D. 7. 13/4).

CLXXII. [c. 1565]. Erra Pater. T. Colwell.

'Title: (The)
|
Pronostycacion

|
For euer of Erra Pater:

|
a

Iewe borne in Iewery, a
|
Dociour in Astronomy, &

|
Physycke .

Profytas
|

ble to kepe the body
|
in helth. And also

|
Ptholomeus

sayth
I

the same.
|

f[ Erra Pater

{Vertical each side of cut.) This Pronostycacion sers
|
ueth for

all the worlde ouer. Colophon: Imprynted by me (Thomas
|
Col-

well:) Dwellynge in the House
|
of (Robert Wyer) at the Sygne

|

of Seynt Iohn Euangelyst,
|
in S. Martyns Pas

|
rysshe/ besyde

|

Charynge
|
Crosse.

O&avo. 120 x70 mm. A-B*.

A i, redto : Title in a line border with crosses at the corners and a hand in the

centre of the bottom line, and the cut used by Wyer of a man and stars. The Pro-

gnostication begins on the verso, with a woodcut initial ' A.' A v, verso :
' C Here

sheweth of all
|
the Dyssemale/ and peryl;|lous dayes . . .' B i, redto, at the bottom:

' ([To know what Weather
|
shalbe . . .'; verso: a table of the Prime, etc. B iiii,

verso :
' ([ For to vnderstande/ and

|
knowe the yeares that shall be

|
plenteous . .

.'

Bvii, verso: ' {A lytell rule of S. Paules daye . . .' The book ends, B viii, verso;

' C Finis
' ; Colophon.

Bodleian (Douce, A. 55/5).
* * This was licensed to Colwell i5f£ (Arber 1).
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CLXXIII. [c. 1566.] A perpetual Almanack. T. Purfoote.

'Title: A blancke & per
|

petuall Almanack, seruing as a me-
]

moriall, not only for al Marchantes
|
and occupiers, to note

what debtes
|
they haue to paie or receiue, in any

|
moneth or

daie of the yeare : But also
|
for any other that will make & keepe

|

notes of any adtes, deedes, or thinges
|
that passeth from time to

time (Wor-
|
thy of memory, to be registred) Which

|
may be

written in this Almanack, or
|
the like that may be made to seme

for
I

any yeere that you will, noting on
|
the same, the same date

of the
I

yeere of our Lorde, that
|

you would haue that
|
Alman-

ack to
I

serue for.
|
Also in the ende hereof, ye shall finde a

|

Table for Ebbing and Flowing,
|
with certaine other Rules,

j

Imprinted at London in Paules church-
|

yarde, at the signe of

the Lucrece
|
by Thomas Purfoote. Colophon: None.

Octavo. 148 x 90 mm. 16 leaves unnumbered, A 8 and ? B8
.

A i, redo: Title; verso: the first half of January. Aii, recto: the second half of

the month. Each month occupies two pages, the first half on the verso, the second on

the recto. The {Calendar ends on the recto of the thirteenth leaf (Bv ?). The pages

are ruled to provide spaces for notes. On an average three Saints' days are noted in a

division. 'The first Table of ebbing and
|
flowynge,' appears on the verso of the

fifteenth leaf (B vii ?). ' The second Table,' on the recto of the sixteenth leaf (B viii ?)

;

verso: Terms, and the book ends. The Kalendar is printed in red and black.

Glasgow University Library (BD 1—c. 124).

*£* This was licensed to Purfoote, 1 5$-f, and is the forerunner of the modern

pocket diary. The information has been supplied by Mr. James C. Galbraith,

Librarian of Glasgow University.

CLXXIV. 1567. Leonard Digges. T. Marshe.

Title: A PROGNOSTICATION
|
euerlasting of right good

effecT:, frutefully aug-
|
mented by the author, containing plaine,

briefe, pleasant,
|
chosen rules to iudge the weather, by the Sunne,

Moone, Starre, Co-
|
metes, Raynbowe, Thunder, Cloudes, with

other extraordinary tokens,
|
not omitting ...

|
. . . published

by
I

Leonarde Digges, gentleman.
|
KF Imprinted at London in

Fletestrete by
|
Thomas Marshe nere to S. Dunstons Churche

|
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Anno 1567. Colophon: fj Imprinted at Lon*
[
don, in Fletestrete,

nere to S, Dunstones
|
Churche, by Thomas Marshe.

|

Quarto. 186x100 mm. (the width is without the side notes). 2 leaves

unsigned and unnumbered; A-L iii in fours; numbered (wrongly), 1-41; G iiii blank

and unnumbered; L iiii probably blank.

First leaf, recto: Title, with cut of Anatomical man underneath (the same cut

appears on E iii, re6lo) ; verso : blank. A ii, retto : Dedication to Sir Edward Fines

;

verso :
' To the Reader.' G iiii is a blank. The Peculiar Kalendar begins on H i, and

ends on liv, redto; verso: blank. The General Kalendar begins on K i. The book

ends on Liii, verso; 'finis'; Colophon. Woodcut initials are used as in all editions.

British Museum (718. g. 50).

%* Printed in black letter with some Roman and Italic type.

CLXXV. 1 567- 1 606. Philip Moore.

J. Kingston for H. Saunderson.

'Title: f[ A fourtie yeres
|
Almanacke, with a Prognostication

conti*
I

nuyng the same space of tyme (that is)
|
from the yere of

our Lorde God 1567. vntill the
|

yere of ourLorde . 1606. Where-
in is conteined and set

|
forthe many, and very . . .

|
. . . perti*

|

(igtA line.) culerly declared.

{[ Gathered and sette forthe by |
Philip Moore, appraclio*

|

ner in Phisicke, and
|
Chirurgerie.

|
Imprinted at London, by

Ihon
I

Kyngston, for Henry
|
Saunderson. Colophon: fj Imprinted

at London by Ihon King-
|
ston for Henry Saunderson, and are

|
to

be soulde at his shoppe neere
|
to the little North doore

|
of

Powles.

Octavo. Kalendar 119x73 mm.; Prognostication 120x71 mm.
a
8
, B-F

8

, Ga
(B i and B iiii, signed b i and biiii).

ai, re£to: Title; verso: Contents; a ii, verso: ' FIrste, Certaine necessarie and

profitable rules . . .,' with a woodcut initial, a vi: Anatomical man (white figure on

a black ground). B ii, unsigned: 'A fourtie yeres Almanacke.' The Kalendar begins

on B iii, recto. Ci: Table to find the sign of the moon (printed sideways). Cviii, verso:

list of Fairs. D v, recto :
' |[ The names of the kynges of Englande, sithence the Con-

quest . .
.' The Prognostications begin on E v, recto, with the year 1567; and end

G ii, recto, with 1606; Colophon; verso: blank.

Bodleian (wanting Fv and F vi, Tanner, 127).
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CLXXVI. 1571-72-73. William Bourne. T. Purfoote.

Title: An Almanacs
|
ke and Prognostication

|
for three yeares

that is
I

to saye for the yeare of oure
|
Lord. 1 571. and 1572 &

1 573.
I

nowe newlye added vnto my
|
late Rulles of Nauiga*

|

tion, y
l was printed

|
iiij. yeres past.

| {[ Practised at Grausend for

the Me-
|
ridian of London by William

|
Bourne student of the

Ma-
I

thematicall science.
|

{T Imprinted at London in
|
Paules

Churchyarde, at the |
signe of the Lucrece, by

|
Thomas Purfoote.

Colophon: Imprinted at Londo in Paules churcheyarde, at the signe

of the Lucrece
|
by Thomas Purfoote

| 1567.

Octavo. {Calendar 137x75 mm.; Prognostication 130x78 mm.
A-G8

.

Ai, recto: Title, in a lace border in red and black; the Kalendar begins on the

verso, and ends on recto of Avii. On the verso of Avii is the Declaration for 1571

which also includes the changes of the moon. B ii, recto: the Declaration for 1572.

On B iiii, verso, is a woodcut ornament. B v, recto: the Declaration for 1573. This

part ends on B vii, verso ; ' finis '; woodcut ornament. On B viii, recto, the Rules

begin. C ii, redo: the qualities of the Planets. C iii, recto: * |[The table of the

contentes
|
of these Rules folowing '; the book down to G vi being taken up with six-

teen Rules of navigation. On C vi, is a Diagram of a compass with thirty-two points.

On Diiii, recto: a Compass with sixteen points and two movable dials showing the

phases of the moon, etc. D viii, recto, to E iiii, recto, are tables. On E vi, recto: a

Diagram, labelled, 'a sea
j
astrala

|
be.' Gi, ii, are tables. Gvi, recto: Rules for

the rising, noonstead, and setting of the vii stars. The book ends Gvii, verso;

Colophon. Gviii, recto: Printer's mark (McKerrow, No. 161); verso: blank.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (A. 13. 17/5); Bodleian (imperfect ending on

G v, and wanting the movable dials on D iiii: Ash. 62/1).
*
#
* This appears to be the earliest Seamen's Almanack which has survived. The

Fairs appear against the days of the month in the Kalendar as well as the Saints.

CLXXVII. 1571-1606. Phillip Moore.

H. Bynneman for H. Saunderson.

Title: 1 571 |
An Almanack and Pro-

|
nostication for .xxxvii.

yeres, very
|

profitable for all men, specially for Phisitions
|
Chi-

rurgions, men of Law, Marchants,
|
Mariners husbandmen, and

handicraftes
|
men: Gathered out of Ciprianus Leoui-

|
tius

works: ... (\bth line) Gathered by Philip More, prac~ti »
|
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cioner in Phisicke and
|
Chirurgerie.

|
{[ Imprinted at London

by Henrie Binne-
|
man for Henrie Saunderson, and are to be

|

solde in the Bursse at the 3. |
crownes Imperiall.

Odtavo. Kalendar 117x76 mm.; Prognostication 120x67 mm. A-F*, G4

(last leaf blank; the signatures in A are printed in red; Bi is printed bi).

A i, redto: Title, in a lace border; verso: Contents. Au > verso: Rules begin.

A vi, redto: Anatomical man, small cut. B ii, redto and verso: Almanack for forty

years 1567-1606. The Kalendar begins B iii, redo. C i, redto: '
f[ A Table to finde

out in what signe the Moone is in at any time for euer,' printed sideways. C ii-C viii,

redto, contain medical and garden notes ending with a woodcut lace ornament, and

catch word, • <[ A '. C viii, verso: list of Fairs begins. D iiii, redto :
' f[ The names of

the Kings of Englande, sithens
|
the Conquest . .

.' The Prognostications begin on

Eiiii, redto, with the year 1567; 1606 ending on Gi, redto; woodcut ornament; a

list of the Highways begins at the bottom of the same page and ends G iii, verso;

* FINIS.'

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (A. 13. 1 7/3).

%* Although this is called an Almanack for thirty-seven years, it is a diredl copy

of the edition of 1567, and contains the Almanack and Prognostications for the forty

years. This is the first appearance of the list of Highways ; but they also appear in

Grafton's Little Treatise, 1571, No. CLX XXVIII.

CLXXVIII. 1573. Cyprianus Leovitius. T. Vautrollier.

Title: DE CONIUNCTI
|
ONIBVS MAGNIS IN-

|
SIG-

NIORIBVS SUPERIORVM
|

planatarum, . . .
|

. . . AVC-
TORE CYPRIANO

|
Leouitio, a Leonicia, Boemo, Hra-

|
de-

cense, Mathematico
|
EIVSDEM AVTHORIS

|
His accessit,

ab anno Domini. 1564. in viginti annosse-
|

quentes, prognosticon,

In quo ...
I

Londini ex officina Thomae Vantrouillerii
|
Anno

*S73>
Quarto. 181x119 mm. A-L*.

Ai, redto: Title; verso: Two verses from Daniel. Aii, redto: a Preface to

Maximillian the second. The first part of the book is a treatise on the effedts of the

conjunction of the planets, and begins on B i, redto, ending on Iii, redto; typographic

ornament; verso: blank. I iii, redto: Title to the Prognostication; verso: blank. The
Prognostication begins on I iiii, redto. The book ends L iiii, verso ; • finis.'

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge (Parker 361/4).

Entirely in Latin. There was formerly a cancel pasted over the words eivsdem* *

avthoris on the title.
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CLXXIX. 1573-1606. Phillip Moore.

W. Williamson for A. Kitson.

Title: 1 57 3.
I

An Almanack and
|
Prognostication for .xxxiiii.l

yeres, very profitable for all men, speci-
|
ally for Phisitions, Chi-

rurgions, men
|
of Law, Marchantes, Mariners, Husbandemen,

|

and Handycraftes men : Gathered out of
|
Ciprianus Leouitius

works : with the Reuo=
|
lutions in the ende, and all the most

necessa
|
rye rules that are needefull to bee put in

|
any Almanacke.

With a Fly for
|
young Mariners to pradlize

|
themselues in very

ea
I

sie to vnder
|
stand.

|
Gathered by Philip More, pra&i-

|

cioner in Phisicke and
|
Chyrurgery.

|
{[ Imprinted [at] London

by W. Williamson
|
for Anthony Kitson, dwelling in

|
Powles

Churchyarde at
|
the signe of the

|
sunne.

O&avo. Kalendar, 117x74 mm.; Prognostication, 120x70 mm. A-F8

(Bi and ii not signed, Biii printed in red; last leaf blank).

Ai redto: Title, in a lace border; verso: contents. Aii, verso: ' C Certaine

necessary and profitable rules— .' B ii (unsigned): Almanack from 1573-1606. The
Kalendar begins on B iii, re£to. Ci: Table to find the sign the moon is in. Cviii,

redto: woodcut ornament; verso: the list of Fairs begins. D iiii, refto: ' C The names

of the Kings of Englande, sithens
|
the Conquest—.' The Prognostication for 1573

begins on E iiii, refto. The book ends on Fvii, re£to, with the Prognostication for

1606; woodcut ornament; verso: blank. F viii : blank. There is no cut of the

Anatomical man.

Bodleian (Ash, 653/4); E. F. Bosanquet.

%* See Plate XXXI. The ' Fly for young Mariners,' was a table to ascertain the

times of the ebbing and flowing of the tides by the moon, but it is wanting in both

copies. The Bodleian copy wants F vii and viii, the other contains only twenty-seven

of the leaves. The heading to the Prognostications is as follows:

4
<[ Here followeth seuerall declaracions of

|
the principall and moste notable

effecj
I

tes, which for the space of . xxxiiii . yeres, are
|

portended to happen, vnder

eche yeres reuolus
|
tion. Collected, and translated out of the

|

great Ephemerides of

Cyprianus Leo
|
uitius, a man of famous knowe:

|
ledge in the Mathematicall

|

Sciences, by the au«
|
fthour aforos

|
saied.'

CLXXX. 1576. Thomas Digges. T. Marshe.

Title: A Prognostication euerlastinge of righte
|

good effecte,

fruitfully augmented by the au&our, contayning plaine,
|
briefe,
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pleasaut, chosen rules to iudge the weather by the Sunne, Moone,|

Starres, Comets, Rainebow . . .
|

. . . Published by Leonard

Digges
|
Gentleman. Lately corrected and augmented by

|
Thomas

Digges, his Sonne.
|
Imprinted at London by Thomas Marsh.

Anno 1576. Colophon: IMPRINTED AT
|
London by Thomas

|

Marshe.
| 1576.

Quarto. 1 65 x 90 mm. (width without sidenotes). Two unsigned and unnumbered

leaves, A-L 1

in fours (numbered, wrongly, 1-42) + folding Diagram (signed Mi), M1
,

N, O 4

, P2
. (G iiii, blank and unnumbered.)

First leaf, refto: Title; verso: a cut of a four-masted warship with sun, moon,

and stars in the sky. Second leaf, re£to: Dedication as in other editions to Sir Edward
Fines. Anatomical man on E iii, refto (fol. 19). The first part ends on L iiii, recto,

'finis'; and catch-word, 'A Perfit'; verso: blank. The Addition, begins with the

folding Diagram or table of the ' Coelestiall Orbes,' signed M i; verso: blank. Second

Mi, redlo: 'To the Reader.' N i, recto: 'A Perfit Description of the Coelestiall

Orbes.' P i, redo: 'Errors in the Art of Navigation.' The book ends on Pii, reclo;

Colophon ; verso : blank.

British Museum (wanting the blank, 718. g. 52); Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge (6. 3. 44/4).

%* In all the editions by Thomas Digges the Anatomical man appears under

the title and on fol. 19.

The cut of the warship probably appears as a compliment to Sir E. Fines who
was Lord Admiral (it is only found in this edition); she carries the Royal Standard,

St. George's Jack, and two other flags with a coat of arms, probably the Lord Admiral's

own. See Plate XXXIII. The Emmanuel College copy has the folding diagram

bound after M ii; this is numbered 42.

CLXXXI. 1578. Thomas Digges. T. Marshe.

Title: A Prognostication euerlasting of righte
|

good effecle,

fruitfully augmented by the audlour, contayning plain,
|
briefe,

pleasaunte, chosen rules . . .
|

. . . Published by Leonard Digges
|

Gentleman. Lately corrected and augmented by
|
Thomas Digges

his Sonne.
|
Imprinted at London by Thomas Marsh. Anno

1578. Colophon: IMPRINTED AT
|
London by Thomas

|

MARSHE.
I

1578.

Quarto. 168x90 mm. (without sidenotes). Two leaves unsigned, A-L4
,

[Diagram,] M J
, N, O 4

, P' (Giiii blank).

This edition follows closely that of 1576, but omits the cut of the Warship on
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the verso of the Title. L/iiii, redo: ' finis ', and catch word ' A Perfit
'

; verso: blank.

The Addition begins on M i, redo, 'To the Reader.' The book ends on Pii, redo;

Colophon; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Savil, L. 18); British Museum (718. g. 53).
*
#* The folding Diagram is lacking in both copies, and that in the British Museum

wants the Addition. The title-page in the Bodleian copy is defective at the top.

CLXXXII. 1581-90. William Bourne. Watkins and Roberts.

Title: An Almanacke and Progno-
|
stication for X. yeeres,

beginning
|
at the yeere of our Lorde 158 1. and

|
ending the

yeere 1590, being cal*
|
culated for the Meridian of London.

|

Wherein is set downe the change, . . . | . . . (14M line) Written

by William Bourne, Student and Practi-
|
cioner in the Mathe-

matical! sciences.
|
Imprinted at London by Richard Wat-

|
kins

and lames Robertes.1581.
|
Cum Priuilegio. Colophon: Imprinted

at London by
|
Richard Watkins, and lames

|
Robertes .1581.

Odavo. Kalendar, 124x77 mm. Prognostication, 127x77 mm.
A-F8

, Ga
.

A i : blank, except for a • Leaf ' at the bottom on the redo. A ii, redo : Title, in a

line border, with the cut of a globe between the sun and moon, between title and imprint

;

verso: blank. A iii, Dedication: 'To the right honorable Edwarde,
|
Earle of Lincolne,

Baron of Clinton and Say
—

'; ending on verso; woodcut ornament. A iiii : 'To the

friendly and curte-
|
ous Reader ', with a woodcut initial; ending A vi, redo ; woodcut

ornament; verso: 'A note of such bookes as haue
|
been written by the Author

William
|
Bourne, that are extant in Print.' The Kalendar begins on B i, redo. On

B vii, verso, the Almanacks and Prognostications for the ten years begin, each year

taken in order ; first the Declaration, then the changes of the moon and prognostica-

tion of the weather for each month in the year. F i, redo : Rules of the Moon to

judge the weather, etc. Fiiii, verso: the Rules for Blood letting, purging, etc. Gi,

redo: the rising, noonstead and setting of the vii stars. The book ends, Gii, redo;

Colophon; verso: blank.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford (A. 13. 17/3).

*** Against each day in the Kalendar is the declination of the sun, and it states

in the preface that this is the first time this has been put into an Almanack.

CLXXXIII. 1585. Thomas Digges. T. Marshe.

Title: A Prognostication euerlastinge of right good
|
effecl,

fruitfully augmented by the auclor, contayning plaine, briefe,
|
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pleasaut, chosen rules . . .
|

. . . Published by Leonard Digges
|

Gentleman. Lately corrected and augmented by
|
Thomas Digges

his sonne.
|
Imprinted at London, by Thomas Marsh. Anno 1585.

Colophon: IMPRINTED AT
|
London by Thomas

|
MARSHE

|

1585.
*

Quarto. 160x94 mm. A-O' -f- folding Diagram, 2 unnumbered leaves.

A
3
-L

4 ,
numbered 1-42; (Diagram,) Mr 4

unnumbered.

This edition follows closely that of 1578. The Peculiar Kalendar begins on H ii,

reclo. The first part ends on L iv, verso; ' finis.' The Addition begins on M i, redlo.

The book ends on O iiii, redlo; 'finis'; Colophon; verso: blank.

British Museum (wanting Diagram, 8610. bb. 52); Britwell Court.

•-• The folding Diagram signed M and numbered 43 is in the Britwell copy.

O i and iii are signed Cc i and Cc iii, in the British Museum copy.

CLXXXIV. 1592. Thomas Digges. T. Orwin.

Title: A
I

Prognostication euerlasting of right good
|
effect,

fruitfully augmented by the auctor, contayning plaine, brief,
]

pleasaunt, chosen rules to iudge the weather by the Sunne, Moone,
|

Starres, Cometes, Rainebow . . .
|

. . . Published by Leonard

Digges Gentle-
|
man. Lately corrected and augmented by

Thomas
|
Digges his sonne.

|
Imprinted at London by Thomas

Orwin. 1592. Colophon: IMPRINTED AT
|

London by Thomas
|

Orwin .1592.

Quarto. 163 x95 mm. A-O* [+ Diagram] (the leaves of sheets B-L
numbered 3-42, omitting 28 and 29).

A i, redo: Title, with cut of Anatomical man underneath ; verso: blank. Aii:

Dedication to Sir E. Fines ; verso: 'To the Reader.' A iv : Contents. The Anatomical

man appears again on F i (f. 1 9). The Peculiar Kalendar begins on H ii, redo, a wood-
cut ornament being underneath the title. The General Kalendar begins K i, reclo.

The Addition begins on M i, redo, ' To the Reader,' with a woodcut ornament at

the top. The book ends O iiii, redo; 'finis'; Colophon; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Tanner, 238); Glasgow University Library (very imperfeft, Bk.

4-g- 19)-

%* The folding Diagram is wanting in both copies.
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CLXXXV. 1596. Thomas Digges. Widow Orwin.

'Title: A
|
Prognostication euerlasting of right good

|
effect,

fruitfully augmented by the Author, contayning
|

plaine, briefe,

pleasant, chosen rules . . .
|

. . . Published by Leonard Digges
|

Gentleman. Lately corrected and augmented by
|
Thomas Digges

his sonne.
|

Imprinted at London by the Widow Orwin .1596.

Quarto. 160 X 94 mm. A-O* -|- folding Diagram (foliated as the

1585 edition).

This edition follows closely'Marsh e's of 1585, but has the folding Diagram bound

between M ii and iii. The book ends on O iiii, refto; ' finis'; woodcut ornament.

British Museum (8562. a. 31 ; also Bagford Fragments, Harl. 5937, Nos. 85

dedication, 90 title); Britwell Court.

The folding table is signed M 3 and numbered 43 in the Britwell copy.

CLXXXVI. 1598. J. F.' For Edward White.

Title: PERPETVALL
|
AND NATVRAL PROG-

|
NO-

STICATIONS OF THE
|
change of weather.

|
Gathered out

of diuers ancient & late
|
Writers, and placed in order for

|
the

common good of all men.
|
Newly translated out of Italian into

|

English, by I. F.
|
LONDON,

|
Printed for Edward White, and

are
|
to be sold at his shop at the little

|

North dore of Paules.
|

1598.

Odtavo. 123 X 64 mm. A-C8
(first and last leaves blank).

Aii, redlo: Title; verso: blank. The Prognostication begins on A iii, with

a woodcut initial R, and woodcut ornament at the top. The book ends C vi, verso;

'finis'; woodcut ornament. C vii, refto: 'To the gentle Reader'; verso: 'The
names of the Authors from which these signes are colefted

—
', with a woodcut ornament

at the top ; Ends. C viii : blank.

Bodleian (Wood. 9/3) ; Britwell Court.
*
#
* This book is a collection of sayings from many writers both classical and

modern, and gives the Signs of rain, storms and wind, of fair weather, earthquakes,

plenty, abundance, etc., etc.; the signs being drawn from the movements of Animals,

the Cloudes, the Rainbow, Eclipses, Comets, etc. See Introduction, p. 69.

CLXXXVII. [c. 1600
?J

Erra Pater. T. East.

Title: H A PROGNOSTI-
|
cation for euer, made by Erra

|

Pater a IeWe, borne in Iewrie,
|
Doctor in Astronomie and Phi-
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sicke:
|
verie profitable to keepe the bodie

|
in health. And also

Ptholo-
|

meus, sayth the
|
same.

| {J Printed by Thomas East.

Octavo. 115 x58 mm. A-B".

A i, refto: Title, with cut of a man, half length, between the title and imprint;

verso: blank. The Prognostication begins on A ii, recto; and ends on B viii, redto;

' finis ' ; verso : cut of Shepherd with sheep, stars, and rainbow, either the same or

copied from one used in the 4to editions of the Kalendar of Shepherds.

British Museum (58. k. 24).

%* The cut on the Title is not the same as used by Wyer. The Catalogue

queries this edition as about 1600.
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CLASS E

KINDRED BOOKS

CLXXXVIII. 1 57 1. Richard Grafton. R. Tottell.

Title: A litle trea-
|
tise, conteyning many

|

proper Tables

and rules, ve?
|
ry necessary for the vse of al men,

|
The contentes

wherof
|
appere in the next

|

page folowing.
|

{[ Collected and

set forthe
|
by Richardi Grafton.

| 1571.
|

{[ LONDINI. |
In

asdibus Richardi Tottelli.
|
Cum priuilegio ad imprimen-

|
dum

solum. Colophon: £ IMPRINTED AT LON-
|
DON IN

FLETE STRETE
|

within Temple barre at the
|
signe of the

hand and starre,
|
by Richard Tottell

|
Anno .1571. |

Cum priui-

legio ad impri-
|
mendum solum.

O&avo. Kalendar 118x62 mm.; Tables 122x63 mm. A-F 8
, G*.

A i, recto: Title; verso: ' The Contentes.' Aii: 'the preface,' with a wood-

cut initial ' T' The Kalendar begins on Aviii, recto. B vi, recto: Almanack for

LX years, beginning 1572. B vii, verso: Diagram to find the Golden number, etc.

C v, verso: blank. Fiiii, verso: blank. The list of Fairs begins on E vii, recto. The
Highways begin F v, recto. The book ends Gvi; Colophon. Some woodcut initials

are used.

Bodleian (Douce, G. 325).

*j* This is the first edition or this book, and contains, besides the information

mentioned above, the Ebbs and Fludds, and the years of the Kings of England, etc.

CLXXXIX. 1572. Richard Grafton. R. Tottell.

Title: A litle trea-
|
tise, conteyning many

|

proper Tables

and rules, ve
|
ry necessary for the vse

|
of all men.

| flj The
contentes whereof

|

appere in the next page
|
folowing.

|
{[ Col-
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lefted by Rychard
|
Grafton.

| 1572. Colophon: f[ LONDINI |

In sedibus Richardi Tottell.
|

Cum Priuilegio.
| 1572.

Oftavo. 120 X 61 mm. A-F s (D i and iii are signed B i and iii).

A i, redto: Title; verso: list of contents. The Kalender begins on A iii, recto,

and ends on A viii, verso. B v, redlo : a Diagram, to find the Epaft, Golden Number,

etc. The book ends on F viii, verso; Colophon.

British Museum (C. 54. aa. 6/3).

*
#
* This book is an enlargement of the edition of the year before, and would

appear to be the forerunner of the modern Whitaker's Almanack, as, in addition to

the Kalendar, it has a large number of tables, such as : The movable feasts for twenty-

one years ; Vigils and Fasting days ; the years of the Kings from William the Con-

queror ; List of the Colleges and Halls at Oxford and Cambridge ; Shires and Boroughs

having Members of Parliament ; the Parishes in London; List of Fairs; the principal

Highways with the Distances of Towns from London, etc., etc.

On Cii, verso, is the Rhyme, 'Thirtie days hath November,' etc.; up to now
it has been attributed to Nicolas Peters, author of ' The Pathway of Knowledge,

1596.' See Introdudion, p. 57. See Plate XXXIV.

CXC. [c. 1573?] [Richard Grafton.]
J. Walley.

Title: A brief treatise con-
|
teinyng many proper Tables

|

and easie rules, verie necessary
|
and needeful, for the vse and

|

commoditie of all people, col-
|
lecled out of certaine

[
learned

mens
|
woorkes.

|
The contentes wherof, the Page

|
that followeth

doeth expresse.
|
Newly set fourth and allowed,

|
accordyng to the

Queenes
|
Maiesties Iniun-

|
ctions,

| {[ Imprinted at Lon-
|
don

by Ihon Waley. Colophon: {[ Imprinted at London, by
|
Iohn

Walley.

O&avo. Kalendar 124x62 mm.; Tables 120x60 mm. A4
, A-D 8

,

EJ

, FG8
, HJ (E i signed E v ; F v signed E 5).

A i, redo: Title, in a lace border ; verso: Diagram of a compass (?) with the words
' The cercle of the days ?

' in the centre. A ii, refto :
' The contes of this booke.' At

the bottom of A iiii, redlo, is a woodcut ornament with printer's mark (McKerrow,

183). The Kalendar begins, second A i, redo. F iii, verso: Diagram of the sun-rising.

The book ends on Hii, verso; 'finis'; Colophon.

British Museum (8562. aa. 27).

*** On D iiii, verso, the Rhyme, ' Thirtie days hath November . .
.

' appears,

and is on the same page in all Walley's editions. The Almanack, which is for a

period of years, begins at 1574, and the tables to find the Dominical letter, Golden
Number, etc., at 1573.
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CXCI. 1576. [Richard Grafton.] J. Walley.

Title: A brief treatise con-
|
teinyng many proper Tables,

|

and easie rules, verye necessarye
|
and nedefull, for the vse and

|

cOmoditie of al people, col
|
le&ed out of certaine

|
learned mens

|

workes.
|
The contentes whereof, the page

|
that followeth doeth

expresse.
|
Newly set forthe and allowed,

|
accordyng to the

Queenes maiesties Iniundlions.
|
Imprinted at Lon-

|
don by Ihon

Waley.
| 1576. Colophon: Imprinted at London by Iohn Walley.

Odtavo. Kalendar 122x63 mm.; Tables 123x63 mm.
A', A-F 8

, H4
(Sig. G is omitted).

A i, redo: Title, in a lace border; verso: Diagram as before, but with the words,

' North lyne, South lyne, est lyne, West Lyne,' radiating from the centre. A ii,

redo: 'The contentes . . .'; verso: a cut of ' God the Father in glory,' at the bottom.

At the bottom of Aiiii, redto: woodcut ornament with printer's mark (McKerrow,

1 83). The Kalendar begins second A i, redo. E v, verso: Diagram of the sun-rising.

The book ends, Hiiii, verso; Colophon, and cut of 'David with a harp' printed

sideways.

British Museum (8610. aa. 41).

CXCII. 1579. [Richard Grafton.] J. Walley.

Title: A brief treatise con-
|
teinyng many proper Ta-

|
bles

and easie rules, very necessarie
|
and needefull, for the vse and

com*
I

moditie of all people, col-
|
lected out of certayne

|
learned

mens
|
workes.

|
The Contentes whereof, the page

|
that followeth

doeth expresse.
|
Newlye set foorthe and allowed,

|
according to

the Queenes
|
maiesties Iniundlions.

|
Imprinted at Lon-

|
don by

Iohn Walley.
| 1579. Colophon: Imprinted at London by Iohn

walley.

Oftavo. Kalendar 125x65 mm.; Tables 120-125x62 mm.
A4

, A-F8
, G4

(Gii, signed Hii).

A i, redo: Title, in a lace border; verso: Diagram as in 1576 edition. The
Description is the same as the 1576 edition, except the woodcut ornament with

printer's mark (McKerrow, 183) appears on the verso of A ii, under the cut of 'God
the Father,' as well as on Aiiii. The book ends on Giiii, verso; Colophon, and cut

of a King in his tomb, from a Horae.

British Museum (12203. aa - 20)> Britwell Court.
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CXCIII. 1581. Frank Adams. J.Roberts?

Title: {J Writing Tables
|
with a Kalender for

|
xxiiii. yeres,

with other ne-
|
cessary rules, the Contents

|
therof you shall finde

in
I

the other side of
|
this Leafe.

[ fj Made at London, by
|
Franke

Adams, Stationer
|
and Bookbinder, dwelling

|
in Thames streete,

at the
I

signe ofy
e black Ranen, nere

|
Londo Brfdge, & are there

|

to be sold: or else on the Ryal
|
Exchange, at the signe of the

|

halfe Rose, and halfe Sun
|
next to the north doore, by

|
Thomas

Frethren.
| 1581.

Obi. sextodecimo (pocket-book shape). 86 x 56 mm. (very variable).

A-D 8 +io leaves of skin and several blanks (Bii and

iii, signed B i and ii).

Ai, redlo: Title, within a border with St. Andrew on one side and St. Matthew

on the other, at the top, clouds with the word god in them; the date is at the foot in

a compartment; verso: the Contents. A ii, redlo: 'A Rule for the Chaunge of the

Moone '; verso :
' Almanack for xxiiii yeeres.' The Kalendar begins on A iii, and

ends on A viii verso. Then follow eight leaves of prepared skin, for writing notes on,

a blank leaf of paper being between each. B i, refto, to B iii, redto, contain various

prayers. Between B ii and B iii are two more leaves of skin. At the foot of B iii,

refto: Weights and Measures begin, ending on B iv, redto; ' finis.' Attached to B iv

is a folding leaf with a wages table, etc. B v, refto: Terms. The list of Highways

begins on the verso. Bviii, verso: a description of English and Foreign coins, their

weight and value, followed by six pages of woodcuts of the coins. C v, refto : a

description of England and Wales and an epitome of English history. Known only

from a copy ending D vii, verso, with the words, 'by reason wherof Hillari,' in the

year 1563.

British Museum (C. 32. a. 9).

%* The Fairs are given against the dates in the Kalendar, and there are also

instructions how to clean the tables ; these are said to be made of asses' skin. This is

the forerunner of the modern pocket-book and Kalendar.

CXCIV. 1582. [Richard Grafton.] J. Walley.

Title: A briefe treatise con-
|
teyning many proper Ta-

|
bles

and easie rules, verye necessarye
|
and needefull, for the vse and

com-
I

moditie of all people, col-
|
le&ed out of certaine

|
learned

mens
|
workes.

|
The contentes whereof, the page

|
that followeth

doth expresse.
|
Newly sette foorth and alowed,

|
according to the
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Queenes
|
maiesties Iniunftions.

|
{[ Imprinted at Lon-

|
don by

Iohn Walley,
|
1582. Colophon: Imprinted at London by Iohn

Walley.

Odtavo. Kalendar 125x66 mm.; Tables 122x65 mm.
A 4

, A-F, G4 (G ii, signed H ii).

A i, redto: Title, in a lace border; verso: Diagram as before. Aii, redto: Con-

tents; verso (at the bottom): small cut of 'God the Father in Glory.' A iii, redto:

Terms. A iiii, redto (at the bottom): woodcut ornament with printer's mark

(McKerrow, No. 183). The Kalendar begins on second A i, redto. E v, verso:

Diagram as before. F vii, verso: double woodcut ornament at the bottom, the upper

one containing the printer's mark as above. The book ends G iv, verso ; Colophon,

and a small cut of a King in his tomb, from a Horae.

University Library, Cambridge (SSS. 46. 40); British Museum (12203. a> 5)>

Britwell Court.

*i* The rhyme, ' Thirtie days,' etc., is on D iiii, verso.*

CXCV. 1 59 1. W. W. J. Charlwood for T. Adams.

'Title: A briefe treatise con-
|
tayning many proper Tables

|

and easie Rules: verie necessarie
|
and needefull, for the vse and

com-
I

moditie of all people, collected out
|
of certaine learned

mens
|
workes.

|
Perused, corrected, and augmen

|
ted by W. W.

]

The contents . . .
| C[ Newely set forth and allowed ac=

|
cording

. . .
I

At London,
j
Printed by Iohn Charlwood,

|
for Thomas

Adams.
| 1591.

Odtavo. Kalendar 126x65 mm.; Tables 124x64 mm.

|[
4

, A-G8

, H 4
(First leaf unnumbered, then paginated 3-127).

Ci, redto: Title, in a lace border; verso: blank. |[ii, redto: Contents. The
Kalendar begins on A i, redto. E vii, verso (numbered 86): Diagram of the sun-rising.

The book ends on H iiii, redto; cut of a King in his tomb, from a Horae; verso:

blank.

Bodleian (8vo, J. 17. Art.).

%* This is Grafton's book re-issued. The rhyme, ' Thirtie days,' etc., is on

D vi, redto. There is no Colophon to any of the editions by W. W.

CXCVI. 1593. W. W. Widow Charlwood for T. Adams.

Title: A
]
BRIEFE TREA-

|
tise, contayning many

|

proper

Tables and easie
]
Rules. | Very necessarie and needfull, for

|
the vse
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& commodditie of all peo-
|

pie, collected out of certaine lear-
|

ned

mens works.
|
Perused, corrected, and augmen-

|
ted by W. W.

|

The contents ...
|
AT LONDON,

|
Printed by the wid-

dowe
|
Charlewood, for Thomas Adams.

|
Anno 1593.

Odlavo. Kalendar 125 X 64 mm. ; Tables 123 X 63 mm.

C 4
; A-G", H* (First leaf unnumbered, then paginated 3-127).

C, redlo: Title, in a lace border; verso: blank. <[ii, redlo: Contents. The
Kalendar begins on Ai, redlo. E vii, verso (unnumbered): Diagram of the sun-rising.

The book ends H iiii, redlo; cut of a King in his tomb; verso: blank.

Bodleian (Wood, 9/1).
*
#* The rhyme, • Thirtie dayes,' etc., is on D vi, redlo (p. 67).

CXCVII. 1595. W. W. V. S[imms] for T. Adams.

Title: A
|
BRIEFE TREATISE

|
containing many proper

Ta-
I

bles and easie rules.
|
Very necessary and needeful, for

|
the

vse and commoditie of all peo-
|

pie, collected out of certaine

lear-
|
ned mens works.

|
Perused, corrected, and augmen-

|
ted by

W. W.
I

The Contentes whereof, the leafe
|
that next followeth

doeth ex-
|

presse.
|

AT LONDON
|

printed by V. S. for Thomas
|
Adams

dwelling in Pauls Church-
1

yard at the signe of the white
|
Lion,

j

1595-
Odlavo. Kalendar 126x65 mm.; Tables 128x63 mm.

a\ A-G8
, H 1 (B iii, signed Ciii; Paginated as No. CXCVI).

a i, redlo: Title, in a lace border; verso: blank, a ii : Contents, a iii: Terms.

The Kalendar begins on A i. E vii, verso (numbered 86): Diagram of the sun-rising.

The book ends H iiii, redlo; 'finis'; verso: blank.

British Museum (717 a. 34).

%* The rhyme, 'Thirtie days,' etc., is on Dvi, redlo. This copy belonged to

Herbert, who has made the following note in it: ' n. b. J. Charlewood printed this

book for him in 1591. P. 113. It was first colledled & gathered by Rich. Grafton,

1571. See W. H. P. 819.'

CXCVIII. 1596. W. W. V. Simms for T. Adams.

Title: A briefe Treatise con-
|
taining many proper

|
Tables

and easie
|
Rules.

|
Very necessary and needeful, for

|
the vse and
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commoditie of all peo-
|

pie, collected out of certaine learned
|

mens workes.
|
Perused, corrected and augmen-

|
ted by W. W.

|

The Contents whereof, the leafe
|
that next followeth doth

|
ex-

presse.
|
LONDON.

|
Printed by Valentine Simmes for Tho- | mas

Adams, dwelling in Paules
|
churchyard at the signe of

|
the

white Lion.
| 1596.

Oftavo. 129 X 63 mm. (without sidenotes). A*, A-G 8

, H*
(paginated as No. CXCVI).

Ai, retto: Title, in a lace border; verso: blank. Aii: Contents. Aiii: Terms.

The Kalendar begins on second Ai, redto. Leaf 45 is printed 54. On p. 86,

unnumbered: Diagram of the sun-rising. The book ends on the refto of Hiv;
• finis'; verso: blank.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge (SS. 7. 8/4).

*a* The rhyme, • Thirtie days,' etc., appears on D vi, recto, p. 67 ; and the

Almanack for xxxii years is on D v, verso, p. 66).

CXCIX. 1598. Frank Adams. J. Roberts for E. White.

Title: {[ Writing Tables
|
with a Kalender for

|
xxiiii yeares,

with
I

sundry necessarye
|
rules.

|
AT LONDON

|
Printed by

lames
|
Roberts, for Edward

|
White, and are to be sold

|
at the

little North dore of
|
Paules, at the signe of

|
the Gunne.

| 1598.

Colophon: Printed at London by lames Ro-
|
berts, for Edward

White, and are to be sold
|
at the little North dore of Paules,

|
at

the signe of the Gun.

Sextodecimo. 86x57 mm. A-D"+ 19 blank leaves.

A i, redlo: Title, in a border with figures of Moses and Aaron, one on each side,

the word god at the top and the date in a compartment at the bottom; verso: Alman-

ack for twenty-four years. The contents are the same as the 1581 edition, except

there is no folding leaf with the wages table, etc., and the writing tables of prepared

skin are wanting, though the blank leaves between which they came remain; these

have been filled with a manuscript Catechism, dated 16 10, and notes of the births of

the Cholmely family. The book ends on D viii, verso ; ' finis '; Colophon.

E. F. Bosanquet.

%* See Plate XXXV. The Almanack is from the year 1580 to 1603, and the

Description of historical events goes down to 1587. It is possible the book contained

a folding leaf with a wages table on it as in the 1581 edition, if so, it came between

B iiii and B v, but there is no appearance of its having been there; the book is in its

original binding. The cuts of the coins are on C i, ii, and iii.
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CC. 1600 ? Robert Triplet or Frank Adams. (?)

For the Company of Stationers.

Title: Writing Tables with a Kalendar for XXIIII yeares

with sundrie necessarie rules.

Imprinted for the Companie of Stationers.

Oftavo (?)

The book appears to contain the same information as the earlier editions, but is

stated to have some leaves defective and to have four cardboard Tablets ('prepared

skin).

%* Sold at Sotheby's, 14 January 1907. The particulars are taken from the

catalogue, which gives the date as 1600 and also states that the Tables were made
by Robert Triplet. It is not clear if this is stated in the book itself; the original

Tables were made by Frank Adams, who died in 1601, and was succeeded by Robert

Triplet, who became a freeman of the Stationers' Company in i6of. He subse-

quently re-issued these Tables revised with his name attached, but could not have

been the original compiler as he must have been a child at the time they were made.

Possibly the date is taken from the first date in the revised Almanack ; but of course

Triplet may have revised it before Adams' death.
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CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PRINTED ALMANACKS AND
PROGNOSTICATIONS (CLASSES B, C, D, E)

N.B.

—

A figure in brackets indicates the number of Libraries in which copies or fragments are to be found. Boots

bracketed together were issued together. The dates are the years for which the books were written, the annual

editions were generally printed the year before.

Date. Class of Boole. Author. Printer. Size.
Copies or Fragments

known.

not before 1 492 P. -

[J. Laet?] [R. Pynson] 4° Frag.

c. 1498 P. [W. Parron ?] [W. de Worde] 4° Frag.

1500 P. W. Parron R. Pynson 4° I copy

1502 P. W. Parron [R. Pynson] 4° Frag.

1507-19 A. [for 1 3 years] W. Red (Rede) R. Pynson 8° or 1
6°

(1 copy imperf.)

1508-19 A. for 12 years } W. de Worde 32° 2 copies (2)

1510 A. J. Laet [W. Vorsterman] Fol. B.S. 3 copies

1516 P. J. Laet [J. van Doesborch] 4° Frags. (2)

1517 P. J. Laet N. de Grave 4° Frag.

1518 P. J. Laet [J. Scolar] Fol. B.S. Frags. (2)

1 52o(2issues) P. J. Laet R. Pynson 4° Frags. (2)

1522-37 A. for 1 5 years J W. de Worde 8° 1 copy

I5 2 3 A. ? ? Fol. B.S. 1 copy (defec. ?)

1523 P.
J.

Laet R. Bankes 4° 1 copy (defec.)

1523 P. } W. de Worde 4° Frag.

1524 P. J. Laet R. Bankes 4° Frag.

1525-40 A. for 15 years > R. Fakes (Faques) 16" 1 copy

1529 P. J. Laet P. Treveris 4° 1 copy

1530 A. & P. J. Laet the younger C. Van Ruremunde Fol. B.S. I copy&frags.(2)

1530 P. J. Laet [R. Wyer] 8° or 1

2

Frag.

1530 P. J.
Thibault ]R. Wyer] 8° Frag.

t. 1530 P. ? [R. Wyer?] 8° Frag.

"533 P. J. Thibault R. Rastell 4° Frags.

1533 P. J. Laet the younger

'

? 8» Frags. (2)

'53+ P. [J- L"t]
> 8° Frags.

'•1534? A. for ? years ? [W. de Worde ?]
8" Frag.

c 1536? P. for ever Erra Pater R. Wyer 8° 1 copy

1536 P. with K. J. Ryckes J. Byddell 8° 1 copy, 1 Frag. (2)

1537 A. &P. [J. Laet ?]
? Fol. B.S. Frags. (2)

c. 1538? P. for ever Erra Pater R. Wyer 8° I copy

c. 1539? P. [J. Laet ?] ? 4° Frag.

From this date all are probably by J. Laet the younger.
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Date. Claat of Book. Author. Printer. Site.
Coptei or Fragments

known.

ft '539? P. ? J. Redman 4° Frag.

c. 1 540 f P. Erra Pater R. Wyer 8° 1 copy

1541 A. &P. J. Laet J. Redman 8° Frags. (3)

154.1 P. ? ? 8° Frag.

1541 P. J. Laet ? 1
6" Frag.

1541 A. & P. ? ? ' i6» Frag.

1543 A. & P. J. Laet ? Fol. B.S. 1 copy (defec.)

"5+3 A. &P. J. Laet J. Waley'(Walley) 16° Frag.

1544 A. & P. M. Walter & Henry Ry R. Grafton Fol. B.S. 1 copy (defec.)

1544 [A.] ? ? Fol. B.S. Frags.

1544 A mery P. ? ? 4° 1 copy

1544 P. J. Laet ? 4° Frag.

1544-57 A. for 14 years ? R. Grafton 8° 1 copy

1544 P. C. Scute R. Lant 12° 1 copy (impcrf.)

1544 P. J. Mussemius J. Mayler 8° 1 copy

'544 A. & P. J. Laet | i6°(?32°) Frags, (proof

sheets) (5)

1545 P. M. Brothyel R. Grafton 4° I copy

1545 P. or A. A. Boorde 1 8° Frag.

1545 A. &P. J. Laet J. Herford 1
6° Frags, (unfolded

sheets) (2)

1546 A. &P. ? ? Fol. B.S. Frag.

1546 [A. & P.] ? ? Fol. B.S. Frags.

1546 P. A. P. Gasser R. Grafton 8° I copy

1546 A. &P. J. Laet J. Herford 1
6° 2 copies (unfolded

sheets) (2)

1547 A. &P. J. Sauvage N. Hyll Fol. B.S. Frag.

1548 A. &P. A. Laet R. Jugge Fol. B.S. 1 copy, 1 copy
(defec.) (2)

1548 P. A. Askham W. Powell 8° 1 copy (uncut sht.)

1548 A. & P. J. Sauvage J. Herford 16 Frags. (2)

1550 P.
J.

Sauvage J. Daye & W. Seres 8° Frag.

i55i A. & P. S. Heuringius J. Turke Fol. B.S. 2 copies (2)

>553 [A. & P.] J. Hubright N. Hyll Fol. B.S. Frag.

1 »553

1 1553

A. A. Askham W. Powell 8° 1 copy
P. A. Askham W. Powell 8° 1 copy

•554 A. & P. H. Lon (Low) J. Kingston & H. Sutton 16 Frag.

1 IS54&
I 1555

A right excellent

treatise A. de Motulind T. Marshe 8° 1 copy
/i555

I 1555

A. A. de Motulind T. Marshe 8" 1 copy
P. A. de Motulind T. Marshe 8° 1 copy

"555 A. & P. A. Askham T. Marshe Fol. B.S. 1 copy

1555 [A. & P.]
J. Gesner ? ? Fol. B.S. Frag.

1555 P. for ever L. Digges T. Gemini 4° 4 copies (4)
1556 A. &P. [A. Askham] ? Fol. B.S. Frag.

1556 P. perpetual J. A. R. Wyer 12° 1 copy

1556 P. & A. of two
shepherds

? R. Wyer 12° I copy

1556 P. everlasting L. Digges T. Gemini 4° 1 copy (imperf.)
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printer. Size.
Copies or Fragments

known.

'557 Epheraeris J. Field T. Marshe 4° 2 copies (2)

1558? [A. & P.] H. Low ? Fol. B.S. Frags.

1558-60 Ephemerides J.
Field T. Marshe 4° 2 copies

1559 [A.*& P.] ?
J. Daye Fol. B.S. Frag.

'559 A. M. Nostradamus H. Sutton 8° 1 copy

1559 P. M. Nostradamus ? 8° 1 copy

f 1559

I '559

A. L. Vaughan T. Marshe 8° 1 copy

P. L. Vaughan T. Marshe 8° 1 copy (impcrf.)

1560 A. &P. L. Vaughan T. Marshe Fol. B.S. 1 copy

f 1560

1 1560

A. H. Rocheforth O. Rogers 16° 1 copy

P. H. Rocheforth O. Rogers 1
6"

1 copy

1560-62 A. &K. T. Hill T. Marshe 4° 1 copy, 1 frag. (2)

1561 A. & P. A. Mounslowe ? 8° Frag.

1561 P. H. Rocheforth [O. Rogers?] 1
6° Frags. (2)

1562 A. & P. J. Securis J. Walley Fol. B.S. Frags. (2)

1562 A. & P. J. Securis
J.

Walley 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1562 P.
J.

Securis
J.

Walley 16° Frag.

1563 A. & P. H. Low [T. Marshe?] 1
6° Frag.

1563 P. J. Nicolson R. Hall 1
6" Frag. (2)

1564 A. &P. W. Cuningham R. Hall 8° 1 copy

1564 P. H. Low T. Marshe 8° 1 copy

1564 P. everlasting L. Digges T. Marshe 4° 2 copies (2)

c. 1565? P. \ ? 8° Frag.

c. 1565 P. for ever Erra Pater T. Colwell 8° 1 copy

1566 P. F. Cox J. Aide 16° 1 copy

1566 A. & P. W. Cuningham R. Serle 8" 1 copy (imperf.)

1566 A. &P. M. Nostradamus H. Denham 8° Frag.

1566 P. J. Securis T. Marshe 16° Frag.

c. 1566 Blank and per-

petual A. ? T. Purfoote 8" 1 copy

1567 A. &P. E. Bomelius H. Bynneman 4° 1 copy

1567 P. everlasting L. Digges T. Marshe 4° 1 copy

1 567-1606 A. &P. P. Moore J. Kingston 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1568 A. &P. J. Securis T. Marshe 16° 1 copy

1569 Plain & perfect table ? j Fol. B.S.i ' 1 copy (defec.)

1569 A. & P. J. Hubright J.'
Kingston 8» 1 copy

1569 A. & P. H. Low T. Marshe 8° 1 copy, 1 copy

(imperf.) (2)

1569 A. &P. J. Securis T. Marshe 8" I copy

1570 P. J. Securis W. Powell 1
6° Frag.

1571 A. T. H. (Hill) H. Denham 4° 3 copies (3)

1571-73 A. &P. W. Bourne T. Purfoote 8° I copy, 1 copy

(imperf.) (2)

1571 A. & P. T. Buckminster R. Watkins 8° 1 copy

1571 A little treatise R. Grafton R. Tottell 8" 1 copy

1571-1606 A. & P. for 37 yrs. P. Moore H. Bynneman 8° 1 copy

1572 (2 is-

sues) A. T. Hill [R. Watkins &
J. Roberts?]

FolJ B.S. 2 copies (defec,?),

2 frags. (3)
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printer. Size.
Copies or Fragments

known.

1572 [A.? &] P. T. Hill Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1572 A little treatise R. Grafton R. Tottell 8" I copy

'573 P. for 20 years

from 1 564

C. Leovitius T. Vautrollier 4° 1 copy

c. 1573 A brief treatise [R. Grafton] J. Walley - 8° 1 copy

1 573-1 606 A. & P. for 34yrs. P. Moore W. Williamson 8° 2 copies (both

imperf.) (2)

1573 P. J. Securis Watkins & Roberts 8° or 1
6° Frag.

1574 A. &P. H. Low 1 Watkins & Roberts]

[Watkins & Roberts]

8° Frag.

'574 A. & P. J. Securis 8 U 1 copy

1575 Ephemerides

Mcteorographicae R. Forster J. Kingston Demi 4 2 copies (2)

'••'575 P. I [Watkins & Roberts?] 8° Frag.

1576 P. everlasting T. Digges T. Marshe 4° 1 copy, 1 copy

(imperf.) (2)

1576 A brief treatise [R. Grafton] J. Walley 8° 1 copy

1578 P. everlasting T. Digges T. Marshe 4° 2 copies (both

imperf.) (2)

1579 A brief treatise [R. Grafton] J. Walley 8° 2 copies (2)

1579 A. & P. A. Mounslowe Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy (imperf.),

1 Frag. (2)

1579 A. & P. J. Securis Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1581 [A.] ? [Watkins & Roberts ?] Fol. B.S. Frag.

1581-90 A. & P. for ioyrs. W. Bourne Watkins & Roberts 8" 1 copy

1581 P. G. Hartgill Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1581 A. & P. A. Mounslowe Watkins & Roberts 8» I copy

1581 A. &P. H. Norton [Watkins & Roberts ?]
8° Frag.

1581 Writingtableswith

a K. for 24 yrs. F. Adams [J. Roberts ?] 1
6°

I copy (imperf.)

1582 P. T. Buckminster Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1582 A brief treatise [R. Grafton] J. Walley 8° 3 copies (3)

1584 [A.] f Watkins & Roberts Fol. B.S. Frag.

1584 A. & P. T. Buckminster Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy

1584 P. J. Harvey Watkins & Roberts 8" 1 copy (imperf.)

1585 P. everlasting T. Digges T. Marshe 4° 1 copy, 1 copy
(imperf.) (2)

1587 Double A. & P. W. Farmer Watkins & Roberts 4
9 2 copies &frgs.(4)

1587 A. & P. G. Frende [Watkins & Roberts] 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1588 A. &P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy

1588 A. &P. W. Gray Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1589 A. & P. T. Buckminster Watkins & Roberts 8° 2 copies (2)

1589 A. & P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8" 2 copies (2)

1589 A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 3 copies (3)

1589 A. & P. W. Gray Watkins & Roberts 8° 2 copies (2)
2 copies (2)1589 A. & P. J. Harvey Watkins & Roberts 8°

1589 A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 1
6°

1 copy (imperf.)

1590 A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy
c. 1590? fA. & P.l f Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1 59 1(3 issues) A triple A. J.D. Watkins & Roberts 4° 4 copies (4)
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printer. Size.
Copies or Fragments

known.

159I A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° I copy (imperf.)

1591 A. &P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

I59I A brief treatise W. W. J. Charlwood 8° 1 copy

1591 A. ? & P.]

A. ? & P. j

T. Buckminster [Watkins & Roberts] 1
6° Frags, ofproofsheets

1591 G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 16° 2 frags.

IS92 P. everlasting T. Digges T. Orwin 4° 2 copies (both

imperf.) (2)

1592 A. &P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8" Frag.

1592 A. &P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

'593 A. &P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy

1593 A. & P. W. Gray Watkins & Roberts 8" Frag.

1593 A brief treatise W. W. Widow Charlwood 8° I copy

1594 A. &P. R. Westhawe Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy

c. 1 594 [A. & P.] j [Watkins & Roberts] 8" Frag.

1595 A. T. Buckminster [T. Dawson ?] Fol. B.S Frag.

'595 (tis-

sues) A. &P. T. Buckminster Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy, 1 frag. (2)

'595 [A.] & P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy (imperf.)

1595 A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8» 1 copy

1595 A &P. W. Gray Watkins & Roberts 8" I copy

'595 A. &P. R. Watson Watkins & Roberts 8° I copy

1595 A. &P. R. Westhawe Watkins & Roberts 8° I copy

1595 A brief treatise W. W. V. S. (Simmes) 8° I copy

1596 P. everlasting T. Digges Widow Orwin 4° 2Copies&frgs.(2)

1596 P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8" Frag.

1596 A brief treatise W. W. V. Simmes 8» I copy

'597 A. &P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8°
I copy

1598 A. &P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° I copy (imperf.)

1598 A. &P. R. Watson Watkins & Roberts 8° 2 cop. (1 imperf.) (2)

1598 Perpetual and
natural P. j.F. (for) E. White 8° 2 copies (2)

1598 Writing tables with

a K. for 24 yrs. [F. Adams] J. Roberts 16° 1 copy (wanting

tablets)

"599 A. T. Buckminster T. Dawson Fol. B.S I copy

'599 A. & P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1599 A. & P. G. Frende Watkins & Roberts 8° 1 copy

'599 A. &P. R. Watson Watkins & Roberts 8° Frags. (2)

1600 A. &P. J. Dade Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1600 Double A. R. Watson Watkins & Roberts 8° Frag.

1600 P. J. Dade (for) E. White 16° Frag.

1600? Writing tables with R. Triplet or

K. for 24 yrs. F. Adams ? (for) Stationers' Co. 8°? 1 copy (defec.)

c. 1600 P. for ever Erra Pater T. East 8° 1 copy
n.d. [A?] ? ? I2°? Frag.
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CLASS F

A LIST OF ALMANACKS AND PROGNOSTICATIONS PRINTED OR LICENSED BEFORE
THE YEAR 1600 AND MENTIONED BY VARIOUS AUTHORITIES, COPIES OF

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN TRACED

N.B.

—

A double date Indicates the year from July to July in which the book was licensed (see Arber I
under the date given)

Date. Class of Book. Author. Printed by or Licensed to
Sire where . _. .

given.
Authority.

I. 493 P. J. Laet W. Caxton l
Bagford

2. 1517 A. for 10 years. ? J. Notary — Fletewode Sale

1774
zb. [1520] P. Maister Adrian R. Pynson 4to Hand Lists

J. 1 521 P. & A. John Laet 2
? — Bagford

4- n.d? P. Erra Pater R. Bankes — Hand Lists

5- 1529 A. } Adrian van Berghen — E. G. Duff'
6. 1535 P.? J. Laet (the younger ?)

? — Bagford

7- 154.1 A. & P. Peter Apian N. Bourman Fol. B.S. Hazlitt, i, p. 7
8. 15+5 A. S. Henringius M. Lobley Fol. B.S. Herbert, p. 570
9- '1550 5

P. &A. A. Askham W. Powell 8vo Notes y Queries,

(Meridian of York) 1st Series, iv, p. 4
10. 1550 5 P.

(for Meridian of

Antwerp)

Peter of Moorbeeke,
translated by William

Harrys

J. Daye and W. Seres 8vo (See Introduction,

pp. 29, 30)

11. [«55°] P. J. Laet (the younger ?) T. Raynalde 8vo Herbert, p. 584
12. 1551* A. & P. S. Henringius & L.

Bogard (or Boyard)
J. Oswen' 8vo?

* The books marked with an asterisk were in existence about thirty-five years ago, bound together in one volume.
See Not es and ^teries, 6th Series, xii, p. 204., but they appear to have disappeared.

1 If the date is correal this must have been printed by Wynkyn de Worde.
a Possibly a mistake for Jasper Laet, but Bagford appears to have seen the edition. John Laet must have been a

very old man at this date.
3 Fragment said to be in the British Museum, but the writer has been unable to find it.

4 Westminster and London Printers, 14.76-1535; E. G. Duff, Cambridge, 1906, p. 216.
• These two, bound together, are said to have been found under the floor of an old house somewhere over sixty

years ago.
• Printed/' At Worcester in ye high Strete by John Oswen," the only Provincial printed Almanack of the six-

teenth century.
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printed by or Licensed to
size where
given.

Authority.

I3« 1552* A. A. Askham W. Powell 8vo?

H- 1552 P. A. Askham W. Powell 8vo Herbert, p. 737

'S- 1 5 54* A. & P. ? A. Askham W. Powell 8vo?

1 6. 1554* A. &P.? A. Askham (another

edition)

W. Powell 8vo?

17- 1555* A. &P. A. Askham W. Powell 8vo? Fragment said to

be in the B.M.
lS. 1556* A. & P.? A. Askham T. Marshe 8vo?

19. 1556* A. &P.? A. Askham T. Marshe 8vo?

20. 1557* A. & P. ? A. Askham T. Marshe 8vo?

21. I557* 1
A. &P.? A. Askham T. Marshe 8vo?

22. «5« A. &P. G. Williams W. Griffith —
2 3- »S« A. H. Low T. Marshe —
24. «5fi P. H. Low T. Marshe —
25. i5ll P. A. Askham T. Marshe —
26. 1558* A. & P. ? W. Kenningham

(Cuningham)
J. Daye 8vo?

27. i558* 3 A. & P. ? W. Kenningham J. Daye 8vo?

28. «5JI A. &P. W. Kenningham J. Daye —
29. P. G. Williams J. Daye —
3°- »5tt P. H. Lon (Low) J. Daye —
31. I559 3

P. M. Nostradamus W. Copland (without

license) for N. Eng-
lande & J. Kingston

8vo Bagford

32- «sH P. W. Russe J. Rowbothom —
33- «5fl A. W. Kenningham J. Daye —
34- 1560

4 A. &P. T. Hill [T. Marshe ?]
— Bagford

35- 1560 P. ? H. Sutton (at the charge

of Humphery Toy)
8vo Bagford

36. 1560* A. & P. ? H. Low H. Sutton 8vo?

37- J 5yT A. &P. Mons Lady (Mouns-
lowe)

N. Englandc —

38. 1 c 001 5ni A. M. Nostradamus T. Hackett —
39- *sn A. & P. [W.] Fulkes H. Sutton —
40. 15^ A. &P. W. Kenningham T. Marshe —
41. 1561* A. & P. ? L. Vaughan, for meri

dian of Gloucester

T. Marshe 8vo?

42. 1561 A. & P. ? T. Hill [T. Marshe ?]
— Bagford

43- «sh A.
5

F. Coxe J. Aide & J. Audley —
44- ISU A. & Apology ? R. Wolfe —
45- 1 5tt^ A. & P. M. Nostradamus T. Hackett —
46. I5f| A. & P. W. Kenningham J. Aide —
47- «5» A. &P. M. Nostradamus H. Sutton (without

licence)

1 "Practised at Medlay in Yorkshire." * Contains a portrait of Kenningham.
1 Copland was fined for printing this without licence (Arber, i, 101).
4 Marshe had a licence for this, 15^ (Arber i, 1*5).
5 This is given as " An Almanack with Coxe's agaynste sossorers and coungerers."
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printed by or Licensed to
Size where

Authoiity.
given.

48. 1 - ' -
'5 «r;r

A. & P. for 1 663 J. Securis J. Walley _
49-

.•11
1 5 ii :;

A. &P. F. Coxc J. Aide —
5°.

, - 6 :

•5f5 A. Christophorus Stathn-

nings.
J. Rowbothom —

5'- IC 82

{ft

1 r«-

A. & P.
1 [W.] Fulkes. E. Hallay' —

$*. A. Doftour Harycok. J. Kingston —
S3- P. L. Digges L. Haryson —
54- A. & P. 1 M. Nostradamus W. Powell (without

licence)
2

—

55-
,.12
5tfF A. for the months. ? O. Rogers —

56. 1563* A. M. Nostradamus

'

? 8vo?

57- •563 A. & P. T. Hill [T. Marshe ?1 — Bagford

58. *5f# A. & P. J. Securis J. Walley —
59- »s« A. & P. W. Conyngham (Cun-

ingham)
R. Serle — (?No. LX)

60. 1 e^s A. &P. Maister Bullens (Wil-

liam Bullen)

A. Veale —
61. iS« P. Viftoryus Scourfylde J. Rowbothom —
62. »s*f A. G. Williams W. Griffith —
63. 156+* A.* M. Nostradamus ? 8vo?

64. 1 5ft A. for 1565 H. Lowe T. Marshe —
65. 'i ft A. & P. for 1 565 H. Rocheforthe H. Rocheforthe —
66. , -64 A. & P. F. Coxe J. Aide —
67. t -• 1 A. &P. Maister Buckmaster

(Thomas Buckmin-
ster)

R. Newberry

68. , -CI A. & P. W. Conyngham A. Veale —
69. 1 3FT A. & P. H. Rocheforthe T. Purfoote —
70. , - <i 4 P. V. Scourfylde J. Rowbotham —
"'• 1 5ft A. & P. J. Hubrygh (Hu-

bright)

W. Peckerynge
(Pickering)

—

72. , -64
*5FT A. &P. F. Coxe J. Aide —

73-
, -65
1 5 4 if

A. & P. T. Buckmaster J. Walley —
74-

, -66
1
5 V, if

A. & P. for 1 566 H. Low T. Marshe —
75- T -6S A. & P. for 1 566 H. Rocheforth W. Peckerynge —
76.

, - 1; 5
1 5 c, .f

A. &P. W. Cunningham W. Jonnes — (?No. LXIII)

77-
, -65
*5ff A. &P. J. Hewbryght W. Peckerynge —

78.
. -65
1
5 ij if

A. & P. Maister Gayle. R. Newberry —
79-

, -65
j 5ff A. &P. Maister Browne

(William Bourne?)

H. Denham —
80. 1 C S8'Sft A. & P. for 1 566 H. Low T. Marshe ™™

1 " Authorized by my Lorde of London " (Arber, i, 105).
a Powell was fined for printing and selling this, and also the following for selling it : William Jonnes, Thomas

Cadman, John Haryson, Garrard Dewes, William Loble, Richarde Harvie, Thomas Hackett, William Pekerynge,

Peter Frynshe, William Marten, Jerome Glover, Thomas Marshe, John Hynde, William Greffith, William Sheparde,

Thomas Skerow, Edmonde Hally, John Aide, Raufe Newberry (Arber, i, pp. 216-18).
3 Possibly Powell's unlicensed edition. * "Translated out of French into English."
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printed by or Licensed to
iize where

Authority.
given.

8l. »S*f A. & P. for 1567 G. Wylliams W. Griffith

82. '5ft A. & P. — Gayle R. Newberry —
83. , .66

'5ft A. & P. J. Hubright W. Peckerynge —
84. 1 5ft A. & P. for 1567 B. Gaynsforth T. Hackett —
85.

T .66
1 5FT A. & P. for 1567 R. Raynolds H. Denham —

86. *5FT A. & P. for 1567 H. Rocheforth T. Purfoote —
87. 1 c 681 5ft A. &P. J. Securis T. Marshe —
88. , .88

'5fT A. & P. F. Coxe J. Aide —
89.

. .66
J 5fT A. &P. M. Nostradamus H. Bynnyman. —

90. , .66
'5fT A. & P. for 3 yrs. W. Browne (Bourne?'

I
T. Purfoote —

91. , .60 A rnery P. for 1567 J.
Dernyll W. Peckerynge —

92. 1567* A. T. Buckmaster J. Kingston for Garet
Dewes

8vo?

93- 1567* P. T. Buckmaster J. Kingston for G. Dewes 8vo?

94. 1567 A. T. Hill [T. Marshe ?]
— Bagford

95- •5« A. & P. for 1568 T. Startoppe R. Newberry —
96. 'Stt A. & P. for 1568 H. Low T. Marshe —
97- iStt A. &P. Maistcr Barnardyn T. Hackett —
98. well•5f¥ A. & P. for 1568 J. Hubryghte W. Peckerynge

'

—
99- I r 671 5FB" A. &P. S. Pembroke W. Griffith —
100. «s|f A. & P. for 1568 H. Rochforth H. Bynnyman —
101. istt A. & P. M. Nostradamus J. Walley —
102. I r 67*5f¥ A. & P. for 1568 T. Jenkynson J. Kyngston —
103. , .67

'Sirs' A. & P. for 1568 Maister Johnson A. Veale —
104. 1568* P. T. Buckmaster J. Kyngston for Garet

Dewes
8vo?

105. 1568* A. T. Buckmaster
J. Kyngston for G. Dewes 8vo?

106. I5H A. &P. T. Buckmaster Garret Dewes
107. "S*f A. & P. Doftor Bombelius

(Elis Bomelius)
N. Englonde —

108. I c 681 5bt A. &P. W. Johnson [R.] Irelonde 2 —
109. , .68 A. & P. T. Stephens, gent. T. Marshe —
no. n.d. P. of the husband-

man for ever

f A. Veale — Herbert, p. 779

III. 1569 A. &P. T. Hopkins T. Marshe 8vo Bagford

112. 1 e«9
'STir A. & P. for 1570 H. Lowe T. Marshe

113. '5l* A spiritual A. and T. Buckmaster, Min T. Hackett —
P. for 1570 ister

114. I St* P. T. Buckmaster R. Watkins

115.
. .69
MTu" A. &P. Master Johnson [R.] Irelande"

Il6. , .69 A. &P. J. Hubryght R. Newberry —
H7. , .69

'5TTJ A. & P. for 1570 Robert Moore J. Roberts —
Il8. 1570 A. for 20 years ? H. Middleton i6mo Herbert, p. 1056

says "beginning

i S6S
»

Probably the edition mentioned by Ames as printed by Henry Wykes.
In E. G. Duff's Century of the English Book Trade, 1457-1557, Irelande's Christian name is given as Roger.
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Date. Class of Book. Author. Printed by or Licensed to
Size where

given.
Authority.

ug. «5« A. & P.
1 G. Goscyne H. Bynnyman

120. «5« A. & P.
1

J. Securis T. Marshe —
121. «sJ! A. & P.

1 A. Mounslowe H. Bynnyman —
122. 1573 A. T. Hill R. Watkins 8vo Herbert, p. 1024

123- >577 Perpetual K. ? ? . j Bagford

I24. 1580 A. & P. for 34 yrs. Philip Moore Abraham Kitson 8vo Herbert, p. 1336
125. 1581 A. (for Bristol) G. Hartgill/

1 [Watkins & Roberts] 8vo Bagford

I26. (158.)
J. and V

(.582) !

R. Watkins had licence in 1 581 and 1582 for |

and >— almanacks by Buck minster, Twyne, Lloyd, Herbert, p. 1030
127. Kynnet
128. 1588 Brief treatise R. Grafton > —

1

Bagford

129. 1590 Perpetual P. L. F. John Wolfe —
130. 1590 Perpetual P. L. F. E. White —
«3i. 1591 Prophecie for 8

yeres to come

>
J. Wolfe —

132. 1591 Gargatua his pro-

phecie
r* ranslation of Fran-

cois Rabelais?)
J. Wolfe —

133- '594 A. G. Hartgill ? Fol. B.S Bagford

>34- •594 Writing Tables with F. Adams F. Adams i6mo Herbert, p. 1726
K. for 24 years.

135- ». d. A perpetual K. 3 T. Dawson B.S. Herbert, p. 1 1 29

Herbert (p. 1753) mentions a spiritual almanack, 8vo, as being in Maunsell's catalogue which was pub-
lished in i 595.

Watt, Bibliotheca Brittannica, mentions an Almanack for 1562 by Thomas Nunnes; the date is evidently

a mistake for 1662, as Nunnes did not live in the sixteenth century, but he compiled Almanacks for 1 661
to 1668.

In I5^f an Almanack in Dutch was licensed to John Stell and Arnolde van Gulke.

1 "Authorised hy my lorde of Canterbury" (Arber, i, pp. 439, 440, 441).
» Probably No. LXXXIII.
s This may possibly be the engraved Kalendar of 1591 described under No. III.
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INDEX OF AUTHORS AND TRANSLATORS
The Roman figures refer to the editions in Classes B—

E

The Arabic figures refer to the untraced editions (Class F)

The Italic figures refer to the pages in the Introduction

A (J.), clxviii
; p. 64.

Adams (Frank), cxcin, cxcix, cc (?), 134;

pp. 70, 71.

Adrian
[ ]. 7.b.

Apian (Peter). 7.

Askham (Anthony), xxxvm, xli, xlii,

cxlii, cxliv, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,

1 9, 20, 21, 25 ; pp. 27, 20, 30, 31, 32.

Barnardyn [ ]. 97.

Bomelius (Elis.). lxvii, 107; p. 40.

Boorde (Andrew), xxxiv; p. 28.

Bourne (William), clxxvi, clxxxii, 79,

90; pp. 67, 68.

Boyard, or Bogard (Lodowicke). 12.

Brothyel (Matthias), xxxni; p. 28.

Browne (William). See Bourne.

Brunfels (Otto), clxi; p. 62.

Brunswike (Frederike van), clxv.

Buckminster, or Buckmaster (Thomas).

LXXIV, LXXXVI, LXXXVII, XCIII, CIV,CXIA,

CXIB, CLIII, CLIV, 67, 73, 92, 93, 104,

105, 106, 113, 114, 127; pp. 43, 44..

Bullen [William]. 60.

Cox (Francis), lxv, 43, 49, 66, 72, 88

;

P-S9-
Cuningham, or Kenningham (William).

lx, Lxnr, 26, 27, 28, 33, 40, 46, 59, 68,

76 ; P- 34-

Dade (John) or D (J), xciv, ci, cm, cvr,

CXI I, CXXI, cxxiv, cxxvi; p. 46.

Dernyll
(J.). 91.

Digges (Leonard), clxvi, clxvii, clxxi,

clxxiv, 53; p. 63.

Digges (Thomas). clxxx,clxxxi,clxxxiii,

CLXXXIV, CLXXXV
; pp. 63, 64.

Erra Pater, clx, clxii, clxiii, clxxii,

clxxxvii, 4 ; pp. 61, 62.

F (J) or (L). clxxxvi, 129, 130; pp. 68,

69 .

Farmer (William), lxxxix
; p. 43.

Field (John), xlvii, clxix; p. 33.
Forster (Richard), lxxix

; p. 44.

Frende (Gabriel), xc, xci, xcv, xcvm,
xcix, en, cv, cvn, CVIII, CXIII, cxvii,

CXVIII, CXIX, CXXII
; pp. 43, 46.

Fulkes [William]. 39, 51.

Gasser (Achilles P.). xxxvi.

Gayle [ ]. 78, 82.

Gaynsforth (Barnabe). 84.

Gesner (James), cxliii.

Goscyne (George). 119.

Grafton (Richard), clxxxviii, clxxxix,

cxc, cxci, cxcii, cxciv, 128; pp. 70, 71.

Gray (Walter), xcn, xcvi, cix, cxiv;

p. 46.

Harrys (William), xl, 10.

Hartgill (George), lxxxiii, 125, 133 ; p. 44.

Harvey (John), lxxxvhi, xcvn
; p. 44.

Harycok [ ]. 52.
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Heuringius or Henringius (Simon), cxl,

8, 12; p. 54.

Hill (Thomas) or H. (T.). Lxxnr, lxxv,

cl, clxx, 34, 42, 57, 94, 122; pp. 40,

56,65.
Hopkins (Thomas), ill.

Hubright or Huebrighe or Hewbryght

(Joachim), lxix, cxu, 71, 77, 83, 98,

116; p. 41.

Jenkynson (Thomas). 102.

Johnson (William). 103,108,115.

Kynnet
[ ]. 126, 127.

Laet (Alphonsus). cxxxix.

Laet (Jasper), iv?, viii, ix, xa, xb, xi,

XIII, XIV, xv, cxxviii, cxxix, 1.

Laet (Jasper, the younger), xix, xx, xxm,
xxv, XXVI, XXVII, xxix, xxxn, xxxv,

xxxvn, cxxxi, cxxxn ?, cxxxni, 6 ?, 1 1.

Laet (John). 3.

Laet, Account of the family of, pp. 18, ip.

Leovitius (Ciprianus). cxxxvm.

Lloyd [ ]. 126, 127.

Lon (Henry). See Low.

Longwater (Nicolas), vm
; pp. 20, 21.

Low (Henry), or Lon, Loove, Lou, and

Lowe. XLIII, LVIII, LXI, LXX, LXXVII,

cxlv, 23, 24, 30, 36, 64, 74, 80, 96,

112; p. 32.

Moore (Philip), clxxv, clxxvii, clxxix,

124; pp. 65, 66, 67.

Moore (Robert). 117.

Motulind (Antonius de). xuv, xlv, clxv ;

P-33-
Mounslowe, or Monslady (Alexander), liv,

LXXXIA, LXXXIB, LXXXIV, 37, 121; p. 38.

Mussemius (John), xxx; p. 26.

Nicolson (James), lix.

Nostradamus (Michael). xlviii, xlix,

lxiv, 31, 38, 45, 47, 54, 56, 63, 89,

101
» PP- 35>36-

Norton (Humfrey). lxxxv
; p. 44.

Parron (William), v ?, vi, vn
; p. 20.

Pembroke (Symonde). 99.

Peter of Moorbeeke. 10.

Rabelais (Francois). 132 ?.

Red or Rede (William), clv ; p. 58.

Reynolds (Richard). 85.

Rocheforth (Henry), lii, liii, lv, 65, 69,

75, 86, 100; p. 36.

Russe (Walter). 32.

Ry (Henry), cxxxiv.

Rykes (John), clxi
; p. 62.

Sauvage (James), xxxix, xl, cxxxvm

;

pp. 29, 32, 54.

Scourfylde (Vicloryus). 61, 70.

Scute (Cornelius), xxxi
; pp. 26,30 (note).

Securis (John), lvi, lvii, lxvi, lxviii,

LXXI, LXXII, LXXVI, LXXVIII, LXXXII,

CXLVIII, 48, 58, 87, 120; pp. 38, 30.

Startoppe (Thomas). 95.

Stathnnings (Christophorus). 50.

Stephens (Thomas). 109.

Thibault (John), xvi, xvm ; pp. 22, 23.

Triplet (Robert), cc?

Twyne [ ]. 126, 127.

Vaughan (Lewis), l, li, cxlvii, 41 ; pp. 35,

55-

W (W.). CXCV, CXCVI, CXCVII, CXCVIII;

p. 71.

Walter (M.). cxxxiv.

Watson (Robert). cxv, cxx, cxxm,
cxxv

; p. 47.

Westhawe (Robert), ex, cxvi; p. 47.

Williams (George). 22, 29, 62, 81.

Unidentified, xii, xvii, xxi, xxn, xxiv,

xxviii, xlvi, lxii, lxxx, c, cx*,

cxxvii, cxxx, cxxxv, cxxxvi, cxxxvii,

cxlvi, cxlix, cli, clii, clvi, clvii,

clviii, clix, clxiv, clxxiii, 2, 5, 35, 44,

55, no, 118, 123, 131, 135.
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INDEX OF PRINTERS, BOOKSELLERS, OR
LICENSEES

The Roman figures refer to the editions in Classes B—

E

The Arabic figures refer to the untraced editions (Class F)

Tiie Italic figures refer to the pages in the Introduction

Adams (Frank), cxcm, 134.

Adams (Thomas), cxcv-cxcviii.

Aide (John), lxv, 46, 49, 66, 72, 88.

Aide (J.) and Audely (J.). 43.

Bankes (Richard), xi, xm, 4; p. 21.

Berghen (Adrien van). 5.

Bourman (Nicholas). 7.

Byddell (John), clxi.

Bynneman (Henry), lxvii, clxxvii, 89,

100, 119, 121.

Caxton (William). 1 ; pp. 77, 18.

Charlewood (John), cxcv.

Charlewood (Widow), cxcvi.

Colwell (Thomas), clxxii.

Copland (William). 31.

Daye (John), cxlvi, 26-30, 33 ; p. 55.

Daye (J), and Seres (W). xl, 10.

Dawson (Thomas), cliii ?, cliv, 135;

P-57-
Denham (Henry), lxiv, lxxiii, 79, 85.

D'Ewes, or Dewes (Garrat). 92, 93, 104,

105, 106.

Dizle (Henry), lxxix.

Doesborch (Jan van), vm.
Dome (John). Bookseller, Oxford, pp. p,

10.

East (Thomas), clxxxvii.

England (Nicholas), liv?, 30, 37, 107.

Faques (Richard), clviii.

Frethren (Thomas), cxcm.

Gemini (Thomas), clxvi, clxvii.

Grafton (Richard), xxxi, xxxm, xxxvi,

cxxxiv, clxiv ; p. 5J.
Grave (Nicolas de). ix.

Griffith (William). 22, 62, 81, 99.

Hackett (Thomas). 38, 45, 84, 97, 113.

Hall (Rouland). lix, lx.

Halley (Edmund). 51.

Harrison (Luke), xlviii, 53 ; p. 63.

Herford (John), xxxv, xxxvu, xxxix.

Hyll (Nicolas), cxxxvni, cxn
; p. 54..

Irelande (Roger). 108,115.

Jonnes (William), lxiii, 76.

Jugge (Richard), cxxxix
; p. 54.

Kele (Richard), cxxxvni.

Kingston (John), lxix, lxxix, clxxv,

clxxvji, 31, 52, 92, 93, 102, 104, 105.

Kingston (John), and Sutton (Henry).

XLIII.

Kitson (Abraham). 124.

Kitson (Anthony), clxxix.

Lant (Richard), xxxi, cxxxiv; pp. 26,

27.

Lobley (Michael). 8.
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Marshe (Thomas), xnv, xlv, xlvii, L

LI, LIV?, LVIII?, LXI, LXVI, LXVIII, LXX

LXXI, CXLII, CXLVII, CLXV, CLXIX, CLXX

CXXXI, CLXXIV, CLXXX, CLXXXI, CLXXXIII

1 8-2 1, 23-25, 34?, 40, 41, 42?, 57?, 64

74, 80, 87, 94?, 96, 109, in, 112, 120

PP- 33, 55, 63.

Mayler (John), xxx.

Middleton (Henry). 118.

Newberry (Raufe). 67, 78, 82, 95, 116.

Notary (Julian). 2.

Orwin (Thomas), clxxxiv.

Orwin (Widow), clxxxv.

Oswen or Owen (John). 12; p. 29.

Pickering (William), lxix, 71, 75, 77,

83, 91, 98.

Powell (William), xxxvm, xli,xlii,lxxii,

9. I3-I7. 54; P-35-
Purfoote (Thomas), clxxiii, clxxvi, 69,

86, 90.

Pynson (Richard), iv, vi, vn, xa, xb,

clv, 2b.

Rastell (John), xvm.
Raynalde (Thomas). 11.

Redman (John), xxn, xxm, xxiv ? p. 2<f..

Roberts (James). cxcm?, cxcix, 117;

p. 47 (note).

Robotham (James), lix, 32, 50, 61, 70.

Rocheforth (Henry). 65 ; p. 36.
Rogers (Owen), lii, liii, lv?, 55.

Ruremunde (Christopher van). cxxxi

;

P-52.

Saunderson (Henry), clxxv, clxxvii.

Scolar (John), cxxix
; p. £2.

Serle (Richard), lxiii, 59.

Simmes (Valentine), cxcvn, cxcviii.

Stationers (The Company of), cc; p. p.

Sutton (Henry), xlviii, 35, 36, 39, 47.

Telotson (William), xxxi, clxiv.

Tottell (Richard), clxxxviii, clxxxix.

Toy (Humphery). 35.

Treveris (Peter), xiv.

Turke (John), cxl, cxli
; p. 34.

Vautrollier (Thomas), clxxvih.

Veale (Abraham). 60, 68, 103, 1 10.

Vorsterman (Willem). cxxvm ? p. jr.

Walley or Waley (John), xxvn, lvi, lvii,

CXLVIII, CXC, CXCI, cxcu, cxciv, 48, 58,

73. Joi.

Watkins (Richard), lxxiv, 114, 122, 126,

127; p.p.
Watkins (R.) and Roberts (J.), lxxv-

LXXVIII, JLXXX-CXXV, CL ?, CLI ?, CLII,

clxxxii, 125, 126, 127 ; pp. 8, p, 42, 47,

48, 57-

White (Edward), cxxvi, clxxxvi, cxcix,

130.

Williamson (William), clxxix.

Wolfe (John). 129, 131, 132.

Wolfe (Reynold). 44.

Worde (Wynkyn de). v, xn, clvi, clvii,

clix ? pp. 18, 20, 2/, 6o, 61.

Wyer (Robert), xv, xvi, xvn ?, xlvi,

CLX, CLXII, CLXIII, CLXVIII; pp.22, 2J,
6l, 64.

Wykes (Henry). 98 (note).

Unidentified, xix, xx, xxi, xxv, xxvi

XXVIII, XXIX, XXXII, XXXIV, XLIX, LXII,

CXXVII, CXXX, CXXXII, CXXXIII, cxxxv,

CXXXVI, CXXXVII, CXLIII, CXLIV, CXLV,

CXLIX, CLIX, 3, 6, 56, 63, 123, 128, I33.
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A TABLE

SHOWING THE DOMINICAL LETTERS, AND DATES ON WHICH EASTER
DAY AND ADVENT FELL IN THE YEARS 1 500-1 600

INCLUSIVE (OLD STYLE)

Yean. Easter.
Dominical

Letters,
Advent.

1500
I 50I

1502

IS03

1504
I505

1506
1507
1508

IS09
I5lO
I5II

ISI2
ISI3

1514
1515
. 5 .6

1517
1518
I519
I52O

152!

1522

1523
I524
I525

1526

1527
1528
I529

1530
1531

1532

•533
1534

April 19
April 1

1

March 27
April 16

April 7
March 23
April 12

April 4
April 23
April 8

March 31

April 20
April 11

March 27
April 16

April 8

March 23
April 12

April 4
April 24
April 8

March 31

April 20
April 5

March 27
April 16

April 1

April 21

April 12

March 28

April 17
April 9
March 31

April 13

April 5

ED
C
B
A

G F
E
D
C
B A
G
F
E
DC
B
A
G
F E
D
C
B
AG
F
E
D
C B
A
G
F
ED
C
B
A
G F
E
D

November 29
November 28

November 27
December 3

December 1

November 30
November 29
November 28

December 3

December 2

December 1

November 30
November 28

November 27
December 3

December 2

November 30
November 29
November 28

November 27
December 2

December 1

November 30
November 29
November 27
December 3

December 2

December I

November 29
November 28

November 27
December 3

December 1

November 30
November 29

Years. Easter.
Dominical

Letters.
Advent.

1535
1536

1537
1538

1539
1540
1541

1542

1543

'544
«545
1546
1 547
1548

•549
1550
i55i

1552

1553

1554
•555
1556

1557
1558

1559
1560
1561

1562

1563

1564
1565
1566

,567
1568

1569

March 28

16

1

21

6

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

March 28

Apri
Apri

'7

9
March 25
Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

March 29
Apri

Apri

March 25
Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

March 26

•3

5

25
10

1

21

6

17
2

>4

5

18

10

H
6

April

April

March 29
Apri'

Apri

Apri

Apri

March 30
April 18

April 10

11

2

22

C
B A
G
F
E
DC
B
A
G
FE
D
C
B
AG
F
E
D
CB
A
G
F
ED
C
B
A
GF
E
D
C
B A
G
F
E
DC
B

November 28

December 3

December 2

December I

November 30
November 28

November 27
December 3

December 2

November 30
November 29
November 28

November 27
December 2

December I

November 30
November 29
November 27
December 3

December 2

December I

November 29
November 28

November 27
December 3

December I

November 30
November 29
November 28
December 3

December 2

December 1

November 30
November 28
November 27
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Years. Easter.
Dominical
Letters.

Advent. Years. Easter.
Dominical
Letters.

Advent.

IS70 March 26 A December 3 1586 April 3 B November 27
1571 April 15 G December 2 1587 April 16 A December 3

IS72 April 6 F E November 30 1588 April 7 GF December 1

1573 March 22 D November 29 1589 March 30 E November 30

157+ April 11 C November 28 1590 April 19 D November 29
1575 April 3 B November 27 1591 April 4 C November 28

1576 April 22 AG December 2 1592 March 26 B A December 3

1577 April 7 F December 1 1593 April 15 G December 2

1578 March 30 E November 30 1594 March 31 F December 1

•579 April 19 D November 29 1595 April 20 E November 30
1580 April 3 C B November 27 1596 April 11 DC November 28

1581 March 26 A December 3 »597 March 27 B November 27
1582 April 15 G December 2 1598 April 16 A December 3

1583 March 31 F December 1 1599 April 8 G December 2

1584 April 19 E D November 29 1600 March 23 F E November 30
1585 April 11 C November 28

N.B.—Septuagesima is 9 weeks before Easter.

Ash Wednesday is 46 days before Easter.

Lztare or Mid-Lent Sunday is 3 weeks before Easter.

Trinity Sunday is 8 weeks after Easter.

Corpus Christi is the Thursday after Trinity Sunday.
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II. Manuscript strip Almanack, 1433 (E. F. Bosanquet's copy).

November and December for comparison with No. III.



Ill (A ii). Xylographic Almanack or Kalendar (Bodleian copy, dated 1522).

Lower part showing November, December, and the dates.





IV (A iii). Engraved Almanack, 1591. (Bagford copy.)

Right hand lower portion, ending 10 March 1592.



fltfltye carbuncles pokes fcabbeeg fuc&e/buf rt)et fball nor manp
men Oepe fberof in comparpfoo of io manpg opuerfe fpbneOes/

buf pongc foltog berp ageo fbalbe.mooft beteD g mootttbfmen
Hs foz flje pocbcs g fj)e cute of etjeptbljo lutt to reoe/lere fljep tee

*be lafpnbobeof dns peregebclaflgfbcie be fball fpnoe$map
confenfe bfe mpnoe.^eruauees fbis pere bofb men <? ttpmei; Q)al

ttoe pzofpere bpcaufe of fpbneffes/g fball not tbcll oo fbepr oetb?

fees to tbepr mapflers fo* pipDe/g manp fyall oeparte fro rbept

maptter.;§>male befits as fbeep goofJ bogges g fucbe ofbet
-

ffiall

bauc Cpbneffcsg fpal Depe/tbberfoie if Cbalbe bo ICottj to cfe tbploe

foule.Tbfmco fljis perc Cliall baue manpfpbncfTes/tbpmeotbrtb

cjn'loe (balbe in pctpll/tbeooptige fbalbc to" grefe. Qipfe g falCbeDe

gmanpfbal make ctto cofracfesgnamelp Ojfjftbo mpooel quae

fersjfdotbes Ci^all bfc Cofplceeg falfbeocOfs pew fbalbe mote
Opfpofeo to ttrpf bpfltocne bpnges g e&epr Cubgecfes tjiaof lafjg

fbe.b. oape of £epfeber fbalbc Com? gtefe perpllof etttjc quake
tfrpf oi fprpnge/g fbe.b'.oap of/louebie/g fbe.jtrri.trap ofBece*
bavfbe.)crr.OaKofJanuaryg flje.rrVib.Oap ofjfebzuavp lafe fbe?

IbciftrarctSmahe tnfurrcecpons apenft fbc ptpnee/fo: fbcp fball ba
lie fbe tteife.^bf epmc fbaf meg fbalbc mood opfpofeo to thpfg
IpgWprtgc (balbe fbe.t.g f&e.rriirj.oap of Hp:pll 02 fbat abouf/

g affa- tfie mpoocs of 2#apg tbe begpnnpngc of June g Jufp g
affci f>mpDDcs of Hugtift g afoie fljcnoe of /Sepfembteg about

fbc begpnnpnge g tbenoe of /touembie.gf tbet be onp oefb fbw
perc of met) oj beffes it iball nof be bnpueifall g namelp of men
bur bp fbe ftberde/fooepne Oefb g pettplcnce (ball met; Depe/g a
kpng 01 ellts fome noble pzpnee fball fbis peit Depe/g a mapg a

ttomao of grew fame g rpefjeffe fball t\)i* yew Oepe.JI)ourfes g'

Ijanomapoens of hpngj fbalbc in perpll.jQerpfages g gooDcs of

OceO men CtjalbeJuftlpaompnpftreo/Cbe crptfrufapfl) fbalbe &o

noureo fjjispere.buf as f01 fcpenceg tbpfcDOfn fbalbe les bonoureo

*<L!)cy fcmabe longejoumeps <? pplgipms Cball 00 mefdp tbell/

buf Come fbalbe tocjteo ti5 coloe fpbnefTcs (z of fl;epr enmpes Co ^
tycp fball neuer come borne apc»;.

/cbis perc fbal not be gooD foi

kpnss to make lon^e^purneps 19 ^ fpttt g Ccconoc quartct/tn f|je

V (B v). W. Parron (?). Prognostication, <:. 1498. W. de Worde.

(Bodleian copy.)



&ttwff&mce$crtM£cafeuct&' p?otpnfonoct&
naii ab arbo;c mea colktttBfam p#«a oblata ocfcatl
regain tucmaicaansccimquojqusDmtiffimetnco^
lutfhtatcttutns ac Temper ttfumpijana me p?o Cuo
fioett feruttojc habere Dignetuc. jfmto.
Haus opttomagm fcuctiw o?tt

CConmnctronca 9 oppofttfotwfolfeeeiutu;

^arttl h# w ppm jrt Din I

3JWU10 wtjU j# w*« Jrttf pM M
#atf jejebu )rt w W Ut UU
gmtf pp\)t a pppMi # *
|«M ppM pW pppii p pu p0p
Zuqu(H pxiiU Mi pp (p pun
fytpubne pp\i ppii pppW bit ip p\tp

4Dctob;fe ppti pit tf ppii

#toueb?te intf U b jctil jc

3De«"b;ts jrjc ^ (ii D tf |fj

3Cnno nfit 9piUef!ino,fwmgetttefimo pjimo.

3Han»artt jemu ppi pi iiii ii

jfebjuatif )cb« til f U ppi lit

humeri Dkrum/bo;atum/ct m(twto?um a mertDfe

aD menDfem completi mtcllfguntut :i>elim mcrcato

us in fate computa£iombu0 ftrtbtfe folcpt.

VI (B vi). W. Parron . Prognostication for 1500.

R. Pynson. (Bodleian copy.)

Lunar table, the year beginning in March.



fl^ejjs^nolh'caaBofmmttetfarjjapla^ofboi^Ioon/

latcO in to pnglifftj to tbe bonotreofte nioott noble it vio

ton>M0Bpn0elenrptbe.uii^bppourm0o&biHffeMby

tot j&irtjotaslongmatersoeuernee ofour labp corepnoil

fa£ reuommeo torone ofHnntoarp inAnte #otgeperpa

f#imGpalpra&pn0fioimpro!toamentaterfolompn0
ptclomeu in bio four rbonem tlje.fj . parte eclips of^ mo
nep tfne pere rfjeiftjali gljew fber effectaalfo ttye crttpa

cfgefoune of.uj.pumwe tt>itbefl?auiat0beue bio effect

but abotute rbe.fr.pere after rtje eciipoot^ roare tottbpn

ibetbpme tftatanp toftallatpontam rijat tucrc lehe tbe

cdipoano rtjat Diftrabebbie effect. }tefottbecoiunrtion

offatarmto anD tnarfrtrje.utyMap ofianpuerein tbe.ru

graet of fesittarrooana oppofirion ofiubiterand mare
tbe.ri.bapoffcuerpere botbebcenintber eraltatpoanD

ibattii^.afpea UetrtJpn faturnuo anD maroand reuolu*

don oft&e gmerooilo anb tbegopngpn ofttje fonne in
tlpfourumarteeroftbiopereanb atttbetoiunmo ofrtje

opporifionoftbefonneanDtbemonetbatlbalbetbiope'
re(b(Dilp0oefotcbetntbereptactihepepn(ppaU0opng
foitberemenbertbe eclipo oftljcmone.
€<Of fbe loto oftbio pere. Zfyat toil rtglit merbe tbe<

(apbtSffcllarponipiinGpaUfbe eclipo of tlieiuonetber
fljallprfpnd tbat latum? punQpall loto oftbiopere tyal
bttuitbmbtteeanb marcurtus fottbei bauertje mooft
rapgbtin ijje fotcfapD coftellacpon/ano afteribe mpbftel
ofrt> pere fl?alfatumuotmars bauetbe mooft muflbt
(4ftbeuniuerfall cbapn0e oftbe beper 3$?be<

GpnnpnB oftbtopere fljalbe coto meetmitbj mpfteoanO
Oerheneo oftbeaper often cbapngeofoon oerheneo in
tityer tbeiafter fetto wtjampnes row) finale renncm

a
VII (B viii). Jaspar Laet. Prognostication for 1516. Jan van Doesborch.

(Trinity College, Cambridge, copy.)

Title and beginning of text.
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boictyom&Mtoi in tncDpc?*

rcefojppcccofouclojoegoo

CCirnigractactpjtuitegfo.

W CltfW%Mt.
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VIII (B xiii). Jaspar Laet. Prognostication for 1524.

R. Bankes. (Bagford fragment.)
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XII (B xxxvii). J. Laet the younger. Almanack and Prognostication for 1546.

J. Herford. (Bosanquet copy.) Part of an unfolded i6mo sheet.
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XIII (B xli). A. Askham. Almanack and Prognostication for 1553.

J. Powell. (Bosanquet copy.)
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for thisyeere. 1 587. beyngdic

tbjrdtfrmtbe Leaptjetrt*

VVhercunto is annexed , and dlarily
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Romans, which is very pleafaunr,
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appcareby the dayly vfe tner.of.

3rm alfo a IPjcgnomcacion foi-tljc

lame )?ere,dLligently calculated and refer-

red to the Longitude and Elevation

of the pole Artickeofth* Citieor'

DuUlint, and may te-uelyke-

wyfe forCnalanDt.
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XVI (B lxxxix). W. Farmer. Double Almanack (common and new)

and Prognostication for Dublin for 1587. Watkins and

Roberts. (Bodleian copy.)
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